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FOREWORD

In social and political organization in general and in the organiza-

0.pn of research, development and'innovation activities in the

education and other sectors, regionalism is an issue whidh seems

to be continually with us. From time to time propoSals appear

(in Congress or elsewhere) to set up or to reinforce regionally

based programs. What these proposals meaa is rarely clear. The

benefits are often questioned by both funders and R&D institutions

and even by the intended local beneficiaries. Is there anything

that can be done better regionally than could be done locally or

nationally (depending on the issue at hand)? And, in any case,

if we are to.organize regionally, yhat is to .be the basis, what

.should be the process? The questions have not been answered

satisfactorily in the past; they have recently risen again

in education. This report attempts to deal with the issue in

the kind of depth and with the attention to the range of consi-

derations that is needed to provide a definitive and broad

scoped analysis, one that has been lacking and very much needed

by policy analysts.

16
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I. REFOHALtSM AS A POLICY ISSUE

I.

1. Defiging Regionalism -

\

Although at first.glance it upy seem trivial to do so, a critical

starttngspoint for such an,analysis of regionalism is simply to ask:

What is "regionalism? What'is a ".:egion"? These questions may

seem trivial in that thie idea of a region (1) la commonPlace and

(2) is an essentially geographical idea. It would seem simple, then,

to define a "region" as EV specific ,geographical area -- and then drop

the.definitional issue as a "non-issue". HaWever, while we will in

this analysis accept, as a starting points the coAcept of regions

being defined geographically, such a.definition provides little

assistance to the policy maker who must answer such questions as:

How are the boundaries of a region to be "set"? Does regionalism

have some important meaning or' signifiCance other than simply.being

a piece of a larger geographical matit Is there some useful purpose

or function to be served by approaching a particular policy issue

from a regional perspective? Is there something about the nature

and dynamics of regionalism in general, of regionalism in a particular

context (e.g.: in a federal/political context) or of a particular

geographic region which could either help or hinder the planning and

implementation of a particular program or the accomplishment of a

particulai objective?

Thus, simply knowing that the concept of a region is to be understood

geographically tells us little by itself. It does not even,tell us

what geographical areas are to be (or will be) considered "regions"

either in terms of size, shape, boundaries or numbers of regions -.-

much less tell us the answer to the question: Why regionalism?

* We will later discuss an alternative to this conception.



2. Why Regionalism?

As.thm above discussion implies, a second critical starting point for

an analysis of regionalism ii to ask: Why regionalism? In Other

words: Is regionalism really a significant issue? And if so, when,

where, how, why, under what conditions, to whom?
11,

,From several very 'practical pdrspectives, the answer would seem clearr

ly to,be that regionalism is a significant issue -- yet the answer is

enigmatic, for ik raises more cmestions than'it answers.

For example, there is a sufficiently widespread usage of regionalism

to suggest that there is probably some pragmatic, functional basis

for regionalism. Yet.there is no clear-cut consensus about wpat

that basis.is -- or even that such a basis exibto in reality. We

monly conclade, then, that regionalism simply has different

meanings and significances for different.persons and organizations,

at different times, in different contexts, in relation to different

purposes.

Similarly, we may'riote again here that regionalism is a recurring

issue -- a fact that would suggest regionalism is a significant

issue. Yet even here, the significance is not clear. It is an issue

in which there is much variation, complexity and confusion. There are

varied forces which push for regionalism, but :or different purposes --

purposes which may be in conflict and lead to conflicting implications

for regional forms, approaches, activities, etc. At the same time,

there are forces which push against regionalism. Further yet, for

some the "issue" of regionali3m is a non-issue. The pros and cons of

regionalism may well vary according to whose purposes and interests

are being served. Regionalism is in many ways a political issue.

Regionalism is subjected to many dynamics of fluctuation. The forms

which regionalism has taken have been many and varied -- even within

a single federal agency.



3. Regionalism as a Policy Tssue for NIE

Regardless of the larl of consensus about the meaning and even about

the signifieancs of regionalism, it is a very "live" issue for the

National Institute of Education (NIE). Consider, for example, the

following:

I

1) In the mid-1960s, federal initiative and funding resulted

in the creation of regional educational R&D labs -- the

intention being to create a network of such labs

to serve each region of the country. From the beginning

however, the history of these regional labs has been fluc-

tuating and unstable. Political considerations had some

effect in determining the number of labs, the areas to be

considered "regions", and the location of the iabs. In

the subse4uent decade or so, federal funding Changed the

primary emphasis of the labs fram research to development,

with a more recent emphasis inc -isingly focusing on dis-

semination and a broad rSnge of /ices. A change from

"Institutional support" to "program purchase" (i.e., open

competition) types of federal funding of the labs contributed

to a developing trend for the labs to have a more national

than regional emphasis -- such that today none of the labs

pare "purely" regional in focus, though some are more so

(e.g.: the Northwest and Appalachian labs) than others.

During this period, many of the labs "died", leaving some

"regions" of the country without a "regional lab".

Most recently NIE funding policy in these labs seems to be

aimed at developing regional orientations among them.

2) There is a special relationship between NIE and the labs,

but this relationship is rather ambiguous. On the one

hand, the labs are to a large extent dependent on NIE

for funding -- with all that that implies. On the other

hand, the labs are independent organizations -- with all that

119
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that implies. Thus, on the one hand, the labs are not an

NIE "program". On the other hand, in a very real sense,

NIE has a "responsibility" for the labs. In addition to the

implications of funding control, the Congress holds NIE

responsible for the labs -- their role and the quality of

their work. What impact does this "special yet separate"

relationship have on regionalism in relation to NIE's role

in the educational R&D context?

3) Recent Congressional legislation has mandated that a

significant portion of NIE's budget be used to ensure that

the educational R&D needs of all "regions" of the

country are met. What are the implications of such

legislation? Does this mean these NIE funds must/should

be used to strengthen existing labs (including, in

effect, "re-focusing" them to be basically regionally-

orientedl? Does this mean creating new regional labs

in regions where no labs currently exist, or

could/should various kinds of regional "arrangements"

be developed? Must/should a regional approach to

educational R&D be concentrated in regional labs;

or should regional labs be a core regional institur.

tion (allowing same emphasis to be given to other

regional institutions or arrangements); or should

regional labs be simply one among a set of

regional institutions, arrangements and approaches

(and if so, what would be their role)?

4) For the most part, NIE programs are national in focu.,

in the sense that they are focused on problem areas

(e.g.: reading, local problem solving, etc.) which

are assumed to be "national" in scope rather than



specific to some region. This fact, together with

the above discussion, highligh-s a basic set of

issues for regionalism: Are there concerns which are

regional rather than.national -- and vice versa?

For what concerns is a regional (or a t tional)

approach relevant, effective, viable? Under what

conditions? Is the distinction "clear cut"? How

are "regional" and "national" activities related to

eaCh other (conceptually, administratively, etc.)?

5) NIE is a federal agency -- and as such is impacted

by directives "from above" (fromwithin the Department

of Health, Education and.Welfare; from the Congress)

-- as is clearly seen in the recent Congressional

mandate already noted. More generally, NIE is also

,impacted by varying kinds and intensity of regionalism

emphases within the federal government. Why do federal

emphases on regionalism wax and wane over time? What

does regionalism tlean in the federal context? What

Impact does a federal emphasis (or lack of emphasis)

on regionalism have on =es role as a lead agency

for educational R&D?*

6) In light of the above, what are the implications of

regionalism for other NIE programs? For example,

dissemination is receiving 'increasing emphasis in

NIE and within the educational context as a whole.

One NIB program (the Research and Development Exchange

5tD program currently being designed; see Radnor,

Hofler and Rich 1977) focuses on a regional approach

to dissemination. Another NIE program (the State

Dissemination Grants Program) focuses on a state level

approach to dissemination. Other dissemination activities

*The concept of A "lead agency" is discussed in Radnor, Spivak

and Hofler (1976) and in Hofler and Radnor (1977).

,e:
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and programs exist through state education associations

(SEAs) and through other federal agencies (e.g.: OE's

NDN program). What is the role of relevance of a regional

approach to dissemination? How should/can a regional

approach relate to national and local approsthes? What

impact does a legislative mandate regarding the use of

NIE funds (as noted above) have on NIE's approach to

dissemination?

.4. Determining the.Meaning and Significance of Regionalism

- The discussion above has pointed to the direction we shall take in this

analysis. Regionalism does exist as an issue for policy makers, yet it

is an issue about which there is much variation, complexity and con-

fusion. There is a lack of consensus about the meaning and significance

of regionalism -- and thus, not surprisingly, about whether and when

to use a regional approach and, if so, about what regional forms are

appropriate, how to "design" for regionalism and many other similar

issues. Thus, in this analysis, we have chosen to try to understand

regionalism itself and how it interacts with the context in which it

occurs -- and then to point to implications for the policy maker who

must make decisions about whether and how to use a regional approach

in relation to critical policy issues.

16
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II. R/D&I: RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

This policy analysis approaches the issue of regionalism from the

perspective of a total process of innovation which we'have termed

Research, Development and Innovation (R/D&I)*'and which encompasses

not only the knowledge production (KP) functions (research, develop-

ment and production) but also knowledge utilization functions (acquisi-

tion, implementation/utilization, support services), and linkage

functions (need identification, dissemination/diffusion/marketing/dis-

tribution and evaluation research). In addition to considering these

RJD&I functions, this perspective includes consideration of the

environmental context for RJD&I (e.g.: legal, social, political,

knowledge/technology environments) and critical aspects of R/D&I

systems and their sectors (e.g.: *institutional and personnel bases,

information flows, funding).

Three aspects of this analytical.perspective should be noted here. Pirst,

this perspective requires one to consider not only issues of the

production of knowledge, but also "downstream" user issues and issues

of the linkages between producers and users. The interaction of

production, utilization and linkage issues provides significantly

diffetent understandings of issues than if either production,

utilization or linkagCissues are considered in isolation from each

other. Second, the R/D&I analytical perspective being used in this

analysis is broad.scoped in that it asks how the vsrious aspects

of the total co ext for R/D&I affects the issue under consideration.

Third, we do look at R/D&I from a systems. perspective. That is to

say simply that it is important to understand the nature of the

interaction (or lack of interaction.) among the various institutions

and personnel involved in any aspect of R/D&I -- as well as their

interaction with their environments. Thus, our "systems" perspective

is an analytical perspective, not a value judgment about "systens"

*A fuller discussion of R/D&I is provided in a companion volume
(Radnor, Spivak and Hofler, 1977).



or any particular form or type of system. Nor does this perspective

assume that some form of "full blown", coherent, strongly-linked

system exists in a particular sector. Indeed, there may be gaps,

the parts of the system may be diffuse and loosely linked, etc.



III. REGIONALISM: AN OVERVIEW

The particular issue which the'analysis addresses is regionalism in

the educational R/D&I context (with particulai concern for the meaning

and significance of regionalism for NIE). At the same time, as we

noted earlier, we have chosen to frame the analysis around an under-

standing of regionalism itself. Thus, the reader will find both

foci throughout the analysis. Further, the analysis shold be useful

in a variety of contexts; even where the analysis foduses specifically

on educational R/D&I and/or NIE, the implications'should have signi-

ficance for,other R/D&I contexts and for other agencies with responsi-

bilities for R/D&I in other contexts.

This analysis approaches regionalism from two separate but interactive

perspectives. The first is an analytical, questioning perspective

which inquires about the nature, meaning, purposes and relevance or

validity of regionalism. From this perspective, we first try to

understand regionalism per se, and then inquire whether, for whAt

purposes and to whom regionalism is or is not potentially useful. The

second perspective is operational. If regionalism is perceived

(at least potentially) as being "useful", then: in what forms; under

what conditions; with what direct or indirect implications and con-

sequences; in comparison with what alternatives? From this perspective,

Jae go on to examine the barriers and opportunities to regionalism

in a specific context; the processes for designing, developing and

maintaining regionalism.

These two perspectives run throughout the analysis.

Chapters Two and Three provide an overview of the context for the

issue of regionalism.

Chapter Two examines the educational R/D&I context for regionalism

19
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At the national, regional and local levels. Here we will look

briefly at factors which may push for or against, help or hinder

regionalism -- e.g.: the.authority and roles of state and local

education agencies and of federal agencies; the roles performed

by intermediate service agencies, which may be similar to roles

that might be performed at a regional level. We also briefly

review critiCal characteristics of the overall educational .

R/D&I context which must be considered in relation teeny

educational RiD&I policy issue -- e.g.: the value-laden,

political nature of education; the patterns of funding for

educational R/D&I.

Chapter Three examines the federal cdntext for regionalism. This

context is important from two perspectives: (1) federal funding

accounts for a large portion of R/D&I funding, especially in the

educational context; and'(2) as a federal agency, NIE is subject

to the dynamics of the federal context. In this chapter, then,

we will look at such issues as tile impact of a "political" en-

vironment; purposes for which regionalism has been used and

farms it has taken in the federal context; efforts at large-scale

regionaliam; the "realities" of the federal context fur region-

alism.

In Chapters Four and Five, we begin to examine the meaning and potential

significance of regionalism, both conceptually (Chapter Four) and

operationally (Chapter Five).

In Chapter Four, we look first at the nature and dimensons of the

rclional concept from several perspectives: homogeneity and

diversity; regional complementarity; regionalism as a social

reality (i.e., as a culture of collaboration) and as an

2 0



"in-between" area; the relationship of a region to more local

units in the region. We also examine various dynamics which

lead to fluctuation in regionalism (e.g.: centralization vs.

decentralization issues; stages of maturational development;

the political context).

Chapter Five, we look first at various purposes which re-

gionalism might serve. Noting that the significance of

regionalism can only be determined by its purposes and (inter-

actively) its izontext, us suggest that there may be many

purposes of regionalism-but only two might be'considered

inherent (but not exclulive) to regionalism per se: developing

cross-local linkages and local/national mediation. Other

potential purposes for regionalism might be purposes relating

to R/D&I as a process or as a system (e.g.: providing R/D&I-re-

lated services; system building; reducing constraints).

we call attention to the issue of comparing the relative merits .

of regiOnal and non-regional approazhes for accomplishing

similar purposes.' In this chapter, oe also discuss various

forms which regionalism might take.

In Chapter Six, we look at regionalism from yet another perspective --

how the issue of regionalism relates to each of the separate R/D&I

functions (need identification, research, dissemination, etc.) in the

educational R/D&I context. Here we cote that (1) regionalism would

seem most likely to be appropriate (though non-regional alternatives

--mpst be considered) in relation to the need identification and dis-

semination functions and, to a lesser extent, to the developmert

and (for some purposes) the production functions; and (2) that the
SI

case" for regionalism seems strongest when considered from a "cross-

fuu,tional" perspective.Ni

2
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In Chaptet Seven, we look at regionalism from a design perspective --

i.e., from the perspective of a policy maker who must make decisions

about regionalism: whether or not to use a regional approach; and if so,

what kind of regional approaches might be considered and what must be

considered in both the design of and the design process for regionalism.

We note that the first critical design question is simply: Whether or not?

Thus, we review the case.for and the case against regionalism, as well

as examining regionalism designed around a sit.gle purpose,vs. around

a "portfolio" of purposes. We then suggest (1) that there are a

number of "design elements" which are likely to be critical for any

regionalism design issue; and (2) that regionalism may need to be

designed from a matrix perspective. Finally, we conclude this analysis

by suggesting some potertially critical implications of regionalism

(and thus oi.designing fC'r regionalism) for NIE.

There are some final comments that should nOw be made.

First, it has been our purpose to provide an understanding of regional-

ism (its nature, its meaning, its dynamics) which would be of help to

R/D&I policy makers in general and in.the educational context in

particular. It has not been our intent to make policy recommendations.

Second, our review of the context for regionalism (in Chapters Two

and Three) is an overview. More extensive research than is )o.3ible

within the scOpe of this analysis is needed -- especially about'the

nature and history of regionalism in. education.

Third, we caution the reader not to interpret this analysis as a
IIcase for regionalism". This caution is well advised on two grounds.

In the first place, while we have approached the issue of regionalism

from an analytical perspective, we havikalso "looked for" rationales

for regionalism. However, while the text may thus at times seem to

e 2 2
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imply that we are arguing for regionalism, there is a critical

difference between knowing where and when a regional approach may

be a valid akternative and arguing that a regional approach should

be used. ThuS, in the second place, a decision for or against

regionalism can only be made when the rationales ,(i.e., the benefits and

limitations) for regional approaches are.compared and contrasted with

rhtionales for othet, notv.regional approziches -- in relation to
.

specific purposes an0 to,specific contexts. While we will at times

. point to non-regional alternatives, it is beyond the scope of this

analysis to examine tllem in depth.

Additionally, we would here note two other aspects of this analysis:

1) A geographic "region" may vary considerably in size --

referring to areas.within a state, interstate areas, or

even international areas. In this analysis., we will

focus only, on interstate regionalism. Nonetheless, much

of this analysis would, in principle, be applicable to

these other kinds of regionalism.

2) Simply for ease of writing and reading, we shall

generally use the term "local" to include both state*

and sub-state areas.

-4
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CHAPTER TWO

THE EDUCATIONAL R/D&I CONTEXT FOR REGIONALISM
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IN .e

As we noted in the introduction, the issue of regionalism for educa-

tional R/D&I is a live issue--at least for NIE. It is important,

then, to understand the educational. R/D&I context for regionalism.

In particular it is important to understand the balance of forcei in

this context which on,the one hind Ogsh.for, facilitate or would be

amenable to regionalism and which on the other hand would push against,

constrain or would not be amenable to regionalism. While it isinot

'possible, within the scope of this analysis, to provide the kind of

detailed research and analysis which should undergird:policy decisions

on specific regional issues, it-is possible to provide an overview of

the forces which impact regionalism in the education R/D&I context. -

In this chapter we look at various aspects of the education R/D411.

context at the national/federil, regional and state/local ltvels as

these potentially affect the issue of regionalism. We will then .

briefly consider (from more of, an overview perspective) some of the

major characteristics and dynamics of the overall educational R/D&I

context. In a later chapter (Chapter Six) we will further examine

,the educational R/D&I contexe,in terma of the intersection between the

issue of regionalism with the various R/D&I functions.

Obviously, the discussion here cannOt be comprehensive or extended.

A volume-length discussion of the educational R/D&I context (from which

this discussion is drawn) is found in Spivak and Radnor (1977)*. .

*A chapter-length summary of this volume is provided in Chapter Three

of Radnor, Spivak, and Hofler-(1977).

A
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I, THE EDUCATIONAL R/D&I CONTEXT AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

In a *very real sense, probably the largest push for regionalism in

educational R/D&I has come from the federal government. The Coop-

erative Research Act as amended by Title IV to the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965 (P. L. 89-10) provided the basis

for the creation by the Office of Education (OE) of 20 "regional!'

educational R&D labs.
*

More recently, NIE's reauthorizing legis-

lation has mandated that a significant portion of NIE's budget be

used to ensure that the edUcational R&D needs.of all "regions" of

the country-are met. NIE's governing body, the Natidnal Council

on Educational Research (NCER), has-interpreted the intent of

this legistive mandate to require support for regional R&D labs

(NCER Resolution 18). Additionally, we may here note that there

is one national level organization which has, in effect, served as

a lobby for these recent federal level emphases on regionalism:

the Council for Educational Development and Research (CEDAR), which

is an association of the educational R&D labs.and centers.

') Within the federal government, two particular agencies have primary

responsibility for education: NIE and OE. With respect to NIE, we

may note simply that it is a relatively young agency (being forLed

in 1972); it is a relatively small agency; it has been assigned (by

the Congress) to be a lead agency for educational R&D, but it

is also mandated to be concerned more broadly with the improvement

of educational practice; and it has "responsibility" for the edu-

cational R&D labs and centers (though these exist as indePendent

organizations). NIE's concern for the issue of regionalism would

seem to arise primarily out of its responsibility for the "regional"

labs and the regional emphasis of its reauthorizing legislation and

* These "regional" labs and the extent to which they are indeed
"regional" are discussed in somewhat more detail below.

** The congressional legislation does !not use the term "lead agency."
However, the wording of the legislation does imply such a role.
The concept of NIE as a "lead agency" is discussed in Radnor, Spivak .

and Hofler (1976).

4 204::
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of the NCER resolution 18. While these "pushing" forces do indeed

make regionalism a very live issue for NIE, there is no indication

that regionalism would otherwise be a strong issue Within NIE. In-

deed, for the most part, NIE's programs are national in focus on the

one hand (in the sense that they are focused on problem areas such

,as reading and problem solving which are assumed to be national in

scope rather than specific to some particular region) and are local

or state in focus on the other hand (in the sense that they are

intended to develop skills in local or state units of the operational

system in education).

As a major funding agency for educational RID&I, OE also represents a

'significant actor at the federal level. OE has for many years had

regional offices. It is difficult to appraise the value or validity

(in relation to some particular purpose)* of OE's regional offices.

On the one hand, they must be appraised in terms of their primary func-

tion as administrative arms of 0E--a function which at this point in

time seems to be of minimal relevance to NIE (both in terms of NIE's

size and of its general mission). Further, to the extent that

these regional offices have performed regulatory types of activities,

local "evaluations" of and support for them would rather naturally

tend to be negative--apart from their administrative effectiveness or

validity. At the same time, examples can likely be found where OE

regional personnel have been able, because of their established rela-

tionships with (and thus "access to") local educational system personnel,

to provide services perceived as valuable by local personnel (e.g.:

providing a "convening" role to bring together local, state and/or

other education personnel when issues arise on short notice).**

* Regionalism "purposes" are discussed in Chapter Four.

** The "convening" role and other examples were suggested by a repre-
sentative of OE to a meeting of Lhe NIE Task Force on Regionalism
(1977).
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Additionally, we may note that in the 1960s, OE used its regional

offices to support small scale research (at the $5 - 15,000 .

level) by local educational system personnel, with the emphasis

being on risk capital funding for local projects that.might other-

wise not "get off the ground" and on developing local support for

research by involving many local personnel in the research process

itself.
*

Wa do not have data for an evaluation of this use of

regionalism, but we can note that evaluations would differ according

to the assumptions and criteria used (e.g.: assumptions and-criteria

about practice-based vs. science-based research in the education

context; about the relative value of research from a science-based

perspective vs. the.value of building understanding and support for

, 'research, within the educational operational system). Finally, we

must note that just recently (1977), OE has begun to dismantle its

regional organization. It is alib worthy of note that LEAA has

also recently dismantled its regional organization and that the

status of the Federal Regional Councils is currently being reexamined

by the Carter administration.

This leads to another critical aspect of regionalism at the federal

level--namely, that the federal context for regionalism is a politi-

cal context which is tenuous and fluctuating in its emphases on

regionalism per se or on particular regional forms, purposes and pro-

grammatic thrusts. We will return to.this point in Chapter Three

where we discuss the'federal context for regionalism.

Finally, we note that there are a number of federal agencies whose

combined funding for educational RiD&I far exceeds NIE's total budget.

* These interpretations of the OE regional research funding process
were also suggested by the OE representative at the above noted
meeting of the NIE Task Force on Regionalism.
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Thus, any consideration of regionalism by N1E must take into account

NIE's role in relation to these other agencies.
*

Further, we note

that at least some of these agencies (e.g.: NSF) have not taken a

regional approach.

* In Radnor, Spivak and Hofler 1976, we have discussed this issue
in terms of synergy and balance among programs and among R/D&I
functions, needs for orchestration, and lead agency roles for NIE.
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II. THE EDUCATIONAL R/D&I CONTEXT AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL

At the regional level, the educational R/D&I context can be examined

in terms of federal regionalism (which is discussed in Chapter Three),

in terms of the regional educational R&D labs and in terns of other

examples of educational regionalism. We shall discuss the last two

aspects of regionalism in this chapter.

Regional Educational RhD Labs

In the mid-1960e, federal iditiative and funding led to the
.

=elation of a ntiMber of laboratories and centers. While the dis-

tinction between the labs and centers has varied over time and

between particular institutions, the labs were essentially to be

more regiotally focused than the. centers. Thus, we will refer to

them here as the "regional" labs, though ehis designation is to

no little extent of varying (and even questionable) validity among

the labs. One NIE document deacribes the history of the labs as

follows:*

A. Origin of Regional Educational Laboratories

In 1966, based on authority contained in.the Cooperative
Research Act as amended by Title IV of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (P. L. 89-10), the

* "Regional Program Discussion", internal NIE discussion document;
source and date within NIE u- Attributed; estimated approximate date:
early 1976. While this statement of the history of the labs is in
agreement with our understanding, the reader should note that the
source docdment is a discussion document, is not intended to be a
complete or final statement, and does not represent ah official NIE
position. Indeed, a current N.LE panel.(as of December, 1977), the
Panel for Review of Lab and Center Operations, is examining in more
depth the story of the "regional" labs.
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U.S.O.E. created 20 regional educational laboratories.
(One of these, the Center of Urban Education, had formerly
been a research and development center). These new in-
stitutions were to work on regional rather than national
problems and to be:

Independent non-profit institutions

Regionally distributed and oriented with programs
based on locally determined needs of the region

MUlti-disCiplinary, with.functionwto include research,
development, dissemination, training, and technical
assistance to schools

B. Developments in Late 1960s

Questions about the lab program began almost before the
program was launched. Many of the questions came from
within government:. from the President's Science Advisory
Committee, the Secretary's Office, OMB and the Congress.
They concerned substantive issues of quality of work and
staff, choice of goals and objeatives, and concern about
the choice of regional labs as a strategy itself (some
favored national labs).

The response of such questions was a U.S.O.E. directed
policy shift 'requiring emphasis on building capability to
engage in product--usually curriculum--development. Co-
incidentally there was a leveling of the appropriations.
for "labs and centers." Virtually all program development
planning had anticipated rising budgets, based on the
assuomtian that succeeding phases of the research and
development cycle are necessarily more expensive than
earlier phases. When budgets did not rise, U.S.O.E. chose
to eliminate weak institutions rather than retard strong
ones. Nine laboratories were terminated by 1970. Term-
ination of these laboratories ended the regional nature
of the network. From this point distinctions between
the missions and operating styles of the laboratories and
of the centers as "classes" blurred, but the individual
differences among the institutions remained considerable.

C. NIE and the Regional Labs

Since 1972, when responsibility for the labs and centers was
tranh!erred to NIE, a loosely defined policy of "program
purchase" has governed the funding of regional labs (and
other N1E procurements). The program purchase policy was
intended to stress open competitions for awards, and kept
all procurement at the project level with maximum discretion

.-
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for NIE program offices. There was no specific commit- ,

ment to institutions nor has there been an explicit policy
of regional service since the Institute was created.

The program purchase policy has had a profound effect on
the regional dimension of the existing regional labs.
Forced to operate without institutitional support and long
term security, the labs have reduced their regional
orientation (Which included regional agenda building,
governance, and service) in -order to compete for or con-
tinue activities favored by NIE. In actuality, labs have
had to compete for.very little since their response to
program purchase has been to successfully gain a Congres-
sional earmark to assure continued funding. But, more
importantly, they havt not been able to initiate their
regional workplans nolf.get more support to allow regional
planning and servive.

Another internal NIE document discusses the history of the labs (and

centers) in the following terms:**

There was a great deal of optimism and confidence surrounding the
establtshment of the Labs and Centers.

1. The limited experience of the government with large educe-
tional MD contained some highly visible successes. In

particular, the National Science Foundation's national
mathematics and natural sciences curriculum prodects had
demonstrated the benefit of a concentration of scholarly
and other talents on the design and production of improved
instructional systems.

2. Sheltered RAD centers were recognized as one of the most
powerful research strategies Bpr the systematic advancement
of other areas of Federal concern such as national security,
agriculture, and medicine.

3. Improvement in the schools was seen as a powerful instrument
of social reform and educational change became a major
national priority.

4. The Federal budget was benefiting from a fiscal dividend and

there was a great deal of optimism regarding the substan-
tial financial support that could be expected for the newly
established Labs and Centers.

In more recent years, NIE has returned to an institutional support
policy rather than a competitive program purchase policy for fund-
ing the labs. (eds.)

**
"History and Status of Educational Laboratories and Centers". See
previous footnotes. The same comments apply to this internal NIE
documert.

4. 38
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This same document goes on to note:

The conditions that attended the establishment and operation of
the labs an3 ceriters had a Mixed effect on the ability of these
institutions to carry out effective work.

1. Initially they ware given a large measure of autonoiny re-
garding their research objectives, strategies, staffing,
etc., with sizable federal program evaluations of mixed
4vality.

2. Although many of the concepts yuich led to the establishment
of the Labs and Centers were powerful and inviting they were
vague and often operationally conflicted.

3. The early promise of ample funding never materialized.

4. Over the several years of their existence the Labs and

Centers have labored under frequent shifts in national
policy, changes in NIE and OE personnel, and short-range

funding.

In essence, then, we may note that whatever initial regional emphasis

or orientation was intender for the labs, they have not for the most

part really been "regional" labs. With only eight of the original

twenty labs remaining, the meanins of a "regional network" of Labs

is effectively nullified. At the sam time, current NIE efforts*

seam to be aimed at, in effent, "re-orienting" the.labs towards being

regional (e.g.:i the Research and Development Exchange program, in

which several labs are developing Regional Exchanges as part of their

programmatic activity; NIE's current lab and center funding solici-

tations, in which' there is an emphasis on a lab having a regional

orientation).

Several points should be noted here.

1) While the labs are not.a "program" of N1E, NIE does have

(in a political sense) "responsibility" tor the labs.

Further, the Labs receive a significantportion of NIE's

budget; and conversely, NIE funding provides a significant

portion of the budgets of the labs.

* These efforts are presumably based on interpretations of NIE's

. reauthorizating legislation.

_
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2) The labs are institutions. As such they require sizable

investments of funding and'of institution building efforts

and require time to become established -- facts which make

short term evaluation difficult and which make failure

(for whatever reason) very costly.

3) Further, as institutions, labs develop "life histories" of

their awn both in terms of their own styles, directions

and programmatic interests and in terms of how they are

perceived by other parts of the eduCational R/D&I.and

operational systems. Thus, the history of the labs since

the mid-1960s will impact current or new labs in the

years ahead.

4) In so far as labs are dependent on federal funding and/Or

on the voluntary cooperation of SEAs and LEAs, they are

subject to the fluctuations of political dynamics.

In a word,.the labs, their history and their political context represent

a significant "fact of life" for NIE and for the educational R/D&I context

which may provide either constraints or opportunities for regionalism

depending on such factori as the capabilities of the labs; the degree

of their regional orientations; the perception of other educational

system units of the'kind and quality of services and products provided

by the labs; regional "purposes" which they are to serve; the stability

of their funding (in terms of both the level and nature of the funding); etc.

To the extent that regional labs (current or new) (1) do have the

capability to provide, do in fact provide, and are percieved as pro-

viding significant services and/or products within their regions and

(2) have stability over time, they may indeed represent a valid approach

to regionalism. At the least, it must be recognized that the current labs

are "in-place" institutions, whatever the evaluation of them may be.
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Of course, there remains the issue of choosing between reg:Lonal and

non-regional approathes to particular educational R/D&I purposes, needs,

issues, etc.* At the same time, regional labs represent potential con-

straints in terms of the history of the failure of twelve of the original

twenty labs; the extent to which current labs lack regional orientations;

the costs for maintaining labs (which represent a constraint on NIE's

flexibility to fund other regional or non-regional approaches to educa-

tional R/D&I); and the like.

It is, of course, beyond the scope of this analysis to undertake an

evaluaticm of the strengths and weaknesses of the labs. Indeed, more

data is needed here and hopefully will bd forthcoming as the result

of current NIE Panel for Review of Lab and Center Operations. We will,

howevzr, take a further look in later chapters on a nuMber of regional-

ism issues which impact and/or are impacted by regional labs.

* This is discussed in later chapters.

.p
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2. Other Examples of Regionalism in the Educational R/D&I Context

'The regional labs and, formerly,. the OE re onal offices represent

the obvious large-scale examples of interstate regionalism in thi.

educational R/D&I context. At the IlAmeitime, there are other examples,

on a less grand scale, which represent a range of situation-specific

regional approaches involving participants from various elements.of

the eduAtional R/D&I and operational syvems. We could point to

such examples as the Dean's Network in the midwest,. the Southern

Region Education Board, the Great City School Councils and undoubted-

ly many others, past and present. The range, types, history,

dynamics, participants, impact, etc. of such educational regionalism

represent an area of potential critical significance to policy makers.

However, this is also an area in which we lack comprehensive data

and ior which further research is needed.

Vhile it is beyond the scope of this analysis to have researched

this area in detail, it is inportant here to point to some of the

potentially critical implications such knowledge could provide.

Let us begin by looking at the educational context ! several aspects

of which would seem on the one hand to weigh against any single,

comprehensive, directed approach to educational R/D&I needs, issues,

etc. (even at a regional level) and which would thus, on the other

hand, seem to make it important to consider a variety of situa-

tion-Specific approaches to regionalism.* To begin with, attempts

to deal with educational R/D&I issues and needs in a manner

which is perceived as "monolithic, directive, and controlling" are

likely to give rise both to value conflicts (because of the social

and practice-based nature of education) and to political conflicts

Assuming of course, that regionalism per se is otherwise justified.
While for sake of simplicity we will not make this qualification at
every point where it would be relevant, the reader should always keep
in mind that regional approaches must always be weighed against non-
regional approaches.
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(in relation to local and"State education agencies and their under-

standing of their roles, reeponsibilities, authority and "turf").

Additionally, two other aspects of the educational context would

make any singular, comprehensive approach to educational R/D&I

both difficult and inappropriate: (1) the size and diffuseness

especially of the educational operational system but also of the

educational R/D&I system; and (2) the relatively low level of

maturational development of educational R/D&I.

Another dynamic that would point in the direction of multiple,

situation-specific approaches to regionalism is noted in a study

of a large-scale federal regionalimn by the Brookings Institution

(Derthick 1974). This study concluded that the more effective

examples of such regionalism have been "political accidents"; i.e.,

that (1) they were individual occurrences in a single region, however

defined (as contrasted to there being several of a particular type

of regional institution, centrally planned with one in eadh of

several regions); (2) they emerged under rather unique conditions

where several critical factors in effect converged favorably; and

(3) centrally planned attempts to "capture the essence" of the

initial, "leading" examples of regionalism and to reproduce them

nen masse" for other regions have not been particularly success-

ful. While the Brookings Institution study focuses on large scale

regionalism, the above findings are consistent with much of our own

analysis and understanding of the nature and dynamics of regionalism

per se and should, we believe, at least be given serious considera-

tion in relation to regionalism for educational R/D&I.

From the perspective of an agency such as NIE, the above discussion

points to two possible (though at this point tentative) implications

for regionalism in relation to educational R/D&I. Firs,t, one strategy,

for developing viable regionalism could center around having a

variety of situation-specific regional organizations, arrangements,

This study is reviewed in Chapter Three
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project/program,.centered collaborative activities, etc. These would

likely vary from case to case in terms of forms, size or scope,

concerns and interests, participants, locus of initiative, and even

life span. Such a strategy would have the advantage both of building

upon and of building up what is "already there". Such a strategy

could serve such educational R/D&I-relevant purposes as filling gaps,

building linkages, coalescing resources, building cultures of collabo7
A.

.*

ration.

Secondly, to the extent that such situation-specific caFts of region-

aiism currently exist (or could be developed) and could effectively

serve educatiunal R/D&I-relevant,purposes, they could provide some

degree of justification for a regional'approach to educational. R/D&I.

However,.the above implications are tentative until further infor-

mation is available concerning such matters as what currently exists;

what are the "readiness" conditions reqdired for new situation-
.

specific cases of regionalism; where such conditions exist at the

present.

Two further points should be noted here. First, a situation-specific

approach to regionalism implies a high degree of involvement (and

probably control) by the participants located witthin the region.

This raises the question of the role that could ot should be played

by an agency such as NIE. This question would have to be answered

from two perspectives: (1) from the perspective of NIE's under-

standing of its mission, responsibilities and capabilities; and

(2) from a situation-specific perspective which asks wimt NIE role

is needed and would be helpful on a case-by-rAe basis. We would

expect that NIE's role would indeed range from taking initiative

to bring:parties together, to providing various kinds of support-, to

"doing nothing".

IP

These and other purposes for regionalism are discussed in Chapter
Four.

. .a
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Second, we would note here that while we lack data to make an assess-
.

mSnt of the nature, extent or impact of situation-specific regionalism
4

in educatioh, it is possible to infer that apart from the labs and

the OE reigional offices,'no regional organization or arrangement has

had a major, systemr-wide impact on educational R/D&I. This, however,

could be misleading. The discussion above has implied that the

"impaet" of situation-specific regionalism should be evalutped in

relation to specific educational.R/D&I purposes, to the specific

participants involved and (cumulatively across many case0 to the

region itself -- but not in terms of system-wide impact.

*1.

4
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III. THE EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT FOR REGIONALISM AT THE STATE AND

LOCAL LEVELS

At the stet- and local .levels, three aspects of the educational

R/D&I context seem to be particularly relevant for the issue of

regionalism.

, 1. Authority and Responsibility for Pmblic Education

In relation to the operational system fox. fiublic education in the

United States, the most basic fact of life is that responsibility

and authority reside constitutionally LI, the state governments

and historically/traditionally in municipal and -county governments.

Additional1y, we may note that: (1) though the federal government

does hot have authority and responsib ity for the creation and

basic managemant/administratiOn of pUblic education, it is none-

'theless a separate constitutional unit of government which can and

has impacted various aspects of public education; and (2) regions

have no reality as separately constituted.units t-4 governments

(though of coursel regional agencies may be establishid as formal

arms of a federal agency.;. and local or state governments may este-
3

blish or participate in regional consortia or other arrangementa).

While local education agencies (LEAs) have historically "run" the

public education system, state education agencies (SEAs) have taken

an increasingly active and broad-scoped role over the past decade

or so.

2. Intermediate Service Agencies

In the last decade or so, SEAs have been creating Intermediate

Service Agencies (ISAs) which are, in effect, intra-state regional

arms of the SEAs and are set up primarily to provide various kinds,

of services to local schools and school districts. While ISAs are

41
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too new on the educational scene to predict what roles and forms

will become predominant among the ISAs or even to judge whether

they are a temporary phenomena or will emerge as a basic part of

the educational context, they do provide some of the kinds of

services (e.g.: dissemination; technical assistance) that might

be considered as roles for interstate regional organizations and

arrangements.

. 3. Large:Scale Diffuseness in the Operational gystem in Education

The ofierational system.in education is both very large and very

diffuse. There are more than 17,000 LEAs in the United States --

each of which includes many schools (literally hundreds in the

larger cities), with numerous teachers in each school (not to

mention students, who are in a real sense the ultimate users of

educational R/D&I services and products). Authority and responsi-

bility for running the public schnol system is diffused among these

thousands of LEA& and their and their elected or appointed school boards.

4. Implications for Regionalism

The above considerations sug3est that regional approaches to educa-

tional R/D&I would be subject to several parameters or constraints.

1) Conflict can arise whenever SEAs or LEAs perceive regional

organizations or arrangements to be an infringement upon

their own (rather broadly construed) authority, responsi-

bility and "turf". From a governmental perspective, this

potential problem would tend to be aggravated by the fact

that regions have no separate standing (and thus no direct

authority or power) as units of government. This potential

problem nould also tend to be aggravated whenever SEAs and

ISAs perceived regional organizations or arrangements to be

"siphoning off" federal funding which might otherwise be

available directly to SEAs and ISAs.

42
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.4 Except for regional offices of federal agencies which

are exercising some form of regulatory authority or which

use funding as a means of control, regional approaches

aimed at supporting or otherwise impacting the practice of

education will be dependent to a large extent on the

voluntary cooperation of SEAs and LEAs.

3) A critical aspect in designing for regionalism, then, would
be to remove disincentives and/or to provide strong in-

centives for SEA/LEA collaboration with regional organi-

zations and arranlAments.*

4 The growing role of ISM in providing various services to

LEAS raises a question as to what roles are needed that

inter-state regionalism could provide without merely.-.

adding another "layer" of organization.

5) The stze and diffuseness of the public education system,

even on an interstate rugion level, would make it both

difficult and costly to design an regional approach in-

volving direct linkage betwen a regional organization

and local schools and.school districts.

* The issue of incentives and disincentives regarding regionalism is
discussed in relation to the Regional Development and Exchange (RDx)
program of NIE (Weiss, Moran, Radnor and Hofler 1977).

ft
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IV. THE EDUCATIONAL R/D&I CONTEXT FROM AN OVERVIEW PERSPECTIVE

From an overview perspective, we may note briefly* several general

characteristics of the educational R/D&I which may impact the regioni

ism issue.

1. Vulnerability

Education and educational R/D&I are highly vulnerable to their environ-

ments. Education is a value-laden concern and is a publicly-controlled

system. There are legitimacy problems in claiming specialized expertise

and professional status. Educational innovations tend to involve

11 people" change. In a word,ve can characterize the environment in the

education sector as one that tends to be weak in supports and assertive

in demands.

2. Level of Maturational Development in Educational R/D&I

While education per ae obviously has a long history, institutionalized,

linked R/D&I in education is only a little more than a decade old. Thus

while some of the educational R/D&I functions are more developed than

others, on the whole, educational R./D&I has a relatively low level of

maturational development and thus cannot be approached as if a mature.

educational R/D&I system existed.

The Institutional Base

The structure of the educational R/D&I system is, in reality, a set of

three parallel subsystems: (1) colleges and universities; (2) quasi-

public and private sector institutions; and (3) governmental agencies at

the state and local levels (SEAs, LEAs, ISAs). As might be expected

in a relatively young systel, institutional linkages are relatively weak

See Spivak and Radnor (1977) for a discussion of these and other

characteristics of the educational R/D&I context.

11
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and fragmented both within_and across the three parallel subsystems.

Indeed, it is valid to speak of an edacational R/D&I "system" only

from an analytical rather than an operational perspective. Within

educational R/D&I, there is a relatively low degree of functional

specialization and a high degree of functional clustering.*

4. Shifting Goals and Priorities

Except perhapei at the level of very broad goal statements, goals and

priorities for educational R/D&I have been characterized by marked

discontinuity, shifting goals amd priorities, and policies and

strategies that have not Leen entirely consistent witheach other

or with the R/D&I Syatem'A goals.

5. Personnel Base Weaknesses

While the specialized educational R/D&I personnel base has undergone

a significant amount of expansion over the past decade or so, the

literature suggests that it is inadequate in sheer numbers (Clark

and Hopkins 1969; Hopkins 1971; NIE 1976); is disproportionately con-

centrated in research, development and evaluation research (Hopkins

1971; NIE 1976); and lacks an adequate supply of trained or experienced

R/D&I managers (Schalock 1972). The low prestige and funding instability

of educational R/D&I makes it difficult to attract and retain R/D&I

personnel.

6. Funding

Funding for educational R/D&I is relatively low compared to other sectors

such as health, industry, defense, etc.; has tended to be scattered over

a large number of projects; has been rather unstable; and is provided

primarily by the federal government.

*That is, the extent to which R/D&I personnel and institutions specialize
or not in one of the R/D&I functions.
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Other characteristics of the educational R/D&I,tontext could, of course,

be noted. The points to be noted here, however, are (1) that the issue

*of regionalism cannot be considered apart from the larger educational

R/D&I context; and (2) these characteristics are particularly critical

to any consideration of educational R/D&I policy issue.



CHAPTER THREE

REGIONALISM WITHIN THE FEDERAL CONTEXT
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Since NIE is a federal agency, it is important (for the purposes of

this analysis) to have at least a basic understanding of regionalism

within the federal context. In this chapter, we will provide

an overview of: (1) the developmental history of regionalism within

the federal context; (2) the nature and 1-1story of the ten standard

federal regions and the Federal Regional Councils; and (3) a

critical study by the Brookings Institution (Derthick 1974). We

will then review the implications that may be drawn from this over-

view.

To provide the background data for this overview, interviews were
help (May - June and November - December, 1977) with administrators
in a number of federal agencies having (or being concerned with)
various regional approaches. Additionally, a number of relevant
federal and other documents were reviewed. Our purpose was explora-
tory -- to obtain a basic overview of regionalism in the federal
context.
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I. REGIONALISM IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

OF A PATCHWORK QUILT

In general the regional approaches of various federal agencies

have developed independently of each other (even within a single

department), without a significant degr4 of planning (cr sometimes

even of department guidance or control), as a result of a variety of

considerations. As each major federal agency (and even units within

these agencies) tended.to develOp their own regional "patterns"

independently of each other, a multiplicity of federal "regions"

developed over time into a "patchwork quilt" regional maze. The.

complexity of the federal regional maze may be seen from a number

of perspectives.

It is probably safe to say that federal "regionalism" initially had

its roots in the difficulties of communicating over long distances.

Thus, when day-to-day control over operations was important, it

would make sense to use some form of regional administration, regardlees

of whether the term "regional" was used, formal planning was done,

or regional conceptualization was involved. An illustration could

be army command posts in "regions" of the west. Over time, other

considerations for a regional approach came into play; for example:

simple formalization of existing organizational realities which had

developed over time; program administration issues such as being

"closer" to the actual plrces of program administration and impact;

decentralization emphases, whether for organizational reasons (such

as delegation/distribution of authority, effectiveness of field

supervision) or for reasons of philosophy of government (as in the

New Federalism of the Nixon administration); etc.

In a similar vein, regional boundaries have historically been

established for a variety of reasons and in a variety of patterns.

Illustrative of the variety of rationales for specific regional
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boundaries would be: distribution of workload; distribution of

popUlation; distribution and a location of specific program or

service recipients; perceived "natural" geographic, economic,

cultural or political divisions; state boundaries; limitations,

both upper and lower, on the appropriate size of a field organiza-

tion;. availability of communication systems; etc. As a result,

the regions of federal agencies have historically been highly

inconsistent in terms of area size, number of regions in an agency,

and location of boundaries. Location of federal regional offices

. shows a similar variety aad inconsistency across Lederal agencies,

reflecting a pattern of "it just developed this way."

Further differences have developed across federal agencies in

organization terms. A federal "regional" organization may be a

"geographic desk" in Washington, D.C.; groups of technical aervices

or support centers located around the country; a level of super-

vision; or same combination of these or other types of organize-

. tional structures. The rol of the top regional official may

va:y from being a representstive of the headquarters office, to

being a coordinator of an agency's regional programs, to having

line authority over an agency's programs in a region.

That the above considerations have led regionalism in the federal

government to resemble a patchwork quilt can reasonably, and quite

correctly, be inferred. To illustrate the almodt nightmarish

proportions of the federal regional maze, we may note the following:

- To obtain the suPport and cooperation of various federal

agencies for a single program in the 1960s, the city of

Louisville might well have had to work with federal

regional officials located in Atlanta, Charlottesville,

Chicago, Phili.delphia and Washington, D.C.

- By the late 1960s, HEW had 39 separate regional structures.
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- As of Nay 1, 1976 , the number of separate regional

structures within a single federal department ranged from

two to twenty-seven -- while the number of regions

within any given regional structure ranged from two to -

thirty-seven.

t

In some instances, some agencies within a single federal depart-

ment will have regional structures, while others will not..

Source: Attachments #1 and 2, '"Study Report: Federal: Regional

Boundaries," OMB, July 1, 1971. (Attachments #1 and 2 were added
to this report in 1976).
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II. STANDARD.REGIONS AND FEDERAL REGIONAL COUNCILS:

DEVELOPUG UgIFORMITY IN A PATCHWORK QUILT

Given the multiplicity and complexity of federal regionalism -- and

given the tendency of new adiinistrations to.put their own "stamp"

on federal organization through "reorganization" -- it would ba

surprising not to find that various suggestions have been made over

time to bring some uniformity across the federal regions. Indeed,

accordiag to an OMB study report (OMB:1971:1):

The standardization of many Federal regions has been a recognized

need since the time of ae Truman Administration'and probably

earlier. Periodically, for more than 20 years, proposals have

been surfaced, massaged and buried because of.the foreseeable

opposition from various quarters that was considered to be too

powerful to counter successfully. The bases for specific proposals

have varied. Some proposals were based on uniformity for Civil

Defense, some for emergency planning, some for improved administrA-

tive service, and some for improved coordination. But all had a'

COMM= objective of uniformity among some related components of.

the Federal government.

4)
oN

1. The 1960's: A Context for Stanfardization of Federal Regionalism

/.

In the period ol the mid 1960s through the early 1970s, actions

were taken to (1) standardize the number and boundaries of federal

regions; (2) "co-locate" federal regional offices; and (3) establish

Federal Regional Councils (FRC). These actions were most notabi.r

taken in' the Nixon administration, but the history pf blch actions

encompassies the 1960s before the Nixon administration.

Specifically, the concept of federal regional councils was pilot

testad in 1968 in four regions centered around Chicago, New York,

C.

.4 ';4':
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Atlanta and Philadelphia. Consideration had also been given to

'standardization of regional boundaries. On March 27, 1969, President

Nixoi)announced an executive order for restructuring the federal

government. The restructuring centered around federal regionalism

and specifically involved (1) creation of eight standard regions;

(2) expansion of.the Federal Regional Council concept from four to

eight xegions; (3) standardization of regional office locations.

Less than two months later, on May 21, 1969, President Nixon

announced the expansion of the number of standard federal regions

.from eight to ten.

It should be noted here that President Nixon's executive order on

regional standardization initially applied to the five majot social

service grant agencies (H11D, HEW, DOL, 0E0, and SBA). However,

the President also requested that "all other federal agencies .

take note of these inStructions, and . . aay changes in their field

organizations be made consistent with our ultimate goal: uniform

boundaries and field office locations for all social and economic

programs requiring interagency or intergovernmental coordination."

Subsequent actions were taken to strengthen and expand the regional

standardization, for examples through the Federal Assistance

Review Programtoistudierty OMB, etc. However, the impact of Water-
,"

gate reduced-administration attention to-the restructuring program

and, in effect, it halted.in mid-air -- being neither taken to

completion nor retracted. The Federal Regional Council concept is

currently under study by the Carter aiministration."

2. Causal Dynamics

In broad terms, the standardization efforts of the 1960s and 1970s

Press Release, Office of the White House Secretary, "Statement by
the President on Restructuring of Government Service Systems," March
27, 1969.
**Since early 1977,however, no official report had been issued by late 1977.

6 ri
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stemmed from two principal causes, one philosophical and the other

more pragmatic or functional. Some observers would add.a third

causal ictor, the political dimension.

One (the philosophical) causal dynamic centered around philosophy

of federal gavermment, specifically the "New Federalism" philosophy

of the Nixon administration, with its emphasis on decentralization.

President Nixon's press release statement (March 27, 1969) clearly

emphasizes the decentralization theme of his executive order for

restructuring government service systems. In this sense, regionalism

per se pravided a vehicle for decentralization -- with standard-

ization of regions and Federal Regional Councils providing "rationality"

and "coordination".*

A second causal dynamic was more pragmatic and functional -- an

"overload" in the federal administrative system.** Specifically in

the 1960s, the number (and level of funding) of federal symial

programs tended to be of a categorical nature. The result of the

above was to increase dramatically the demands upon federal agency

personnel in Washington to (a) manage and coordinate a multiplicity

of inter- and intra-Departmental programs and (b) respond to a

multiplicity of requests from state and local agencies. In a.word,

the large increase in categorical social grant programs overloaded

the circuits of the "headquarters" management process. As one

interviewee stated: "Federal personnel found themselves spending

90% of their time on the phone." Thus, while this causal dynamic

was external to and preceded the Nixon administration, it provided

a compatible context for his decentralization emphasis.

Political considerations also seem to have played a role.** As already

noted, President Nixon amended his original executive order within

Terms used by President Nixon in his March 27, 1969 press release.

**This interpretation was suggested in several.interviews.
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less than two months to expand the number of regions from eight

to ten -- or more specifically, to establish regions headquartered

ia Kansas City aad Seattle. The speed of this change is generally

attributed to "political flak" i I., if there were to be

regional headquarters, some congressional members wanted one in their

own area. Some observers thidk that President Johnson did not act

on regional standardization because he viewed the choice of regional

headquarter locations as a political "hot-potato" (perhaps especially

in his home state of Texas) -- but that President Nixon saw regional

standardization as an available and highly visible means for early

fulfillment of campaign promises.

3. Purposes

W%en the question is asked, "Why was.there/should there be standard-

ization of federal regionalism and Federal Regional Councils?",

a multiplicity of answers are given. Perhaps the most often stated

"purposes" are uniformity, coordination, and access -- but even

these terms reflect a variety of more specific purposes. As was noted

earlier, suggestions that federal regions be "uniform" had been made

at least since the Truman administration -- but the focal purpose

for such uniformity.varied from Civil Defense to emergency planning,

improved administrative service or improved coordination. Coordination

has been used to refer to coordination within a single federal

department, across some set of federal departments, across programs

of different federal departments, between federal and local or state

agencies, between faderal field officials, or even between state and

local agencies. "Coordination" has even been used to refer to

co-lsolidation of programs, to sharing of administrative services,

and in general to "economy" and "efficiency". "Access" has been used

to refer to access between regional officials in different. Departments;

to access between federal and state or local ofi.icials; or simply
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to reduce the distances and number of locations involvea in travel

to federal program offices.

There is probably no single term (or even set of terms) that would

adequately capture the multiplicity of purposes related to standard-

ization of federal regionalism or to the establishment and functions

of Federal Regional Councils. Nor does there need to be. Rather,

it is more important to be aware that there may be such a multi-

plicity of purposes -- each of which would be differentially signi-

ficant for different agencies and across different contexts.

We should further -lote that concepts of uniformity, coordination

and access arr -ssentially pragmatic, functional concepts -- which

to a large extent quite correctly reflect the meaning of ;egionalism

in the federal context. At the same time, we must note again that

federal regionalism may in any given instance have other meanings --

as a reflection of a philosophy of government, of one's "theory"

of organization,.or of political realities and dynamics.

Realities of Re ional Standardization

The efforts to standardize federal regionalism indicate, and provide

insights about, the types of varied and conflicting realities which

must be considered in relation to regionalism. Some of these realities

facilitate and/or push towards regionalism. Other realities constrain

..gionalism. Yet others are essentially neutral.

A. Realities Facilitating Standardization

The discussion thus far has largely been about realities which

would seem to have provided contextual impetus to facilitate

efforts to standardize federal regionalism.

1. The exis ance of a fragmented federal -egional .4e

within which coordination requirements could, in

terms of an OMB study (OMB 1971), "reach almost night-

mare proportions."
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2. The need for coordination across federal programs and

agencies. (Coordination is often seen as a purpose or

reason for regionalism per se.)

3. The perception that "access" (however defined) would be

facilitated througl, regionalism. (tccFlds Is often seen

as a reason for regionalism per se).

4. The political reality (according to some observers) that

President Nixon perceived standardization as a politically

visible way of fulfilling campaiga promises.

B. A "Neutral" Factor: Criteria for Establishing Regional

Boundaries

According to an OMB study (1971:4), earlier "proposals for

standardization were invariably based on an assumption that

a 'best' regional structure for any particular program could

be developed, and that in general this was the case for the

existing patterns for most programs." If such a premise were

true, the ramifications for standardization would be highly

significant -- standardization would have to be a "less that

ber't" compromise solution, with the value of standardization

being weighed against the disadvant.--,ge to a program. Or,

perhaps, it would be possible to develop several "standard"

patterns, such as a separate pattern "for urban-oriented programs,

for rural-oriented programs, for natural resource programs,

for law enforcement programs", etc. (OMB, 1971:7).

It was to determine the validity of sucl "best" assumptions

that an OMMHstudy reviewed "the factors used by each of the

agencies to guide the development and evolution of their

regional organizations." The conclusions of this review are

quite significant and worth quoting here (OMB 1971:7-8).
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"One of the major considerations, conceptually, was a

review of the factors used by each of the agencies to

guide the development and evolution of their regional

organizations.

It became very clear throughout the studies that such

factors or criteria actually had little practical effect

on the evolution of regional structures. They are frequently

used to rationalize or justify an existing structure or

they provide a conceptual base for a desired adjustment

but the real decisions are made on the basis of other in-

tangible, political, or internal administrative considera-

tions. Only in very rare cases could the existing structure

be identified in such a way that the factors set forth as

important and overriding would in fact support the present

structure without major exceptions that neutralize the

argument.

In nearly every instance, when a specific factor was cited,

examination disclosed that there were enough exceptions in

the agency structure to conclude that the argument had little

validity. For example, orke agency emphasizes the need for

a balanced workload as a primary objective but its largest

region is more than twice as large in terms of workload as

the smallest. In another case, emphasis is placed on

maintaining river basin boundaries and the agency.has the

Colorado river basin and others, divided between two or more

regions. Cultural and archaeological relationships were

considered important in one agency and the same agency

divided the area being used as an example among three

regions. One agency cited the importance of locating its

offices in small cities close to depressed rural areas and

yet had some of !ts offices in the largest metropolitan

areas of the country. Whatever the factors used, time after

time the exceptions refuted the major alguments.
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The fact is that the United States cannot be consistently

divided on the basis of any single factor in a way that does

not result in as many disparities as it resolves. Equal

population distribution produces vast differences in

geographic area and travel time. Equality in geographic

areas produces tremendous differences in workload. Simila-

rities in climate, plant or animal life, or topography

again produce inequalities in area, workload, population

or other measures. As a result, decisions on regional

organization are made after considering a variety vf

factors and making a subjective judgment based xore on

intangible considerations than anything else and then the

decision ie rationalized in tangible terms. The picture

is further complicated by the fact that state boundaries

adhere to no consistent principle, frequently either following

major waterways or being arbitrary straight lines surveyed

independent of natural geography. Additional preal.-. are

added by the fact that major metropolitan areas, trade

centem, agricultural ccnters and similar area-wide concen-

trations of common urban and rural activity tend to be

brought together by, rather than divided by, many of the

waterways that form our internal political boundaries.

Only in very rare cases could the existing structure be

identified in such a way that the factors set forth as

important and overriding would in fact support the present

structure without major exceptions. The Maritime Adminis-

tration is one of the few cases in which the cited rationale

stood up. It has three regions, based on the shipp:_rg and

ship-building industry on the three major coastal areas

(Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific), and the agency organized

three regions related to these coastal areas. Three other

agencies have been identified so far as having similar over-

ridiLg cmsiderations that warrant exceptions to the Uniform

Boundaries. .They are the U. S. Attorneys, the Coast Guard,

r.
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and the Bureau of Aviation Safety in DOT. One can only

conclude that, with some of.the rare exceptions mentioned,

there is no overwhelming argument for any particular set

of regional boundaries as be!ng "best" for any Federal .

agency."

C. Realities Constraining Standurdization

Given that a strong need for coordination existed and that one

set of regional boundaries is in most cases as reasonable as

anJther, one could easily conclude that the need for standard-

ization of federal regions would have been obvious and pressing --

indeed, so obvious and pressing that standardization would have

been acceptable and relativoly easily accomplished. In point

of fact, such has not be,mt the case -- the realities of

federal regionalism are two-sided. There are coL3training as

well as facilitating and neUtral realities. It is to these

constraining realities that we now turn.

a. The Weight of Historical Development

While there miiy in general be no one best regional pattern,

there nonethelcss did exist various regional patterns that

developed over time and carried with them the weight of

long-standing perceptions, vested interests, etc. Further,

one would expect resistance,from cities that would lose

regional offices -- and thus lose some degree of popula-

tion, financial resources and status. Resistance could

also be expected from at least some of employees who would

have to face the travail of physical relocation. Indeed,

in point .of fact, the "travail vs. travel" problem was one

of the major issues in planning and implementing standardi-

zation.
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b. Reasonable Exceptions

As already noted, the OMB study (1971) did find agencies

for which standardlzation of regional boundaries really

was not applicable. These c zeptions were of two kinds:

non-conformity and partial conformity. In the first

instance (non-conformity), valid reasons were found for

regional boundaries which were not consistent with the

standard boundaries (e.g.: the Maritime Administration

whose regional boundaries were, quite validly, based

upon coastal areas). In the second instance (partial

'conformity) agency administration and/or program needs

called either for more or fewer than,ten regicins. However,

'while Vie number of regions would be non-conforming, regional

boundaries for these agencies would not contradict the

standard boundaries.

c. Sub-Regional Agency Structures

The basic purpose of federal regional standardization was

to facilitate coordination of federal program activities

in the field. However, not all federal agencies had

regional structures. Some located thei-r field offices instead

at the state level (e.g.: the Soil Conserver-ton Service

and Administration in Agriculture, the Bureau of Land

Management #1 Interior, and the Office of Business Services

in Commerce). Other agencies had various sub-reoional structures

which were fragmented and inconsistent across agencies

an which in some cases were not even formally established

and did not appear on formal organizational charts (OMB

1971:10).

While these non- or sub-regional structures do not constrain

regional standardization per se. ' y do (by their very

6
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existence) significantly constrain the coordination

purposes of regional standardization.

d. Political Constraints

Whatever the arguments for or againat regionalism per se

or standardization, political considerations appear to have

affected decisions about standardization. As noted earlier,

political considerations appear to have been the moving

force behind President Nixon's rather rapid decision to

expand the 'number of regions from eight to ten. Further,

the politics of Watergate effectively "slowed down"

standardization efforts.

e. Regional Standardization is Not a "Natural" Phenomenon

A review of the historical development of federal regional

patterns.and the findings of the 1971 OMB study quoted

earlier clearly indicate that regional standardization

is not a natural phenomenon. If anything, both this

history and the lack of any single overwhelming basis for

regional "homogeneity" would tend to indicate that regional

fragmentation is a more "natural" phenomenon. As an OMB

staff report (1970) similarly concluded: "nearly every

individual considering the division of the United States

into Federal regions has a somewhat different concept

based on personai experience and a particular program

outlook."

5. Realities of Federal Regional Councils

The development of Federal Regional Councils is obviously intertwined
4

with the development of federal regional standardization. Thus, to a

1
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large extent, the realities of standardization apply also to the

Federal Regional Councils, but some additional considerations do

come into play. In effect, we may say that regional boundary and

office location standardization provide only a geographic basis

for federal program coordination. Federal Regional Councils were

intended to prov4Ide the organizational format for coordination.

However, three major problems have plagued the FRCs to date.

A. Representation and Authority

The Federal Regional Councils are composed of representatives

of federal agencies having programs or other acttvities (e.g.:

regulatory, service) within a region. However, these agency

representatives have had differing levels of authority. Some

hi had full line authority over regional programs of their

agency. These council members could indeed make coordination

commitments for their agency. Other council members, however,

had only coordination responsibility (without line authority)

over regional programs of their agency. Still others were

;indeed simply representatives of their parent federal agency

(in some cases being simply the agency official geographically

closest to the standard regional headquarters city, and in some

cases being changed eaCh year). In these last two cases,

council members did not have the authority commit either

their parent agencies or their regional offices.

B. Differences in the Locus of Regional Program Authority

The problem just noted is essentially a reflection of a larger

dynamic: differences between federal agencies as to the locus

of program authority in a region. In a word, even where

regional boundaries were standardized, regional organizational

structures and lines of authority were not. Some agencies
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such as CET4 (DOL) established regional structures which gave

the regional director full line authority over agency programs

in the region (though policy authority was retained by the

'Washington office). Others did not.

To large degree, these differences reflect classic ,r3aniza-

tional tensions over program control. Should programs in the

field (i.e., region) be controlled by their parent program

groups at "headquarters" or by field personnel? Should programs

at the field (i.e., regional) level be controlled by "generalists"

(i.e., by a Ainae regional director with 3ine authority over

field programs) or by riogram "specialists" (i.e., separately by

the several field program directors who are responsible to their

separate headquarters program offices)? Standardization of

regional boundaries and office locatidns provides no insights

about the answers to these quesfAons. Indeed, it may be worth

noting thz.t in the early l970s, conflicting opinions about

issues suchos. these led to a rather unique use of the terms

"regional" and "decentrllization" in HEW, wherein for some

"decentralization" meant delegation of authority to the various

regional program units and "regional" meant delegation of

authority to the regional director.

C. Non-Regions and Sub-Regions

This third problem area has already been noted earlier, but it

is worth.noting again here -- agencies hav-ng no regional struc-

tures or having sub-regional structures. Thus, the 1971 OMB

study noted that (1) the multiplicity of contacts required for

federal agencies lacking regional field structures "has pre-

vented the establishment of any effective coordination mechanism,

particularly in relation to the Federal Regional Councils"; ahd

(2) "problems are beginning to emerge as a result of agencies taking"

internal action to pull programs together that cross regional

lines" (sub-regions) (OMB 1971:10).

eie
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6. The Current Status f Standardization and Federal Regional Councils

As of May 1, 1976 , twenty-one federal departments or independent

agencies had a total of 103 regional systems. Of these, only 24

were in complete conformance with the standard regional boundaries

(i.e., had exactly 10 ,regions whose boundaries conformed with the

standard boundaries); 37 were in partial conformance (i.e., had more

or fewer than ten regions, but regional boundaries were consistent

with the standard boundaries); and 42 were in non-conformance. Of

the program agencies involved in President Nixon's original execu-

tive order: HUD and SBA had one regional system each (both in

conformance); HEW had three regional systems (two in conformance

and one in non-conformance)4 DOL had twelve regional systems (seven

in conformance, 4 in partial conformance, and one in non-conformance)

The Federal Regional Councils have not been as effective as had been

hoped and are currently under review by the Carter administration.

Attachment OMB 1971. (This attachment was added in 1976).
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III. BETWEEN STATE AND NATIO:. A STUDY OF REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

BY THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Regionallam in the federal context has taken many forms and has ranged

in scope from a single policy for a single program in a single unit to

a federal agency to rather lc.:ge scale efforts such as the Tennessee

Valley Authority. /nsofar as federal regionalism has had limited foci

and has been scattered and disaggregated throughout the federal

goveinment, we would expect the variety, multiplicity and complexity

(and attendant dynamics and problems) that.we have already noted. It

would be helpful, then, to examine the nature and dynamics of more

large scale federal regional approaches.

A study by the Brookings Institution prov s some significant in-

sights into the nature and dynamics of(Kuch large scale federal region-

alism (Derthick 1974).* This.study examined the following large scale

federal regional organizations:**

- The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) -- Established by Congress

in the 1930s for the development and conservation of the

Tennessee River and valley; encompasses parts of seven states.

The Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC) -- Established in

-1961 bY the states of New York, Delaware, and Pennsylvania to

negotiate differences between these states and to develop the

Delaware River. DRBC was established in response to disagree-

ments over use of the waters of the Delaware River and to a

1954 Supreme Court decree allocating the river waters and

appointing a river master.

* This section of our policy analysis is devoted solely
Institution study. Thus, page references in this section
to this study.
** Regionalism was defined in this study as encompassing
f three or more states.

to this Brookings
will refer solely

parts or all
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- The Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) -- Established by

Congress in 1965 as a result of the initiative of the Conference

on Appalachian Govenors (during the 1960 election), of Prenident

Kennedy and of the landslide 1964 national elections. A joint

federal-state body was established to plan and coordinate federal

aid to the Appalachian Region.

- Title V Commissions -- Public Works and Economic Development

Act of 1965. Following the example of the ARC, this act

"authorized joint federal-state commissions for regions that

lagged behind the rest of the nation" (p.2). The chief function

is economic development. leven Title V Commissions by 1972.

- Title II Commissions -- Water Resources Planning Act of 1965.

Created to be a "standard form" to coordinate planning for

major river basins ("coordination" had been performed by

various executive-created federal interagency committees).

Seven Title II Commissions by 1972.

- Federal Regional Councils (FRC)* -- Created by Executive order

to coordinate programs of various federal agencies (as dis-

cussed above in section II of this chapter).

Several observations should be made here about these regional organi-

zations and about the Brookings Institution study.

1) The agencies chosen for the Brookings Institution study all

represent efforts at "structural reform of at , ,ast a limited

sort" (p. 14) and represent inventions "designed to improve

the working of the American federal system" (p. vii).

2) All of these agencies represent attempts to "coordiaate"

activities across multistate areas.

*See previous discussion.

69
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a) With the exception of the FRCs, they all involve cross-

state geographical areaq 'which are defined either by a

river basin or some kind of homogeneously-perceived socio-

economic need.

b) The geographical areas thus defird do not "fit" (geograph-

ically) the established jurisdictional lines (i.e., state

boundaries).

c) With the exception of the DRBC, all represent efforts to

coordinate federal activities.

d) DRBC represents an effort of self-coordination among

several states. However, the federal government "joined

the organization too, becoming a signatory to an inter-

state compact for the first time." (p. 1).

e) With the exception of TVA (which has independent authority)

and DRBC, all represent efforts to coordinate federal

activities with the established state and/or local govern-

ments (and the federal government is part of the DRBC).

They do not (including TVA) represent new and separate

gavernmental units, at least in a Constitutional sense.

3) All of these agencies except the FRCs were established by

Congressi)nal action. The FRCs were established by Presidential

order and dfffer from the others in having no formal appro-

priations or staff excPnt as are provided (in effect) on an

ad hoc basis.

4) All of these agencies are of major scope.

The agencies upon which the Brookings Institution study focused provide

a more specifically and narrowly focused examination of regionalism

than is true of this C1SST examination of regionalism. This narrower

focus may somewhat limit the generalizability of the findings of the

7 0
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Brookings Institution study, hut its findings are nonetheless quite

thorough, powerful and relevant to this policy analysis.

1. Arguments for Regional Organization s Structural Reforms

Viewing regional organizations as structural reforms designed "to

improve the working of the American federal system" (p. vii), the

Brookings study notes two general arguments (cases for) regioual

organizations:

1) "At its most daring, the case for regional organization argues

that the state governments are artificial creations, obsolete

and too nUmerous, which should be replaced by larger govern-

ments rationally adapted to the 'natural' or sociocultural

features of American society. In this radical form, as

proposals for regional government, proposals for regional

organization have no chance of adoption." (p. 5)

2) "In its more modest and pragmatic form, the main argument for

regional organizations is that they are needed to respond

to the .problem of "scale" that arises when functions spill

over state boundaries without, however, requiring nationwide

action. The problem of scale may arise when actions in one

state jurisdiction substantially affect the welfare of a

neighboring juristiction." "The scale problem also arises

when common social or economic characteristics or natural

features extend across jurisdictional boundaries so that

government activities ought to encompass the homogeneous

area." (p. 6)

No observations may be noted about the "scale" argument. First, the

Brookinsts study defines the "scale problem" as a "lack of fit between

the area jurisdictions of governments and the demands of governmental

functions" (p. 8) - - i.e., where the "demands of governmental functions

cross state lined'. Another conceptualization of the "scale problem",

not so clearly delineated in the Brookings study, focuses on resources

7
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and capabilities -- i.e., where the need is greater'than can be met

through the resources of a single state; or where the state "A" may

have resources relevant to the needs of state "B"; or simply where a

combining of resources across states may be synergistically or cumula-

tively beneficial. These last two instances are not (logically)

.necessarily problems of scale in the sense of a single state being

incapable of providing needed resources. Rather, they are problems of

scale in the sense that interstate (i.e., regional) collaboration would

be beneficial.

Second, the Lrookings study notes that "while regional organizations

are justified primarily as responses to the scale problem . . . none of

them is justified in that way alone. They are also advanced as solutions

to what may be the problems of 'coordination' and of 'centralization'."

(P. 8)

2. Purposes of Regional Organizations

The Brookings Institution study correctly notes that a regional organi-

zation should be judged/evaluated in relation to the functions, objectives

or purposes it is intended to serve. It is interesting, then, to note

that this study speaks of the functions or purposes of federally-related

regional organizations from several different perspectives.

From one perspective, the purposes of the regional organizations studied

focus around coordination -- coordination of economic development related

to depressed areas; coordination of planning for the development of

river basins; coordinatior of social programs. From another perspec-

tive, the functiors or purpcses could be to be a "channel" for the flow

of federal funds; to be a medium for interstate bargaining and for

resolution of interstate conflict; tc be, in effect, lobbyists on

behalf of regional interests. From yet other perspectives, the functions

or purposes of regional organizations could be to provide mechanisms of

response to problems of scale; to promote interstate collaboration;

to counterbalance problems of centralization (e.g.: loss of citizen

interest and participation; the dlleged inability of the 111 centralized"

bureaucracy to govern).
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The Brookings study makes one further point which is worth quoting:

"In sum, the common experience of regional organizations suggests

the importance of viewing the coordination problem also as a

problem of definition of purjose, which is a legislative function.

So cunceived, it is no easier to "solve" than conflict in inter-.

agency relations. Its true source is the heterogeneity of opinions

and interests in American society, and the openness of government

to a variety of influences - an openness that is nw.: matched. and

never can be, by the capacity of government to rationalize 4ad

make consistent either legislative or administrative acts. The
point is that any attempt at rationalization must take in a much

larger universe than executive ageacies and a wider range of

techniques than executive reorganization." (p. 208)

3. Types of Regional Orpnizations

The Brookings study notes that the regional organizations studied may

be categorized from a functional perspective as "those with operating,

management, or regulatory functions" (TVA, DRB() and "those that are for

planning and coordinating only" (ARC, Title V and Title II Commissions)

(P. 9).

The Brookings study also differentiates the regional organizations

studied in terms of their forms:

1) autonomous (TVA,

2) a forum of peers (1)1,1, Tit12 II Commissions) -- here "the

organization hat will ultimately carry out ale plan- cooperates

in the planning" (p. 7).

3' catalyst (ARC, Title V Commissions) -- i.e., a single federal

appointee, and rationale being that "au independent coordinator,

newly introduced into a milieu of hitherto uncoordinated

organizations, can define regional goals for these other
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organizations to pursue".

Neither of the latter regional organizational forms has "the right to

pursue independently, the goals it defines." (p. 8).

Finally, the Brookings study also categorizes the regional organizations

studied in terms of haw they respond to the federal coordination problem.

Four approaches are noted.

1) a single federal agent (presidential appointee),, who is

nsupposed to speak . . . for all Interested federal agencies"

(p. 10) (DRBC, ARC, Title V Commissions)

2) an interagency cor,rdinating council (FRC and Title II Commis

sions)

3) transfer of the coordination function to another level of

government, i.e., the states - - only the ARC has specifically

explicated this approach

4) a multipurpose .agency, "within which are contained functions

normally crArried out by more than one federal agency" (p. 11)

(TVA)

4. Criteria for Judging the Effectiveness of Regional Organizations

The Brookings study mites that regional organizations may be seen as

strategies or agents for decentralization. From this perspective, then,

the effectiveness of regional organizations may "be judged by a combina-

tion of two criteria: the amount of federal authority the regional organi-

zation has, and the accessibility of that authority to nonfederal interests."

(p. 13).

The Brookings study offers another very interesting perspective from which

regional organizations might be evaluated - - i.e., by "how regional they
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are" (p. 188). It is probably typical to assume that regional organiza-

tions are indeed regional in character. However, the Brookings study

may well be offering an important perspective on regionalism by noting

that "regionalism may be treated as a variable to be judged by the

relative success of the organizations in maintaining a regional orienta-

tion, in fostering .r respouding to a regional consciousness, or in

aggregating Interests within the region aud articulating'distinctively

regional goals." (p. 188).

5. Between State and Nation: Some Conclusions About Regional Organizations

While it would not be feasfkle herr,. to list and discuss all of the findings

of the Brookings study, it is itportant to try to capture some of the basic

thrusts of the study's iindings. While the specifiz focus of the study

and the nature of the orgaalzationo studicA sLould caution against quick

and superficial generalizations, neither should we too quickly and super-

ficially reject the potential for generallzaldlity.

A. Prognosis: Littlt Chance .or te Generalization of Regional

Organizations as Major Innovations

The 2rookings stvdy coacludes that thdre are many constraints

against widespread development of successful regional organizations

of the type and scope studied. The study concludes Lhat:

1) Strong regional organizations, as major innovations, are

"political accidents, the product of ad hoc coalitions

whose success was fortuitlus in important respects" (p.

102) - - snecifically, the result uf the "fortuitous

combination of opportunity, determined leadership, cata-

lytic events, and weak or distracted opposition" (p. 193).

They also behefit from being "new and experimental" --

assets which by definition are not generalizable.
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2) Conversely, the weak regional organizations studied were

those resulting from central V.anning which attempted to

generalize (i.e., create several simildr regional organi-

zations) the example of an initial, "leading" regional

organ71.zation.

3) All of the regional organizations studied suffered from

a lack of strong regional identity. None resulted from

a regional consciousness per se.

4) Further, none (with the possible exception of TVA) has

yet been able to develop, within its geographical area,

an "independent regional consciousness by the fo;:ce

of its own activities or of its assertian of a regional

interest" (p. 189).

5) Those at the state level who "want" joint (i.e., federal-

state) regional organizations do so not for the "talue"

of a "regional organization" per se. Rather, they

"want federal participation mainly because they want the

access to federal powers or funds that will come with it."

(p. 214).

6) Further, such federal-state "jointnesF" seems to be of

marginal effectiveness.

7) While regionalism "is one of those ideas that grips a few

minds or much of an academic discipline" and has been "much

subject to intellectual fad and fashion," there has "never

been a sustained movement for regional organization that

left its impress across the United States" (p. 3).

In silm, the Brookings stud/ concludes that regional organizations

remain experiments and deviations from the norm aild the "odds are

76
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against their being formed and, if formed, against their flourishing"

(p. 4).

B. Sore Constraints on Reuional Organizations

A number of reasons are suggest,. which mitigate heavily against

the development and feasibility of regional organizations similar

in nature and scope to those studied. For example:

1) As noted above, there is generally a lack of "regional

consciousness" within the United States, at least in the

sense of governmental entities.

2) As governmental entities, regional organizations have no

Constitutional basis; are actually rival governmental

units which are superimposed on and in addition to already

existing governmental entities; and must enter into and

compete with a "crowded universe" of rival governmental

entities (TVA was the sole exception -- its "universe" was

not so crowded in the 1930s).

3) The states have very strong "survival" capability in relation

to any regional organization which would compete with or

supplant them as governmental entities.

4) The "systematic problems" to which regional organizations

are supposedly addressed -- "federal lack of coord nation

and excessive centralization -- do not appear to b sub-

stantially ameliorated by any form, with the possible

exception of TVA" (p. 229). Indeed, as "superstructure

upon the more traditional structure of federal-state

organization, they are a complicating feature" (p. 229).

Thus, the Brookings study notes that regional organizations
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.41

can plausibly be viewed as a contributor to the coordina-

tion problem. That 13, any "new" organization is potentially

a contributor, on the assumption that the essence of the

coordination problem is the multiplication of specialized

yet interdependent organizations. The size of the coordina-

tiou problem increases with the size and variety of the

organizational universe. If the new organization's.functions

overlap those of existing organizations, as.is true with

the leadiLs regional organizations, the :ilfficalties increase

further. Aid if they challenge the very principles on

which the organizational universe is ordered, the difficulties

are compounded again. Regional organizations with Operating

and management authority, by substituting area for function,

would revise the most fundamental principle of federal

administrative organization." (p. 199).

5) From the above, it follows that there will inevitably be

high costs of administrative confusion associated with

regional organizational approaches.

6) Also, it follows that regional organization, as an inno-

vative structural reform, will not "happen naturally or

easily"- - it will have to be "compelled".

7) Interest in regional organization is intermittent and

visionary, opposition is ubiquitous, if often inarticulate.

8) What kind of regional organization works at all, or best,

is simply unknown.

9) There are other means or channels for accomplishing the

purposes associated with -egional organizations. For

example, the Brookings study notes the experience of the

8
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ARC and the Title V Commissions and concludes that "the

results of such a program would probably not be very

different if it was administered by joint regional com-

missions than if it was administered by a federal agency

through grants directly to the states." (p. 225). We may

note here, however, that this conclusion, While not

"favoring" regional organizations, at least does place

them on an "equal level" with other, non-regional alter-

natives.

10) "One of the genuine obstacles to sustaining regional organi-

zations is that state governments are so busy managing

direct relations with the federal government and meeting

responsibilities under grant-in-aid programs that they have

no effort to spare for regional activity. The inertial

force of state activity is so great and the states as

claimants for federal funds *are so powerful that it is

impossible for regional organizations to transcend the

states in defining regional goals."

C. Some Further Conclusions about Regional Organizations

The essence of the findings of the Brookings study may perhaps

be seen in its conclusion that the "principal thing that exper-
t

ience suggests is that pragmatism is the best policy: it leads to

the most effective regional organizations" (p. 226). In stating

this conclusion, the Brookings study essentially confirms -- and

applies to regionalism 1- a similar conclusion reached in 1935

by the National Resources Committee: "that the selection of an

organizational type should depend on the functions to be assigned,

the area of operation, the location of the constitutional powers

required, and the incidence of benefits and costs" (p. 226)
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The implications of this "pragmatism" conclusion are:

1) The form of a regional organization is more likely to be

effective if it is context-specific rather than generalized

and centrally planned. If anything, effective regional

organizations tend to be historical accidents rather than

to result from generalfzed central planning.

2) "None of the different approaches to coordination embodied

in the regional organizations is sufficiently superior to

the rest to make it preferable. Nor is any particular

approach so clearly successful as to contribute substan-

tially to justification of the regional form." (p. A95).

Question should be raised, however, as to whether or not effective

"pragmative historical accidents" can be facilitated, supported

and/oiorchestrated by a federal or other agency which is not (at

least initially) a "core party" to a potential or developing

regional organization -- and if so, what manner of facilitation,

support, orchestration. The DRBC might partially represent such

a case, but the Brookings study does not directly raise this issue.

Another conclusion of the Brookings study is simply that the

distinctive "vi'itue of regional organizations is that they are

suited to respond to particular needs or problems isolable on a

regional scale and somehow peculiar to an area as a natural or

social or economic unit." (p. 229). Similarly, the Brookings

study concludes that if "a regional organization is to become

the vehicle for responding to or induciqg regional conciousness,

a location within the region is probably desirable, if only to

foster regional orientation of the staff." (p. 189).
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Anothk4r conclusion of the Brookings study is that "the common

result 'I either specialization of activity or a low level of

activity. Regional action proceeds withia a narrow sphere or

at a slow pace" (p. 192). Thus there "appears to be a trade-off

between depth of organizational change on a regional si..ale and

breadth of change. It has been possible to create organizations

that depart substantially from established forms and that command

important resources of authority and revenue, but only in isolated

cases. Such change has not occurred'systemstically and compre-

hensively. When forms are created through central planning and

are inaugurated throughout the system" (p. 194),"innovation is

much more limited" (p. 194).

Finally, while the Brookings study suggests that it "is not possible

to abstract from these cases a model of a regional planning organi-

zation for the United States... experience suggests certain guiding

principles" (p. 186) -- specifically

"powerful inducements to regional planning must be supplied,

presumably by the federal government. Planning should not be

sharply separated from governments or agencies with which the

relevant operating functions are lodged; it will gravitate

to them anyway, and the separate planning organization will be

left with nothing to do or will find a substitute for planning.

Organizations "for planning" should be denied opportunities

to engage in alternative activities that may displace the

planning function, which is likely to be unattractive. The

"regional" area for which planning is supposed to be done must

have a clear and compelling rationale. Otherwise, there is no

chance of resisting the inertia of existing jurisdictional

arrangements." (p. 186).

6. Implications for _RAzionalism in Educati_onal R/D&I

In order to understand the implications of the Brookings Institute study

for regionalism in educational R/D&l, it is important first to take note
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of the nature f the study -- most ! ecifically that it is a study (s?.

large scale, jederal regionalism, This raises a caution about generaliz-

ing this 4.r.liry's findings to small scale'and/or non-federal regionalism.

At the same time, the study's findings do tend to coincide with the re-

view of federal regionalism in section I of this chapter and with the

conceptual and operational perspectives on regionalism which will be

noted in Chapter Four and Five of this policy analysis.

With the above in mind, the primary implications of the Brookings Insti-

tution study for regionalism in the educational R/D&I context would seem

to be the following:

1) .Regionallsm is not a panacea. It cannot serve all relevant

purposes nor solve all problems.

2) Whatever may be its merits for a particular purpose or in a

particular context, regionalism has at least two major limit-

tations or handicaps.

a) There is a lack of clear and strong "regional identities".

Thus, regionalism tends to lack a socially legitimized base.

b) As a governmental entity, regionalism is "extra-Constitu-

tional," Thus, governmental regionalism lacKs existence

and authority or power in its own right. Further,

:p regionalism is, in effect, superimposed on both state an-!

federal government -- with all the potential pr(blems

this may raise.

3) Particular attention nr.,eds to bc gtven to enyq-! cozItcxt-

specific regional approaches.

We will disvss these and other specific i cati,Gns o th Brookin.y;

In3titution study in later chapers relevnt.

r.
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IV. 'Dql,ICATIONS OF THE FEDERAL CONTEXT OF REGIONALISM

From an overview perspective, the federal context of regionalism must

be descr,,ibed as complex, conflicting, fluctuating and (therefore)

full of risk. It would, then, be a grievous error to jump from this

analysl.s of he federal context of regionaliksm to conclusions that

regionalism itself or any particular regional approach, form, .pose,

policy, etc. is either.good or bad or will fiwork" or not. From the

perspective of a decision maker, such conclusions may be made only in

reference to A particularlcontext at a particular time and in reference

to the particular purposes which (from the decision maker's perspective)

regionalism would be intended to serA Even here, different conclusions

might be reached by other persons c organizations from the perspective

of their own purposes, values and interbs s. Thus, one major imp .cation

of the fedeial context f,r regionali.sm is that there will inevitably be

differences of opinion and conflict about the value and effectiveness

of regionalism in any of its particular manifestations. Such is simply

the nature of the federal context f rngionalism. However, as we shall

note in the next chapter, the issue is even broader than the specific

cont...txt -- such is the very nature of regionalism itself. The value

and effectiveness of regionalism itself is determined by the particular

context in which it is manifested and bythe ?urposes which it is seen

as serving -- or hindering.

With the above in mind, there an- s implications which should be

dtAwn from the discwsidil thus far.

Ike federnl context for regionalism is a highly political context. Thus,

r,..gionalism in this context will be affected by issues of power, authority

and "turf" whether botween regional org:inizations or personnel and

a "headqu:Irters" f ieral agency; hetwOen regional orgatrizatioris or

pert-',nnnt.1 (as i.rms of n federal agency) ;tricl.state/local ogencies; or

lJeC-4eon sve ra 1. separati. Coderal ,genci,,s. Where more thnn one federal
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agency is involved in and/or relevant to a particular regional approach

(as is often lnely to be the case), difficulties in coordination/orches-

tration may well arise around differences in prioritas and specific

progra=matic interests and purposes and around issues of autonomy, turf,

power, etc. Indeed, in this.sense, regionalism in the federal context

is an issue (in part) of intergovernmental relations.

It is also important to note that the political context is a fluctuating

context. Thus, regional approaches-that are highly dependent upon the

federal governnemt for financial support and/or authority will be

especially vulnerable unless (1) they have a short term focus, or (2)

they have some mechanism or capacity to act as a "buffer' against the

fluctuations of the federal context. Examples of such "buffers" could

be: strong support from state or municipal governments (which, however,

may be difficult to build, for they, too, represent a political context);

a wide range of purposes and programmatic areas that would permit

flexibility as the "political winds" shift.

Two conclusions of the Brookings In,,titution study (Derthick, 1974)

are worth repeating here:

1) That successful regional organizations (at least in a large

scale sense) are political and historical accidents -- which

tend not to be generalizable.

2) That attempts to use regional approaches for coordinatiol

purposes do not in fact solve all coordination problems.

From the perspective of designi,g for regionalism, several implications

of our analysis of the federal context should be noted.

1) Because of the political nature of the federal context, there

well may be tensions betwee- regional designs which would serve

political purposes and regional designs which would serve

R/Wif system purposes. While such tension is not a foregone

conclusion, it is a distinct possibility.
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2) In any given instance there may (and likely will) be several

purposes relevant to regionalism -- and they may he in conflict.

Some of the purposes may be served 17 regionalism; some may

be hindered by regionalism.

3) Analysis of regionalism in the federal context reveals wLat

appears to be an inherent dilemma in designing for regionalism --

a dilemma resulting from the fact that multiple purposes may

be relevant to regionalism. Thus, oa the one hand, if regional

approaches are designed narrowly (i.e., for a single purpose),

multiple regional approaches would be required to meet the

needs of multiple purposes -- thereby increasing the complexity

and the coordination problems of regionalism (factors parti-

cularly salient in the federal context). On the other hand,

the broader the scope for which any single regional approach

is designed, the more d:i.fficult it becomes to find a single

regional design that is "satigfactory" across the purposls,

programs, agencies and other participants involved.

4) One of the "stickiest" problems in designing for regionalism

is the issue: Who is going to eecide what purposes are to be

served by a regional design (and in what relative order of

priority)? Different participants will likely have different

perceptions about what purposes can and/or should be served --

with resultant diferences in regional design implications.

Should decisions about purposes be made at the federal levrA?

If so, by which agency? Which level within the agency? Which

branch of the federal government? Or should such decisions

be made by state and municipal agencies? Should non-governmeutal

.partictpants of an R/Mi syster. play a role in makingupurpose

decisions? If so, which R/D&I system participants? What

role?

Perhaps another way of stating the same issue is to note that

obtaining agreement on purpot-les among relevant parties is
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likely to be both a critical yet a difficult task in designing

for regisnalism.

Finally, we repeat the conclusion of the 1971 OMB study that with

perhaps a few exceptions, decisions about regional boundaries and about

the number and size of regions are likely to be arbitrarytdecisions

several different regional "maps" are likely to be more or less

equally justifiable.



CHAPTER FOUR

THE CONCEPT OF REGIONALISM
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In Chapters Two and Three, it has been our purpose to gain an overview

understanding of the context for the issue of regionalism in relation

to educational R/D&I. It is now time to "step back" and think about

the concept of regionalism. Just what do we mean when we call some-

thing a "region"? What are the major dimensions of regionalism?

Why is so much variety to be found in the historical forms and dynamics

of regionalism?

The discussion thus far will help to answer these and similar questions

-- and conversely, the answers to theFe questions will help us to

understand why regionalism has taken the forms and directions that

we have seen in the discuSsion thus far. In addition, how we under-

stand the concept of regionalism will provide some crucial guide-

poses for basic design issues: when/when not, why/why not, how/how

not to design for regionalism.
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I. THE REGIONAL CONCEPT: ITS NATURE AND DIMENSIONS

1. Regionalism -- A ConceRt

An overview of the multiplicity of regionalism in its varied histori-

cal and sectoral contexts points to a very basic conclusion. A "region"

is in essence a concept -- a concept which is defined in relation to

some specific reality (or mix of realities) such as geography or

culture.

This is not to deny that regions can be (and are) identified -- the

concept is too widely used to allow this. Thus for example, though

there might be minor differences over the exact placement of outside

boundaries, there are geographical characteristics which serve to

define geographical "regions" (e.g.: the Great Lakes region, the

Appalachian region, the Rocky Mountains region, the Northwe3t region,

etc.). Similarly (though here we might get more argument and precise

definition becomes somewhat harder), within various geographical arez:s

there can exist sufficiently identifiable needs or cultural character-

istics which also seem to define .1 "region" (e.g.: Appalachia). In

some instances, state boundaries may serve to identify the boundaries

of a geographic/cultural "region" ,e.g.: the South).

Thus, agions can be (and are) identified -- but they can 1)e (and are)

identified in so many varying ways that we can only conclude that

11 region" is essentially a concept.

2. Definin7 a Region -- Some Major Co-Lceptual Modes

There are a variety of conceptual modes which may be used as ways

of "defining" or "ideni:ifying" a region. Each will ha're its strengths

-- and its limitations. We now turn to a brief examipation of wh(!t_

may be considered major conceptual mcyles of regional definition.
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A. A Region as a Geographic Area

The most common, basic definiticn of a region is that it is a
0

contiguous, self-contained geographic area -- and for the purposes of

this analysis, we shall accept such a definition, with all the

Lenefits and limitations this may imply.

The main obvious limitation of a region as a geographic entity

is simply that it has no fixed meaning as to size, numbers of

regions, or boundaries of regions. Thus, the concept of a region
4

may be applied at several levels: regions within a\single state

(e.g.: the regions of an SEA); interstate Agions (e.g.: the

ten standard federal regions); or even regions which encompass

several countries (e.g.: the Mideast region; the Common Market

region).

In this analysis, we will be concerned only with regionalism at

the interstate level -- though most of the analysis will be

applicable in principle to intrastate or internatikal regionalism.

Even on an interstate basis, the geographic concept of a region

has no fixed meaning as to size, number of regior , or boundaries

of regions. Different geographic characteristics may be used

with equal validity to define a geographic region -- and thP

resulting "regions" will vary accordingly. Thus, we may with

equal validity describe the geographic regions of the United

States in the following ways: eastern and western "regions"

(using the Mississippi River as the key geographic characteristic);

the east coast, west coast and plains states "regions" (roughly

using the Appalachian and Rocky Mountaln ranges as the key

divid:ng lines); the northeast, southeast, midwest, northwest

and southwest "regions" (using the points of the compass as the

Lw geographic characteristic). °Wl.hin any of these, further

divisions could be made (e.g.: upper and lower midwest "regions").

0 briefly discuss international regionalism in Wad, Atul, Michael

Radnor, Durward Honer and Maryann Joseph, "Cnntextual Approach to

nolopment an the Role of Technnlogv in Developing Countries",

in Padnor and Honer (1977).

9
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The variously defined geographic "regions" may thus vary according

to the key geographical characteristics used, may vary greatly

in size and shape, and may indeed overlap.

We may also note here that similar observations can be made when

the geographic mode of defining a region is combined with some

other concepts such as culture or needs.

B. Regionalism from a Non-Geographic Perspective

It is possible to think of a region being defined not in geo-

graphic terms but in terms of common needs, common demographic

characteristics (e.g.: large cities), or common socio/cultural

characteristics (e.g.: Hispanic-American social groups) which

are too geographically scattered to be defined as a geographic

region. There is merit to such an approach, especially from the

perspective of educational R/D&I. The commonality so defined

would allow resources and efforts to be focused rather than scat-

tered, both in terms of knowledge production and of knowledge

utilization. Thus, such approaches to educational R/D&I merit

attention. At the same time, regionalism is generally defined

in geographic terms. Certainly, from a political perspective,

the intent of NIE's congressional reauthorization legislation

focuses on geographic regions. In this analysis, then, we shall

focus on issues of geographically defined regionalism.

C. Regional "Homogeneity," -- and Regional Diversity

The concet'; of a region often involves the idea that some kind of

homogeneity exists 1,/4.41thin the region. The kind of homogeneity

whica is perceived(to exist may vary; for example: critical

historical and/or cilltural ...4aracter1stics (e.g.: the South);

population density; ease of travel; climate; basic type of

business (e.g.: agricultural or industrial); or just simply
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geographical features. Whether a specific geographic region is

initially "identified" on the basis of some kind of perceived

homogeneity or some homogeneity is 'found" in a previously

identified "region" is probably a chicken/egg question -- and

likely a moot one at that. In either case, the perceived homo-

geneity is used as the basis for consideration of regional forms,

policies, programs, etc.

Approaching regionalism through the concept of regional homogeneity

has one very serious limitation -- there are a variety of "reference

points" (such as those noted above) from which to identify (or

deny) the homogeneity of a region. This variety in possible

. homogeneity reference points leads to two problems.

First, if homogeneity is used to identify regions, then we are

likely,to find significant differences in the sizes, numbers and

bour.daries of "regions" -- depending upon the "reference points" used.

Second, any given geographic region (however initially defined)

will never be purely homogeneous -- diversity can always be found.

In a 1-Irgely rural region, there will be urban areas. There may

also be differences in population density, levels of income,

political preferences, etc. in various parts of the region. in

a region which is historically and culturally defined (e.g.: the

South), there will be variations (perhaps significant variations)

of rte. "defined" culture. For example, it can be argued that the

cultures of northern and southern California (or of Alabama,

North Carolina and Texas) are more different than alike even

_though they may be within a "region" that is perceived to have

some kind of cultural homogeneity.

It is at this point that many of the arguments over regionalism

often arise -- i.e., arguments over whether a given region is

nomogeneous
tt or "diverse It

. Such arguments may be theoretically

and intellectually interesting -- but in and of themselves they

are irrelevant to an analysis of regionalism and its impli-:atioN.
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The issue for regional analysis is not homogeneity versus diver-

sity -- there will be diversity. Rather, the issues are (1)

whether approaching regionalism from the perspective of some

perceived regional homogeneity will serve some useful purpose;

and then (2) if so, whether the perceived regional homogeneity

(however defined) is sufficient in relation to the stated purpose.

(Obviously, "sufficiency" would be defined differently for differ-

ent purppes -- and/or by different interested parties).

D. Regional Complement rity

While regional "homogeneity" (even if in so simple a form as

arbitrarily set but nonetheless "common" boundaries) is probably

the most often-used mode of thinking about regionalism, it is not

the only possibll (or useful) mode. Indeed, homogeneity is not

even a necessary ingredient of regionalism. For example, we may

think of a region in terms of softlielllasily across diversity.

To illustrate, the educ.ational system of state "A" may have needs

for which state "B4 ha* complementary resources, while a university

in state "C" has the needed dissemination linkages between the

first two states. For another example, several states in a given

region may each be largely rural, but each has a few larger cities.

It might be that no one state would have enough large cities to

warrant or facilitate major educational R&D activities related to

the needs of their larger cities -- but Logether, such educational

R&D activities could be both warranted and possible. The "comple-

mentarity" here would be the possibility of coalescing resources

acrss states.

E. Regionalism as a Culture of Collabciration

Discussions of regionalism often focus on such issues as creating

regional institutions; meeting the needs of regions; the availability
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of resources; whether a regional or some other approach (e.g., at

a national or a more local level) is "better"; etc. While all

of thase may be valid concerns, it may be_important to approach

regionalism from a different perspective, a perspective of a

region as a social r..ality -- or more specifically as a culture

of collaboration. Such a concept was implied in the above discussions

of homogeneity and complimentarity but needs to be carried further.

A culture of collaboration (in its mature form) would be character-

ized (1) a sense of common needs and fate (while at the same time

recognizing diversity); (2) a history of collaboration (so that

collaboration is not something "new and strange"); (3) a recognition

of (belief in) the value of collaboration (even to the point of

collaiorating on needs or issues which are not strictly "regional"

or foF which resources could besfound at a more local level); (4)

a variety Of collaborative (i.e., regional) mechanisms; (5) an

ability to form new collaborative arrangements with relative ease;

and so on. A collaborative culture may involve collaboration both

among the local R/D&I system participanto within a region and

betwTen local and national level R/D&I system participants.

Viewed from this perspective, it is relevant and valid to think

of a geographic region which emerges over time, which is indeed

perceived as a region by its members and which has a stability

over.time as a collaborative culture.

Two Points may be noted here. First, the perspective of regionalism

as a culture of collaboration does not require (and is thus not

limited by) a primary initial focus or emphasis on development/

utilization of institutions, specific needs, specific R/INI,I

functions, etc. -- but is capable of using/responding to such

emphses. Second, a collaborative culture witMn a region may

well !have an important secondary efiect of provisiing sum..,rt

base for educational R/D&I.

i.t
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L.Eggigallammuin "In-49tween" Area

Thu3 far, the dis,cussion '.tis approached regionalism from the

hssumption that regions are, in effect, a riet of geographic

areas which together make up a "whole" (i.e., the nation).

-ti.i.-4)1

.teAMil

There is, however, a emsewhat different understanding of a

"region" which Ifs important for this aualysis: a regiun is an

area somewhere between a larger and, a smaller area -- t.e., tt

is an "in-between"'area.. Per our purposes here, a region would be an

area in between federal-and local/state governments and /a between

national and local perspectives.

We may note here that from this perspectivewhether or not regions

differ from each Other in some way is .not ofjprimarv signiiictince

(though 'of course such differences may still have important 4;

itplications). Rather, from this peraiwtitie, the meaning and

significance of regionalism derives Krell the similarities,

differences and relationships between local and national perspec-

- tives, needs; purposes, organizat4ons, etc.

This point needs to be tekcii. one 1A,cp i4aAhut. In tlo United .SLAL'a5,

federal and state governments have OuaisLituLLOU4i reality. C4ty and

county governments have a legal and historical/traditional reality,

Each of these exists sa a separate and distinct unit of RoverntoAt

possessing legislative, jtidiciaAl 4,lid vmA:vtvo ituthov.it) y coviLt,

regionalism in the United Statosit ha, 110 tyallty aa 4 fieparate and

di)itict unit of governmental authotity Vitrio4k3 tkvcific fecntral

l

1

v.4.

;."'...
.

Wie remind the reader 0,1e. fov the q1,.! fit f;imOL.ity.
the tem "local" to refer to both st:te and 1b-ntatt
tutfonss.etc.
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regional agencies may indeed have certain quasi-governmental powers,

but (1) they ar.: still units of the federal government; (2) they

are units of a specific branch of the federal government (ather

the executive or the judiciary); and (3) their.quasi-governmental

powers vary in nature and extent and are derived from the federal

government (either through legislation or administrative policy).

Similar comments would be made uhere a regional agency is established

by a set of states.

A similar governmental reality should be noted here in relation to

the educational R/Da context. Direct'responsibility for education

in this.country is constitutionally re'served for the states -- and

to a large extent reserved for local units of government by very

strong, historically-embedded traditions.

O. Regions as Aggregate Composites of Local Elements

Another way of defining a region is to say that it is the aggregate

of some set of more local "units" or "elements". From this

perspective, regional characteristics represent a composite of the

characteristics of the more local units -- and it is in and through

this aggregate composite that a region's basic homogeneity, com-

plementarity, needs, etc. are defined.

From this perspective, regional Characteristics do not necessarily

have to differ across regions in order t.) consider a regional

approach. For instance, the purposes of effective and efficient

delivery of services may call for a regional approach completely

apart from any consideration of whether the various regions (how-

ever defined) are significantly different from each other.

From this perspective, it is important to.understand the basic

relationship between a "region" and its "local units". There are

three points to be noted here.
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a. Regionalism as an Interrelationship of "Local" Units

The concept of having a region implies some set of inter-

relationships between any number of local organizations,

institutions, people -- e.g.: cooperative activities in

need identification, services; building of networks of com-

munication (formal or informal); developing relationships

between people and organizations; etc. : Regardless of the nature

or purpose of the regional interrelationships, however, we are

really speaking of interrelationships between local organize-
.

tions and personnel. Thus, some form or concept of "localism"

is inherent to "regionalism". .

b. "Localism" Does Not ImRlv "Regionall,m"

The reverse, however, does not hold true. Many of the activities

which one might consider doing on a regional level (e.g.: need

identification, field testing, personnel exchange) are done on

a local level even at times on a cooperative basis - 'without

any notion of there being a "region". Thus, dere may be local

elements without the'existence cf any regional arrangements or

institutions -- or even without any notion that a "region"

exists at all.

c. Regionalism from the Perspective of Local Units

From the perspective af the local units of a region, then,

the significance of regionalism would reside in the ability

of a regional approach (as perceived by the local units)

to enhance the value of what is (or could be) done locally;

to provide services or resources which are not provided

locally (or which could be provided more effectively, at

less cost, etc. through a regional approach); to provide

political leverage to buffer local units against environmental

. Zorces; and the like. From a local perspective, regionalism
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.could have a legative significance if a regional approach

were to be seen by local units as creating conflicts over

power, status, "turf", competition for scarce resources

and the like.

H. Regionalism: Large Scale4.Quasi-Permanent Groupings

Three concepts have been implied throughout the above discussion

of various "modes" Of defining regionalism.

First, regionalism implies some kind of "grouping together" -- for

example, a "grouping together" of needs, of resources, of states,

of co5laborative efforts (to meet needs, to form a "collaborative

culture"), of relationships between national and local organizations,

etc.

Second, the discussio. has implied that these "groupings' are

rather large scale -- otherwise, why would a regional approach

ever need to be considered?

-Third, the discussion has implied that these "groupings" will

generally have a quasi-permanent.stability. Otherwise, regionalism

itself would have only occasional, short term significance (though

of course, regional approaches might indeed be considered occasionally

for short term purposes). Here, hawever, it is crucial to be

clear about the meaning and implications of*"quasi-permanent".

Quasi-permanent 'does imply that if regional approaches are only

short-term in nature and lack stabi4ty over time, then serious

questions must be raised about the allocation.of significant

resources to regionalism. On the other hand, quasi-permanent

does not imply: (1). that all regionaf approaches must be of a

long term nature (some purposes.might be best met through short

term regiOnal approaches); (2) that regional approaches should be

Do
ON
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rigid (as we shall note later, flexibility and even a degree of

instability may'well be required)i' (3) .tliat there is an inherent

stability in regionalism (as we shall note later, if anythiig,

there is an inherent instability in regionalism); or (4) that

an ftstitutional (i.e., assumedly more permanent) approach is

required (rather,a variety of regional "forms" Ay be appropr.A.ate).

4

3. The Meaning and Significance of Regionalism are Determined by

.Purpose and Context

Throughout this analysis we have noted the multiplicity and variability

of regionalism.-- in forms; in size, number and boundaries; even

in conceptual modes of defining a region. We must now ask: Why is ,

there (andpas there been) such multiplicity and variability?

Actually, the very act of asking thii question points to ,the answer.

The meaning and significance of regionalism (and regional approaches)

are determined by the nature and interaction of relevant purposes and

contexts.. To illuitrate, what is the meaning and significance of

regional boundaries for federal agencies? If each federal agency is

examined separately in its own individual context, the answers to

this question are likely different (Which, of course is precisely

why there has been such historic multiplicity and variab,ility.of

federal regionalism). For some federal agencies, the very concept

of regions will essentially have no meaning because their purposes

are not served by a regional approach (e.g.: asF). For those agencies

which do use a regional approach, such simple purposes as having even

distribution of workloads or population density, minimizing travel

distances, obtaining political gains, or being near program recipients

are likely to lead to varying regional boundary definitions. In a

similar vein, the regional boundaries of such agencies may have been

determined by'such context-specific conditions as existing population

density, distribution of program recipients, perceived cultural

homogeneity, and the like.
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Similarly, the purpose of coordinating the regional activities of

federal' agw.cies and the interaction between regional and local/state

officials gives a specific meaning and significance to federal regional
IC) trt,

boundAries. For inter-agency coordination purposes, the existence'%of-

several varying regional boundaries afeslysfunctional, while standardized

boundaries are facilitative. Further we may note that fcm coordination

. purposes, one set of regional boundaries would be as good .as another --

as 'Would a wide range of the number of regions. However, for political

purposes, one set of boundaries may indeed be perceived as "better"

than another -- as is well illustrated by President Nixon's expanding

the federal regions from eight to ten, with new boundaries centered

around Kansas .CIty and Seattle.

Two points implied above need to be further highlighted. First, a

variety of purposes may be relevant to (and thus require consideration

for) the meaning and significance of regionalism in any given instance --

and, these purposes may be "at cross-purposes". Second, for some

purposes, regionalism may eithei have no meaning and significance or

be dysfunctional.

4. A Region is a Mans -- Not an End

When we recognize that region is a concept whose meaning and signi-

ficance are determined by putposes and contexts, it becomes.readily

apparent that regionalism, tegional approaches, structures of

regional organizations, drawing of regional boundaries, etc. are

means to soaa end -- they are intended to serve some purpose. Evea

where a sense of regional identity is sufficiently strong that

maintaining and strengthening a region does become an end, the

region is still only an intermediate end depandent upon its

effectiveness to serve (is a means to) some other purposes relevaut

to the mambers of the region.
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.

These points should be .obvious from the discus,sion thus far and need

not be belabored. We simply note here the obvious implication.-- any

consideration of regionalism must always ask the question: Does it

(or will it) serve intended purposei?
7 r.

5. Emergent and Creatable

Regions are interesting phenomena in that they are bOth emergent and

creatable. On the one hand, it would be reasonable to say that the

South did not 'exist as a region two hundred years ago, that no

individual or organization "created"it as a region merely by the fiat

of drawing its boundaries and giving it a name; and that the concept

of the South as a region emerged gradually and naturally over time

through the juxtaposition of geographical location, the nature of

its economy and culture, and historical events. Further, changes in

the characteristics of this region called the South have continually

emerged over time. On the other hand, it is equally re0onable to say

that the South as a region was indeed "created" by the act of creating

the Confederacy.

Similarly, we may say that the standardization of federal regional

boundaries in one sense emerged from the rapid growth in federal social

programs in the 1960s and the attendant increased need for and

difficulty of coordination across these programs. On the other hand,

it is equally reasonable to say that this standardization was "created"

by executive order.

The concern here, then is not "which came first" ur "which is pre-

dominant". Rather, it is simply to note that both dynamics co-exist

and interact. Since "region" is a concept', the boundaries of any region

are more or less."created" (formally or iaformally) by someone (or

some organization) in relation to some purpo3e. On the other hand, the
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characteristics of the reg1on3 so "created" are emergent -- they arise

from within the region itself and change over time (some more quickly,

some more slowly). Thus, by whatever process regions are defined,

there will be a need to monitor changes in a region's characteristics

as they camrge and change over time.
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II. WAXING AND WANING OF REGIONALISM: THE DYNAMICS OF FLUCTUATION

ez,

An examination of the conpept'of regionalism begins to v: .,ne major

theme that runs through all aspects of regionalism; Ation --

fluctuation across purposes, between national and local perspectives,

over boundary definitions, as a result of changing coatextual conditions,

etc. 'In a word, all of the dimensions of regionalism discussed 4.boNe

allow or cause fluctuation of regionalism.

In addition to the conceptual dimensions of regionalism, there are

three major contextual or organizational dynamics of fluctuation which

are likely, to significaitly impact regionalism: (ll) organizational/system

tensions between empases on centralization and decentralization; (2) the

dynamics of organizational and system slevelopment and maturation; and

(3) the political context. As will be noted, these three major causal

dynamics do interact with each other. Additionallyy, there are a

number of other contextual dynamics which may cause fluctuation.

Centralization Vs. Decentralization

There is a tension in organizations and systems between forces leading

to centralization and forces lea4tng to decentralizattoA. This is

especially true when we are dealing on as large a scale as a federal

government. On the one hand, the need/desire for local autonomy and

responsiveness to local needs leads to the demand for decentralization.

Once implemented, however, decentralization leads to problems of

fragmentation, scattering of critical masses, difficulties of

scoaletcing resources to meet requirements for larger scale activities

and duplication, inability to concentrate on major problems, coordina-

.tion problems, etc. These, in tura, lead to demands for centralization.
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In a word, bhe weaknesses of decentralization tead to be the

strengths of centralization -- and vice verse.. The consequentin-

stability leads to cycles of emphasis between centralization and

dt.centralization. The waxing and waning emphasis on regionalism may

be seen as resulting in part from this pattern, since one aspect of

regionalisa is that J,.t provides both more centralization thanetthe

local/state level and more decentralizatioh than at the federal .

level. Further, singe regionalism can "bend" towards either centrali-

zation or decentralization 'without "breaking", regionalism could be

conceived as a mechanism for ':absorbing" the instability caused by

the centralization/decentralization tension -- thereby providing a

higher degree of stability for an .R/D&I system as a whole.

2. Maturational Development
. _

To a large extent, the fluctuation pattern resulting from the centrali-

zion/decentralization tension resembles a pendulum. As the weakness

of centralization becomes apparent, the pressure of demands swinss

toward decentralization, and then vice versa. The pattern is repe-

titious.

On the other hand, there is a more staged/phased pattern of fluctuation

that is the result of an organization's or a system's developmental

maturation over time,* The general stages of maturation would include

a period of immaturity, a transitional period, a "reprofessionaliza-
e,:

tion" or "prematuration" stage, and a mature stage. While these de-

velopmental stages may be applied to an R/D&I system as a whole, we must

.also note that different R/D&I functions and ilstitutions also go

through these stages of maturation -- and they may do so at different

rates and at ditferent times.

* The concept of stages of maturational development.is discussed more
fully in Radnor, Spivak and Hofler (1977).
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The maturational development phenomenom has at least two major impacts

oa regionalism..

A. The Relation of Centralization/Dec( Itralization to Stages of

Maturation

,,. First, it may be.notOd that various levels of centralization and

. decentralilatiou ma be natural anclia W IthPPTiste/ough differ-

1-
entially) to the di ferent developmental stages of an R/D&I system.

'One possible scenario for example could be as follows., In its

°initial stages of development, an R/D&I system may tend to be very

icattered and tience deiantrAlized. As the R/D&1 systeM begins to

become formalized, a teed may 'be perceived for more centralization

in.order to develop coherence.0'

rib

In a later, more transitional,period, users may perceive a need .

to grasp control, make the system '!thefr own", make the system

more "practical" and "responsive". For these needs, decentraliza-

tion would be a natural and appropriate response. In this stage, .

the organization of the R/D&I system could be developed to a signi-

fiCant (but still rather decentralized) degree.

Still later, in what might be termed "reprofesSionalization" or

, pre-maturation phase, the weaknesses of over-decentralization in

the previous period might be perceived. Emphasis might now be

placed on the need to upgrade R&D to the best levels of the state

of the art. This in turn tends to highlight issues such as:

needing to develop critical masses; attracting the best personnel;

working on long range, broad problems;,etc. These are forces which

often lead to a re-emphasis on centralizatiou.

As the R/D&I syStem develops into a stage of maturity, system

issues might revolve around how to operate the system most

effectively and efficiently. User capabilities might have

been upgraded, the needed system functions articulated and de-

veloped, R&D personnel. migtit,have a better feel for user needs,

1 00



and users have a better understanding of R&D capabilities and

relevance. The typical structural response reflects a combina-

tion of. centralization and decentralization -- or, a diffused'

network linked of coOrdinated centrally in a loose manner.
Ic

The implication of the above is simply that regionalism could

be seen as a mechanism within which centralization and decentral-
- .

izatiän responses may be developed which are appropriate to the

maturational stage of the R/D&I system -- while at the same time

minimizing extreme (and often abrupt ) cha4es in perspectives,

organizational/system forms and structures, programmatic

activities, etc. A:regional approach can "tend" 6wards either

centralization or decentralization without "breakine. yhus, a

regional approach to R/D&I system maturation could conceivably

"absorb" the shock of instability resulting from the differential

appropriateness of centralization and decentralization over

stages of maturational development.,

Develo in a Culture of Collaboration: The D namics o

Regional Maturation

Consideration needs to be given to the developmental maturation

of regionalism itself in terms of a region as a social reality

-- and more specifically, of regionalism as being a culture of

cross-local and forlocal/national collaboration.

In earlier stages of developmeat, it may not be Gr) obvioits

sto members of the "region" that they have needs in common,

that cross-local or local/national collaboration is needed

or beneficial. Some collaborative arrangements may exist,

but collaboration is not yet a social "norm" and new

collaborative arrangements emerge only sporadically.

Utider these conditions, the need may be for a certain amount of

external facilitation to identify needs and possibilities of

1 0 7
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regional collabora-ion,.to initiate collaborative efforts, to

establish mechanisms through which collaboration may develop, etc.

In,a "mature" regional colaaborative culture, collaborative arrange-

ments exist which can be Aapped into" io meet R/D&I system needs.

3. 711,a Political Context

1>

A review of the political context for regionalism clearly indicates

that its impact La regionalism is very significant. Numerous examples

of such impact were given in Chapter Three. Of particular significance

for this policy analysis is the impact of federal initiative which '

led td the establishment.of educational R&D labs in various regions

of the country in the 1960s and, more recently, whidh mandates that

a significant portion of NIE's budget be spent on a regional bagis.

Also of particular interest to 'this policy analysis is the extent to

which the states might percieve a regional approach as an "encroachment"

upon their "turf" and prerogatives.

Given that the political context can significantly impact regionalism,

it cannot help but cause some degree of fluctuation in regionalism simply

because the political context itself fluctuates. Here, then, we would

specifically note'the following points:

1. To the extent that regionalism is'dependent upon governmental

funding (from either federal, state or municipal governments),

a degree of instability will likelY attend regionalism'over

the long term in terms of levels of funding, programs which

are funded, and/or "favored" forms of regionalism. This

factor would seem to suggest regional approaches which can

achieve some specified purpose in the short term, which have

altetnative sburces of funding, and/or which can be program-

matically (and even missionally) flexible over the long term.

The,impact of political context fluctuations on governmental

funds 3 would also seem to suggest that developing large scale,

a
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narrowly-focused regLonal institutions whose existence is

essentially dependent on govetnmental funding would be a

high-risk uudertaking. This implication is consistent with

the fiarling of the Brookings Institution (Derthick, 1974)

that successful large scale regional agencies seem to be

historical and political accidentP.

2. In the political context, one of the most common purposes for

regionalism is to improve coordination. However, the Brookings

InstitUtion study CDerthick, 1974) concluded that regionalism

does not solve coordination problems, at least on a grand

scale. We may note, in this respect, that while a specific

regional approach might indeed improve coordination in Telation

to some limited set of coordination purposes for some limited

seo of participants, the same regional approach is likely to be

ineffectual (even conflicting) in relation to other coordination

meede and purposes. We may furthAr .,te that a regional approach

do. !A add a new "layer" of organizt -n, which in itself simply

increases the number of organizatioual units.which must be

coordinated.

3. In the federal political context, there may be pressures for

regionalism as a medhanism for decentralization. Here we may

note that While regionalism may indeed be a valid mechanism

for decentralization, these pressures may, because of their

political nature, (1) fluctuate in strength over time; (2)

fluctuate for and against regionalimn; (3) lead to inappropriate

and dysfunctional timing for and forms of regionalism. The

need here, then, is for rationales and mechanisms which would

permit the valid purposes of federal pressures for regionalism

to be translated into/linked .to appropriate timing and forms

-- preferably in a proactive rather than a reactive mode.

if,t9
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4, Other.Contextual Fluctuations

There are a number of other contextual conditions which can impact

regionalism and which tend to fluctuate over time. The difference to

be noted here is that these fluctuations are the result of forces

other than developmental maturation or the centralization/decentral-

ization tension. To some extent they may at times be intertwined

, with the political context dynamic.

At the broadest level, societal needs and priorities do change over time.

To the extent that any particular reiional approach has been established

and exists in relation or response to a particular societal need or

priority, its existence is threatened by reduction in the society's

concern for that specific need or issue. Over the long run, its con-

tinuing existence and potency would depend on its ability-to adapt its

mission and operational programs to new societal needs and priorities --

and to obtain support for such adaptations from its funders, the users

of its services, and (where relevant) from its governing body. It

would seem, then, that (1) the broader its overall scope and range of

programmatic and/or mispion areas and (2) the stronger its political

and user suprort basis, then (3) the more likely would such a regional

organization or arrangement be capable of making needed mission/program

changes in response to changing societal priorities and nends. At the

same time, a particular regional approach may (validly) have arshort

term focus -- in Which case, these issues are not relevant.

Also at a macro level, consideration should be given to the impact

on regionalism of the up-and-down "uctuations of general economic

conditions. While different regional organizations and arrangements

would undoubtedly be differentially impacted by the same economic

conditions, we Would expect regional organizations in general to

be especially vulnerable to strong economic downturns because

they tend to .be the creations of other, "parent" organizations rather

than to exist in their own right with independent financial capabilities.

By the same line of reasoning, we would expect regional organizations

1 1 0
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and arrangements to exhibit some degree of "lag" (relative to other,

more independently existing orgaaizations) in "benefitting" from

general, economic upswings. The extent to which these statements

would hold true for any specific regional organizati.4 or arrangement

would, to a large extent, likely depend (1) on the scope and strength

' of the support base (among users of its services, funders, "parent"

organizations) either for the regional organization or arrangement

itself or for the specific services it offers and (2) on the relative

extent to whiCh its funders, users and/ot parent organizations are

themselves impacted by general economic fluctuations.

Regionalism may also be affected by funding patterns. While these are

to some extent tied to the fluctuations in social needs and prioritiei

and in general economic conditions, the funding patterns of a funding

agency may additionally fluctuate in terms of such matters as: changes

in the funder'e priorities; changes in the level of funding available

to a fuading agency; Changes in a funding agency's mission or major

programmatic-activities; etc. While such changes in an agency's

funding patterns may result from its awn decisions and actions, they

may also be externally imposed by any "parent" organizations. Being .

subject to.legislative and judicial actions as well as.to "parent"

bodies, governmental funding agencies would be especially susceptible

to externally imposed changes in i.s funding patterns. This point is

relevant to the extent that regional approaches are dependent upon

federal agencies for funding.

5. Identification of "Regions" With "Regional Institutions"

One cause of regional fluctuation is not directly related to region-

alism per se but rather to regional institutions. Specifically, it

is not uncommon for regionalism to be build around specific institu-

tions (such as a regional office of a federal agency; or the regional

educational labs). Thus, the history of "regionalism" may tend to
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become identified with the history of a particular institution. Since

institutions tend to Wax and wane over time, regionalism or regional

approaches built around an institution will tend to wax anA wane with

the institution.

6. Regionalism Tends Towards Variability and Instability

The multiplicity of possible purposes and reference points from which

to define the nature and meaning of regions (including purposes for

.which regionalism is nOt relevant) cannot but lead to the conclusion

that regionalism, tends towards variability -- variability in boundary

definitions, In organizational forms, in meaning and significance.

This tendency towards variability is quite .easily observable from a

historical overview of regionalism in this country. Furtjler, we

must here .note that regionalism tends towards instability. A number

of factors cause. this tendency. Among these are the various tensions

created by the tendency to variability in regionalism -- i.e.,

tensions between differences of focal purposes across persons or

organizations, tensions between purposes for which regionalism is end

is not relevant, and even tensions caused when the focal purposes

of a single.individual or organization change over time. Addition-

ally, the dynamics of fluctuation we have been dl.scussing tend to

cause instability in regionalism in terns both of the separate impacts

of these dynamics and in terms of their occurring at different times

and at different rates (a fact which makes it more difficult to

11 smooth" them out).
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In Chapter Three, we attempted to develop a conceptual understanding of

regionalism. After all, "region" is essentially a concept. In this

chapter, our intent is to focus ontmore operational aspects of regional-.

ism in order to examine its potential significance for educational R/D&I

and for NIE. To-do this, we will examine the potential operational purposes

of regionalism and potential forms of regionalism.

I. THE MULTI PURPOSES OF REGIONALISM

a

Earlier in thisanalysis, the point was emphasized that the meaning and sig..;

nificance of regionalism is determined by purpose and context. It.is now

time to try to determine what !tight be purposes for regionalism in the edu-

cational R/D&I context -- and the implications of these for NIE.

. Inherent Regional Purposes,

In this analysis, an effort was made to determine whether or not there are

any purposes or functions which might be considered inherent to the

nature of the regional concept. From an analysis of the nature and

dimensions of the regional concept, we may conclude that indeed there appear

to be two purposes/functions which are inherent in the concept of re-

gionalism:

1. Local/national mediation

As we noted earlier, one inherent concept of a region

is that a "region" is an area "in between" some larger

area and some set of smaller areas. In this sense,

a "region" is inherently "suited" to serve the pnrpose

of mediation between what is "local" and what is "national".

.c?
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2. Cross-local Linkage

Again.as we noted earlier, one inherent concept of a

region is that a "region" is the aggregate of a set of

more local areas. Thus, formation of cross-local linkages

may be seen as an inherent purpose of regionalism.

While these purposes may validly be seen as inherent to the concept of

regionalism, it is important to note that they are not necessarily

the exclusive domain of regionalism:

1. With respect.to local/national mediation, we may note

that where sub-state areas (e.g.: cities, counties) are

the "local" part of the equaiion, it is not logically

obvious that only inter-state regions can serve a mediating

role. It can be (and h.sis been) argued that this role

can be performed at the state level. Indeed we may note

that as constitutional realities, states would bring an

aspect,of power to local/national mediation that region-

alism could not. On the other hand, we also note that

states could be expected to have a "local" bias towards

"their" cities and counties.

2. With respect to cross-local linkage, the same comments

can be made. Additionally, arguments can be

been) made that interstate linkage roles can

from the national level.

(and have /,/

be perforMed

We may also note that neither of these purposes provide any specifications

as to size, number or boundaries of regions.

With the above coi.ments in re.nd serving as a caution against assuming

that these two regional purposes automatically justify regionalism, we

may now eimmine more carefully fheir impact on the issue of regionalism.

11
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A. Local/National Medlation

Far from being an interes;ting conceptual fantasy, trip, the concept of

local/national mediation may well be ona'of the most potent arguments for
.

a regional approach within the educational-R/D&I context -- though

we must immediately caution that this "asset" of regionalism. must be

weighed against a host of other "pro/con" considerations.

In the educational R/D&I context, "local/natioaal" has at least

three significant meanings.

a. Local and Federal _Governments

Local and federal governments are a significant part of the

educational R/D&I e^ntext.- XespOnsibility foreducation is

constitutionally reserved for the states and to a large extent

also reserved for city governments by 'strong and longstanding

traditions. At the same time, the federal government is

actively involved in education. Thus, we find programs

relevant to educational R/DXI being funded by the Department

of Health, Education and Wslfare; by two of its agencies

with special respongibility for education: the Office of

Education (OE) and the National Tnstitute of Education (NIE);

as well as by other federal agencies. Educational R&D labs

and centers have been established through the initiative of

federal legislation and funding. Congressional legislation

has mandated that NIB be a lead agency for educational R&D

(though other federal agencies 1-qve also been mandated various

lead roles).

In such context, the local/federal interface becomes especially

important. This interface (and the attendant potential

significance for a regional mediation role) can be examined

from two basic perspectives.

1
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First, though-its nature and intensity may vary over time and

context and across various local/federal governmental units,

tension does exist between local and federal levels of whern-

cwt. This tension has two main sources: the need/desire for

power and control (Which is the general, political issue); and

the need/desire for local variation.vs. the need/desire to

develop common (i.e., natitl) perspectives andapproaches to -

issuesr .* It is possible to think of regionalism as a mechanism
.

.for =hating such local/federal tension. Being literally

"in-between" local and federal levels, regionalism couldlfaci-
/

litate the development of a balanced perspective -- or at least

Interaction betweeh local ink federal agenpies.

Second, though local/fedpral tensions do exist, the need and

desire for coordination'and collaboration may also exist. Here,

a regional approach could serve to facilitate access between

local and federal agencies.

b. Local/National Needs,. Issues and Perspectives

As we noted, in an earlier chapter, needs defined from a local

perspective tend to be too parochial and limited to be

generalized with confidence, while needs defined solely from a

national perspectiVe may be defined too generally to permit a

good "fit" at the local level. A regional approach could permit

a mediation of ,such "parochial" and "general" need definitions.

Similar comments could be made about local/national issues and

.perspectives.

c. Stabilizing the Centralization/Decentralization Pendulum

As we noted earlier, there end to be periodic "swings" in

* Of course, these two sources of tension do overla, and intersect

with each other.
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institutions and systems between emphases ori centralization and

-41ecentralization. This is especially true within the federal

government, where the "need" to be "responsive" to local con-

stituents (eie pressure for decentralization) interacts with

the "need" to bring "order and control" to a rather mammoth

number of agencies, personnel and programs'(the presstfre for

-centralization). A regional approach is, in effect, "in-between"

centralization and decentralization: It is a step removed from

the federal level, yet it is not local. From a federal perspec-

tive, it is decentralization; yet from a local.perspective it is

centralization.

. SinCe it is "in-between" and has characteristics of both central-

ization and decentralization, a regional approach could b used to

balance the expectable periodic "emphasis swings". Such a

smoothing of the "valleys and peaks" of these swings of emphasis

would have two positive effects. First, it could help remove the

II overreaction" aspect which tends to accompany periodic (and

politically grounded) swings of emphases -- and which may thus lead

to inappropriate apPlications of regionalism. Second, it could

allow consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of

regionalism per se, rather than regionalism being- pushed simply

because it "seems to be" a good' idea (during decentralization

emphasis swings), or rejected because it "seems to be" a bad

idea (during centralization wings).

B. Cross-Local Linkage: Providinar Opportunities

Cross-local linkage is the second purpose/function which could be

coasidered inherent in the regioaal concept. Of course, in the context

of t'ais analysis we refer primarily to cross-strte linkage, but

120
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we note that (1) this includes various institutions and persons

within the states of a region, not just the states as governmental

units; and (2) inter-state linkage could help facilitate intra-

state linkage as a secondary effect.

The essential impact of this cross-linkage purpose of regionalism

is that regionalism could provide a number of opportunities.which

may be significant for R/D&I. A few of these are suggested below:

a. Outward vs, Inward Perspectives

To the extent that the perspectives of various local units of an

R/D&I system tend to Le limited in scope and inward in orientations

regionalism can provide an opportunity for broadening local per-

spectives and giving them a more "outward" focus .considerations

which are important in an R/D&I system for deepening one's under..

standing of "local" issues and needs, and even for creating an

awareness that a need exists.

That such a tendency towards parochial perspectives might exist

is neither improbable nor surprising. For state, county and

municipal governments in particular, such a tendency would be

rather natural they are, after all,'the basic "local" units

of government; are rather naturally going to be primarily con-

cerned tiith their own internal needs; and are likely to be pro-

tective of their autonomy and "turf". For local non-govern-

mental R/D&I institutions and personnel, there are realities

associated with their local context which do have a certain

"immediacy" or "closeness" of impact -- and which therefore can'

lead to parochial perspectives.

A region, then, can provide an opportunity for broadening of

perspectives.

1 2
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b. Seeing Opportunities for Collaboration

In any R/D&I system, "local" units of the system may simply not

Ife aware of possibilities for linkage and aill'aboration among

themselves -- linkages that would become eident from an "over-i

view" perspective. A reeonal approach could provide a "foruco!3- ,

from which a cross-state overview could St made and opportunities

for collaboration identified. For examPle, state "A" might have

development resources and state "B" might have technical asiistance

resources, both of which might be relevant to some need in state "C".

However, the three states may simply be unaware of the ppssibility

or need for collaboration. Of course, a key issue hire would be

incentives foi states "A" and "B" to collaborete with "C".

In the educational R/1.0 context, such a cross-state overview

.forut could be-especially important. The size and diffuseness

of the educational system-, the variety and complexity of education

needs, the immaturity of the educational R/D&I system, and the

costs of R/D&I are all conditions which make it highly imptobable

that any state would be Self-sufficient with respect to all of its

educational R/D&I needs. On a multi-state basis, however, the

possibility is greater that needs could be matched with resources

or that resources scattered across states could be coalesced.

' Obviously, this purpose for regionalism builds upon ete concept of

complementarity noted in the previous chapter.

We now turn to a number of other purposes which may be relevant to

regionalism but which are not inherently regional purposes.

2. Purposes Related to R/D&I_Fun4ions

A, The Doin of R D&I Functions

One of the basic issues of this analysis is whether or not
I

the various,R/D&I functions can/should be done on a regional

C.

1 22
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basis -- and if so, why, how,when, to what extent. This issue

is important to this analysis for several reasons: (1) it is

simply a question which should be raised in policy analysis-of

-regionalism in educational R/D&I; (2) it is a live political

issue -- there are educational R&D labs which are more or less

regional; (3)"Congress has mandated that a significant pro-

portion of NIE's budget be used to ensure that the "educational

R&D needs" of each region met; (4) NIE currently appears to be ,

supporting the development of a more regional orientation in

the labs; (5) NIE's RDx program is a regional approach to dis-

semination. It may be of significance that the Congressional

legislation did not specify what these "regions" are.

Because the implications of regionalism are.different across the

R/D&I functions, a discussion of regionalism and the R/D&I

functions is included separately in Chapter Five.

B. R/D&I - Related Services

Discussions of tegionalism in educational R/D&I often include

ihe idea of providing various R/D&P-related services on a

regional basis -- services such as technical assistance and

training. The key questions hare are: To whom? Who is?

Who can? Who should?

The first question is: To whom? If R/D&I related services

are tO be provided on a regional basis, to whom are the serv.ices

to be provided?. One possible answer could be the users of inno-

vatiOns. In the educational R/D&I context, these would primarily

be local schools/achool. districts and their personnel. However,

there are a number of rather significant constraints on any model

of direct regional/LEA-level service linkages.

.1. There are such a large number of. school districts,

123 t
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schools, and school personnel that a direct regional/LEA-

level service linkage would require rather massive

livels of personnel and funding.

2. A direct regional LEA-level service linkage could

'be seen by SEAs is encroachment on their areas of

responsibility and authority.

Indeed, these constraints are precisely the reasons that the RDx

system is not being designed as a direct regional/LEA-level service

linkage. The RDx designers themselves recognized these constraints

as being overwhelming. .

There remain, then, the questions of who is, can and should

provide such .R/D&I-related services to the LEA-level users. While

the answers to these questions would most likely focus around the

SEAS (though not necessarily exclusively), these questions are not

the direct concern of this.analysis. What does concern us here

is whether there remains (or not) a regional role in providing

such service to LEA-level users. One possible regionally-based

role could be to facilitate/support/coordinate the service efforts of

SEAs. This could be done through coalescing of relevant resources

and/or providing a'mechanism for crois-SEA linkages. Such is

essentially one type of role being designed for the RDx in relation to

training and technical assistance services. Our understanding of

regionalism does not constrain consideration of such a regional

role -- and the ro,le could be expanded to include training/technical

assistance types of services available from a wider range of more local

R/D&I units (e.g.: university schools of education) and covering a

wider range of R/D&I functions (e.g.: training of disseminators,

producers, etc.) However, it is not at all obvious that such a

service purpose -- when considered in isolation from other purposes

-- would be better provided for at a regional as contrasted to either

a national cr state level.
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Purposes Related to R/D&I Systems

There are a variety of,possible purposes related to R/D&I systems for

which a regional approach could be considered. Among these would be

regulation, coordination/orchestration, system building and moni-

tormg.

A. Regulation

*It Is possible to think of regulatory functions being performed

-on a regional basis. This, however, is a limited concept, referring

to a federal agency's regulatory power and responsbility. Since

NIE is not a regulatory agency, this regional purpose is not

applicable and need not be considered further.

B. Coordination and Orchestration*

An R/D&I system is composed of a variety of institutions performing

a variety of roles through a variety of programs and other activities

across the range of R/D&I functions. Obviously there will be needs

for coordination and orchestration, some part of which might be

accomplished on a regional basis or which are at least partly regional

in nature (as for example, a cooperative program between two uni-

versities in bordering states) regardless of the focus of coordi-

nation/orchestration.

* Orchestration as a role for NIE in educational R/D&I is discussed
in Radnor, Spivak and Hofler (1976).

'4 r
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Although the terms "coordination" and "orchestration" are inter-

related, and perhaps interchangeable (depending on one's usage
of the terms), the term "coordination" typically may be given a

fairly restricted meaning (referring to matters of scheduling,
relating resources to needs and activities, integrating a set of

activities and the like). Thus, we here also use the term

"orchestratioe; to indicate Concern with an'R/D&I system as a

Whole And with such system iiiues as balance across R/D&I functions,

system maturation, staving and phasing, etc. It is also important

to emphasize that coordination/orchestration do not imply and

should not be equated with control.

It is of course possible to think of coordination and orchestration
40

as potential purposes of regionalism. Indeed, as we have already

noted, the need for coordination has been one of the major purposes
used to justifr various regional approaches within the federal

government. The advantages of coordination'through regionalism
would be essentially two. From a nationpl Perspective, a region

simply provides a smaller and/or more compact "set" or scope of

organizations, programs, personnel, etc. to be coordinated. From

a local/state perspective, a region provides opportunities for

coordination of otherwise unconnected organizations, programs,

personnel, etc.

At the same time, there ire limitations to coordination through

a regional approach, as we have noted earlier. Except in terms

of specific, limited purposes, a single regional approach does not

"solve" all coordination problems. A regional approach adds

another organizational "layer" to the need for coordination --

and using multiple regional approaches for multiple purposes

adds a new coordination need: coordination among the multiple

regional approaches. There are non-regional approaches to

coordination. Finally, we note that the Brookings Institution

1 26
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study (Derthick 1974) raised-serious questions about the use of

regionalism for purposes of coordination.

A specific issue for NIE is: with what other federal agencies

and under what conditions does NIE need to coordinate its activities?. '

If NIE needs to coordinate its efforts with Other federal agencies

that do not have a regional approach, would that imply that for

coordination purposes NIE should not takea regional approach? If

NIE does take a regional approach, should NIE's regions conform

with the.ten standard federal regions?

In general, similar comMints could be made about the use of a

regional approach for R/D&I system orchestration. Here, however,

we would make some additional observations. In an immature

R/D&I system, it may be worthwhile to consider building manageable

"bits'and pieces" of the RJD&I system -- pieces which can become

"building blocks" whiCh can be "put together" at later stages

of RJD&I system maturation, when the R/D&I system is more capable

of developing and sustaining more nationwide, total system types

of linkages. If such an approach is taken on a regional:basis,

consideration mmst be given as to which aspects of an R/D&I system

or process are most (or least) amenable to what is, in effect, a

larger-than-local yet still a segmented approach to orchestration.

For example,we would expect dissemination (which is concerned

with cross-local and national/local linkages) to be mmre amenable

to regional orchestrati.on than basic researc.. (which requires

linkages within the basic research community, regardless of the

II region" in which researchers are located).

C. System Building

Under conditions of a relatively Immature R/D&I system, system

building might be approached on a regional basis. The rationale

here wouid be simply that in an immature R/D&I system, more gaps
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tend to exist; linkages tend to be weak; there tends to be a great-

er lack of consensus about directions, strategies, goals, etc.

Under these conditions a regional approach to system building

could provide a "mid-level" mode between a centralized approach

(which would likely be unrealistic, at least in a comprehensive

sense) and a highly decentralized, uncontrolled approach (whieh

would lack an overview perspective of system building needs). Thug,

the purpose of a regional approach to system building in an

immature R/D&I.system would be to provide a reasonable degree of

system building orchestration and coordination; and to begin to

build linkages within regional areas which can, at a later stage

of system maturation, provide "building blocks" foi more compre-

hensive system linkages.

In order to evaluate the validity of a regional approach (as

compared to other possible approaches) to such system building

'Purposes, and to determine what form of regionalism would be

*appropriate, consideration would need to'be given to such issues

as:

What institutional/personnel resources would be needed

to accomplish specific system building purposes within

a specific region? What institutional/personnel resources

are currently present (or absent)?

Would a regional approach serve long term as well as short

term system building purposes-within the region and/or for

the R/D&I system as a whole?

Would a regional approach be compatible with or constrain

ure of other approaches (as part of a portfolio of system

building approaches)?

What would be the advantages/disadvantages of a regional

approach in comparison with other approaches (in relation

to a specific system building purpose)?

1 2 8
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What secondary short and long term implications would a

regional system building approach have?

Which parts of the R/D&I system are amenable to a regional

approach and which are not?

D. Monitoring

Monitoring is essentially a process for collecting and trans-

mitting information needed if an R/D&I system is to be proactive

in relation to its environment, to the sector itserves, and to

its own needs and activitles. Monitoring would be concerned with

such system issues as: system linkages; system maturation

(staging and phasing issues); balance across R/D&I functions and

institutions; knowing who i doing what, has whai capabilities;

macro level changes in seetoral needs which change the context

for R/D&I; critical events and changes in the environmental

context; etc.

Monitoring cannot be limited solely to a regional approach. On

the one hand, there must be monitoring of the R/D&I system as a

whole -- as well as its overall sectoral and environmental contexts.

On the other hand, there must be monitoring of specific R/D&I

activities, organizations and functions.

With the above in mind, there are purposes that might be served

by a regional approach to_monitoring. For example, two critical

issues are knowing where to find and how to obtain access to needed

data. It might be that in some instances personnel who reside within

a region (1) would have a better knowledge and/or "feel" about

where needed monitoring data can be found (i.e., by being "closer

to the scene" than centrally-based personnel) and/or (2) would

be able to develop the inter-organizational and/or interpersonal

*As contrasted to identification of specific needs for which a specificlu

R/D&I response can be made.
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relationship required for access to needed data (i.e., dealing with

linkage and trust issues).

Insofar as regionally based organizations or personnel are able

6 develop the above noted capabilities, they might then also be

in a position'to broaden the perspectives of those involvedcin

more local monitoring, to develop collaboration (and thus coalesce

resources) for local or cioss-local monitoring.

In a slightly different vein, monitoring itself (Whether done.by

regional organizations/personnel or not). may be used for the

purpose of identifying "regional" needs -- i.e., whether there

are.particular R/DEEI needs WhiCh indeed are "regional", and if so,

whether these .are to be found in some set of "standard" regions

or not.

E. Building Support for RiD&I

Any R/D&I system requires some level of support for its activities,.

its outputs, and its purposes and goals -- support in terms of

funding; of interest (or at least willingness) to try and use

its outputs; and of status and recognition of its personnel (in

order that they may be,attracted to and retained within the

R/D&I system). Support (and its importance) is, Lf course, a

matter of degree -- quality R/D&I can occur with minimal support.

However, the issue.of support for educational R/D&I is particularly

important in light of a number of aspects of the educational

R/D&I context:

- Congressional funding legislation which mandates

(e.g.: to NIE) that educational R&D make signifi-

cant contributions to the "improvement" of American

education (we may also note that while such funding

can be interpreted as Congressional support for

educational R/D&I, it must be considered tenuous
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because of the political, fluctuating nature of

"Consessional support" and because it has not really

yet "stood the test of Cime");

- a lackcof widespread support among potential users of ed-

cational R&D outputs;

- the relatively low level of maturatiol of the educational

R/D&I system;

- the social science nature of educgition which makes it

difficult to "prove" and "generalize" the value and

applicability. (effectiveness) of educational R&D outputs

(thereby increasing the difficulty of building support).

It nay perhaps be argued that meeting regional educational R&D.needs

. and/or building strong regional R&D organizations could be one

significant mode for building support for educational R/D&I. While'

not denying that there may be some degree of merit in thii argument,

there are some very critical weaknesses in it.

First, it is not,at all clear that the "needs" for educational

RjD&I are particularly regional in nature.

Second, the case for strong "regional" R&D organizations (as

Support building mechanism) would seem to be either an "appreciation

of services rendered" or a "halo pride effect" argument -- i.e.,

that people in region would, through regional pride, identify

with."their" regional R&D organized and, by transference, would

become more aware and supportive of education Rr.n. Indeed, it is

not hard to find examples of organizations which have become

sources of serVice and/or pride to people within some geographic

region (e.g.: the Mayo Clinic; prestigious universities; seminaries .

which have strong regional support). However, the building of

such organizat..:ons to a point where they become (in effect) regional

"symbols" and/or where there services become widely used is a

lai
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long-term and costly process. They are not built overnight,

nor can their "success" be guaranteed. It would appear, then,

to be unwise to develop regional R&D organizations on the basis

of strong hopes and expectations that they will somehow "build

supporesfor RAD. Such hopes and expectations tend to be much

too short term in perepective to be realistic. Rather, the develop-

ment of regionally oriented (or distributed) R&D organizations

should be justified on some particular service or function they will

provide. Building support for R&D through regionalism (as a purpose)

is then placed.in a proper perspective -- as a secondary outcome of-,

but not a primary justification for regionalism.

A

Another approach to building support for educational R/D&I would

be through the developmeni of regional cultures of collaboration

which facilitate need identification, cross-local linkages between

needs and resources, coalescing of resources, wider-than-local

utilization of R&D products, etc. \In effect, regional cultures of

collaboration could have the effect building support for educational

R/D&I simply by increasing awareness of needs and uses of educational

R&D products; increasing the opportunities for sharing of experiences

with and insights about educational R&D products (thereby improving

the "fit" needs and R&D products); and by developing an openness

to consider educational R&D products.

F. Reducing Constraints

Support building,is only one side of the coin -- the side which

asks about opport1nties and haw to take advantage of them. The

other side of the co n must also be considered -- constraints that
,

exist and medhanisms/strategies for overcoming them. One class
,

of constraint- would be th"e causes for lack of widespread support

among users for educational R/D&I. The issues here are not clear-

cut. Does lack of support for educational R/D&I result from a

lack of high quality education R&D products? Or is tkere simply

a lack of user awareness about and/or capability to select and utilize
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high quality educational R&D products which do exist -- and if so,

why? Or is the problem a marketing/diffusion problem: thin

markets for which developers and producvs hesitate to commit

resources? Or is the problem one of resistance to change; lack of

user financial .capabilities.to test, acquire and/or implement new

(to them) R&D products? Or ie the problem one of inadequate need'
1

identification, resulting in edurmtional R&D pro4ucts whiCh are

stmpiy not relevant (regardless of quality) -- and if so, what are

tLe causes of the "breakdown" in .the need identification process?

Two points are to be made here. First, the viability of a regional

approach to removing the causes for lack of support for educational

R/D&I will depend in part on the cause for such lack of support.

For example, a regional approach would be more valid (though not

exclusively so) if the cause is a lack of relevance of edueational

R&D products to regional needs than if the cause is a law quality

in educational R&D products. Second, the lack of clarity'as to -

causes would,suggest caution about'the use of any regional (or non-

regional) approach as a "solution" to the problem. At the same

time, we may note that a regional approach could provide one kind

of mechanism for experimentation -- i.e., efforts to define more

clearly (through the use orvaried strategies) which issues or

mix of "causes" constrain support for educational R/D&I, and which

0 are susceptible to removal or reduction and by what strategies.

Two other constraints Ire worth mentioning specifically. Though

they, too, may be a "contributory cause" for lack.of support for.

educational R/D&I, they are significant constraints on educational

R/D&I in their own right. First, there may at times be constraints

of scale -- i.e., R/D&I needs which are greater in scope and/or

require greater resources than are available at a local level but..

which are less than national in scope or resource requirements.

Here, the concepts of regional complimentarity, coalescence of

resources and cultures of collaboration become relevant.

tri
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The second constraint is,the nature of educational R/D&I. The

value-laden nature of the subject matter; the.disaggregability

.of issues; the difficulties associated with research ind with

replicability and generalizabiliti of findings; etc. all pose

significant constraints on educational R/D&I, constraints aggravated

by the relatively low level of maturational development of dauca-

tional R/D&I. It-is difficult to see how a regional approach has

any special contribution to make in the reduction, of these 'constraints.

I
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II. FORMS OF REGIONALISM

. Thus far, we have talked about purposes which might have some signi-

ficance for regionalism or a regional approach -- but without suggesting

what specific form or structure might be involved. This has been

deliberately done so as not to complicate and distract the discussion

of regional purposes.

1. Alternative Regional Forms

N

It will be helpful first to note and briefly describe some basic

alternative forma which regionalism might take.

A.' Institutions

One form of regionalism would be an institutional form. Obviously,

a variety of institutional configurationwcould be possible:

institutions wtich focus on one vs. several regional purposes

or R/D&I functions; institutions which are solely regional in

purpose or which also.serve mon-regional purposes; using already

existing institutions or creating new ones; institutions which

are governmental or non-governmental; non-governmental institu-
.

tions which are or are not supported by/closelY linked to govern-

ment agencies; and so on.

B. Inter-Institutional Arrangements

A second form which a regional approach might take is that of

arrangements among two or more institutions within a region.

Such regional arrangements could be of various kinds (e.g.:

conferences and seminars; project oriented cross-local organiza-

tional task forces; informal communications networks; matching

of needs with resources across focal units; etc.). Obviously,

such regional arrangements can involve any combination of R/D&I

V'
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a

system participants. ,The inter-institutional arrangements could

be long term 'or short term; formal or informal; narrowly or

c' broadly fo4cused; n:Illrowly or broadly based.

Regardless of ihe.specific format and focus involved, such arrange-

manta would be inter-institutional and (as' a Matter of definition)

wyuld exist as subjuncits to and at the discretion of the insti-

tutiohs involved (as contrasted, to being an institution). At

.times, of course, a quasi-institutional agency may be created to

represent the inter-institutional arrangements (e.g.: as an

administrative arm of an interinstitutional arrangement) -- or

over time, a particular interinstitutional arrangement might

indeed evolve into an institution in and of itself.

C. Individuals

A third form for a regional approach could simply be an individual

filling a position or a role wiiich has some kind.of regional

orientatiOn or responsibility.' Examples could be: a reg;onal

representative of a national organization (who might or might not

be physically locgted within the region); an individual whose

primary institutional affiliation is with some local organization

but who performs a regional role for either a'national or regional

organization.

D. A Regional "Desk or Polia

The discussion of regional forms thus far has tended to imply that

. regional offices, personnel and activities would actually be located

within the geographic region itself. While for the most part this

would probably"be a reasonable presumption, it is not a necessary

one. A "regional approach" could consist of a series of "regional

desks" in a national level agency. Another kind of a regional

approach could simply be a policy of a national agency requiring

that the agency's aid to local areas (funding, personnel services,

etc.) be distributed according to some regional formula (e.g.: that

each region is to receive an equal amount ofh.federal 'agency's

1 16
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program funding, though states are,to be the actual recipients

of the funds).

2. Five Basic .ssues

,

There are essentially five.basicsissues relevant to the structure of a

regional approach to educational R/D&I:

1. The viability of any regional structure for serving speafic

educational R/D&I purposes.

.1

The-relative viability of various structural configurations

for regionaliim (in relation to purposes and co.ltext).

3. Whether to use a single or'multiple structural approach.

4. Whether to utilize existing structures (which may or may not

themselves be regional in nature) or.to build new regional

structupes -- i.e., whether to "rent" or louy".

5. The relative viability of any regional approach ascompared

to other, non-regional approaches.

Some Basic Factors

To diecuss these five issues fully would require detailed analysis of

the factors, dynamics and issues which are discussed throughout the

rest of this policy analysis. Here, then, we will focus on identifying

some of the factors which appear to be basic to the issues listed

above.

A. Cost

It would seem obvious that institutions have attendant costs whlch

would tend to be significantly higher than for other potential

forms of regionalism. However, this statement has to be qualified

1 7 .
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somewhat by consideration of the dize of the institution and scope

of work being considered; whether it is an existing institution

whose services are being rented or whether a new regional institu-

tion-has to be created; the .number of arrangements, etc. (with

the attendant cumulative costs) which would be required to provide

, the same scope and level of service which would be provided by

an institution.

B. Flexibility

Consi4eration should be given to the extent to which a particular

regional forn permits or constrains the flexibility of the R/D&I

system, of programmatic activity, of policy and decision making,

of responsiveness to varying and/or changing needs, and so on.

Here, one should be careful about making stereotyped, generalized

cpmparisons between reeonal forms for there will be differences

amung particular institutions or among particular arrangements

as well as between the "categories" of institutions vs. arrange-

ments. With this qualification in mind, we may nonetheless make

some broad observations.

Institutions tend to constrain flexibility in the sense that:

1. They require a relatively high level of financial resources

which thus cannot be used elsewhere without dysfunctional

co,Isequences to the capabilities that have been built up

in the institution. Because of the costs involved, the

number of institutions which can be established and main-

tained through,a.single funding agency is limited.

2. They require stabi1 y over time to develop and maintain

their effectiveness. Significant fluctuations in levels

of support and/or in their basic purposes and missions

disrupt their effectiveness -- i.e., they cannot be

periodically "pulled up by the roots" for examination

and change.
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Institutions tend to develop their own "life history",

with the attendant specificity of interests, constraints

on change, positive or negative relationships with other

organizations. Similarly, over time they come to be

perceived in certain ways by others -- as being-helpful

in some areas and not in others; as being of high quality

or of low .quality;, as being responsive or not; ,and so on.

Institutions do constrain flexibility in significant ways. At

the same time,.it is important to note that:,

1. For a particular purpose stability and quality of products

or seriices may be more important than flexibility.

2. 'The flexibility of any particular institution will depend

in part on such matters as the scope of its stated

purposes and missions; the size and capability of its

staff; the extent to which its resources are "pre-'

committed" to long-tem programs, or mandated by a

"parent" organization.

3. The flexibility of an institutional approach can be

increased by "renting" the services of an existing

institution rather than bY establishing ("buying") a

new institution. Such a strategy is reasonable for

particular programs or projects or for "gap filling" on

a temporary basis. It is, however, temporary and

capabilities thus developed tend to be lost once the
Itrenting" is stopped.

At.first glance, it would appear that the arrangements form of

a regional approach would provide more flexibility than would

an institutional approach. In general, we would expect any specific

arrangement to be less costly than a single institution (though

this could vary according to relative size). .Being less costly,

1 9
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financial resources could be applied to several arrangements,

thus increasing the variety of purposes served. Further, parti-

'cipant selection often can be controlled and thus varied according

to.need. Choices can be made between long term and.short term

arrangements.

However, each of the above statements must be significantly

qualified. Arraugements.do constrain flexibility.in the sense

that:

.There are cumulative costs involved. To provide the

same scope and quality of iervices as a single insti-

tution, several different arrangements may have to be

supported.

2. Since arrangements involve participation by a number of

other "parent" institutions, the flexibility of arrange-,

ments is constrained by the scope of interest of these

"parent" institutions..

3. Where the services of already existing arrangements are

used, silection.of participants is to a significant

extent limited to those "parent"\organizations who Ire

already participating in the arrangement.

4. Where new arrangements are created, selection of parti-

cipants may be limited by political realities and/or the

interest and willingness of organizations to participate.

5. Arrangements, too, tend to develop a life of their own.

Finally, we may nate that using individuals as the regional

"form" might be considered where flexibility is given a high

priority. The flexibility of this regional "form" would be

constrained primarily by the capabilities of the individuals

14g. ;
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involved; the opportunities available or °he barriers present;

the number of individuals involved (i.e., several individuals can

simply cover,a broader scope of purposes and activities than a

single individual) and the nature of their interrelationships; the

scope of purposes and activities assigned to them; and the degree

of authority and.freedom to act which is permitted them by their

sponsors.

q. Stability Over Time

There is a need in R/D&I systems for stability over time of its

organizational forms. Here we simply note that the stability of

the institutional form is in one sense "built in" iv that insti-

tutions are not built as short term 1...vestments. At the same

time, their stability is highly dependent upon either their funding

sources (which in a governmental context can be hig'ly tenuous)

or their ability to "sell" their services or products. Further,

institutions take time to build up a solid, stable support base

amonv their politidal and user constituencies. Further still,

in the educational R/D61 context, we would expect it to be more

difficult to build stability for a regional than for a local or

national level institution.simPly'because regions do not exist as

clear cut, identifiable, political entities.

. From one perspective, the arrangements form of regionalism would

appear to be less stable than the institutional form. As creations

of a set of parent organizations, they lack existence in their

own right; they.are subject to the interests and even whims of

parent organizations; and in depressed economic coalitions, we

would expect the parent institutions to place their own interests

ahead of the needs of an arrangement. At the same time, wc must

also note that arrangements, too, can become social/political

realities whiCh have strong and powerful support. Indeed, to the

extent that arrangements do represent the needs and interests

of local parent and user institutions, they may have a stronger

support base (and thus, may be potentially more stable) than an'.
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institUtion which exists in its own right and in Which local

institutions and users do not necessarily have a vested interest

(or which they may see as a competitor). Furher, to the extent

that they are less expensive to maintain than institutions,

arrangements present less of a resource allocation decision

problem to funders.

D. Adaptability Over Time
3

While stability over time is an important R/D&I system need, it

is also important that organizational forms be capable of adapti-

.tion over time as needs, contextual conditions and levels of

system maturation Change over time. Indeed, it may be that an

organizational form which is critical at an early stage of an

R/D&I system's maturation may be dysfunctional (and thus should

be terminated).at.a later stage of the system's maturation.

In many ways, there is no clear difference in adaptation Capabilities

between the organizational forms of institutions and arrange.....mts

per se. Viewed individually, any specific institution or arrangement

may develop a life of its own whiCh resists major adaptation or

termination. However, two advantages would appear, on the whole,

to be with the arrangement form of organization. First, since

individual arrangements would tend to cost less than would

individual institutions, new arrafigements could be developed more

easily (a form of adaptation to new conditions) to meet new

conditions or needs. Second, since arrangements encompass only

part of the intereets of their parent institutions, their termina-

tion might be somewhat less disruptive to an R/D&I system Chan

would be the termination of an institution -- i.e., termination

of an arrangement at least leaves a residual history and experience

within the parent organizations; termination of an institution

is just that: termination.

E. Coordination

The creation of any regional form complicates the'overall R/DEa

system coordination problem in that it adds to the number of

112
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elements whose activities and interrelationships vhich need

coordination. In this sense, institutions would seem to add less

to coordination problems than arrangements simply On the grounds

that fewer institutions and more arrangements would tend to be

needed to perform the same scope of work. Further, with an

arrangement, there are the parent organizations to be considered.*

F. Locus of Control

In considering regional approaches to educational R/D&I, a

critical issue is the locus of control, regardless of what

structural form is used. .Here, the basic issues are two:

1) The issue of centralization vs decentralization as it

applies within the region itself. Here, the choice is

between concentration of.efforts and resources within

a single regional entity or to spread efforts and re-

sources among a number of regional entities, possibly

involving more than one structural form.

2) The issue of decision making authority.' Here the choice

is between retention of authority by a funding agency

or parent organizations vs. the regional institution or

arrangement itself having decision authority. Obviously,

this issue is one of degree, which may be varied.

G. Fail Safe

In the diffuse, uncertain context of educational R/D&I, it may

be important to build a "fail-safe" into regionalism -- i.e.,

so that if one aspect of regionalism fails, regionalism itself

does not fail because there are alternatives which remain. The

need for fail-safe would tend to favor a multiple over a single

institutional form, and to favor the use of arrangements (which

143
* Of course, an institution may have a governing board composed
'of what are (pragmatically and politically) "parent" organizations.
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tan be established in multiples in a region and with limited

purposes) over institutions (which are more costly and thus less

likely to be established in multiples in a region). If an

institution21 form is used, failsafe mechanisms need to be built

into or around the institution.

Determining the Number and Boundaries of Regions

Determining the number and boundaries of regions is an obvious issue

of regionalism. It is also one that is likely to cause confusion

. because in most instances a variety of purposes (each with its own

validity) may be used. Thus, decisions about the number and boundaries

. of regions will fall into one of four basic patterns: fixed, varying,

combination or vascillating.

In the fixed pattern, the number and boundaries of regions does not

change across needs, programs, R/D&I functions, etc. in any given

time.period. -(The "fixed" pattern may, of course, be chunged to a

new "fixed" pattern at any point,in time).

In the varyinik 'pattern, the reverse holds true. The number and boun-

daries of regions are determined in relation to specific needs, programs,

R/D&I functions, etc. Since the "starting points" are multiple, the

number and boundaries of regions are likely to vary across needs,

programs, etc.

Combinations are of course possible, with the fixed pattern being used

for some purposes and the varying pattern for other purposes. Such a

combination pattern may Le fclhd within a single intititution (as has

historically been the case with many tederal agencies); acrosa in-

stitutions within an R/D&I system; within or across institutions re-

lated to a single RiD&I function; et-,.
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II. ea- .

The issue is not really which pattern is "right" or "best" -- for

in most instances there.are likely.to be a ifittiaglif'irelevant pur-

poses involved, each leading to somewhat different answers (even with

regard to a single need, program, etc.). Further, regardless of which

answer is chosen, there would be some disadvantages. Disadvantages of

a fixed pattern could include needs which cross geographic boundariei;

some Agencies within a single national institution having inadequate

personnel/funding resourses to administer the fixed number of regional

agencies; etc. Dkeadvantages of the varying.pattern could include -

increased coordination problems; scattering of potential regional bases

of support; etc. The combination pattern partakes of both the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of both the fixed and varying patterns.

There is a fourth possible pattern which may be called the vascil-

lating pattern. In this pattern, the use of the fixed, varying and/or

combination patterns are used alternatively -- first one, then the other,

etc. This pattern partakes of all the disadvantages of.the other

patterns but none are used long enough to partake of the advantages.

How, then, are the number and boundaries to be chosen? The answer is

twofold. The first answer is that the choice depends upon what

'purposes are considered to be relevant and in what priority. The

second answer is that ultimately the decision ( even As tp'rele-

vance and priority of purposes ) is an arbitrary judgemeti.t -- an

informed judgement, but an arbitrary one nonetheless. * What is to

be avoided is the vascillating pattern,

* This is indeed the conclusion reached by a 1971 OMB study (OMB 1971).

s,
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5. Summary

It is not possible to say what structural form would be "best" for a

regional approach. Each has its advantages and disadvantages in re-

lation to specific purposes and contextual conditions. Nonetheless,

the discussion above does lead to Some at least tentative observa-

tiona.

1. Where therels a "gap" in the R/D&I system which is of a

reasonably large scale nature and represents a long term need,

an inatitutional.form would seemmost likely to be appropriate.

2. Where "gap-filling" is needed on a smaller scale and/or short

term basis, a non-institutional formwould seemmost likely

to be appropriate.

3. Where local participation and/or concrol is the critical issue,

the most appropriate fOrm would seem to be either an arrange-

ment or an institution whose board and funding are primarily

controlled by local organizations.

4. The uncertainties of the educational R/D&I context, the need

for fail-safe and the tenuousness of regionalism as an identi-

fiable, political entity -- these factors favor the use of

multiple rather than single regional structures. Further, it

appears that cost considerations wouldtend to make the

establishment of mmltiple arrangements more feasible than the

establishment of multiple ihstitutions.

5. The complexity of the educational R/D&I context would suggest

the use of a variety of structural forms to insure appropriate-

ness to different conditions and purposes, to provide a measure

of experimentation and to provide fail-safe.

14 6
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III. SUMMARY OF IMPLICATIONS

Many implications can be drawn from.the discussion thus far -- both

general_ and specific. The more specific implications will be noted in

later chapters, as we move towards a more operational discussion. We

shall here note the more critical general implicatione.

1. Regionalism as a Geography/Purpose _Matrix

Geography alone is inadequate.as a fasis fot regionalism. While we can

accept the definition of a region ais a geographic area (though there are

other options), a bounded mass'of land (which is.the "pure" geographic

meaning of a region) has minimal meaning or significance. It is only

when a geographic area is, in effect, matrixed with some specific purpose

that regionalism may have strong meaning or significance. Since there

can be many different purposes and sinie geographic boundiries can

literally be "drawn" anywhere,on the map, a variety of potentially

11 valid" geographic regions could be developed, only some of which

would follow state limms.

"Tradeoff" Decisions

An analysis of regionalism in the educational R/D&I context does not

(except perhaps in very isolated instances) reveal. bases or rationales

for clear-cut decisions about regionalism. Rather, in most instances,

decisions about regionalism w4ll involve tradeoffs. For example,

the use of a regional approach may itself be seen as a tradeoff between

the disadvantage of increasing the complexity of coordination (by

adding an additional organizational "layer") and such potential

advantages as ameliorating federal-l?cal tenVions, balancing central-

ization-decentralization swings, etc. In using a regional approach to

"fill, gaps", a tradeoff may have to be made (in the choice of regional

forms) between cost, flexibility and long term system building. Renting
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strategies may be less costly and provide more flexibility than buying

strategies, but offer less long-term, in-place capabilities. The re-

verse tradeoffs would tend to apply to buying-strategies. To a funding

agency, .the use of regional arrangements could involve a tradeoff be-

tween the advantage of potentially gaining local participation and

support vs. the disadvantage of lessened central control (a disadvantage

ameleriorated to some extent, but not fully, by the degree of funding

control exercised).

The fact the.decisions may involve tradeoffs is not, of course,

peculiar to decisions about regionalism. Rather, what is important to .

note here is (1) that even where there are identifiable advantages

in a regional approach to educational R/D&I, the advantages may not be

clearly superior to the advantages of nonregional.approaches; and

(2) that the decision maker needs to be aware of the particular kinds

of tradeoffs that are specifically relevant to the nature of regionalism.

Dealing.with the.Dynamics of Fluctuation

The dynamics of regionalism are the dynamics of fluctuation. This

basic fact has at least two major implications.

A. Stability and Adaptability

A number of dynamics have been noted which lead to instability in

regionalism: centralization/decentralization emphasis swings;

political pressures which may have valid purposes but push for in-

appropriate responses; the multiplicity and variability of purposes

(and of persons/institutions having different purposes); the fact

that no one regional approach satisfies all relevant purposes; etc.

One can only conclude that in designing for regionalism, mechanisms

must betdesigned which will "smooth out" the fluctuations and

provide stability fot the regional approaches which are (or are not)

used. On the other hand, it must also be concluded that a rigid.

1 48
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approach to regionalism would also be dysfunctional. Regional

approaches must be adaptible enough td respond to a variety
1

of purposes, changes in purposes over time, etc. Indeed, it

'may well be that the inherent instability of regionalism, may

be its greatest strength - i.e., regionalism might be a mechanism

by which an R/D&I system could avoid overreaction to such confXicting
4

pressures as local vs national perspectives, crntralization vs

decentralization,,etc.

Thus, maintaining the balance between stability and adaptability

is critical fur regionalism --. a need which exists in any'system,,

but, is especially imOortant fi, regionalism.

B. Staging and Phasing
*

Staging and phasing are likely to be basic needs of regionalism

at least from two perspectives.

First is the likelihood that purposes will change over time in

response to changing contextual conditions and needs. To the

extent that such changing Conteitual conditions can be proactively

monitored, changes in regional purpoais can be planned'for in a

staging/phasing mode. From this perspective, staging and phasing

would be an ongoing modus operandi for regionalism.

The second perspective is that of maturation. On the one hand, any

'regional approach must be staged/phased to be "in step" with the

maturational stages of development of the R/D&I system itself and

the R/D&I functions (which are likely to have somewhat different

rates of development). On the other hand, regionalism is itself

a developmental process which must be staged and phased accordingly.

*Bean and Rogers, 1977.. This paper discusses staging and phasing

in relation to one specific regionallyoriented program: NIEts

RDx program.

6
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4. Regionalism and the Roles of Federal Agencies

-There are a nudber of federal agencies involved in educational

R/D&I. Thus, the issue must.be raised as to their roles relative

to regionalism. This issue may be viewed from at least three

perspectives.

One perspective is the extent to which the agenny has a choice.

about Aither or hot to hive soma regional approach. In the

case of NIE, the answer is at least partly "no's. NIR's authorizing

legislation spicifies that NIE shall.be concerned with regional R&D

needs. FurtheWto the extent that the federally-initiated

educational R&D labs are considered to be "regional" R&D labs,

NIE mmst be concerned with the meaning and implication of regions.

In another vein, where regionallY based or oriented organizations

exist which are relevant to the missions, purposes and programs

of in agency, 'the issues of regionalism cannot be comPletely

. avoided. In all of these instances, then, an agency must have

some kind of "regional approach" -- the choice issue for the agency

thus bedomes the nature of its regional approach.

From a second perspective, the issue would be the extent to and

ways in which an agency perceives regionalism to be advantageous

or disadvantapous to itself -- its missions, purposes, programs,

administration. From this perspective, we would expect both the

perceived significance and the forms of agency regional approaches

to vary significantly from agency to agency, across programs

within an agency, and over time (as programs, contextual conditions,

priorities and agency personnel change over time). A standard

issue here would be the use of regional approaches for administra-

tive reasons. For this specific issue, we would especia.ly

expect (and indeed find as was illustrated in Chapter Two)

to find much variation and fluctuation, resulting from swings

in centralization/decentralization emphases and in philosophies

of management and government.
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The third perspective.(Which is our primary concern here).focuses

on the relation of regionalism to an R/D&I system --.and an agency s

responsibility to and impact upon that R/D&I system. From this

perspectkie, an agency would be asking not only whether a regional

approadh to agency operations would be advantageous/disadvantageous,

to the agency itself but also to the R/D&I system involved.

Further, if an agency sees itself as having some responsibility

for an R/D&I system and if there are advantages in regionalism

for.that system, the relevant issue.becomes: where and how can

the agency facilitate the development of R/D&I system, regionalism.

Of particular relevance here woUld be efforts by an agency in

support of regional arrangements and.cultures of collaboration,

both of which involve the loCal "'members" of the region. In an

immature R/D&I system, the agency role here would be one of

monitoring the region to identify opportunities wherein the agency

.can remove constraints on, develop new and/or support existing

arrangements and other collaborative activities. In a more mature

R/DEll system, the agency role would be more in the line of facili-

tating cross-regional linkages, "tapping into" existing regional

mechanisms and activities,,o leftrating intra-regional and inter-
,

regional collaboueran.

A
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REGIONALISM AND THE R/D&I FUNCTIONS
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Much of the "push" (at least at the political level) for regionalism

in educational R/Da focuses on the R/Da functions -- and most
.

specifically (in relation to NIE) focu. 's on meeting.the educational

R&D needs of "each region" of the country (an emphasis specified

in NIE's authorizing legislation). NIE itself has expanded its

consideration of regionalism to include at least the R/Da function

of dissemination (specifically, the RDx program), though it also

approaches dissemination from non-regional perspectives (specifically,

the State Dissemination.Grants Program).

It is critical to this analysis of regionalism, then, to examine the

relevance, validity and feasibility of regionalism in relation to

each of the R/Da functions -- both generically and in terms of the

educational R/Da context. The first portion of the chapter will

focus on each R/Da function separately. The last section of this

.chapter will focus on all of the R/Da functions taken together as

a total process of innovation.

'1'41;15.
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I. NEED IDENTIFICATION

There are three basic perspectives from which the need identification
\.

R/D&I function must be considered in relation to regionalism:

1. the nature of the "needs" which are to be "identified";

2. the need identification process;

3. responses to identified needs (e.g,: R&D related to

identified needs; .delivery of services related to identified

needs; dissemination of relevant RAD outcomes; etc.).

This section will focus on the first two perspectives. The third,

perspective is dealt with in other sections of this chapter.

The Nature of "Regional" Needs

Much discussion of regionalism is based on "regional" needs. The

concept of "regional" needs may have several different meanings.

A. Region-Specific Needs

One meaning of "regional" needs emphasizes differences across

regions -- i.e., that a region has certain needs which are

specific to the region and not common across regions. It is then

assumed tf.cit a regional approach is a valid (perhaps the most

valid) way of responding to the differences in needs across

regions.

This meaning of "regional" needs is probably the one most often

used in discussions of regionalism. This is not surprising --

unique "regional" needs would seem to offer a justification for
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regionalism. However, while not denying the possibility that

regions may have differences, there are several strong limitations

to sucha notion of "regional needs".

1. While there are as yet no "hard" data one way or the

other, needs in the education concext appear generally to

be nationwide in scope rather than region-specific. Thus,

region-specific needs are likely to be the exception.rather

than the rule.

2. Even %diem regions may validly be defined in terms of

region-specific needs, the regions so defined may well vary

and overlap rather than follow ions "standard" set of

.regional boundaries.

3. In light of the above, a regional approach based on

."unique" regional needs would be valid only in a limited

number of situations and would have to define regional

boundaries quite flexibly. This would tend to imply either

the use of regional arrangements or administrative policies

(several of which could be set up separately from each other

in relation to a specific regional need) or that regional

institutions be created in such a way that they can relate

to a number of regions whose boundaries vary.

B. A Regional ApRroach to General Needs

It may be more profitable to ask if a regional approach may

be valid for needs which are more general (i.e., non-region-

specific). Here, the assumption would be that given a set

. of regtons (however defined), there will be needs within these

regions. This simple statement permits two considerations for

a regional approach.
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1. While the needs within the regions may be common across

the regions, there might be variation across the regions in

terms of their priority for the regions or in terms of

timing of responses in different regions. Ter example, while

the northwest ard northeast regions might well have a similar

"list" of needs, fhese needs might well be of differing

priorities in these two regions because cf differenceE.in

cultural eharacteristics, historical development, population

density and distribution, rate ofImpulation gtawth, etc.

However, we must also note that a similar argument could

likely be made in comparing states'or local school districts

within any given region.

Variations across regions in need priorities and in timing

of responses could be identified through a regional approach

to need identification. Note, however, that a "regional"

approach to need identification could range from analysis

of state or national level data to collaborative efforts

among states to a regional institution.

2. Even if need priorities and timing are more or less

common across regions, the existence of needs common to

the states a r. region permits the possibility of resource

coalescence and development of cultures of collaboration

in response to common needs. It would be reasonable to assume

that if a set of states have collaborated in the identifi-

cation and in settng of priorities, they 'would at least be

willing to consider collaborating in their responses to these

needs.

From this perspective, a critical design criteria for a

regional approach would be provisions for mechanisms which

encourage, facilitate and support collaboration both in

need identification and in responding to needs.

1 08
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2. regionalism and the Need Idttntification Process

Several aspects of the need identification process need to be con-

sidered separately.

A. Need Identification Perspectives

In the education context, we may assume that need identifica-

tioA must at least have a national and a local perspective.

The question is whether or not need identification can/should

also have a regional perspective. There are at least two viays

this question might he answered.

First since regionalism Is a live issue for N1E and educational

R/D&I, it would be well to determine if'indeed there are "unique"

regional needs or if indeed there are priority/timing differences

across regions among a set of otherwise common needs. Such

knowledge would provide a basis for determining whether and what

kind of regional responses are worth considering.

Second, there is an inherent tension between local and nati-nal

perspectives in need identification. Needs defined from a national

perspective tend to be general. This may be helpful in identifying

trends, etc.; but is of limited usefulness at a more local level.

Conversely, while sensitivity of local realities may be a neces-

sary ingredient ia fine-tuning need identification, a local per-

spective on needs has two limitations: ,(1) it tends to be too

limited to permit generalization; and (2) it may be hard to
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separate "needs" from "mythology".* A regional perspective

could provide4 means for mediating the tension between local

and.national perspectives. Consideration could here be given to

a state as being "regional" in'size, but a state-is also likely

to have a politically local perspective -- though we note also

that a regional institution or arrangement will also tend to

develop its awn2life" and-thus its own perspective.

B. Need Identifiers

A second aspect of the'need identification process involves the

issue of who does need identification. Here again, we nay assume

that need identification must be done by both national and local

agencies. The issue, then, is whether or.not regional needs and

priorities should be identified by some kind of,regional agency.

1. Determination of whether or not there are-l'unique"

regional needs and/or priorities could be done by'a national

level agency using various data analysis methodologies .to

Itseparate out" regional from national needs. Indeed, a

national level agency might be in a better position than

regional agencies within a fixed set of regions to identify

needs which are regional but for which the relevant regional

"boundaries" vary and overlap.

2. For "mediating" between local and national perspectives,

it might well be argued that an independent regional agency

which is not primarily affiliated with either local or'

national agencies would be most relevant. Here, however,

the issue would be whether the incremental value of an

"independent" regional perspective would be worth the cost

required to obtain the benefit.

1 41 0

* The identification of a "need" gets tricky at this point.

Whether or not a "tmed" exists may'depend upon who is defining

the need and for what purpose. It can be argued that a need

exists if the people involved believe it exists. Thus, who de-

fines-a need is a critical issue.
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3. Since data for identification of both,regional and national

needs is to at least a significant extent likely to be collected

by.state and local agencies, a question arises as to the ,

role of a regional agency in need identificatiOn. Would itcollect

data on its own (and if so, what data) or would it essentially

provide a regionally oriented analysis of more locally collected

needs data? If tike primary data collection for need identifi-

cation is done by state and local agencies, perhaps the

focus of a regional approach should be on the development

of regional cultures of collaboration whereby needed data

'would be shared and some commonality of methods, terminolod, 1.

etc. could be developed.

C. Building a Need Identification. HethodologV Base

Thele is a need for strengthening the currently weak methodology

bait for need identification.in the educational context. The

development of need identifrcetion methodologies could be provided

at a national.level. However, there may be some merit in having

several diverse, semi-independent methodology development programs

or actt4ties. A regional approach would be one (but not the only)

way of providing such diversity. If a regional approach were thus

considered, two critical issues,would be (1) whether each region

would have sufficient base of qualified personnel and institutions;

and (2) evaluating the methodologies so developed.

D. Building Local Capability for Need Identification

Since we may assume that local and state education agencies would

need identification, it follows that"building local/state capabil-
.

ities is a critical need. "It is possible to think of a regional

agency being a resourLe for strengthening local/state capeabilities.

At the same time, it is equally possible to consider a state capacity

building type of program for strengthening local/state capabilities.
car.'

1 61
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3. Need Identification in Education

Need identification is an R/D&I functional specialty that is generally

lacking in education, and when it is done, it tends to be scattered.

It is often either based on intuitive judgement or is opportunistic

(i.e., a " Acri is found that matches an available resource . While so

ellerecent NIE initiatives have been directed towardstrengthening the n d

Adentification process,* there is as yet only limited evidence of ir.Jr-

lap or matching between needs identified by practioners and needs id-

entified by R&D organizations. We may also note the recent emergence

at the SEA level of planning approaches which include plements of a

need identification prucess (e.gl: monitoring, data analysis, using

achievement data to assess attainment of aChievement goals)..

4. Regionalism as a Portfolio Approach

When various aspects of need identification are considered separately

(as has been'done in the above discussion), the validity of a regional

approach to need identificatn is essentially marginal -- alternative

approaches are available (even at times required) and cost/benefit

ratio issues continually arise. However, taken as a "total'package",

the various aspects of need identification may have a certain inter-

active synergy which in sum adds to the potential validity of a

regional approach (though here again, the "case" for regionalism as

compared to alternative approiv.:hes is not clear cut). For example,

a regional agency which has developed effective need identification

methodologies would be in a good position to provide training and

technical assistance in building local/state need identificatiol

processes. Further, such an agency might be in a position to facilitate

development of a culture of collaboration in need identification;

to become sensitive to local perspectives while maintaining a "larger-

than-local perspective; and to gain access to local/state data

required for both regional and national need identification analysis.

* For example: through the.4cal problem (solvinF, capacity building
programs; through invitational Conferences to deine research agendas).



This last point implies that such a regional approach might be

considered as a means for colle.ting (or at least coordinating and

orchestrating collection of) data for analysis by national agencies.

If such a "portfolio" approach to regionalism in need identification'

were considered, relevant issues would at least include: the need

for sufficient time to develop such an approach; whether or not

adesuate personnel/institutional resources exist or can be developed

in each region; whether the added "benefits" outweigh any additional

fianacial and management/coordination costs; role and "turf" issues

between the regional agency and locallatate agencies; whether such an

approach should be centralized in'a single agency in each region (and

if so, the relation of the agency to federal and local/state agencies),

or whether such approach should involve several different regional

organizations (and if so, what types: institutions, collaborative

interstate arrangements, etc.). A related issue is whether such roles

might/should be performed by the existing educational R&D labs.
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.11. RESEARCH

1. Basic Research

.0

Any approach to basic research must giVe primary consideration to

several generic characteristics of basic research. The focus is

on excellence (with implicatims for the nature of the ,,,ersonnel/itisti-

tutional base required). Linkages among personnel/institutions are

important. It is an uncertain, unpredictable process that may involve

long time frames; consequently, stability of personnel, institutions

and funding are critical. "System building" depends upon the existing

base of quality personnel and institutions; .consequently, the smaller

the existing personnel/institutional bases, the longer system building

will take. ,

A ieview of thdse generic characteristics reveals no Inherent logic

for a regional approach to basic research. If anything, they would

suggest the focusing of research personnel around a "field" or

"problem" of-research -- with geographic location being determined

by such considerations as the idiosyncracies of historical.develop-

ment (i.e., where basic research is already being done) or (in the

case of establishing a basic research institution) the current

location of research talent and institutional centers of excellence,

or even some pragmatic consideration such as the "attractiveness"

of the area to research personnel.

The same line of reasoning would not necessarily preclude a regional

approach -- though serious queetions must be raised about the possibility

that a strong regional emphasis may tend to narrow the perspective of

basic research personnel and institutions. Nonetheless, it would

seem clear that the,"burden of proof" lies with a regional approach
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to show that the requirements noted above can be met. This may be

difficult in the. education .context where the personnel/institutional

base.is relatively weak and not "evenly" distributed geographically;

where much of the relevant basic research is done in non-education

disciplines and funded by non-education agencies (i.e., where the

education field cannot control who does what basic research and

where).

With the above in mind, it may be well to examine various possible

kationales which might be proposed for a regional approach to basic

research.

First, there is the political or support building rationale -- i.e.,

that having basic research institutions in the various geographic

regions of the country could help develop support for educational

R&D (and use of educational R&D products) through a process of

"identification" with "our" research institute. Two considerations

are in order here.

1. This rationale does not directly deal with the requirements

noted above -- the "burden of proof" remains. If anything,

there is a danger giving inadequate consideration to these

requirements with potentially dysfunctional results.

2. The nature of basic research does not lend itself to political

impact. Political dynamics tend to require short term

"payoffs" or "results" -- but basic research is an u%Qartain

process whose "results" tend to be long term. Thus, a
\

regional approach to basic research premised on political

dynamics is likely to backfire. There is a paradox here.

There may indeed be a certain "status" and "prestige"

associated with having a high quality basic research institute

in "our" region, but such an institution generally cannot be

built for that purpose. The impact is residual, not: direct.
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.A second rationale would be to locate basic research centers regionally

in order to be "near" specific regiona] needs. As noted earlier,

however,needs which are unique to a region te ' to be the exceptiOn

rather than the rule in the education context. Further, basic research

per pe tends to have little immediate impact on needs.

A third rationale might be to use a regional approach for system

building and orchestration. Specifically, this appronch would attempt

to build networks of collaborative activities among personnel/insti-

tutions of education and education-related disciplines within a region.

Four comments are in order here.

1. "This approach rises or falls upon the exitstence within a

region of a sufficient nuMber of such'personnel and insti-

tutions.

2. This approach is premised on an assumption that such networks

are facilitated by relative closeness and consequent shorter

travel distaTs. In the field of research, this is a highly

tenuous premiSe.
;

;

\

3. In contrast tothe first two rationales, the advantages of

this approach is that it does not imply a need to develop

new institutions4,

4. Developing cross-disciplinary linkages might be facilitated

by the closeness of universities and other institutions in

a region, though this argument too, must be considered as

not being self-evident.

A fourth rationale, while more indirect, might have some validity --

a regional approach to basic research as part of a more overall
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effort to develop a culture of collaboration within a region. This

rationale would give more weight to the third rationale noted above,

and again, an advantage of this approach is that it does not imply

a need to develop new institutions. However, it must be emphasized

that basic research would be only a part of -- and not central to --

a larger effort to develop a collaborative culture.

In. summary, the case for a regional approach to basic research is

marginal and indirect -- and must first meet the "burden of proof"

requirements of basic research. Even when the requirements can be

"met (which may be difficult in the education context), consideration

must be gtven to avoid."parochializing" the perspectives of the

researchers and institutions involved.

-2. Applied Research

-For the most part, the discussion on basic research is applicable

to a consideration of a regional approach to applied research.

It has similar requirements of excellence, etc. However, there are

some differences of emphasis which warrant further consideration.

I;xst, applied research itself has an inherent tension between its

researCh nature and its applied, problem-focused nature -- the former

requiring chacacteristics similar to basic research and the latter

requiring characteristics similar to dlvelopment.* This dynamic is

improtant because one could consider joining applied research and

development Components on a regional basis. However, this is likely

to be an unsuable compound, with one focus or4the other predominating.

Most likely, the combination would tend towards development simply

because of ths "development-like" aspect inherent in applied research.

Second, there is an inherent polarity in applied research between a

local, user emphasis (i.e., the "applied" aspect) and a generic emphasis

* A discussion of this tension is contained in Radnor, Spivak and

Hofler (1976).
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which is concerned with fundamental issues (i.e., the "research" aspect).

In Chapter Five, we have suggested that regionalism can serve a mediating

purpose between local and non-local tensions. However, it is critical

to recognize that user/generic polarity provides a tensiOn which is

necessary for applied research -- these two polar emphases must be

held in clear focus against each other. Thus, precisely because a

regional approach does tend to serve a mediating purpose, a regional

approach to applied research could be highly dyrfunctional.

Third, applied research often (though not always) tends to require a

larger effort than does basic research in terms of personnel, insti-

tutions and funding 7- requirements that tend to be too large:for local

and probably (in most cases) for state approaches. This might support

a regional approach to applied research, but the other considerations

against regional approach noted above would seem to be predominant.

Other Research

There are other types of research which may be of relevance to educa-

tional R/D&I. These would include at least:

Manaement information of a statistical nature.

There is a variety of information that is (or could be)

collected at all levels of the operational educational

system. While in the short run, the "research" implicaticnz

of such data mi;ht not be obvious, analysis of such data

over the long term might provide valuable insights about

the nature of education or "leads" for basic or applied

research.

Small scale highly localized research (disciplined inquiry)

that is done by practitioners in a basic or applied research mode.

it is possible to sponsor small-scale research projects
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done by local practitioners.* This was a mode used by

OE prior to the creation of NIE.

A cogent argument can (and has been**) made for supporting

such projects: providing a mechanism for practitioner

input into'the R/D&I process; building a hermeneutical,

exegetical research process in which research conclusions

emerge from real, situational contexts; providing for the

growth of educational institutions and personnel; developing

a "climate of inquiry" into institutions that are (by

definition) oriented primarily towards practice;

developing within practitioners an understanding of the

benefits and constraints of research -- and thereby building

support for other research efforts.

yolicy refflearch

Policy research is simply research designed specifically to

inform decision makers. Thus, it may on the one hand be distin-

guished from other research in terms.of the purposes for which it

is performed and used. On the other hand, there is a certain

vaugeness in the concept since what we normally call basic, applied

or evaluative research can also "inform decision makers".

Policy research may be relevant at the regional level if

there are regional level po3icy issues -- the issue, then,

is to identify what are regional issues.

\

* A debate over the relative merits, validity and/or relevance of
research performed by practitioners and research performed by research
professionals is not within the scope of this analysis. We simply note

that we are referring to small scale, highly localized prOjects which
are done in a research mode by practititoners who generally will not

have had a high s'el of training in science-based research methodology.

** These points were made by Dr. Hendrick Gideonse in a discussion of

this policy analysis.
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The issue here is not whether any of these kinds of research activities

should be done, but rather: if they are done, would a.regional

approach be relevant or valid. For the management information and

swall-scale type:3'a research, we must first note these activities

are by definition highly local. The management information data

resides in local institutions. The small-scale research is done

primarily by local practitioners.' However, to have significant

meaning for educational R/D&I as a whole, both of these types of

research require management from a larger-than-local agenay.' Local

Management information 'data must be analyzed in some aggregate form.

Because it is done by local practitioners who may (on the whole) be

presumed not to have a high level of research sophistication, some

provision must be made for selection, guidance, monitoring and

evaluzation of the small-scale research. Further, the discussion

above oi smill-scale researCh has implied the involvement of a non-

local funding agency.* Finally, there must be mechanisms

. ror dissemination of significant results of these two types of re-

search activities. These management and dissemination needs could be

provided through a regional approach. Indeed, OE did use a regional

approadh to the management of small-scale research activities in the

1960s. At the same time, management anedissemination needs could

be provided through national (or a combination qf.state/national)

level mechanisms.

For policy, research, we would simply note that a regional approach

would be valid to the extent regional policy issues can be identified.

* Of course, such smallscale, localized research can occur *without

external funding or support -- but probably would so occur in a

highly limited and scattered pattern.

7 0
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4. The Distinction Aetween Types of Research in the Educational R/Da

Context

The discussion above has been.based upon the premise that a distinction

can be made between basic and applied research in the educational R/D&I

context. While we hold that such a distinctioh can be made, we recog-

nize that in practice, the dictinction between basic and applied research

may often be quite difficult to make in education. Thus, care does

.need to be taken not to "force" analysis into "pure" 'out unrealistic

categories on the one hand or to ignore real generic differences between

basic and applied res'earch on the other.
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III. DEVELOPMENT

The generic characteristics of development *that are relevant to

regionalism may be described very simply and briefly:

- development has a user focus -- the end product of development

must be "user-ready"

- development often requires large scale ,:esources (financial,

personnel, field test sites, etc.) -- though it may also be

done on a small scale (e.g.: 'small scale development done

by educational practitioners)

- development is a "bridging" R/D&I function -- it must be

closely linked to other R/D&I functions such as need identifi-

cation (especially in an immature R/D&I system, where need,

identification refinement must take place throughout the
. *

development process); applied research; production (develdo

meat products must be "produntion-ready" as 14E11 aa "user-

ready"); and (in some instances) dissemination, acquisition

and implementation/utilization (e.g.: in education where

developers may be disseminators of their "products" and may

provide technical assistance to users).

Similarly, the educational context for development relcwant to

regionalism may be simply and briefly described:

- there is political pressure for regional R&D labs

- there are eight federally sponsored educational R&D labs in

various (but not all) "regions" of the country - (though

they vary considerably in the extent of their regional

orientation)

This point is made and discussed in Radnor, Spivak and Hofler (1976).

1 7 ^.,
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'- there are other non-regional, for-profit development

corporations doing e.lucational development
*

- development in education is performed in iwo basic modes:

by large-scale development organizations and on a smaller scale

o by local practitioners, schools of u4acation, etc. ,

- the personnel/institutional base for educational development

is relatively weak (though there are some clear

exceptions)

SEAs in general are not likely to have the financial or'

personnel resources for large-scale development

A regional approach to educational development might be considered

from" several perspectives. F#st, to the extent that there exist

educational needs unique to a specific region, the user-focus of

develupment might imply having development capability in that region.

There are two limitations to this line of reasoning. First, educational

needs are more likely to be national than regional. Where differences

in needs do exist, the differences are more likely to be local in nature than

regional. Second, a user focus in development can be maintained by

a national level organization (as is illustrated by the large scale

national development corporations). Thus, a regional argument based

on unique regional needs is of limited weight -- especially given the

financial requirements involved.

Second, a regional approach might be used to coalesce development

resources across states wtile maintaining "closeness" to users. There

are two limitations to this line of reasoning. First, it is far

from clear that adequate education development institutions/personnel

exist in or could be provided for each "region" of the country.

Serond, as noted above, a regional approach is not required to maintain

a user focus.
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A third perspective might have more weight. A regional devUopment

organization might provide a mechanism for linking small scale,

practice-based local development with the larger-scale resources and

capabilities of a development lab.

A fourth perspective is the linking, bridging nature of the develop-

ment function across other R/D&I functions. Especially in the educa-

tional R/D&I system efforts are required to continually link develop-

ment to the need identification process throughout the development

process and even into acquisition and implementation/utilization.

To the extent that need identification is regionally based, it would

be natural for development also to be regidhal. However, this argu-

ment holds when need identification is not regionally based. This

perspective assumes that a development organization has or can develop

close and productive relationships with users in a region.

A fifth perspective, though again derivative, may be the most viable

case for a regional approach to deVelopment. While generically the

user focus of development does not require a regional (as contrasted

. to a national) level approach, the user focus could aid in developing a

culture of collaboration among users across states in a regional area.

A regional approach to development based on this purpose would allow

and facilitate using development for other purposes: local/national

mediation (an inherently regional purpose) and linkage between R/D&I

functions (a purpose which is not inherently regional but which would

"fit" with a regional approach to development).

From the above discussion we can see that a reasonable rationale could

be developed for a regional approach to development -- at least at the

conceptual level. Such a rationale would be derivative more than

generic and would have to be considered in relation to two other issues.

First, there are questions of feasibility. In the education context,
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do.sufficient development personnel/institutional resources exist

within (or can they be developed for) each of the "regiOns" of the

country (however defined)? What level of financial resources would

be required? What kind of regional forms for development would be

best suited both to provide resources of scale and to facilitite a

purpose of developing a culture of collaboration? ,

The second issue revolves around the question of alternatives.

There are non-regional ways of providing the development.function.

Thus: What Wbuld be the relative cost/benefit ratios of regional and.
4

non-regional approadhes to development? Would a regonal or a non-

regional approadh to development best fit into a "portfoliO of purposes"

related to the total process of educationaliR/D&I? Similarly, it

might well be that barring major reasons to the contrary, a regional

approaCh is valid (for linking purposes) in an immature R/D&I system

which is diffuse and loosely-linked -- but is not so strongly needed

(though maybe still useful) in a more mature and/or less diffuse R/D&I

system.

1 7;)
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DISSMINATION

Wich some very significant qualifications, the R/D&I function of

dissemination has a high level of potential compatibility with regionz

alism.

1. Characteristics of Dissemination
et

The R/D&I function of dissemination is the function which provides

a "bridge"' between knowledge:production and knowledge utilization

over which innovationFproducts or information about such prodUcts

may be sent or sought. While probably most often seen as providing

for a KP-to-KU flow, it is often a twoway bridge, providing also for a

KU=to-KP flow. It also provides "bridges"owithin the knowledge user

realm and within the knowledge producer realm. In the broadest use

of the term to connote KP-KU linking activities, dissemination

includes the concepts/activtties of marketing, distribution and

diffusion. As a KP-KU linking function, dissemination may be seen

as a "package" which not only includes sending/seeking activities but

also includes such concerns as quality control, tailoring (of inno.,a-

tions to meet requirements of specific users), and technical assistance

to users.

The main Characteristics, then, of thd'dissemination function are

three. First, it is a linking, R/D&I function, linking the KP-KU

\participants, activities, products and R/D&I functions. Second,

because it is a linking R/D&I function, dissemination is also a asvja

building R/D&I function. In a very real sense, without the KP-KU

linkage provided by dissemination, a complete innovation process or

a complete R/D&I system do not exist. In a very real sense, without

dissemination one would find only various disaggregated R/D&I functions.

Dissemination, then, is the R/D&I function which connects otherwise

disaggpagated R/D&I.functions to form a complete process of innovation

or R/D&I system. Conversely (and this is-the third main characteristic

1 76
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of dissemination), aissemination cannot "stand alone", disaggregated

from other R/D&I ful:: Ions (as could other R/D&I functions).

We may note here particularly, that while need identification and

development also have linking/bridging and system building character-

istics, they can "stand alone". Need identification can identify

needs which aie simply "stored" and never, communicated or used

(though.this would be a waste). Development can result in development

products which "sit on the shelf" (which would also be a waste).

Dissemination in effect simply does not exist unless and .until a
P.

KP-K11 linkage actually occurs.

2. The Education Context for Dissemination

While it is possible to think of a single, centralized dissemination

mechanism, we have noted in another analysis (Radnor, Spivak and

Hofler 1976) that such an approach would be of highly questionable

wisdom in the education context -- where potential users number in

the thousands; where user needs are very heterogeneous; where the

overall R/D&I system is young, diffuse and incomplete; where tailoring

and quality control are thus critical; where many and varied R/D&I

participants can be and are involved in various dissemination activities;

where many modes of dissemination are possible but where no single

mode is clearly "best" or even "right"; and where SEAs and LEAs clearly

have domain and responsibility fot primary and secondary public educa-

tion. In this context, dissemination policy and itrategy call for

variation and redundancy to provide for a "fail-safe" approach; for

natural, emergent experiments; for use of dissemination mechanism

with which users are familiar and which they trust; for using/building

upon "what is already there".

Local and National Level Dissemination

In light of the above, what is the relevance/validity/feasibility of

a regional approach to dissemination for educational R/D&I? We must

1 7 7
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first note that dissemination fc educational R/D&I can never be 3een

as solely regional. On the one hand, some aspects of educational

R/D&I dissemination must be local. For example, dissemination mechan-

sialS and processes often need to be tailored to the local context --

perhaps through a process of experimentation. In two main dis-

sem-nation-supporting programs (NIE's State Dissemine4tio Grants Program,

and OE's NDN program) are, in effect, programs which support such

tailoring and experimentation (within certain specified parameters) at

the AA/ISA/LEA levels. Where direct, interpersonal contact is re-

quired between disseminators and users at the local school district

level, the scale of the number -of local users involved and of the

number of dissem:mators required (and thus costs involVed) would, on

purely pragmatic grounds, mitigate against a comp,:ohensive regional

approach io direct, interpersonal dissemination (excePt, perhaps, in,

an administrative sense). Finally, we must note that the current under-

standings of role responsibilities of SEAs imply that they will be

involv4d in dissemination.

On the .other.hand, some aspects of dissemination must be national

in scope (even if performed through regional institutions or arrange-

ments). Assuming that most educational R/D&I needs ire national in

scope (rather than unique to a,specific region)* dissemination of

.educational R/D&I "products"** must be national in scope. Orches-

tration of a wide number and range of dissemination activities and

mechanisms must be national in scope and to some degree (though not

.necessarily completely, as we shall note),performed the national

level. A number of institutions or arrangements which involved in

disseminaton are national in scope (e.g.: commercial publishers;

* As noted earlier, while no 'lard data exist, this seems to be a

reasonable assumption.

6'
** The term "products" here includes knowledge, methods, etc., as
well as what are normally thought of as "products".
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national level development corporations which are involved in dis-

semination of their development products). Some dissemination re-

lated activities (such as knowledge synthesis; clearinghouses) would

seem to be more logically performed at a national level. Indeed, it

. is in this vein that the regionally-oriented RDx program (currently

being developed by NIE) provides that some activities (knowledge

synthesis, RDx management) are to be performeby. "national" contrac .s.*

From 'he above discussion, we may conclude thatt

1. a.regional approach neither can nor should attempt to

"take the place,cf" all local or ....tional di-semination

mechanisms and activities;

.2. except in a purely sr tnistrative nense, a regional ap-

proach would in molt instances not be feasible for direct,

interpersonal dissemination to users at the local school

district level.

PotenAal Rules of Regionalism in Disseminption

Having made these points, we may note that there are some aspects of

dissemination and of the educational R/D&I context which would-suggest

consideration of a regional approach as part of a total dissemination

"pSckage" or framework.

A. Dissemination Linkage and Regional Mediation

First, we have noted that (1) dissemination is a linking/bridging

function and that (2) the "in-between" nature of regionalism might

* See Radnor, Hofler and Rich (1977).

K*;
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facilitate local/national "mediation". Thus, a regional approach

to dissemination might facilitate meaiation between the national
\

level perspectives of KP functions Su4h as research and development

and the more local perspectives of KU functions such as acquisi-

tion and implementation/utilization. In a similar vein, a regional

I proach to dissemination might acilitate linking the localized

asp ts of need identification s4th national level resources.

B. Regionalism as an Administrative Issue

Second, in alother analysis (Radnor, Spivak and Hofler 1976)

we have suggested that given the'nature of dissemination and

the educational context, a decentralized rather than over-

coordinated Strategy of natural, emergent.experimentation is

in order -- but that such a strategy requires orchestration

and monitoring. The issue here is an administrative issue --

how NIE can effectively orchestrate and monitor a wide number

and range of "natural experiments" without overcoordinating.

Three approaches might be considered here:

1. NIE might itself attempt to provide such orchestration

and monitorIng at the national level. There are two

major limitations to this approach. First, it tends

toward over-centralization. Second, it is questionable

whether widespread and diffuse dissemination activities

and mechanisms can he easily or effectively orchestrated

or monitored by a single agency at the national level.

2. In aa effort to increase its ability to monitor and

orchestrate widespread and diffuse dissemination activities

and mechanisms, NIE might attempt to have SEAs assume

responsibilities here. The strength of this strategy

is that no new institutions or organizational arrangements

would have to be created. The weaknes of this approach

is that it requires coordinaton with and probably some

degree of training for a large number of organizations

:

d r
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(the SEAs) iMplying either a high level of administrative

costs or a weakening of effectiveness. Additionally,

agreement would have to be negotiated w.,.h a large number

of existing organizations which might or might not have

the same perspective as NIE and which might or might not

be willing to be "co-opted" to help NIE or to give adequate

commitment and resources. Thus, developing SEA coMmitment

and developing needed commonality of approaches by the

various SEAs could be problematical.

\

3. A regional approach might provit an administrative

"mid-point". By definition, it 'would be more decentral-

ized than a diiect national level\ approach. At the same

time.a set of (for example) eight.to twelve regional in-

stitutions or arrangements would defiaitionally mean less

coordination hy. NIE than would working through so

many SEAs. On the other hand, this approach would re-

quire creation of at least some new regional institutions*

er arrangements and .might thus terid to bct more costly than

working through the already-existing SEAs.** Additionally,

consideration would need to be given to the difficulty of

modifying and/or terminating institutions (and even

'arTangements') once they have beeu created.

An analog to the above discussion may bc found in comparing NIE's

RDx and State Dissemination Grants Programs -- though we must

emphasize that the analog is not perfect. The State Dissemination

*Whether or not thc existing educational k&D labs might perform this function
is a separate isJue, but even here there are some regions not currently
served by a lab.

**Working through SEAs would probably require some NIE ftinding of SEAs to,
obtain their cooperation. We cannot in this analysis estimate the relative
short and long term costs of funding SEAs to assume orchestration/monitoring
responsibilities vis-a-vis creating new regional institutions or arrangements.
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Grants Program relates directly to SEA's and NIE's monitoring

of the SEA efforts is essentially limited to annual reviews by

panels. The RDx, on the other hand, is regionally oriented and

involves a fewer number of institutions (i.e., the Regional

Exchanges plus the "national contractors"). Interestingly, NIE

appears to be developing a more active monitoring process for

the RDx, possibly including NIE personnel involvement in the'

planning process of the Regional Exchanges (through participation

in the Rx boards).* We would suggest that this difference in the

degree of active NIE monitoring is a rather natural (though not

a required) outcome of the different number of institutions to

whiCh NIE must relate in these two programs and to the difference

in roles played by SEAs in the two programs ftrect responsitility

and control in'the State Dissemination Grants Prggram and an,advisory

and/or directive responsibility for policy but not for activities

in the RDx program).

C. Dissemination Linkage and the Cross-Local Nature of Regionalism

A third perspective from which to consider the potential relevance

of iegionalism to dissemination focuses on the linking character-

istic of dissemination and the cross-local characteristic of
?

regionalism.

1. One of the possible purposes of regionalism coul ; be

to develop a culture of collaboration among thoe .. states

included** in a "region . Beaause it links the v. .ious

KP and KU R/D&I functions, the dissemination fuu, on

*The RDx (Research and Development Exchange) is a relatively recent NIE
progre= focusing on a regional approach to dissemination. An Rx (Regional

Exchange) is the regional unit Of the program.

**-11 region may or may not be defined by state boundaries; but in either

case, the discussion in this analysis focuses on a region which is inter

st:tte in nature.

182
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would seem to be (at least conceptually) a natural vehicle

for developing a culture of collaboration among a set

of states -- at least tO the extent that the Various

states would have differing but complementary needs and

resources across the R/D&I functions.

2. In a similar vein, the dissemination function would seem

to provide a natural vehicle to "scan" the states of a

region in order to identify possibilities (and needs)

far collaboration among the states of a region.

D. Regionalism as One of Several Modes of Dissemination

a

As we have noted earlier, dissemination in the current educational

context calls fOr a strategy of redundancy (i.e., that users

have alternatives from which to choose) ani fail-safe if one

' mode of dissemination fails, the whole process of dissemination
*

*does not fail) . A regional approach to dissemination could provide

one such alternative. Here, however, several comments must be made.

First, a regional approach would be an alternative, not the alter-

native. :Second, a regional approach which is designed (or merely

perceived, even if incorrectly) for the deliberate purpose of by-

passing SEAs would undoubtedly run into significant opposition --

and certainly would be contrary to the regional purpose 'of developing

.a culture of c. Aboration. Thus, e tension does exist for while

deliberate an compreheniive efforts to "bypass" SEAs may not be

desirable**, it is unlikely that all school district users will be

"satisfied" with SEA d'ssemination. Thus,-a tension does arise over

the issue of 'f, when aad how often a regional approach to dis-

semination should be "allowed" to "bypass" SEA dissemination processes.

*The need for redundancy and fail-safe for dissemination in the
educational R/D&I context is discussed more fully in Radnor,
Spiv.k and Hofler (1976).

**There may bt_ instances where comprehenlive and deliberate "bypassing"
of states is seen as desirable (by some). However, it is neither
proper nor the purpose of Lhis analysis to either suggest or
debate this issue.
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V. PRODUCTION
4

.

The main generic aspect of production which i§,reievant for an

analysis.of regionalism is the aspect ,o,f-..fcale requirements.

Scale requirements may include,leVel oi cost, number of units to

be produced, equipment.iiedired (including buildings), personnel

requirements (number, level and type of skill), etc. Where scale'

requiremenis are small, production may be done on a local basis.

------Where scale requirements are large, production can be (and some-

ct,

times must be) at a national level.

However, we must note that imeducation, production often does

not exist as a separate function, being instead simply a contin-

uation of (or even the end product of) the development function.

Here, developers and/or user.. are, in effect, the producers.

Regionalism, then is essentially a marginal or secondary considera-

tion for the production function. There is no really inherent

argument for a regional approach to production. .At the same time,

the only inherent argument against regionalism would be where

scale requit,ments are too small to call for or too large to permit

a regional approach to production. In education, if the development

function were regional, the prodnction function would likely be

regional (at least in part). Where usage of a specific product is

limited to a particular region. production might be regional, but

it could llso be provided by a more national level organization.

1 8
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VI.
d.

ACQUISITION

Acquisition is an R/D&I functica performed directly in post cases by

/users. However, joint purchasing and/or storage arrangements among a set

of organizations are not at all uncommon when-single equipment or program

items ars relatively costly but used relatively infrequently, or when cost

discounts can be obtained (and/or administrative costs reduced) through

large quantity orders of supplies. Thus, a regional approach to purchasing

and/or storing .of some educational R/D&I equipment or programs could be

considered. (It,is more questionable that a regional approach to the

purchase of supplies should be considered since it may reasonably be

presumed that if such joint purchasing is desired, it can be done at the

state level). The advantages would be cost savings and/or the ability

to justify acquisition. The limitations are primarily matter- of timing

and coordinating -- conflicts over more than one user walting the same

items at the same time, or a user not .mowing an item will be needed in

'time_tojequisition-it from storage. In the educational context, question

must be raised as to (1) how many R/D&I products are sufficiently expen-

sive and of limited usage to justify the administration of a joint pur-

chasing/stor,age arrangement and (2) whethel a regional approach would be

significantly more advantageous than a state-level approach.

.4

A related concept that might be considered would be a loan/sharing

arrangement whereby users purchase and store items individually but

arrimgements are made for inter-user sharing (as is illustrated I-,

iw-erlibrary loan agreements). This format requires only that agree-

ments be reached on policies and procedures and thus essentially

bypasses the administration and costs associated with a single storage

facility.
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VII. IMPLEMENTATION/UTILIZATION ANP SUPPORT SERV,OES

In relatJ..ai to the issue of regionalism, it is necessary to consider

the R/D&I features oi. implementation/utilization and support services

together. The actual activities involved in.implementation/utilization

are, of course, performed directly by users. However, users may need

some kind of support services (e.g.: training; technical assistanCe)

if implementation/utilization is to be effective. Two basic points

may he noted here.

First, providing support services to users directly from a regional

level (at least on a comprehensive scale) would tend to be quite prob-

lematic because (1) over the past decade, support service to local

school system users has increasingly been provided by.SEAs and ISAs;

and (2) the size and diffuseness of the local user system would make

direct region-user linkage (at least on a comprehensive scale) diffi-

cult and costly.

Second, consideration could be given to providing support services to

SEAs and LEAs from a regional level, but this is not an obvious con-

clusion since such support services cot: d also be provided from a

national level. On the other hand, such a regional approach might be

considered there regional organizations or arrangements exist for

other purposes, have developed a positive relation with SEAs and LEAs

and have (or could develop) the required capabilities.
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VIII. EVALUATION RESEARCH

Evaluation research presents a slightly different picture.

First, we must note that while evaluation research in the education

context has shown sC)stantial progress over the past decade or so, it

still lacks an adequate theoretical base or instrumentation. The

development of these would seem to require a national, "centers of

excellence" approach rather than a regional approach. Whether such

centers of excellence might be actually located in wrious regions

would depend on the availability of needed personnel and institutions

within a given region -- but there is little direct justification for

attempting to do so.

The second issue focuses on the delivery and control of evaluation

research services. On the one hand, evaluation research does require

that data be gathered from users and (in the case of formative evaluation)

that feedback be given to users. Here we may note: (1) evaluation

research could be done at any level (state, regional, national); (2) eval-

uation research of nationwide programs would obviously equire a national

approach (though the research itself theoretically could be administered

regionally); and (3) in some instances, mediation between local ard

' national perspectives could be very important (a function which a re-

gional approach might provide).
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IX. REGIONALISM FROM A CROSS-FUNCTIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Thus far in this chapter, we have examined the relevance, validity

and feasibility of regionalism in terms of each R/D&I function as a

separate function. In so doing, we have noted:

1. For the most part, the R/D&I functions tend towards either

a local or a national approach/perspective -- or both;

2. Consideration of regionalism would appear to be most relevant

for the R/D&I functions of need identification, development

(perhaps especially) dissemination, and (to some extent)

acquisition.

3. , Even if a regional approach were considered for any of these

R/D&I functions, other non-regional approaches would also be

needed.

4. For the R/D&I functions of need identification, development

and dissemination, there are both local and national per-

spectives (suggesting consideration of a regional apprcach

as a way of mdiating local/national perspectives).

We may further note (and emphasize) three other aspects of the II/D&I

functions of need identification, development and dissemination.

1. Each of these three R/D&I functions has an inherent, inter-

active re;.ationship with the other two. Development has a

user (i.e., user need) focus, and the outcomes of development

must be disseminated to users (once produced, which in the

education context may often not be a separate step). Need

identification informs both development and dissemination.

Dissemination is dependent upon both need identification

and development.

788
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2. Each of these three R/D&I functions has the characteristic

(at least potentially) of being linked to and/or providing

linkage between the various R/D&I functions -- both KP and

KU functixis. This characteristic'has significance for

regionalism when we realize that knowledge utilization is

end knowledge production is not primarily "local" in

orientation.

3. Precisely because of their "linking" nature, each of these

three R/D&I functions provides a rather natural mechanism

for,,developing regional culture's of collaboration.

Thus, fot each of these three R/D&I functions (though perhaps some-

what less strongly for the development function), a regional approach

is at least worth consideration. However, in light of the above

discussion, it would appear that the strongest case for regionalism

(as specifically related to the R/D&I functions) would be found when

regional approaches to need identifica.ion, development and dissemination

a6 (1) designed interactively and (2) designed for purposes of develop-

ing cultures of collaboration and of local/national mediation. That

is to say, in relation to the R/D&I functions, regionalism alipears most

likely to be justified from a "portfolio" cross-functional perspective.

From such a "portfolio" perspective, three major issues arise.

1. Hoic would such a regional approach compare with other possible

but 'non-regional alternatives in terms of costs, cost/benefit

ratios, accomplishing and constraining various R/D&I system-

. related purposes; etc.?

2. ..:puid such an approach (however desirable) be feasible for

NIE? In the ec.ucational R/D&I context? Over what period of

time?
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3. What are the, design implications? Would such an approach imply

aggregating regional responsibility for each of these three

R/D&I functions in a single regional institution -- or in

separate regional institutions? Would such an approach imply

the use of regional institutions or of regional arrangements?

What would be pile roles of NIE and SEAs in such an approach?

These questions set 6te stage for the next step in our analysis of

regionalism in the educational R/D&I context -- i.e., the issue of

designing for regionalism. It is to this task that we now turn.

4
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DESIGNING FOR REGIONALISM

Dealing with regionalism is not a simple issue. It is a comrlex and,

in many ways, a fascinating. issue -- one that admits of many, varied

and even conflicting interpretations.and conclusions. Thy question

now becomes: HOW does one "sort out" the complexity and'make

decisions about regionalism when "clear cut" conclusions are not likely

to be found?

In this Chapter, we shall approach this question from a design .

perspective of the impact that policy decisions about regionalism

nay have on the nature, forms, directions and outcomes of regionalism

and of R/D&I in the educational context. Our purpose, then, is to

suggest the kinds of design issues and factors which should be con-

aidered, and various perspectives from which design decisions can be.

viewed. It is not our purpose to develop any "full blown" designs

- for regionalism.
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I. A BASIC DESIGN ISSUE: WHETHER OR NOT

While we have in this analysis approached the issue of regionalism from

an analytically "neutral" perspective, we have at the same time sought

to determine when, where, how and why regionalism might potentially be

a viable approach.to educational R/D&I. Thus, the discussion,may have

it times appeared to "favor" regionalism. If so, ;his)Kas'been ari

artifact of analysis.

It is important to emphasize, then, that whether or not to take a regional ,

approach to educational R/D&I is a basic design issue -- not a pre-

determined conclusion -- and must be determined in relation .3 other,

non-regional approaches; considerations of purposes to be served; con-

textual opportunities aad constraints; the nature and needs of the ed-

ucational R/D&I and operating systems; the risks, costs, benefits in-

volved; etc.

It will be helpful here, then, to havean overview imderstanding of the tz

case for and the case against regionalism.

1. The Case Against Regionalism

Since the analysis thus far may have implied or have led the reader to a

predisposition favoring regionalism, it may be wise to begin with the case

against regionalism.

First, the analysis has noted that either a national or local approach

seems to be most appropriate for many aspects of educational R/D&I,

thereby leaving the case for regionalism (in.these instances) marginal

or supplementary at best.

f

1
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- Second, the analysis has noted that in those cases where a regional

approach might have validity, there generally are alternative, non-

regional approaches -- and the case for regionalism vis-a-vis alterna-

tive approaches has not been obvious.

Third, regionalism is not a pana4a. Regionalism alone cannot adequately

serve all purposes that are relevant Co educational R/D&I.

Fourth, by 'adding another "layer" to the educational R/D&I system, re-

-tionalism could (though perhaps not in all instances) increase the costs

and coordination requirements for educational R/D&I.

Fifth, there is evidence which suggests that "successful" regionalism

is si6lation-specific and not generalizable.*

\Finally, the constraints against ru8lonalism in the educational R/D&I

context are considerable. For example: the fluctuations of political

interest in regionalism ,per se or in specific regional purposes, forms,

programa; the geographically unbalanced distribution of educational

R/D&I personnel and institutions; the fact that primary xesponsibility

and authority for public education resides at the state and local levels,

in contrast to the fact that regions lack standing as a separate unit

of government; from NIE's perspective, the small amount of funds avail-

able compared to NIE's overall responsibilities and to the needs of

educational R/D&I.

2. The Case For Regionalism

While a strong case could be made against regionalism, a case can also

be made for regionalism.

* Derthick (1974). See Chapter Three
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First, the analysis has noted that there are a number of purposes rele-

vant to educational R/D&I which could potentially'be served through a

regional approach.

.SeCond, there are some purposes for which regionalism would see's to be

inherently suited -- most specifically: mediating local/national

tensions; moderating the "swings" betwien emphases on centralization and

decentralization; developing cross-local linkages.

Third, there is evidence which suggests that there is'at times a "con-

vergence" of forces and conditions which is supportive of a regional

approach -- provided that the regional approach is designed to he specific

(*) that situation*.

3. Individual Purposes Vs. Purpose,Portfolios

In Chapter Four, we noted that the meaning and significance of regional-

ism are largely determined by purpose and context. We need now to examine

the impact on the case for or against regionalism and on designing for

regionalisi when purposes ,Are considered separately and individually

on the one hand and ifi combivation (i.e., as a "portfolio") on the other.

A. Regionalism from the Perspective of Individual Purposes

On the whole, it would appear that the case.for regionalism is weak-

Aest_whgn it_is based on. serving_any_single purposq,. Some purposes

have essentially no regional implications (e.g.: 'basic research).

In other instances, purposes which could be served through a regional

approach could also be (and at times are being) served through

non-regional approaches. For example, a regional approach could be

designed to serve dissemination purposes (as in the case with NIE's

RDx program). However, a cogent argument can be made that such

*Derthick (1974). See Chapter Three.

106
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disOMinatiol. purposes can be served at the state level (through

suc programs as OE's NDN program and NIE's State Dissemination
4044,.;0

94ant'Irogram). Similarly, it may be important tO identify "re-

//gional" needs, but'this'could conceivably be done simply through

/ analysis of local and national level data. Further, some dis

semination and need identification purposes are 4local or national

(not regial) in nature.' Even for those purposes for which re-

gionalism would seem inherently suited to serve, other non-regional

alternatives are available. Finally, we would note that the poli-

tical and other fluctuations to which regionalism is subject would

.' tend to mitigate against using a regional'approach to serve any

.single purpoie for which fairly long term stability is needed and/or

for which sizable investments arerequired. Of course, this issue

would not bp relevant for purposes which could be served through

short term, non -perManent regional'approaches. .

. Re ionalism from the Pers ective Of.Pur ose Portfolios

It is possible to consider the purposes of regionalism in interaction

with'each other (i.e., as a purpose portfolio) instead of individually

in isolation from each other. For example:

1) Developing cross-local linkages can help to facilitate

awareness of opportunities'for engaging in resource

"coalescence and in activities which build upon cross-

local.complementary -- and vice versa. Further, serving

these purposes can-help to develop regional cultures of

collaboration -- and vice versa.

2) It would seem natural to combine the purposes of med-

iating local/national perspectives, mediating local/federal
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tensions and mediating centralization/decentralizatian

swings. All involve mediation between local and national

levels. ol

3) In Chapter Six, we noted that a regional approach is at

least worth considering for the R/D&I functions of

need identification, dissemination and (though perhaps

somewhat less strongly) development. However, we also

noted (1) that these three R/D&I functions are similar

(in user focus and in K2.- KU linking); (2) that they

are interactive with each other; and (3) that they

provide rather natural mechanisms for mediating

local/national perspectives and for developing cultures

of collaboration. While a regional approach could be

considered for any one of these R/D&I functions separately,

the case would not be all that strong. The case for a

regional Approach would became significantly stronget '

were the regional approach'to be a portfolio.which cam-

bines (1) all three R/D&I functions and (2) the purposes

of mediating national/local perspectives, developing

regional cultures of Collaboration and linking knowledge

producers and knowledge users.

4) A number of purposes would be very compatible with a core

purpose of developing regional cultures of collaboration

(e.g.: coalescing resources; filling gaps in a diffuse and

.relatively immature educational. RLD&I.system; deve)oping

cross-local linkages; etc.).

ss`o

There are a number of reasons that purpose portfolios would tend to

strengthen the case for regionalism. Synergy could be developed

across regional programs and activities.. A portfolio of purposes
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should be (as a package) at least somewhat less vulnerabla

to political fluctuations than would any single purpose. -4pOrtfolio

of purposes would tend to be relevant to larger audience within a

region than any of the purposes individually, and in some instances,

'could provide a "package" of benefits io particular regional aud-

iences (which could be critical in building incentives for meMbers

of a region to "buy into" a regional approach).

Four points need to be made here. First, the pUrpose portfolios

suggested above are Qwwwihfative; other purpose portfolios could

and should be considere Second, while a regional approach based

on a purpose portfolio would generally seem to strengthen the case .

for regionalism, even here the pros and cons of a regional approach

must be weighed against the pros and cons for alternative approaches

which could serve similar purposes. Third, there can be instances,

when single purpose regional approaches should be .considered (e.g.:

where the purpose to bs served does not require a long-term program-

matic activity). Fourth, having a purpose portfolio does not imply

any particular organizational format. To the contrary, we would

would-suggest that a purpose portfolio would be appropriate whether

a regional approach primarily involves institutions, arrangements or/

simply program emphases. 'Similarly, a purpose portfolio might well

call for a mixture of organizational formats.

C. From a Political Perspective

We emphasized at the beginning of this section that a basic issue

in designing for regionalism is whether or not a region4 approach

should be taken at all. At the same time, we recognizt that from

NIE's perspective, there are political constraints oh its ability

even to ask this question. In such a case, the critical issue

becomes whether or not (and how).such a constraint can be put to,
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constructive uses -- i.e., whether and how regional approachas can

be designed in a way that benefits educational R/D&I. We arl mg-

gesting that this can indeed be dote.
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II. BASIC APPROACHES TO REGIONALISM

It is important to recognize that an agency such as NIE could approach

regionalism (and thus designing for regionalisM) in 4 varietY of ways'.

While the distihctions may not be completely "pure", it may be helpful

to identify some of the basic modeo around which an agency such as NIE

could build its overall ipproach to regionalism.

Developing Regionalism Internally

One approach would be to focus on those regional actiyities, arrang.ments,

etc. which are developed by and under the control of members of the region

itself. From thls perspective, an agency's approach to regionalism could

(in a "pure" sense) be a "hands off" approach -- i.e., to-allow regional-

ism to emerge (or not) naturally, without any agency intervention. How-

ever NIE could also take a rola either of supporting current (or newly

developing) regional activities, b_rangements, etc. or even of encourag-

ing members of a region to develop some neW regional activity, arrange-

ment, etc. For these latter two roles, several issues would be important.

What kind of support would the, agency be able and willing to provide?

In what ways could it encourage regional members to develop some'new

regional activity, arrangement, etc. without crossing the thin line be-

tween encouragement and control? What criteria would be used to decide

whether to support or when to encourage? This last issue poses a tension

for an agency. To choose what instances of regionalism to support or

encourage (or not) is a form of control, yet It is not realistic to

expect an agency to have an "open checkbook" policy.

2. AneInstitutional Approach

An agency,such as NIZ could approach regionalism by focusing on creating

or supporting regional institutions. In eit'her case, the degree of

agency control could vary. Where a new institution is to be created,

2oi
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the agency 'could jiave varying roles, ranging frIm establishing the in-

stitution to providing funding to'providing technital support. The

regional institution could be privite: quas'i-public or even some kind

of "institute" which is iormally a part cd an agency. 'Finally, an

institutional approach to regionalism could involve a single institution;

a "core",itstieution around which other 'regional institutions are in

bomer4ay related; or. a set-of separate inst'cutions, eadh having its own

Area of concern.

3. Agency Regional Offices and Personnel

A third approach to regfonalism for an agenci such as NIE could be to

have regional offices. However,,,given die relative smallness of NIE's

budget, the broad scope of its responsibilities, knd its more or less

"fixed" commitments, such an approach would not seem to be liractical

for NIE at this time -- nor is it clear why an agency like NI_ should

have regional offices. At the same time, haying regional "representa-

tives" might be feasible from a cost perspective, and it is possible to

think of purposes agency regional personnel could serve-(e.g.: iden-

tifying camplementarities and serving as a linking agent among particular

members of the region;. mediating local/national perspectives in a

face-to-face mode).

Ailacy Program Policy-

Yet another approach to regionalism by an agency such as NIE could.be

simply the establishment of panties about regiohalism which would apply

to one or more of the agency's major program areas. Such policies could

range from insuring that program funds are equally distributed across

. a given set of regions to a requirement that all projects Itinded in a

program have some kind of "regional element .
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III. -DESIGNING FOR.REGIONALISM

01.'

As we have alreadyrnoted, regionalism is a complex issue for which

clear-cut conclusions are not likely to be found. In a similar vein,

designing for regionalism is a complex task which does not readily admit
.

to simple and clear-cut conclusions. The issves and purposes involved

are many and often conflicting. Various &pproaches are possible, each
P

with its awn strengths and weaknesses.. And so on. Nonetheless, analysls

of regionalism in the educational R/D&I context does suggest some guide-

lines which can be useful in identifying critical design issues and in

developing and comparing alternative design options. In this section,

we will discuss such guidelines in terms of (1) critical design elements,

(2) e.g. matrix perspective; (3)\.the design process,' and (4) implications

for NIE federal roles in educational R/D&I regionalism.

1. Elements of a Regional Design

Analysis of the nature of regionalism and of the educational.R/D&I context

,suggest several critical elements which muSt be considered inter4ctively

when designing for regionalisim. We may identify these basic design ele-

ments as:i

1) Purposes

The analysis has emphasized that_ the meaning and signiLicance

of regionalisM is dqpermined by purposes.

2) Time Line

Do the purposes to be served and organizational forms co be

used require long term stability or do they permit shordt term

approaches? Do contextual conditions permit long term stability?

Uow can particular regional approaches, organizational fortp,

etc., be "buffered" against fluctuation and instability? :
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Must the design serve a broad range of purposes or a. sinle

purpose? Will the scope of the design include several R/D&I

functions.or only part of a single R/D&I function? Will the

regional approach involve many or few regional members? Will

it include both knowledg4 producers aud knowledge users,.or

primarily one or the other?* Will those involved be rela-

tively homogeneous or very heterogeneous? Will non-regional

actors be involved?

4) Forms

As we have noted earlier, regional approaches may take a

variety of organizational forms.

e5) Contextual Opportnnities and Constraints

The analysis has indicated a number of potential opportunities

and constraints for regionalism.per se and with respect to

particular purposes, forms, etc.

6) Level of Maturational Development

Here we refer to the level of maturational development both

for'educational R/D&I and for regionalism in the educational

R/D&I context. Regional approaches which might be appro-

priate for mature levels of development may be inappropriate

* This could be a misleading queston in the sense that all aspects
of a total innovation (R/D&I) process need to be considered even
when only one aspect is the primary focus of concern. Nonetheless,

one aspect of R/D&I can be a primary focus of concern at any given

time.

2o 4/

;
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for immature levels. Here we note that since educational

R/D&I regionalism is itself at a very underdeveloped level,

regional approaches could be designed for the purpose of

develdping "regional identity" and/or support for regionalism.

7) Key Participants

In any regional design, it is critical to determine what

organizations and personnel are involved and.in what ways.

Who is to "oPerate" a particular regional approach? We

must support it? What incentives can be provided to obtain
.

their support? Who will be affected, either positively or

negatively?

8) Regional Characteristics

Is there'scie kind of regional "homogeneit ' on which regional

approaches could be based? Or could/shoulu .egionalism be

based-on comrlementarities among members of a-region? Do the

. members of Cie region have a sense of "regional.identity"?

.What resources are present or lacking within the region?

9) Incentives

The provisions of incentives may be a critical design element

for a number of reasons; e.g.: the lack of status for re-

gionalism as a separate unit of government; the often voluntary

nature of participation; the availability of non-regional

alteTnatives.

We are suggesting that in designing for regiOnalism, the above design

elements =ust be interacted with each other and with the educational

R/D&1 ,Thus, for example:

9 ,
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Institutions are long-term investments. Thus, it would seem ap-
.

propriate for the existing "regional" labs to have"a purpose

portfolio which combines purposes relevant to the R/D&I functions

of need identification, development and dissemination with such

purposes as local/national mediation, cross-level linkage;

cress-local resources coalescence and complementarity. At the

same time, there are significant constraints in the educational

R/D&I context for regionalism which make the "success" of any

single case of regionalism a problemmatic, uncertain, high-risk

matter. Thus, there is a need to build "fail-safes" into regional

designs rather than to design regional approaches which "put all

nne's eggs in a single basket".

For purposes of creating regional cultures of collaboration, it

would seem more appropriate for NIE to support many relatiyely

small scale arrangements, consortia, activities, etc. within a

region than to build a single, compreheddive regional institution --

given the immaturity of educational R/D&I regionalism, the relatively

low level of fundimg available to NIE, the diffuseness of the edu-

cational R/D&I context and the need (definitionally) for a high

degree of participation by members of a region.

It would not seem appropriate either to create a new regional insti-

tution around a narrowly-scoped, short term purpose or to focus an

existing regional institution primarily around its ability to serve

many narrowly-scoped, short term purposes. At the same time, exist-

ing regional institutions could from time to time serve such purposes.

In a similar vain, the fluctuations of regionalism .and the need

of institutuions to have stability would suggest that regional in-

stituticns muit be rob4st in terms of political and financial

support and of the capabilities of their personnel. This would sug-

gest that regional institutions should have a relatively broad

scope of purposes; the flexibility to modify, add or drop programs;

and a high level of interaction with members of a region.
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2. .Designing for Regionalism from a Matrix Perspective

Analysis of the nature and context for educational R/D&I regionalism

would also suggest the use of a matrix perspective in designing for

regionalism.

A. Conditions Under which Matrix Organizations are Appropriate

Davis and Lawrence (1977) suggest that a matrix form of organ-

ization may be appropriate when three ,basic conditions exist

simultaneously.
*

a, Pressures for Dual (or Multiple) Foci

It is not unusual for organizations to be faced with.choices

between two or more needs (e.g.:, freedom and order; cen-

tralization and decentralization.; providing a complete

line of services within a specific geographiCal area and

having strong functional specialization). When one need

is clearly more pressing than another, organizational

forms which meet the one need at the expense of another

may be quite appropriate -- but may be quite inappropriate

when both needs are equally compelling. The advantage of

a matrix organizational form is that it permits equal

attention to be given to two or more critical needs or foci.

Our analysis of regionalism in the educational R/D&I context

has clearly indicated a number of needs which are po-

tentially of equal (and often conflicting) importance; for

example: the short time frame of a political perspective

vs. the longer time frame needed for educational R/D&I sys-

tem building; the need for orchestration vs. the authority

* For a more complete and detailed discussion of matrix organiza-
tion, see Davis and Lawrence (1977).
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or SEAs and LEAs; the simple fact that any regional activi-

ty, arrangement, organization, etc. will likely have "many

masters" on which it will bo dependent. Similarly, each

of the critical design elements noted earlier must be con-

sidered, though they may at times be in conflict.

Davis and Lawrence suggest that the essence of a matrix

organization is the use of "multiple command" in which

two or more participants can (and must) engage in joint,

simultaneous, interactive decision making. Such decision

making seems especially relevant for much of educational

R/D&I, especially from a regional perspective (where there

may be "many masters").

12.. Pressures for High Inf..___BL_pynation-ProcessiCa acit

Davis and Lawrence suggest that matrix organizational

forms may be appropriate where "conditions tend to gen-

erate an overwhelming need for information processing and

complex problem solving" (p. 15) and thus result in infor-

mation overload. Davis and Lawrence further suggest that

a need for high information processing capacity is most

likely to be present when:

1) "the kinds of demands placed on the organization

...(are) changing and relatively unpredictable"

(p. 15) -- i.e., when there is a high degree of

uncertainly in the organization's external environ-

ment;

2) the organization's "tasks" are multiple and complex;

and
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3) "many individuals and groups must be involved in

order to make a reasoned response to new events"

(p. 16) -- i.e., when there is a high level of

interdependence.

s,'

Again, these conditions would seem in many ways to describe

the educational RJD&I context; for example: the multi-

disciplinary nature of educational R/D&I; the necessity of

KP-KU interaction; the sine and diffuseness of the educa-

tional operational system; the changing and varied nature

of political and cultural educational emphases; etc. While

such conditions are relevent to educational R/D&I rather

than to regionalism per se,they are also relevent to a re-

gional approach to educational R/D&I.

c. Pressures for Shared Resources

Davis and Lawrence suggest that the "third and final con-
.

dition we see as an indication to adopt a matrix is... the

organization's being under considerable pressure to achieve

economies of scale in human terms and iiigh performance in

terms of both costs and benefits by fully utilizing scarce

buman resources and by meeting high quality standards" (p. 17).

The shared rrscources may refer to the need "to fully util-

ize expensive and highly specialized talents" (p. 17), rapid

redeployment of such specialized'personnel, or expensive

critical resources and physical facilities.

A number of aspects of the educational R/D&I context do

call for some form of shared resources: R/D&I which calls

for integration of knowledge and perspectives from sev-

eral disciplines; the potential for synergy among educa-
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tional R/D&I projects across two or more federal fuading

agencies; the relatively limited financial and personnel

resources of a large part of the educational R/D&I insti-

tutional base. With respect specifically to regionalimm

we noted in-Cha.pter, Four that one purpose of regionaliam

could be the coalescing.of resources.

B. A Matrix Perszective

We have thus far discussed the matrix concept in terms of

. .organization. Indeed, in considering any particular region-

al organization er arrangement, it may be.well to consider a

matrix organizational form. *We:are not here, however, suggest-

ing the use of the matrix Concept as a structure for specific

organizations -- such a suggestion would depend on the partic-

ular-organization, its purposes, its context, etc. and is thus

beyond the scope of this analysis.

Rather, we are suggesting that designing for regionalism should

be done from a matrix perspective -- one that interacts and

gives (at least initially) equal attention to several different

foci. Specifically, we are suggesting a matrix of three basic

pnrspectives:

1) The R/D&I functions;

2) The critical design elements as parameters and constraints;

3) The critical alaip elements as variables and opportunities.

Thf.s matrix perspective is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Each of the critical elements of dnbizning for regionalism

(noted earlier) may in any given Instance be either (1) a

parameter which Must be accepted a;; a "given" or (2)'a Vari-

able which can be changed (at some level of "acceptable"

cost). Similarly, each ofthese critical design elements may

represent either (1) a constraint oa or (2) an opportunity

for regionalism Or some particular *regional approach. Flather,

whether a particularcritical design element is a parameter/

constraint or. a variable/opportunity maywell.differ accord-

ing to which RiD&I function (or combination of R/D&I functions)

is being considered. For example, a three year time line may

be a strong constraint for a basic research project'but may.

not be for a dissemination projects. However, it may be that

mechanisms can be found which would extend the time /irk: for

the basic research project beyond three years -- in which

case, the time line design element is a variable, not a para-

meter.

Finally, the matrix perspective illustrated in Figure 1 permits

each design element to be matrixed against each of the other

design elements. This is illustrated by the shaded portion

of Figure 1, where "purposes" are matrixed against "time lines"

as both a parameter/constraint and a variable/opportunity.

kt C. Some Cautions in Using a matrix Perspective

Having suggested the use of a matrix perspective in design-

ing for regionalism, we now must note several cautions in the

use of the matrix concept.

First, while a matrix perspective may indeed be appropriate, its

use can be a quite complex task.
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Second, developing an understanding of, and the ability to

work within.a matrix framework takes time. It is not done

overnight.

Third, in a similar vein, a fairly high degree of 'raining

would be needid if the pitfalls associated with matrix usage

are to be avoided.
*

Fourth, matrix usage at the guvernmental level may be exceed-

ingly difficult on an inter-agency basis. Individyal govern-.

mental agencies are held responslUe for their specific mission

or program/project mandates. It may tlien be difficult to obtain

the kind of joint, shared decision making which is required

in matrix usage.
r`

Finally, ouvanalysis suggests that according to the criteria

listed by Davis and Lawrence, relevent conditions do exist for

the use of a matrix perspectiye in designing for regionalism

in the educational It/D&I context, At the same time, we recog-

nize the limitations of an overview analysis such as this anal-

isis. Our assumptions about the educational context should,

therefore, be examined in more depth than is possible here.

* Potential pitfalls in matrix usage are discussed in Davis and
Lawrence (1974).

N I ,f1
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3. The Design Process

0

There are, of course, many ways in which a design for regionalism

could be developed. An expert consultant could be employed to develop

a design for regionalism. NIE ortany other single organization

uould develop a design for regionalism using only the skills of its

own staff. The whole design process could simply be "a naturally

emergent" process in which those involved somehow or other decide

to "get together" and design for regionalism if and aa they see fit.

Some combination of the above and/or other design processes could be

used.

An analysis of regionalism in the educational R/D&I context, however,

6points to two critical aspects uf the design process -- at least

from the perspective of a federal agency and NIE.

A Involving Regional Members in Design

and Implementation Processes

First, it appears to be critical to involve in the design process

those members of a region -,ho are to be involved in (cr whose

support is needed for) any particular rtgional activity. This

,conclusion may be drawn from a number of considerations -- and

the cumulative effect of these considerations would seem to be

overwhelming. For example:

The Brookings Institution study (Larthick, 1974)* indicated

that "successful" examples of regionalism were situation-

specific and nit generalizable through a centralized

planning process. We may infer that fhe members of a

region would bn a prime source of knowladge and

* See Chapter Three
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understanding about "situation-spedific" needs and dynamics.

Relatedly, to the extent that a matrix organizational form

is utilized in the regional design, it is Worth noting the

Davis and Lawrence (1977)conclusion that matrix organiza-

tions seem to work best when they are "home grown".

Since for the most part, regional organizations, arrange-

ments, etc. lack independent status and authority°, re-
,

gionalism tends to be highly dependent on the support of

"parent" organizations (Which may well include local organ-

izations within.a region) and of members of.a region who

would.be served or otherwise impacted by.a regional ap-
.

proach. In light of the responsibilites and authority-

(and related "turf" bsues) of SEAs and LEAs, this would

be especially true when regionalism involves the education-

al operational system. An exception might be regional

offices of federal regulatory agencies, but even here an

argument can be made for developing as much intrs-regional

cooperation and support as possible.

Another consideration would be the relatively low mature-

tional development levels of educational R/D&I and o: re-

gionalism in the educational R/D&r context. Under these

conditions, it would not seem probable that regionalism

could be developed effectively without the support of

relevent members of the region.

Several regi . aalism purposes require direct input and/or

response from regional members: mediating local/national

perspectives; coalescing resources within a regional;

developing cultures of collaboration.
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In a word, the nature of regionalism in general,and in the edu-
.

cational R/D&I context in particular appears to be such that the

processes of designing for and implementing regionalism must be

the kind of cooperative, collaborative venture which coalesces

the forces of.the region -- both in terms of understanding

situation-spodif4c needs and dynamics and in terms of develop-

ing support. This would strongly imply a necessity to involve

relevent members of a region in the design process.

B. Intervention.by "External" Parties

Earlier in this chaptei, we noted that one basic approach to

regionalism would be simplY to let it emerge (or not) naturally

with no external inteivention whatsoever. Under such an ap-

proach, no further design process consideration would be needed

beyond those just discussed. This is a strategy worth consid-

ering. At the same time, there are reasons to consider some

.kind-of intervention by an external agency such as NIE. The

bases for such interventions.would be two-fold: (1) an ability

to bring an uverview perspective which any simple regional mem-

ber (or even a det of regional members) would not have; and (2)

an ability to provide some kind of resourcei and/or support

services.
* *

We now turn to look at the implications of this analysis for

such an external agency: NIE.

* The "external" agency could also be an institution within a region
which would not be itself part of a particular regional activity,
arrangement, etc.

** A third basks for intervention by an external agency could be reg-
ulat:f.ng tesponsibility and authority. While this would be a valid
aspect of an analysis of regionalism, it is not particularly rele-
vent for NIE and is therefore not being consnered separately in
this analysis. ,

e:4`.



IV, IMPLICATIONS FOR NIE

Of particular concern for thiS analysis are the implications of edu-
,

cational R/D&I regionalism for NIE. We should note immediately,

however, that by focusing on NIE as a key policy maker faced with

regionalism design lecisioliss we do not mean'to imply in any way that

NIE is the only policy paker which is or should be involved in the

design process; that NIE must or should be involVed in all design

decisions; or that where it is involved, NIE should be some kind of

ultimate, centralized, controlling authority. Indeed, given such

consideratiopi as the responsibility and authority of:SZP.c, and LEAs

the level ol maturational development of educational R/D&I, the

existence of.other agencies which fund educational R/D&I at higher

"levels than can.NIE and who may net even have regional approaches,

not to mention value questions about the issue of "centralized

control" in educLion -- considerations such as these would suggest

that an all-pervasive role by NIE would be neither feasible nor

desirable.
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At the same time, it is important to recognize that NIE is faced

with regionalism design decisions -- both in terms of exibrnal

pressures on NIE for regionalism and in terms of determining if,

when and how a regional approach may or may not be an appropriate

NIE response in relation to the needs of educational R/D&I. The

issue thus becomes one of determining appropriate roles for NIE in

desigding for regionalism.

One further observation should be made here. Issues about NIE's

role 4..n the operation of regionalism cannot (and need not) be

clearly separated from issues of NIE's role at the stage.of

designint, for regionalism. Operational implications must inform

design decisions; and conversely, design decisions will impact

the ,:,perational stage.

t,

2 I1 /
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8,

With the above in mind, there are at least four major roles that

could be relevant for NIE.

First, as an overview agency with missional responsibility Yor edu-

cational R/D&I, NIE could.have an orchestration role. Such an orches-

. tration role would have twd interactive foci: One focus would be Con-

cerned with educational R/D&I within a region and wculd,thus consider

such issues as linkages among regional members and various regional

activities, arrangements etc. -- linkages which can permit eynergy

to develop, resources to be coalesced, complementarities to he

capitalized upon, information to be exchanged, and the like.

The second focus would be on the nature and needs of educational

R/D&I ks se ind would thus consider such overall issues as system

building; developing and maintaining a balance among the R/D&I

functions; devel',Ing synergy acljes P rograms of various federal

funding agencies; and the like. The regional focus must be inter-

acted with the more overall focus on educational R/D&I both to pro-

vide direction to whatever regional approaches are developed and to

. provide's basis for comparing regional and non-regional alternatives.

Second, NIE could use.its resources to support and facilitate existing

regional activities, arrangements, etc..

Third, NIE could use its resources tO stimulate or initiate new (or

re-arranged") regional activities, arrangements, etc.

Both of the last two roles are similar in that (1) they are, in

effect, sub-roles within an orchestration role; (2) they involve a

proactive, selective role for NIE; and (3) they focus on specific

cases or instantes of regionalism albeit evaluating specific in-

stances from an overview, orchestration perspective. The two roles

A

Theoretically, selectivity need not be involved in these roles. How-

ever, this seems to us to be a non-issue. We cannot see NIE either
as hic.ring sufficient resources to "do everything" or as being willing

to.
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differ in two significant ways:

1). whether NIE's policies and strategies center around building

upon what exists (or emerges naturally) vs. adding to or
111

rearranging" regional activities, etc.

2) whether NIE's policies and strategies essentially rely on

the initiative of regional members (a basically passive

approach to regionalism) or takes initiative itself for the

development of regionalism.

Obviously, the "purite,of these distinctions is solely conceptual -- both
roles can be performed simultaneously and in interaction. However, the
distinction is not merely a matter of Conceptualism. The extent to which
NIE emphasizes either role more than the other or seeks to use both inter-..

actiyely will haye significant policy and strategy implications.

Fourth, NIE could perform a buffering role for regional activities,

etc. This could be a crucial role, given the fluctuations to which

regionalismis subject; the tendency of regionalism to each indepen-

dent status and review; the immaturity of educational R/D&I region-

alism. it may well be that regionalism cannot work unless adequate

buffering mechanisms are provided.

These, then, represent four basic roles that N1E might undertake in

relation to educational R/D&I regionalism. Other roles (or other

categorizations of roles) could of course be developed. These,

however, seem to us to provide a framework for N1E policy and strategy

analysis and decision which is consistent with our analysis of educa-

tional R/D&I regionalism. The:roles are not mutually exclusive -- and

indeed, the latter three roles may be seen au ways of operationalizing

the orchestration role. And, as a final note, each of these roles

may involve .he range of rpgional forms and purposes which this

analysis has. discussed.
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PREFACE

The analysis which follows is incomplete. It represents the first section

of what had been intended to be the design of a program planning system

'for NIE. Originally, this study had been requested by members of the

policy planning group at NIE. Unfortunately, just as we began work on

this studY, A major change took place at the Agency, leaving us without

a client for the project, without a group with whom we could interact.

In the light of this situation, it was determined that it would not be
,

feasible or useful to proceed with the analysis as originally planned.

Wt had however, already begun preliminary work on the design of the proposed

system. This.work invclved an analysis of environmental and process charac-

.teristics that would need to be considered. Most specifically we were

beginning to delve into.the political dimensions of the issue that seemed

likelY to be of critical importance.

It was our assessment that this paper ',although essentially only a fragment

of a policy analysis) contained an additional demonstration of the potential .

scope of our analytical framework for policy analysis. This made it worth .

including in the collection -- as a "think piece". It should be read in

this light.

. :P
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The Setting for Program Planning

We take as our basic point of departure the observation that NIE

is a participant in many systems of activity. Though an ex-

haustive listing of these systems is neither possible nor rte.-

' cessary here, those having strong impact on NIE's mission and

operations 'are worth pointing out.

At the most universal level, NIE participates in a societal sys-

tem or context, roughly eqUivalent to American society as a

whole. Identification of an undifferentiated societal context

is helpful in emphasizing two points. One, general social values

must be taken account of in policy analysis. Two, society pro-

vides resources to organizations, like NIL, and demands various

benefits in retuin for continued support. In other words, or-

ganizations exist to serve people, not to pursue their own

abstract ends. Of course, NIE interacts primarily not with un-

differentiated individuals, but with more organized groups

within the societal sphere. One of the most important systems

in which NIE participates is a political system, consisting of

the federal branches of government, state and local govern-

mental units, and groups whose main activities may be charac-

terized as "lobbying". Within this political system, NIE is

an active participant in still other sub-systems -- e.g., the

executive bureaucracy.*

*See Figure 1.
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To complete the picture for present purposes, intersecting the

political is another important system in which NIE participates. This will

be termed a scientific system, consisting of producers, developers, and

disseminators of knowledge and other "scientifiet products. Within the

scientific system, NIE most actively participates in an educational

R/D&I sub-system as shown:

t.;
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The above illustration is intended to suggest several orienting

points. First, program-planning judgments are made within e

context of multiple and often conflicting interests. "Focusing"

such interests is a major task of policy analysis. Second,

these interests influence NlE in diverse ways. In soma cases,

society may impact NIE directly. In other cases, this impact

is channelled through particular systems, e.g.: the federal

bureaucracy, Congress, universities, tbs scientific system.

Third, decision-mAking within NIE is complicated by the neces-

sity to consider relationships between these other systems

(where NIE is not a direct participant). For instance, the

nature of university-Congress relationships mAy be a relevant

concern in NIE's strategy formulation. To the extent that uni-

versities (or any other units in the scientific system) enjoy

or lack representation by aggressive Congressional lobbies,

university potential to support future NIE budgetary requests

will be high or moderate. Such a contingency is a.relevant con-

sideration in allocating NIE's presently available resources and

evaluating ongoing programs. Fourth, with respect to its primary

mission, NIE has a variety of potential collaborators as well

as competitors. Consequently, project potential for encouraging

cooperatior mid meeting competition becomes an important issue.

Finally, within a general societal context, N1E functions at the

intersection of two primary systems -- the political and the

scientific -- which are quite different in nature. It is the

contrasting values of these two systems which are likely to

present the greatest difficulties in program planning and eval-

uation.

. Political-Scientific Contrasts

For purposes at hand, it isessential to bear in mind that N1E

functions fully, legitimately, and simultaneously in both the

2?1`
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scientific and political systems.* This recognition is required

to avoid over7simplified and parochial analyses which may re-.

sult from identifying NIE too exclusively with one, or another

of these systems. To illustrate, one might view NIE as an or-

ganization which exists in a political "environment," but which

participates primarily in an "educational R&D system." Such a

viewpoint may be quite useful for analyzing narrow technical.

issues. However, this viewpoint is likely to underemphasize

political considerations when broad questions of program policy

are addressed. These questions are becter handled by treating

politicai concerns not as extraneous influences, but as central

features of die system of governmental and special interest

units within whiCh NIE must bargain for continuea existence.

On the other hand, one ought not allow political issues to ob-

scure NIE's mission in the scientific.area: "to provide lead-

sership in the conduct and support of scientific inquiry into .

the education process (P.L. 92-318, 1972)." Exclusive concern

with bureaucratic survival and growth (e.g., through non-

discriminating bargaining for support) is likely to ultimately

deflect NIE from its legislated role: With respect to this

role, we have noted in an earlier report that the existing edu-

cational RID&I system is "immature" and weakly rinked. Therefore:

If education'is to be served by a quality R&D system,
two major requirements will need to be satisfied.- These
involve (a) system building, maintenance and protection
and (b) system orchestzation.

Only futility and frus\ tion cin come from policies
that ignore the state of he educational R&D system;
policies which implicitly assume: viable Research/
Development/Dissemination andother institutions which
are reasonably well linked to Bsstch other and to prac-
tice; policies which assume that Users are able to adopt
quality R&D outputs, able to properly,generate and im-
plement their own significant innovations and able to
identify and'feed forward"their real mseds to Developers,
etc.; policies which assume that the provision of funds
to procure R&D outputs and programs are the primary re-

*Sae Figure 2
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quirements for success. We suggest, in contrast, that
system building, institution building,and rebuilding, and
personnel development are top current priorities for edu-

.

cational R&D. Further; it is' not enough merely to build.
A flagiles politically exposeeend weak system must be
maintained and protected (Eadnois Spivak aftd Hofler, 1976: ii).

The.point is that NIE must'both (1) coordinate scientific in-

quiry into the educational process, while (2) gaining autonomy

as a viablopolitical unit which is able.to, in fact, exercise

leadership. These dual concerns suggest "system building" on

two fronts: building an educational R/D&I system in the scien-

tific area and a system of supportive constituents in the po-

litical.

What makes simultaneous action in political and scientific

areas difficult is a difference in fundamental orientations

which appear necessary for system building in each. A con-

cern with political system building suggests an orientation to-

ward organizational survival and growth. Planning for sur-
)

vival and growth, in turn, suggests a "process" model of de-

cision-making. In such a model, analysis centers on the process

of resource disposition, "The activity by which bargains are

struck ands allocations negotiated -- the so-called rules of

the game and the strategies of the contestants (Schick, p.138)."

The process model aims at incremental modification of resource

allocations, via log-rolling and pluralistic procedures of

evaluation.

In contrast, a concern with R&D system building suggests an

orientation toward rational goal attainment. Planning for

goal attainment, in turn, suggests a "rational systems" model

of decision making. In this mpdel, analysis focuses on ob-

jective outcomes and the relation of sub-objectives to those

outcomes (e.g., determination of an "optimue project mix through

cost/benefit analysis). The rational model aims at non-

incremental modification of the status quo, via long-range and
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centralized planning procedures.

Given the above contrasts, a number of relevant questions come

to mind. Should program planning by NIE edghasize one or another

of thede orientations? A mix of the two, depending on the issue?

A blend of both fOr all issues?__These are the.sOrts of questions

to be tackled in a more comprehensive study. In the balance of

this report, a general strategy for integrating political and

'scientific orientations will be outlined. ,

3. Inadequacies of Process and Rational-Systems Frameworks

As a rough.generalization, we propose that neither the process

(political) nor the rOional-systems (scientific) orientationi

provide totally appropriate frameworks for program planning. In

our.present age of systems analysis,.the deficiencies of the pro-.

Gess model of analysis and budgeting ars well documented (see,

e.g., Schick, 1969).

Foremost among these is the fact Xhat the political system does

not guarantee positive outcomes for all concerned. An assump-

tion of process analysis is that a democratic, political pro-

cess of self-interested bargaining will produce positive out-

comes for all, because discontented groups will not tolerate

perceived ine44ties. The theory is that such discontented

groups will disrupt the political process until their require-

ments for cooperation are satisfied. Thus, the absence of

political conflict is de facto evidence that the process is

working properly. From this viewpoint the intent of policy

decisions -- e.g., budgetary allocations -- should be to mini-

mize conflict (which is an indicator that the process is mal-

functioning). The practical iMplication for program planning

is: Throw dollars at the squeaky wheels. What the process

model ignores, however, are extreme power differentials be-

tween system participants. These differentials may prevent

2,71
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a relatively powerless group from effectively pressing their

claims on systach resourcqs. Hence, the absence of extreme po-
e

litical conflict is not evidence of a smoothly working system

nor a guarantee that positive outcomes are produced for all

concerned. In sum, though.a purely political orl.entation to

program planning may appear democratic, pluralistic, and so on,

it may also be extremely unlusb.

It is this likely unjust character of power-responsive political

Systems which causes concern to.the rational-systems aualyst.
0

The rational-systems modeZ attempts to impose order on the po-

litical process by compensating for power differentialS, which

%
tend to produce unfavorable outcomes for relatively.powerless

participants. The theory here is that,.just as government

must regulate a 'free' economy to prevent abuse of power by

large concerns, so the political prodess must be directed or

focused.'to insure'positive outcomes for all. The principal failure

of the process approach to policy analysis is seen to be the lack

of specific concern with outcomes.

And the central focus of the rational-systems model is on these

outcomes or objectives. The implication for program planning is:

establish clear goals and pursue them in a logical, cost-effective

manner (e.g., via MO, PPBS, zero-base budgeting, etc.)

The 'rational-systems orientation, however, creates additional

problems. Though it aims at purposeful policy and just outcomes,

it often does so in an extreme fashion which is elitist and, in

fact, non-responsive to constituent interests. Furthermore, the

rational-systems model is technically defective. This last

charge may seem frivolous given the scientific flavor of 'systems

analysis,' and it warrants juttification.

With respect to program planning, the main defect of the ration-
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al-systems orientation is that federal, departmental, and agency

goals frequently defyl aningful specification. This point is

illustrated'ty Rose (1976, 1977), who documents the 'implementa-

tion and evaporation' of management by objectives (MBO) within

the federal government during the Nixon-Ford Administration. By

way of background, Rose identifies a conceptual shift of the

Nixon Administration away from political problems of choice (w wa

sets wh;ts a focus of the Execut:"..ve Office during the Kennedy-

Johnson years) to rational problems of management (What gets done).

Characteristic of this shift was an attempt to implement MBO

throughout the Exacuiive Branch in order to better control the

activities and performance of major program managers. In 1973 .

a presidential directive requested department and agency heads

to submit, through the Office of Management and _adget (OMB), a

list of primary goals and objectives for the coming year, which

were to form the basis of a White House agenda tor action and

accountability. The process was repeated in 1974, after- which

time OMB interest in monitoring the program waned. Rose attri-

butes loss of Executive Office intereat in MBO to the trivial

nature of objectives cataloged in 1973 and 1974; and this_is

the interesting aspect of the story for present purposes. The

majority of objective submitted by agencies turned out to be short-

term, modest, and noncontroversial:

Analysis of the presidential objectives filed by the
agencies with OMB shows that 81 per cent for 1973 and
80 per cent for 1974 were apolitical (i.e., noncontroversial).
The objectives were noncontroversial, because they referred to
consensual aims such as the preparation of a report by a given
date without any commitment as to content; the implementation
of a new act of Congress that was their responsibility to
fulfill; or actions that had low likelihood of causing pro-
test by politically active groups. The absence of contro-
versy made such objectives-safe for bureaucrats to present
to political superiors. But it also meant that busy Exec-
utive Office staff had no positive incentive to take an
interest in them and paid a high opportunity cost in time
to monitor noncontroversial achievements of government,
when there were many controversial issues to seek to in-
fluence (Rose, 1977: 68).

dr*
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The moral is that objectiVes gain legitimacy as evauative

criteria to the extent that interested organizational parti-

cipants agree on their importance. .The uncertain political

environment of the Executive Office, however, precludes con-

sensus on the value of many critical activities and results.

Gonsequentli, those oNectives that are agreeable (to Executive

Brandh personnel and clients)/ reflect rather uninteresting areas

of accountability. Rose concludes: "rhe management-by-

objectives syitem can handle government actions that fall be-

tween the purely routine, exciting neither interest nor contro-

versy, and the strictly political, where controversy and interest

are joined (1976, p. 143)."

The Fractical.(agnecy-level) approach of the rational-systems ana-

lyst un:er cnnditions of goal dissbnsus is to outline numerous

program goals -- none of which are satisfactory to all clients,

but which, as a set, are acceptable to most. Now the central-

problem of rational-systems analysis comes to light: .how are

resources to be allocated in pursuit of these multiple, and often

conflicting, goals? This problem is especially acute for large-

mission, less affluent agencies, like NIE, which cannot fund all

programs areas at the level required to satisy a diverse clientele.

It is our contention that a'rational-systems approach to program

plaru,ing leaves this problem largely unresolved. One must return

to tha political arena to define priorities where resources are

scarce in.relation to mission.

Political Considerations in Ilannin&

To sum up the foregoing discussion, the rational-systems approach

attains its "rationality" by assuming away the most difficult

part of the planning process -- the setting.of organizational

goals. By assuming that operational goals are immediately avail-

able or can be easily found, the rational-systems planner can

focus a great number of sophisticated techniques on the mans

23 ,
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of goal accomplishment. But organizational life is not so

simple.

As mentioned previously, organizations exist ultimately to

benefit people, not to pursue their own abstract ends. Con-

sequently, the ends of organization cannot be defined indepen-

dently of the interests of clientele or stakeholder groups.

Such groups will generally disagree over the value of parti-

cular organizatleaal-outcomes, and so some methodof priori-

tizing stakeholder interests is require& in choosing an oper-

ative goal mix. The political system,/ unjust as it sometimes

may be (by overrepresenting powerful interests), is still

superior to any otherocurt of opinion in giving expression to

stakeholder prioric.ies.

Thus, a process approach to planning (political, incremental,

and fragmented in character) seems necessary for the determination

of operative organizational goals -- i.e., in NIE's case, for

the determination of substantive program allocations. Whether to

el,courage more or less effort in the area of basic skills, for

example, is an issue pro,arly aecided by reference to the re-

latively democratic machinery of the political system -- including,

of course, educational interest groups. (Still,.a rational-

systems approach is appropriate to the planning of organizational

means -- e.g., R/D&I functional requiremcints. This sort of plan-

ning will be discussed in the next sectitn.)

If one admits to the legitimacy of the political, process approach

to determining a substantive program mix, the next question is

how such an approachlends itself to.any sort of planning at all.

Compared to the rational-systems model, the process model appears

to opt for fragmented response to political pressure instead of

planning. BUt, as noted by Lindbloom (whom we will draw on

heavtly in outlining the process approach):
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There has been and there continues to be a genuine
difference in approach to improved decision making
between two.schools of thought. The one school
stresses system, science, and rationality in con-
ventional ways. The other (process.approach) stresses
system no less - I should say, even more; but instead
of stressing.conventional notions of the scientific
approach to problem solving, it stresses the need for
new Strategies to cope with problems that run far
beyond man's conventionally scientific capacities ....

Suppose we want to know what pedagogical methods are
best for motivating disadvantaged children to read in
elementary schools, We simply do mit have all the in-
lormatiOn we need for an ideal decision. We do not
*mint enough about themotivation of children, about
the learning procets, or about the practical possibilities
of converting teachers to'new methods of instruction.
With a problem of this complexity, we are.in fact not
going to do much better than flounder at best. The
conventionally scientific advice to us as decision makers
is that we get all the information we can and that we
examine the problem as fully and completely as possible:
The.conventionally scientific prescriptions do not, how-
ever, tell us which of the limited amounts of information
we have time and money to collect which we should try to
get and which we should get along without. Nor do the
conventional scientific prescriptions tell us just what
to do about specifying our educational objectives when
we are in fact in'a situation in which we are all some-
what uncertain about them and in some serious disagree-
ment over them. The conventional.prescriptions to be
careful, scientific, formal, and quantitative fall far
short of what we need as guides to'improve decision
making (Lindbloom, 1972, pp. 4-8).

Operationally, the process approach to planning consists of a set

of strateglas for 'reducing the uncertainties of managing within

--a complex political system. These strategies can be framed in

terms of a.set of practical guidelines as follows:

A. Satisfice.

The rational-systems approaca to decision making makes a
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number of suspicious assumptions about human, cognitive

capacity. One of these is that complex social problems

can be solved just like more clementary prototypes through:

1. setting policy ideals or goals,

2.. enumerating alternative means,

3. comparing goals and consequences of alternative

means,

4. ielecting means Whose consequences best* match the

goals. .

The basic idea is to maximize goal attainment via scientific

seltction of the best means available. What this approach

typically neglects, however, is the cost of finding an ideal

goal set and gathering information regarding the 'best'

means. For complex social problems the costs involved would

simply be staggertng. Consequently, the advice of the pro-

cess analyst is not to maximize an ideal goal set but to

satisfice with respect to an acceptable one -- that is, to

look for a strategy which is 'good enough' rather than 'the

best', in order to minimize costs of search.

B. Compare Policy Increments.

The process approach recognizes the difficulty of deter-

mlning a goal set and means of implementation that is even

'good enough' -- much less, ideal -- from the viewpoint of

organizational stakeholders (who include, of course, in-
,

ternal policy makers). To further simplify polic:- analysis,

the process model recommends limiting search to policy al-

ternatives which are not too (or only incrementally) different

.1
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from existing policies. This suggests, for example, chang-

ing funding patterns across substantive areas in small in-

crements. The advantages of incrementalism are twofold.

One, existing policies are generally the result of exten-

sive prior bargaining with stakeholders who compete for

organizational resources (including policy commitments).

Thus, these policies reflect an often delicate balance

between diveise interests. Severe disruptions of such

balance are inadvised unless an organization isstrong and

prosperous enough to weather the controversy and political

conflict which is likely to ensue. NIS, obviously, is not.

A second advantage of incrementalism is that planners are

led to search in the area of greatest familiarity. Like the

drunk under the lamp post, the assumption is that the keys

are lost in the immediate vicinity. Admittedly, this is a

poor strategy to pursue indefinitely, but if the area

beyond the lamp post is uncertain and "threatening, it is

logical to,begin where there is light. Less metaphorically,

the poitit is that planners have the greatest. familiarity

with issues and consequences relating to present policies

and the decisions which occasioned them. Hence, it is

rational to explore areas of greateSt expertise before

searching afield.

C. Factor Problems Serially.

'Seriality', added to incremantalism, allows one to carry the

lamp post along in the process of search. This strategy

highlights the fact that federal policy-making is often a

;continuing series of small steps rather than one large leap:

In the U.S., policy analysts nibble endlessly at taxation,

social security, national defense, conservation, foreign

aid, and the like. Policy analysts assume that these

ej I
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problems are never solved, and hold themselves in readiness
to return to them again and again. That kind of persistence
in policy making has transformed the society. America,
observers say, has gone through an industrial revolution, an
organizational revolution, a revolution in economic organi-
zations (from laissez faire to a highly regulated economy),
and a revolutlon in the role of the family -- but-all

, through policy sequences so undramatic as to obscure the
magnitude of change (Lindbloom, 1968, p. 26).

The ideal of seriality is that one can plan such policy

steps by breaking.down complex'social problems into a

number of imal/er problems, which are tackled sequentially.

The difference between ieriality and more theoretical

forms of systems analysis is that the planner builds from

possible modifications of the status quo rather than from

an ideal 'total' solution. That is, rather than attempting

to construct a master blueprint for change (such as a PERT

chart), the planner seleCtJ a first step having likely

positive consequences. Invariably, any policy step is then

planned to correct for these negative consequences of the

first, and so on.

The advantages of serial planning are its flexibility and

adaptability to mid-stream correction. For complex problems

with uncertain constraints, these advantages are signifi-

cant indeed.. 'Errois' will, of course, be made in any

analysis; but the concept of seriality allows maximal op-

portunity to correct for them, since the whole planning pro-

cess deals essentially in error correction. The central stra-

tegy involves planning a series of rapid incremental policy

moves, guided by one's own projection of the negative con-

sequences of each move and feedback of unanticipated negative

consequences. These consequences are 'errors' which disrupt

other forms of planning, but which are informative inputs into

serial planning.



D. Take Remedial Action.

This aspect of process planning is logically implied by

the others. It suggests a focus on negative consequences

'rather than positive objectives as guides for policy ana-

lysis. Lindbloam summarizes many of our earlier points in

his argument for remediality:

It is a common complaintagainst public policy making
that decisions do not seem to be well governed by
carefully considered objectives and other values.
Indeed decisions are not well governed in this way,
nor can they be. For the relevant values run off
in every direction for all complex public policy

- problems. In addition, the relevant public is in
disagreement on them. Under these circumstances,
while one can ache for articulation of goals to.be sought,
hoping forever for the impossible, as an alternative one
can try to define not the goal to be sought but the
situation from which escape is desired (1972, p. 12).

The key idea of remediality is that it is much easier to

.identify social 'ills' than a positive social ideal. Fur-

thermore, it is much less controversial to attick such ills

(vs. social ideals), since stakeholders are more likely to

agree on the negative aspects of their awn society than on

the positive characteristics of a projected one. A remedial

stxategy, finally, allows one to prioritize political claim-

ants In a manner which avoids the potential injustice of

raw power politics (a defect of the general process approach

as noted previously). Focusing substantive allocations 'on

obvious oocial ills -- reacting deficiencies of eco-

nomically disadvantaged ch!.1dren -- is a strategy qonsistent

with both contemporary tlought on the nature of social jus-

tice (Hart, 1914; Harmon, 197-) and a pragmatic concern with

thegeneration of Congressioral ..Aurency for NIE's own re-

source requests.
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The above strategies recommended for determining substantive

allocations (e.g., what areas of research to fund) may seem

unduly conservative given the sophisticated planning tools

offered by the rational-Systems analyst --'0/R4 PPBS, MBO,

and so on. But such tools operate on policy objectives as

givens -- a very special case of planning. For the most part,

policy objectives are set in the process of planning, simply

because the'planner has insufficient prior knowledge of the

relative value of social goals. It is recognition of this .

huMan, cognitive limitation (i.e., not knowing whatls'best'

for other people) which Underlies the process model. It's

conservative bend derives from the fear that an objectified

social 'idea1,1,.needed to guide-more comprehensive planning,

will be the ideal not of society, but of the fallible Taanners

themselves -- who, with enough power, might be tempted to

force their cOnception on the unenlightened.

All this is not to say that a rational-systems approach is

valueless. On the contrary, where organizational ends are

non-controversial, rational-systems procedures can be quite

useful guides to t.he selection of organizational means.

Our focus now turns from questions of what 2rogram areas to

fund -- e.g., basic skills or school problem solving --

to how funding night best be distributed among functional

means -- research, dissemination, etc. -- to a given mix of

substantive programs.

5. 3ysems Considerations in Planni..A.

For purposes of analysis, it is useful to again emphasize

the dual aspect of planning we have discussed in preceding

sections. one aspect is political, involving organizational

ends and allocation of resources among substantive or pro-

grammaLic areas of investigation. This aspect of planning

Zit
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appears to be well recognized by NIE in that a programmatao

structure dominates the formal organization. We have suggested

a process approach to planning across these areas. The other

aspect of planning involves RID&I system building, organization-

al means, and allocation of resources among functional features

of educational RID&I. It is this aspect of.planning which ap-

pears less formally institutionalized by NTE, though it.isi of

course, recognized throughout the informal organization. And

it is this aspect of planning which can'be facilitated by a

rational-systems approach. As in the prior section, we later

will outline a few guidelines.rather than a detailed formula

for such planning.

6. Toward an Operational Planning Model

An integrated planning model must consider the dual aspects of

Political and scientific system-rbuilding we have emphasized from

the start. In most respects, the requirements for system-building

in each area are conceptually distinguishable, and'separate political.

and scientific project-selection criteria can be identified. It is

useful to divide the selection process into two phases involving-(1)

politically-based determination of organizational ends or substantive

program area's, and (2) selection of projects within program areas on

the basis of potential for R/D&I system building. (The rationale

for the priority of political concerns was presented in Section 4).

At the program level, selection criteria would'encompass the previously

described characteristics of the process model, possibly as a series

of scored inquiries:

Incrementalism - e.g., Does program represent a minor change in

agency direction?
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Remediality e.gt, Does program attack negative consequences

of current educational practice?

-
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Seiiality - e.g., Does program have clear implications for other

educational problem areas?

e.g.,Does program complement others in such away
I

that the agency goal-set is more attracttve to. conatituents?

(This is a "bottom line" Auestion best answered by enumerating

stakeholder groups and assessing the extent of their satisfaction

with.the-currei prograft'idi. New programs should address

areas of greatest dissatisfaction.)

ce program areas are established, of course, projects need not

be valuated According to politiCal criteria, but only according to

fit th program-set and potential for R/D&I system-building.

:Tying program and project levels together is an overriding and

consistent theme that has surfaced throughout our report. This theme

relates to i'he establishment, through funding policies, of inc::.ttives

for cooperatidq. The importance of these incentives is frequently

overlooked in policy analyses. For instance, the need for political

incentives is overlooked by analysts who simply bemoan the lack of

Congressional support for educational R&D. One might more profitably

ask, "Why should Congress suppo4 it? What are potential incentives

for Congressional support?" With respect to the R/D&I system, incen-

tives are overlooked by analysts who approach the "systematizing"

process simply in terms of mechanical linking. Again, one might

more profitably abk, "From their own perspectives, why should functional

groups (e.g., researchers and users) cooperate? What incentives are

lacking?" The point is that building political and sCientific

systems from aggregates of more or less autonomous units requires

miire.than the provision of opportunity for interaction. It requires

the provision of a.reason for coordination on the part of those units.



We are assuming here that political units and particular organizations

which comprise the functional features of R/D&I are concerned, first,

with their own goals, survival, and interests. One must recognize

that such uaits do not share the common goal of coalescing into a

unified system. Renee, "systems" of these organizations will evolve

to the extent that components find it individually advantageous to

cooperate with one another; and system building is most effectively

focused on incentives for this cooperation. In the case of educa-

tional R/D&I, a focus on incentives attacks the primary problem of

linking functional areas. Given a strong incentive for cooperation

and at least some opportunity for interaction, it is likely that

functional organizations will forge their own linking mechanisms

over time - e.g., commercial, text salespersons. (The reverse is

not true: high opportunity and low incentive is unlikely to encourage

interaction). This incentive-driven evolution of linkages is quite

well-known in the private sector, where it proceeds without (and

often counter to) elaborate, federal planning efforts. It seems

highly appropriate to attempt tc capitalize on this phenomenon.

given NIE's limited resources in relation to the system-building

mission.

Operationaily, the functional-incentive component of a project may

be conceptualized in terms of its potential value to other functional

organizations. One way of estimating such value is to query specialists

(i.e., reviewers) across the range of.R/D&I functions. For example,

a research project might be subjected-to the scrutiny of not only

other researchers (to determine teche,!al merit), but also developers,

users, etc. (to determine incentive value). The focus of inquiry

in all cases would be on the information value of the project to

diverse functional specialists - that is, "Is the project likely to

encourage interaction?" This manner of operationalizing the linking

potential of a project also attacks the problem of balancing functional

features of educational R/D&I. "Balance" is a notoriously fuzzy term,

but in general it indicates an equilibrium between supply and demand
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(across functional featurw). Inter-functional review oft projects

points out areas of excess supply (revealed by negative reviews) and

unsatisfied demand *(revealed by positive reviews).- Hersee, just'as

economic markets tend toward equilibrium, "balance" among functions

is a like1:7, long-term outcome of funding on the basis of inter-

functional value.

Before closing the issue of inter-functional review, we recognize

that functional groups may fail to appreciate the "systemic" or

future value of significant innovations. However, the risk of not

funding such innovations is a necessary one in 442:economical

process for.sorting out project worth in pr..1nt time. :LCone

recalls Polany's argument for consensual, scientific orthodoxy,

the issue is the same: true scientific contributions _Ian be

suppressed within a discipline as a result of relying on present-time

estimates of value, but this is a justifiable price of disciplinary

integrity. So it is, if one wishes to build integrity among R/D&I

Iunctionb.

In summary, we propose that program planning and project selection

are most appropriately gonducted within a two-dimensional framework:

PROGRAH.ALEVEL CRITERIA:

Program value to NIE

stakeholders

(p o lit ital _system-

building)

PROJECT-LEVEL CRITERIA:

Project value across functional

features of educational R/D&I

(R/D&I system-building)
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Projects of greatest merit, obviously, are those possessing high

.-potenttal value on both dimensions.

7. Moirlitoring Implications

In this section, we introduce a final concept of importance to

program planning: system monitoring; Monitoring is important for two

reasons. First, the informational requirements of a lully developed

planning model are non-trivial. As outlined in.'the preceding

section, inputs to such a model would include the values of
e I

organizational stakeholders, the prioeties of functional

specialists, and so on. Secondly, in building both political and

R/D&I systeiiis, one must be able to evaluate the effects of ftinding

spolicies. Evaluation, of course, requires information about major

system characteristics. At the outset, we recognize that informa-

tion collection is a costly process. Much monitoring in organize-

ttons undoubtedly generates data of dubious value and stmply drains

resources from other critical activities. Yet, systematic monitoring.

of well-selected phenomena can have a significant payoff. The key-

is selectivity and a clear purpose for information colleccion.

Initially, we suggest two pressing purposes for monitoring: program

planning (including political and R/D&I system building) and

organizational evaluation. The general categories of information

required to advance these purposes involve the state of,the political

system and the state of the educational R/D&I system. Thus, a four-

cell table f2 purposes x 2 informational categories) of mo itoring

activities results:
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purposes

planning

evaluation
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informational
-requirements

state of state of
political R/D&I
system system

II

IV

It is instructive at this point to compare the relevant informational

content of these four cells. (Though we cannot fully specify cell

content in a brief report, central categories of information can be

described.)

Cell I -- characteristics of'the political system relevant to

planning -- consists largely of the values of groups comprising

this system: i.e., what do co-actors.00/11000te pctlicy making process

want? The value of such inforgieftn should belapparent from our
e'

earlier discussion. NIE cannot determine policies, goals, or

programmatic.directions in an independent fashion. Statutory

missions and priorities are simply too general to serve as anything

more that rough policy 'domains'. Within these domains, NIE can

pursuesa wide variety of programs or operative goals -- some likely

to build political support, some unlikely to build support. We have

argued that organizational continuity requires selection of the

for-er. Selection of a supportable goal-set through policy analysis,

however, requires knowledge of what states of affairs political

participants value. To illustrate:

"The President fears that Congress will cut aid to Latin
America. His most effective means of inducing Congress
not to cut may be to find a vatue that he believes stirs
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congrassmen -- like restraining the spread of communism

in LaLin America -- and show them how aid achieves that

value. His own interest in aid may be quite different.

There might not even be one common problem to which

President and Congress think aid is a possible solution.

It is enough that he can influence them by analysis

designed to connect his desired policy with their

fulldamental dispositions or values." (Lindblom, 1968, p. 33).

Hence, the importance of monitoring such values for planning purposes.

In the case of NIE, 'the values of many polittcal units are relevant

to the planning function. Directly involved groups like Congress,

OMB, SEAs, educational lobbies, and so on, are obvious candidates

for monitoring. In addition, groups not directly linked to NIE's

policy domain -- unions, professional societies, etc. -- might be

worth monitoring, since demonstration of compatabilities between

their values and NIE's programmatic directions may generate

significant pOlitical support. Which specific groups to monitor

is a decision best left to NIE administrators. But two general

cautions are in order.

One, interest group values are themselves potentially inconsistent.

Two, these values may change over time. Fortunately, interest-group

'leaders' are usually available to articulate 'the stable values' of

various organizations. Interest-group leaders may be found among

professional lobbyists, Washington-based public relations staffs,

and the like. Such individuals are often cast as unprincipled

manipulators of public policy; but, in fact, they can be quite

useful collectors and organizers of interest-group values. For

instance, Bauer, Pool and Dexter report great reliance of Congressmen

on lobbyists to perform this function:

"One Congressman, when asked whet he had heard from the

lobby groups on his side and whether they had pushed him,

said: "Hell, no, it's just the other way around; it's

./
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me calling them up and trying to shaft them tr get off
their f4t rears and get out and do something. To many
a Congrilssman, the interest organization is a source of
information about the attitudes of significant groups
in his pUblic, a source of research data and speech
material. and an unofficial propaganda ally to help him
put hIs own case forward." (1963, p. 440)

The point is that value monitoring is done by interest group-leaders;

the information is generally available for the asking; and NLE might

profitably seek out and 'monitor these monitors.'

Cell II in our information matrix -- characteristics of the R/D&I

system 'relevant to planning -- likewise consists largely of values.

. Given our emphasis on system-building through incentive provision,

the important values in this case are those of functional special-

ists (i-Aviduals or organizations) in educatimal R/D&I. Our

contention is that an R/D&I systeirnay be effectively 'orchestrated'

by NIE, but most effectively 'built' by the participants themselves.

There are two reasons:

1. We have inadequate knowledge of what an effective,

balanced, fully mature, educational R/D&I system

should look like.

2. Even if this knowledge were available, NIE probably

has insufficient resources to build such a system.

With the above in mind, we have suggested that NIE fund projects of

high ",Ler-lunctional value, and thus, provide incentives for inter-

action (linking) across functional areas. This approach to project

selection requires knowledge of the values of basic and appllad

resea zhers, developers, producers, disseminators, and users of

educational innovation.

Again, the decision of which specific groups to monitor is an admini-

4
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strative one. NIE must determine the potential relevance of functions

which might be induced to cooperate. But, again, it is advisable to

consider a wide variety of functional groups -- in addition to well-

recognized categories, for example, physical and philosophical

disciplines, marketing organizations, etc. AA with interest-group

valueg, those of functional specialists can be estimated by functional

'leaders' journal editors, disciplinary authorities, commercial

:executives, local administrators, and so on. Howeyerj it must be

46ognized that 'group values' become more diffuse as one moves from

political to functt .aal entities. Furthermore, functional leaders

normally are less devoted to the collection, mobilization, articulation,

and dissemination of group values than are professional lobbyists.

Consequently, monitoring of functional values cannot rely solely

on information provided by functional 'leaders'. This information

channel must be augmented by other sources. For instance.

1. The growing body of literature on professional values,

2. Informal, content analysis of professional- meeting

programs, proceedings and reports,

3. 'Clipping' scans of the popular press.

final option, and perhaps the most straightforward one, is use

of internal and commissioned surveys of functional specialists.

Compared to other methods of value monitoring, the survey is a

rather costly technique (in terms of both administration and

interpretation); but it can be more direct, comprehensive, flexible,

and timely than other monitoring tools. These are significant

advantages.

The final cells in our information matrix -- characteristics of the

political (cell III) and R/D&I (cell IV) systems relevant to evalua-
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tion -- are closely interrelated. As proposed earlier, political

features are pertinent to organizational ends. Hence, cell III

consists of.summative evaluation criteria. R/0 & I features, on the

other hand, are associated with organizatioral means; and cell IV

contains formative evaluation criteria. Th, informational content

of cell IV will be explored first.

Formative criteria for evaluating educational R.D&I appear to be

well understood by NIE, and our discussion here will be brief.

Formative criteria are more or lass objective descriptions of the

'shape' of the R/D&I system. These descriptions include operating-

system characteristics, R&D institutional configurations, funding

patterns, personnel distributions, dissemination/utilization indices,

and so on. Data of this sort are generally labeled 'social Indicators';

and a comprehensive sat of indicators is already monitored by N1E.

The 1976 Databook, for example, is a product illustrating the funda-

mentals of R/D&I system monitoring. Though one might quibble with

'certain data-reporting categories, our recommendation for improving

such efforts is to structure data in a form for maximal internal

utility. This implies a flexible, experimental information sysem

which remains open to emerging administrative needs. Hence, we

will not suggest specific content modifications, but we strongly

urge that reportinr categories (initially, usually the most easily

collected) not be cast in stone.

With respect to social indicators in general, ue also wish to stress

their formative character. That is, they are useful measures of

how the R/D&I system is operating, but dubious measures of end

results. It must be recognized that social indicators are not

value-free 'pictures' of a system. Anything so compler as educational

R/D&I can be viewed from an infinite variety of perspectives. And

what one chooses to 'see' or monitor invariably depends on personal

values. Of course, certain personal values - e.g., those of

experienced administrators -- may point out phenomena of importance
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for system functioning. However, once a phenomenon is considered a

system end, the values of others -- e.g., 'taxpayers' --. are just

as relevant to the judgment of whether that phenomenon is important

or not. Irving Kristol, generally supportive of social indicators,

notes:

"Any kind of Social Report would, in the eyes of many,
entail a danger: it could involve government in making
the kinds of judgments of value that, in our political
order, are the prerogatives of the individual citizen
or of the organizations of which he is a voluntary

member. This danger is not imaginary. If - perhaps

one should pay when - we do have a Social Report, it

will be necessary to subject it to rigorous and
skeptical criticism." (1970, p. 11)

/

Thomai Dye, a less sympathetic political scientist, puts the case /

more strongly:

"There is also an implicit political elitism in the
notion of social indicators - the view that social
scientists are the best judges of what is "good" for
the people. In a democratic society, demands for
public programs are supposed to originate in the
political process from the felt needs of the people.
But social accounting implies that social scientists
will become "philosopher-kings" deciding what
"problems" confront society and what are the "best"
solutions for them." (1975, p. 338)

Again, the point is not that social indicators are useless formative

criteria, but that they are suspicions summative criteria.

In line with the foregoing argument, we propose that summative,

organizational evaluation requires monitoring of political, rather

than R/D&I, system states (cell III in our informational matrix).

The logic of emphasizing political factors in summative evaluation

also relates to our earlier discussion of the political basis of

agency goals (the traditional standards for organizational evaluation).

4 0 43
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To reiterate, we suggested that goal'importance is relative to stakeholder

interests. Therefore, when stakeholder interests diverge (as, we

assume, is the case with NIE) goals can be* considered neither inde-

pendent objects of planning nor objective criteria of evaluation.

In contrast to the goal model, a more appropriate, relativistic

approach to organizational evaluation is suggested by several

organizational iheorists (e.g., Barnard, 1938; Bass, 1952; Cyert

and March, 1963; Pickle and Friedlander, 1967). The central idea

of this approach is that organizational success is relative to the

interests of various participants. Rather than viewing organizations

as entities which exisi to pursue their own ends the assumption is

made,that organizations exist, ultimately, for human benefit.

Consequently, organizational goals are important only insofar

as their pursuit results in benefit to the participants. Such

benefit then, and not the attairiment of goals that may be

differentially valued by the participants, is the ultimate

siandard of organizational worth. To the extent that participants

have similar expectations regarding organizational benefits,

their interests may be consolidated into a goal, which becomes a

means to their satisfaction. However, in the more general case

where interests diverge, organizational value remains relative to

the unique expectations of participant individuals or groups.

One of the earliest and most thorough proponents of this viewpoint

was Chester Barnard. Barnard (1938) carefully distinguishes

effectiveness from 'efficiency.' Effectiveness, as in the goal

model, refers to the ability of an organization to bring about some

objective stev.e of affairs. Efficiency, on the other hand, refers

to the aggregate satisfaction of individual, subjective purposes for

cooperation. It reflects the ability of the system to maintain

4
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itself by returning human benefit in sufficient degree to induce

participant cooperation. Barnard states that both effectiveness

and efficiency are necessary organizational qualities. Effectiveness

is important since organizations must pursue some course of joint

action and produce some-objective output that is beyond the capacity

of the participants to affect, or there is little point to organizing.

It is clear, however, that Barnard regards the satisfaction of

individuals with organizational output to be the more gen'eral and

critical quality. This quality is efficienCy, 'which in the last

analysis embraces effectiveness (1938: 238).'

The relation between organizational goals and participant sa-

tisfaction in this model can be illustrated as follows:

RESOURCES OPERATIVE GOALS GENERAL OBJECTtVES..-41.. .....
(e.g., appropriations) (e.g., services) (e.g., system

leadership)

contributions

PARTICIPANT
SATISFACTION
(employees,
taxpayers,
educators, etc.)

inducements

As shown, contributed resources further operative goals, which

facilitate more general objectives. In turn, these general ob-

jectives must ultimately provide participant satisfaction in suf-

ficient degree to induce further resource contribution. In the

Barnardian model -- perhaps most uniquely suited to thaevaluation

of governmental entities -- participant satisfaction is viewed

as both the ultimate purpose of organizational activities and

the motive force which sustains those activities. Consequently,

it is logical to assess organizational value from the perspectives
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of the participants (defined as anyone who is affected by or

ganizational consequences).

The rut direct way of assessins participant satisfaction is,

again, by means of survey -- for example, forma' surveys of field

personnel, informal surveys of Congress, and so on. The method-

ological rigor of such surveys, of course, must be dictated by

available resources (and we.realize that resources for this pur-

pose may be quite limited). What is more important than rigor

is coverage. That is, any group affected by NIE action should

be considered -- particularly if the group is affected adversely

from their point of view. As mentioned previously, the fact

that a group has no apparent leverage at the present time does

not guarantee that they will not acquire it. Dissatisfaction,

in particular, is likely Lu generate leverage in the long run,

and the opinions of presently powerless groups might be highly

relevant to organizational evaluation.

In sum, the informational content of our suggested monitoring

Matrix is described in Matrix 1.

As indicated in Matrix 1 and as discussed throughout this report,

political factors are given a central role in our approach to

planning, evaluation, and monitoring. This is simply beer. e

education is a value-laden field of inquiry which, we feel, ough.

to remain maximally open to the more or less democratic machinery

of government.

It is easy these days to become cynical about the virtues of

political process in administration. Such processes are open

not only to constituent input but to abuse, certainly. Yet,

like mechanistic processes which may be efficient or inefficient,

political processes may be virtuous or not, just or unjust. And

justice is the most worthy characteristic of any social system.
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POLITICAL
SYSTEM
CHARACTERISTICS

(ends)

R/D & I
SYSTEM
CHARACTERISTICS

(means)

(I)
values of
participants/
constituents .

(present and
potential)

source: interest-
group leaders

,

.

i

4

(II)
values of
functional

specialists
(individuals and
organizations)

souvce: functional
leaders;

literature;
survey

.e

.

(III)
,

satisfaction of
participants/
constituents
(summative
criteria)

source: survey

.

(IV)
,

system trends
(formative
criteria)

.

source: social
indicators

,

t'.

MATRIX I
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CHAPTER SIX

R&D COORDINATION IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CONTEXT.

November 1977
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Michael Radnor

*This analysis is a summarization of a pavr on "Coordination of

R&D in the Social Science Context" kRadnor, Hofler and Moran 1977)

presented at the Conference on Social Research Organizations at the

University of Pittsburgh, October 20-22, 1977. The format of this

analys*.s differs Tr= the format of the above paper in two ways.

First, we are presenting in this paper a summary of the contextual

analysis, by each of the'nineteen R/D&I features (in Part I), which

was used to develop the paper presented at the Conference. In the

Conference paper, we did not present the feature-by-feature analysis.

Second, Part II of this analysis summarizes the fuller analysis of

the C:onference paper. Thus, the policy/strategy implications pre-

sented in Part II of this analysis are discussed in less detail And

in a eomewhat different outline.

J
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From a number of perspectives, coordination is s critical issue for

R&D.* Whether frnm the perspective of a single organization or

from the perspective of an R&D system, coordination is required to

permit uie of research outputs as inputs to development; between

the develoiment and production functions to permit development out-

puts to be compatible with production capabiiities;,betWeen research/

devolopment and user organizations to insure that R&D outputs are

"marketable" and that users know al.out, can acquire and can utilize

R&D outputs. Coordination is required to insure proper allocation

of resources in terms of objective and purposes; varying needs and

requirements across R&D programs/projects and over time; timing inter-

dependencies between research and development activities; etc. Co-

ordination will often be needed between R&D organizations in terus

of interdependent or synergistic.programs/projects.

R&D coordination is at times highly problematic. Research and de-

velopment diffet significantly in terms of time orientations, levels

of uncertainty, orientation to user needs, etc. Coordination

between organizatitins to obtain program or project synergy may be

problematic if the organizations are in competition for status.

markets, etc. That which is seen as coordination by industries may

be seen as collusion by the federal government.

In the...social science context, R&D coordination is especially

problematic because of-such factors as the "soft" value-laden and

often political nature of the social sciences; because of the

relatively low level of maturational development.of.social system

WO systems; because of the diffuse and generally loosely linked

Aature of ihe social.science context; because social science fields

and disciplines tend to overlap with respect to specific issues.

* In this analysis, we will refer to "R&D" rather than 'YAM simply
to be consist-at with the focus of the Conference paper. However,

we have here discussed "R&D" in terms of our understanding of R&D

as part of a larger R/D&I process. Thus,-discussion in this analysis
would generally be applicable to a broader discussion of R/D&I co-
ordination in the social science context.
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The issues of social science R&D coordination are many and complex.

In this analysis, then, our purpose is to illustrate how a con-

textual analysis may be used to identify and understand the complex

set of dynamics and factors which underlie and impact social science

R&D coordination (Part I); and then to illustrate how such a con-

textual analysis leads one to "zero in" on those particular issues

which are most critical for and thosi particular policies and

strategies which seem most relevant to R&D coordination in the

social science context (Part II).

l



I. SOCIAL SCIENCE R&D COORDINATION: AN 0---"IEW CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

this contextual analysis of the social science R&D context is an

illustrative contextual analysis. Thus, it is not meant to be coM-

plete or highly detsiled. Rather, ot.r purpose is tc highlight the

kinds of critical, policy relevant factors, dynamics and issues

which are to be found in the social science R&D context and which

would be of most significance to the coordination needs and issues

which policy makers must address.
4.,

1. Environment

While many of the dynamics', factors and issues that characterize

the social science R&D coritext would also impact R&D in other

contexts, the social.science environment has certain characteristics

which are, in terms of degree of impact, peculiarly critical.

A. The Socio-Cultural Environment: Value-Laden

The social sciences, by definition, focus upon human beings,

their organizations and their social systems. Thus, persons

and social systems are the subjct of social science 'R&D. They

are the potential users of social science R&D outputs. They

are potentially impacted both by\social science R&D and the out-

puts of social science R&D.
\

In a word, the social sciences 1- alve, affect and are affected

by the values people hold about themselves, about.human life,

about social systems. The values pepple hold are seldom unitary

or consensual. They may have differnt "roots" (e.g.: religious,

moral, philosophical, personal). They may be conflicting among

persons or groups -- or even within a single person or group.

They are generally strongly held. Thus: conflicts over values



can be expected except perhaps in the most limited of instances;

value couflicts are especially difficult to resolve; and value

conflict becomes even more problematical for social sciences

R&D the more deeply the relevant values are held and the more

widespread the scope of social science R&D and the potential

impacts of its outputs.

B. A Highly Political Environment

Social scienco RAJ) exists in a highly political context.

First, we simply note that "politics" is a dynamic common to all

organizations and systems perhaps especially in relation to

such organizational dynamics as resource allocation, status,

rewards, power and influence, etc.

More significantly here, however, is that the value-laden nature

of social science R&D means that it can frequently have signifi-

cant and potent (or threatening) societal implications -- and

therefore, political implications as well. It is not at all

uncommon to find governmental involvement in various social

issues -- and to be involved in the funding of social science

R&D outputs. Because government is (by definition) at least to

some extent both responsive to and dependent upon "public opinion'',

it would be presumtious not to expect some degree of "political"

concern in any governmental i-molvement in social science R&D.

C. The Knowledge-Technology Environment

4

Twz, 7oints may be made about the knowledge-technology environ-

ment for social science R&D.

First, the social science knowledge-technology base is drawn

from a variety of fields and disciplines (as well as "sub-



disciplines") -- and they are interactive. Each has "something

to say about.' or can "learn from/use" the others. It is not

always clear where one social science discipline or field

"leaves off" and another "begins". There are "blends"of two or

wore disciplines (e.g.: social psychology).

Second, when we consider Ole nature of knowledge in the social

science context, we find a high level of uncertainty. There are

the well known difficulties of: controlling "field" experiments;

"sterileness" of "lab-type" experiments; measuring results;

defining and controlling variables and results. There is often

a high degree of difficulty in speciZying the specific set of

conditions (i.e., the context) which are relevant for social

science research or 'for the application (i.e., the generalize-

bility) of social science R&D results. Issues tend to be "non-

disaggregable". That is, variables tend to be so highly and

complexly interactive that a single issue raises several more

issues -- which in turn raises several more issues -- etc.

2. Historical Development

A review of the various social science disciplines, sub-disciplines

and fields would generally reveal varying levels of maturation (of

R&D functions, organizations and systems) and length of "definable

history" as either an R&D discipline/field or as an R&D "system".

For example: the 1977 NSF Workshop on the Diffusion of InnoVation*

could well be seen as a "birthiag" of an "invisible college" of

researchers concerned with the diffusion of innovation. Certainly,

*Sponsored jointly by NSF and the Northwestern University Center for
the Interdisciplinary Study of Science and Technology, at North-
western University November 16-17, 1977. While the focus of this
workshop was broader than the social science context per se, much
diffusion research either focuses on or is relevant to the social
science context.



there has been some time much research on the diffusion of inno-

vations. The 1977 Conference on Social Research Organizations,

while resulting from a prior iconference, may be similarly viewed.

By contrast, a significant emphasis on educational R&D may be

traced to the mid 195ns with "(1)-the emergelpe of the federal

government as the primary sponsor of educational R/D&I in the mid-

50s; and (2) the enormous expansion of federal fuuding programs

in the 60s. The most important legislation has been: (1) the

Cooperative Research Act (1954 and subsequent amendbants); (2)

the National Defense Act (1958): and (3) the Elementary and Second-

ary Education Act (1964)" (Radnor, Spivakand Honer 1977).

While we thus find varying levels of maturational development of

social science R&D functions, organizations and systems, all would

generally be at a relatively low level of maturational development.

This is not to deny that research and development in a number of

social science fields and disciplines has.been carried out over a

long period of time.-- for it has. It is to assert that (1) the

present scale and scope of social science research has a relatively

short history (traceable to a large extent to the great increase in

the 1960s in federal interest, involvement and funding in relation

to social issues and -,ocial science R&D); and (2) because of the

."soft" nature and the related high level of uncertainty of social

science R&D, it would seem to be more difficult and thus to require

more time for social science than for physical or life science R&D

systems to obtain "maturity".*

3. Institutional Bae (Network of Institutions)

The institutional base for :iocial science is characterized by multi-

plicity, variety and diffuseness. As we have already noted, social

science R&D involves a number of d4sciplines and fields -- each with

MINN.

*We also note that for the same reasons, "maturity" of social science

R&D systems would likely be less clearly discernable and definable

than in the physical and life sciences.
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its own 'set" of institutions. There are a variety of governmental

agencies (at each level of government) plus various private organi-.

zations involved in funding social science R&D. The "doing" of

social science R&D involves a variety of types of institutions;

profit and non-profit corporations; universities; large and small

scale organizations; private, public and quasi-public organizations;

etc. Organizations which use social science R&D outputs are

similarly varied and multiple -- and, additionally, may make use of

R&D outputs from several social science disciplines and fields.

Each of the multiple and varied organizations may have different,

perhaps conflicting, orientations. Each government agency will tend

to have its.own "mission" perspective relative to social science

R&D -- and each such mission perspective tends at least to some

degree to be unique to each specific governmental agency. Government

agencies would likely have a more "polit4.cally-oriented perspective"

towards social science. R&D than would private agencies. As compared

to users of R&D outputs, R&D organizations will tend to have some-

what different understandings about the purpose of R&D, the impor-

tance and the use of R&D outputs, etc. Even within a group of social

science R&D organizations, the scope of interest may vary widely.

Single social science R&D organizations may have a limited focus

(e.g.: research labs) or may be involved in a variety of R&D re-

lated functions rangi:4 from need identification to dissemination,

training and support service.

-Finally, the multiplicity and variety within the social science R&D

institutional base, along with the uncertainty of social science

R&D and the relatively low level of maturational development of

social science R/D&I systems indicates a high degree of diffuseness

within the social science R&D institutional base. A similar degree

of diffuseness may be observed in the user institutional base. Of

course, the degree of diffuseness may differ between social science

disciplines/fields or according to the scope of any specific social

science R&D activity.,

41,

26'1.



4. Goals, Policies and Strategies

Given thi multiplicity, variety and diffuseness of the insCitutional

base and of the relevant disciplines/fields, we would expect ti) find

a somewhat corresponding multiplicity and variety of goals, policies.

and strategies among the various relevant social scienre R&D partici-

pants. Here we simply note that while the same could likely be said

of the physical and life sciences, we would expect to find a relatively

high degree of conflicting goals, policies and stiategies for social

science R&D because of the value-laden, highly political context in

which it exists. We also note that strong consideration must be given

to nature of federal goals, policies and strategiea (and the processes

by whicn they are developed and can be influenced) simply beuause the

high level of federal funding for s)cial seLence R&D cannot help but

mean that relevant federal goals, policies and strategies wiLl have

a high degree of impact on social science R&D.

Administrative Processes

The administrative processes fea-,:ure is Especially relevant to the

issue of.social sciettce R&D c6ordination because administrative

processes must, by definiti,n, be concerned with coordination. Several

administrative process issuAs ar,. of incerest here.

First, the various R/D&I* fuctions may, at any point in time, be at

differin8 level of maturational development. In such a case, coor-

dinatton may be diffiuult. Different modes and mechanisms of coordi-

ration may be required than when the R/D&I functions are at similar

levels of maturational development. These comments also apply when

*We will here and at certain other points in later discussion speak

mf On&I instead of R.D. Tokt will do this only when it is especially

important t0 emphasize and understand R&D as part of a larger R/D&I

process or system. Otherwise, we will continue to focus on R&D

per se.



there are differing levels of macurational development among disci-

plines and fields or among organizaitons and R/D&I systems. In a

similar vein, different coordination modes and mechanisms are likely

to be appropriate where the institutional base-is diffuse anclloosely

linked as compared to a context where infer-institutional linkages

are well-established, accessible and effective.

Second, consideration must be given to the nature and extent of (or

lack of) interaction among the various governmental agencies whizh

fund or otherwise impact social science R&D. On the one hand, the

interaction between governmental agencies is itself a coordination

issue. On the other hand the existence or absence of coordinated inter-

action among relevant governmental agencies can facilitate or hinder

efforts at coordination of and within an R/D&I system.

Third, questions need to be raised as to the type of administrative

processes that would be most relevant, realistic and effective between

a funding agency and the social science R&D field. Here, for example,

agency administrative coordinating mechanisms that are appropriate for

development may be inappropriate in relation to research. Similarly,

agency administrative coordinating mechanisms that are appropriate for

a "mature" R/D&I system, field or function may be inappropriate under

conditions of "immaturity".

A fourth important administrative process issue has to do with the

nature of coordination. When we think of coordinatiOn, we probably

usually think of it as a "managed" process -- i.e., a direct and

directed activity with some person and/or organization having respon-

sibility, authority (formal and/or informal) and the requisite

resources. Here, the primary organizational mechanisms for coordination

would be authority and decision making. Such decision making heuristics

and algorithms as PERT, MBO, program control, etc. might be used.

Issues of power, authority and control would be relevant.
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However, coordination is not solely a matter of management in the

context of formal relationships. Coordination may be needed, and

may occur, among people, organizations and systems which are separate

and distinct and have no formal relationships (though informal relation-

shif.s may exist). Here, coordination may occur eithev(1) through a

process of "leadership" by one or more of the involved parties or (2)

through 4 more "emergent" process (i.e., whe.:e it would be difficult

to find an aotive, direct, concerted process of initiation and main-

tenance. Facilitating and capitalizing upon emergent processes of

coordination could be especially important under conditions of relative

immaturity of an RJD: system. At the same time, there are potential

dangers such as the development of "fads"; collusion to use certain

RAD outputs and to ignoie others ia order to "score political pointa';;

to gain a competitive advantage or to protect one's vested interests

in particular theories oa. methodologies; etc.

Thus, monitoring of emergent coordination processes would be a critical.

administrative processes consideration. This, however, implies some

organization being in a "lead" position,
*
with an "overview" perspective

of the R/D&I system's coordination capabilities and needs.

6. Personnel Base

In relatiOh to the issue of coordination, four particular considera-

tions ssam especially important in an examination of the personnel

base for R&D in the social science context.

1) The nature of knowledge in the social sciences is often

such that the knowledge base is not so much to be

found in such mechanisms as journals and the like as

it is to be found residing in and being carried around

by social sclence personnel and, therefore, in the insti-

tutions to which social science personnel belong. Thus,

This concept of a "lead" position or role is discussed more fully later.
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in a very real sense, coordination of information flow

and coordination of the personnel base are two sides

of the same coin.

2) The personnel base is significantly impacted by the

nature f the marketplace for the talents and services

of social science personnel. Here, consideration would

be given to the conditions that affect the ability of

various social science fields and disciplines to attfact

competent personnel; the conditions that affect where

social saience personnel want to be; and the cinditions

that affect what is available to them. These factors

in turn affect such issues as how and when centers of

excellence will appear, can be created or not, etc.

3) The level of maturational development of an R&D system

will affect such personnel base issues as linkages

among system personnel, the ability of the field to

attract and retain competent RAD personnel, the rate

'at which new personnel can be trained(whIch depends

to a large extent on the size and quality of the

existing personnel base which would provide the

training).

4) Linkages among personnel (through such mechanisms as

invisible colleges, informal networks, relationships

among teachers and their former students, etc.) are

often difficult to identify. Coordination thus, is

often highly problematic -- i.e., we may not even

know who all of the relevant personnel are.

Seen from these perspectives about the social science R&D personnel

base, coordination would have several meanings and purposes. For

example:
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A

1) Coordination would in51u4e..increasing awareness Within.

A
the R&D system about where various personnel are located;

e

who is working on what; who is involved in what netwoiks

and idvisible colleges; and the like. AMES

2) Coordination would include developing and maintaining

linkages among R&D personnel.

31 Coordination would involve system building and maintenance.

4) Coor4Lation could mean the use of funding to "smooth

out" the ;impact of marketplace fluctuations on the%

personnel base.

7. Funding

A number-of issues discussed in relation to other R/D&I features affect

the funding process for social science R&D. For example: fluctuations

in the legislative nature of the economy; the'political nature of the

appropriations process as it affects the levels, constraints upon (ia

the'form of directions regarding agency missions and prograns), and

stability of funds available to governmental funding agencies; the

variety of funding agencies.

"I

Of particUlar concern here is social science R&D coordination in. relation

to the funding agencies thenselves. Here, three points should be made:
!

1) Analysis of 'coordination issues must take Into consideration

not only cgordination within a particular funding agency but

also among funding agencies, several of which may be funding

(or perhaps could/should fund) related social science R&D

activities -- but are doing some from their own (sometimes

dissimilar and even conflicting) perspectives, interests,

understanding of agency mission, etc.

-44

2
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2) Generally, we would expect several social science disciplines

or fields to be relevant to-a funding agency's mission, thus

requiring the agency to coordinate its activities across

disciplines and fields.

3) A funding agency that funds activities in more than one R/D&I

function mist deal with the coordination tensions that will

arise from the fact.that coordination mechanisms and procsses

that are relevant,for one R/D&I function may not be so relevant

for other R/D&I functions.

8. Information Flows

Information flows for social science R&D are to some extent constrained

by the nature of the subject matter, by the level of maturational

development of social science R/D&I systems, and by.the diffuseness that

tends to dharacterize the social science RtD&I context. The subject

matter -- human beings and their organizations -- does not easily lend

itself to precise, simpl-e and certain description. Thus, in the

social sciences, there are significant difficulties in developing

agreement
;

on terminology to be used and on the exact meaning of termin-
.

ology thatis used. This cannot help but hamper the information flow/

communication processes within and among social science R/D&I systems.

The law level of maturational development that generally characterize

social science R/D&I systems would mean that there are likeli to be

significant information flow gaps. The diffuseness that tends to

characterize social science R/D&I systems would mean that development

and maintenance of system-wide information flows (and information flows

among the R/D&I systems of various disciplines and fields) would tend

to be'a difficult and long-term process -- especially under conditions

of generally low levels of system maturational development. For example,

univetsities may be linked by "invisible colleges", various periodicals,

etc. -- but these linkages may be limited to particular "sub-sets" of

a discipline or field.



9. Innovations

The nature of innovatl .s in the social science context can be under-

stood only when we recognize that people are central to the innovation

itself. This simple fact has profound implications for coordination of

social science R&D. This can be seen in a number of ways.

First, social science innovations involve people change -- sometimes

directly (as in innovations dealing with behavioral and attitudinal

change) and sometimes indirectly (as in program or even equipment

innovations which require new ways of thinking or of doing one's work).

In this sense, social science innovations are inherently political

events which involve values, vested interests, social arrangements and

the like.

Second, social science innovations may well involve people who do not

have parity in terms of power to influence the use of the innovatiaa

and/or in terms of the benefits they will gain from an innovation.

Indeed, it may be the case that some will "lose" if an innovation is

adopted.

Third, social science innovations may require people to work together who

simply do not want to work together (for whatever reason).

Each of the above characteristicu of social science innovations can lead

to resistance to an innovation -- and this resistance tends to "spill

over" to related efforts at coordination.

There is yet a fourth aspect of social science innovations which should

be Toted here. Coordination may itself be an innovation in the sense of

bringing people and organizations together in ways they had not been

before and with outcomes that would probably not be present if they

were not brought together.



10. The R/D&I Functions

A number of aspects of the R/D&I functions in the social science context

would likely be relevant to the issue of social science R&D coordination --

and indeed, each ehould be examinedseparately both to provide a better

understanding of how they impact the coordination issue in general aad

to determine coordination needs, issues, opportunities and barriers

among and between the various social science R/D&I functions. Here,

however, we limit our observations to a few which seem especially

relevant.

R&D in and ef itself, involves varying degrees of uncertainty. Reaearch

(especial* basic researzh) is almost definitionally a highly .imertain

process -- it is not known in advance exactly what will be found, where

it will be found, how long it will take, what methodologies will be most

'appropriate. The descriptive terminology problems noted earlier add to

the level of uncertainty in the social seience R&D context, as does the

tendency Of issues to be "non-disaggregable". The value-laden nature of

the social science context adds uncertainty at the point of identifying

needs and at the point of determining the knowledge utilization impli-.

cations of social science R&D outputs.

Note must also be taken of the fact that R&D is a part of a more total

process of innovation. Thus R&D coordination as an issue must be

considered from several perspectives: coordination within research

and within development; coordination between and among all of the R/D&I

functions; coordination of R&D with the "downstream" issues lf user

needs, perspectives and capabilities to use R&D outputs.

Finally, note must be taken of differences in the needs and perspectives

typically associated with the "sub-cultures" of R&D (as well as of the

other R/D&I functions). For example, differences between the levels

Need identification, research, development, production, dissemination/

diffusion/marketing/distribution, acquisition, implementation/utilization,

support services, evaluation research.



of uncertainty and'between the "time horizons" of research and develop-

ment complicates R&D coordination issue._ On theone hand, coordination

mechanisms relevant to research are not likely to be so relevant to

development,.and vice versa. On the other hand, coordination between

research and development must deal with the tension created by the
a

respective'differencas in coordination needs and mechanisms.

11. Research on R/D&I

In general, we may say that our knowpdt. ',out social science R&D

systems (aad, more,comprehensively, R/Dr systems) 'teAs to be v'ery

limited -- we generally do not have "malis" cf social science R/D&I

.systems.341.1.1A.Mould tell,us.,%, is workiraron-what issues; what

linkages exist among resear:hers or developers, across diaciplines

and fields, between researchers and users; levels (and differences in

levels) of maturation among the variowl AJD&I functions, orcianizations

and systems. .Research on these aspects of sOcial science R/D&I would

-help cla ify t nature of social sciecce R&D coordination issues and

needs.

2

12. The Social Science R DIU Context in SummarY

Analysis of the social scielce R/D&I cor,-ext reveals that it is a

multi-faceted, uncertain, often difkuse, value laden and political

context. More importantly, Cse characteristics combine to provide

a multitude of tensions with which social science R&D coordination.

must contend and resolve (to smile extent -- obviously, times even

inappropriate, to attempt resolution of all possible tensions). To

Illustrate: "politica" process considerations uay well conflict wfth

'technical- R&D gorsiderations. As a creative process, R&D "challenges'P

whet i3 known and "acceptable". R&D .-equires a hlgh degree of autonomy,

yet also requires linkages. There are different (and often conflicting)

needs, interests perspectives ane values of different organizations and

of the cultures and sub-cultures of social science disciplines aud fields

and o; the various-R/L&I functions.

*
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It is especially imporLant to note that "coordination" is "in the,middle"

of these tensions. The uncertainty, diffuseness, ..etc. ,ok the,social

science R&D context increases the need for coordinationon the one Land

and the difficulty of coordination on the other. It is also important

. to note tilat while most of the R&D coordination needs and,difficulties

relevant to.tha social science R/D&I context are 4lso relevant to other

'R/D&I contexis, these needs and difficulties appear to be even more

problematic Or social science R&D.

II. IMPLICATIONS FOR COORDINATIOR OF SOCIAL SCIENCE R&D

A number of implications fur social science R&D can be drawn from

an analysis of the social science context. First, serious questions

could be raised both about the validity of any coordination purpose

any coordination purpose which is valid from one party's perspec-

tive is likely to conflict with the purposes of other relevant parties)

and about whether the benefits anticipated (and the high level c, uncer-

tainty and risk involved) are worth the cr.)sts involved. While it is

wise and proper to be fully cognizant of the problems attending social

science R&D coordination, it is pot wise and proper simply to "give up".

is we will note below there are coordination processes and mechanisms

which are appropriate for precisely the kinds of conditions that exist

in the social science R/D&I context.

From the perspective of the political nature of the context, we would

,
expect that to the extent that social science R&D systems are affected

by political dynamics, so will social sciLnce R&D coordination. More

specifically, the nature of the science context is such that,

to a si pificant degree, R&D coordination may itself be seen as a

political process in the sense that social science R&D coordinGtion

will quite often involve compromises in relation to values, interests,

We are here only summarizing a more complete discussion nf the impli-

cations presented in the Radnor, Hofler, and Moran (1977) paper.



purposes, etc. and in the sense that it will at times directly involve

parties who are themselves involved in governmental "political"

processes.

From the perspective of the socio-cultural dynamics that impact socia.J.

science R&D, we may note that the focus and impact of specific social/

cultural issues and concerns tend to change over time. Thus, on the

one hand, social science R&D will tend to "be coordinated" with the

social/cultural issues of a given historical period simply by being

"pulled along" by the momentum of these issues -- or, conversely,

"held back" by the inertia of the absence of a driving societal concern

for a specific issue. On the other hand, social science R&D may be

coordinated" with social/cultural issues in a more proactive sense

by active efforts of social science R&D personnel, organizations

and systemS to "take advantage of" existing societal concerns or tu

attempt to "awaken" or "build up" the level of societal concern about

particular social issues.

From the .erspective of social science R&D system maturation, considera-

tion should be given to coordination mechanisms and strategies which

(1) are relevant to a given stage of maturatiou and (2) can facilitate

transition fram one maturation stage to anothet -- i.e., when srecific

^oordination strategies and mechanisms are appropriate depends in part

:he developmental stage of an R&D function, organization, system.

Given the relatively young, undeveloped maturational level of social

science R&D and the high level of uncertainty and diffuseness, ue

would expect that a somewhat loosely orchestrated, mixed set of coordina-

tian strategies and processes would be most appropriate for social

science R&D coordination.

From an overview perspective of all the dynamics involved la the social

science R&D context, it may well be that the major "strategy" for

scial science R&D coordination should be to encourage, facilitate,

support and utilize those coordination mechanisms and processes which



emerge naturally within and across the relevant social science R/D&I

systems. The diffuseness of social science R&D makes a "manageel

process of coordination problematic at best -- and certairly questions

could (and would) be raised as to whether social science R&D coordina-

tion should be "managed" In a formal, controlled sense. Further, it

is not really pragmaticali; possible to identify and/or develop tele-

ological, national-level :.:p.)es of social science R&D goals. Thus,

from a broad perspective, there is rarely a clear picture in social

science R&D of what is to be (or should be) coordinated and why. In

thic. context, having "emergent" coordination as a major "strategy"

permits multiple coordination purposes to be served and multiple

strategies to be used. It also builds in a "fail-safe" so that if

one aspect of social science R&D coordination "fails" the rest of

social science R&D coordination does not also automatically fail and

so that the parties involved in the "failure" will have other coordina-

tion strategies and mechanisms to which they can turn.

Of course, "emergene coordination processes need not and should not

be the only type of coordination strategy utilized -- more directly

11/ managed" strategies are appropriate at times:

Further, it must also be noted that there aoes remain a need for same

kind of orchestrating ahd linking of "emergent" coordination mechanisms

and processes. Further still, it must be recognized (as noted earlier)

that there are limitati6ns, weaknesses and the potential for dysfunc-

tional consequences in emergent coordination mechanisms and processes.

Another implication for R&D coordination that may be drawn for analys49

of the social science R&D context is that there is a strong need for

monitoring -- of the socia-:. science R&D context to identify coordina-

tio-1 needs, gaps, etc.; of the impact and effectiveness of various

coordiLatior mechanisms, processes and strategies; and particularly

of "emergent" coordination (to determine the appropriatehess of emergent

coordination in any specific situation in terms of opportunities, barriers

and potentially dysfunctional consequences).
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Finally, the diffuseness and uncertainty of social science R&D on the

one hand and the role of an "emergent" strategy of coordination on

the other, we begin to see that there is a significant place for --

we would suggest a need for -- lead xoles in social science R&D coordina-

tion. Such lead roles could include: gathering and disseminating

information about various facets of social science R&D; monitoring;

filling "gaps"; facilitating linkages; encouraging and sUpport

appropriate new "emergent" coordination mechanisis and prmaesses.

Such lead roles could (and to some extdnt probably will) be performed

by a variety of organizations (e.g.: universities, private and govern-

mental funding agencies, social research and development organizations).

At the same time, however, consiAration should be given to the appro- .

4,

priate roles of lead agencies -- i.e., agencies which have a broad

enough perspective to see, the "broad picture" of Social science R&D-

coordination but which does not have the forma? authority for direct

management of "all",R&D dooidination in any social science discipline

or field. To raise such an issue might, of course, raise the "specter"

of centralized, monolithic, authoritarian control of social science

R&D. Such is not the intent here, and would be an extremely difficult

task to accompl.ish at any rate. Rather, it is being suggested hera:

(1) There is some need for such an Dverview perspective (which

does not imply ov.rall "management%)

(2) Such a Aes do in fact-already exist -- i.e., iederal govern-

ment agencies are from time to time mandated by the Congress

to perform what :tre in effect (in not so specifically stated)

"lead egency" roles. These agencies can and do have a pro-

found effect on the nature of social science R&D -- i.e., they

do impact what is done in social science R&D and how it is

(3) Thus, the issue is not whether there should or should not be

"lead .;ancias" -- they are there. Thus, the real issue is:

What are the apor.epriate roles of lead agencies.

:41;



III. CONCLUSION

The concept Of coordination is used with variety understanding about

what "coordination" is. Most commonly, the concept of coordination

is probably most often understood to refer to issues of timing,

resource allocation and integration in relat.kon to specific prograns,

projects and other organizational (or inter-organizational)

activities -- and in relation to the activities of personnel, in-

volved in these specific programs, projects and other orgaaniza-

tional activities.

W.ile such a concept of coordination is valid, and certaiuly is

crltical.in relation to programs, it is also a highly limited under-

standing of coordination. Fr:m such a perspective, analysis would

likely be limited primarily to designing administrative coordination

mechanisms such as PERT, MBO and program planning processes -- with

consideration being given to inter-organizational relationships and

perhaps organizational development (OD) process insofar as these

are perceived as important or useful for the timing, resource al-

location and integration issues noted above.

It is our view that the concept of coordination must be understood

from a broader perspective -- a perspective which focuses on the

nature and needs of a total process of innovation; which considers

the meaning of coordination in relation to a total process of in-

novation; to an R/D&I system of wh4,41 specific organizations and

their programs, etc. are a part; in relation to the larger context

within which the R/D&I systems and its'organizations, programs and

personnel ex...st and with which they interact; in return to R/D&I

system needs and purposes as well as the needn and purposes of

organizations and their programs.

From the perspective of such a broader understanding of coordination,

we have in this analysis attempted first to gain an understanding or
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the context of social science R&D in _rder to understand how this

context impacts and can be impacted by social science R&D coordina-

tion. From this perspective and from such understanding of the

social science context, we are led to raise issqes of R&D sybtem

maturation, emergent processes of coordination, local roles and

agencies, and the nature of an problems associated with the purposes

, social science ,R&D coordination might be intended to servs. These

are, we believe, thetypes of issues which are critical for R&D

coordination in the social science context.

2.`,11
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Analysis, Selection and Planning
41.4.

of Programs and Projects by the

Division of Industrial Energy Conservation

of the Energy R&D Administration

The Industrial Energy Conservation Division (INDUS) of.the Energy

Research end Development Aiministration (ERDA) has a mission which

is broad in scope (covering many industries and various types of

energy), requires consideration of many complex factors and consid-

erations (e.g.: technology development; user dynamics; political,

legal and sociel,dynamics which impact both technology development.

and technology usage); must often be accomplished under conditions

of high uncertainty or riak (e.g.: whether the development of a

particular new teehnelogy cis feasible, will be accepted and used

by industry); may involve conflicting.governmeatal goals (e.g.:

the potential'that usage id energy saving methods or technologies

may conflict with pollution reduction goals or with national

employment goals). Further, consideration must be given to the fact

_that INDUS must accomplish its mission in the role of a lead agency

i.e., that there are other agencies and institutions whose concerns

and missionn overlap the mission of INDUS; that other organizations

(specifically, the industrial users) have a large degree of ultimate

control over the accomplishment of INDUS!s mission. Further yet,

it is the nature of being a governmental funding agency that there

will be a "multitude of'voices" besetting and beseeching the agency --

each claiming to have an important contribution to take which requires

INDUS's attention and funding.

INDUT/Is faced with many complex and often uncertain decisions.

Thus, INDUS needs to have a comprehensive yet manageable, pragmatically *

Useful program planning/project selection which can take into consider-

ation a large and interactive set of complex considerations. The
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Nortawestern University Center for the Interdisciplinary Study of

Science and Technology (CISST) is currently working with INDUS to

design just such a program planning/project selection system. This

report (on Phase I of our work) provides the initial framework of

. this system. This system is being desi:1-qed to:

1) Permit program level definition and planning,

Distinguishes programs from projects

Provides programmatic rationale

Allows fo'r synergy and balance across and ulthin

programs in terms of:

time frames for development and itilization

type of projects

scale of cost, efforts and energy savings

risk

activities within INDUS

coordinates and orchestrates programs and projects

2) Encoura e broad and $ stematic consideration of barriers

a s and o ortunities that-ean be encountered b either

ro rams or ro ects in both the near and lon term

Goes beyond current considerations (e.g., as in the

scoring model, in MOPPS and in intuitive efforts)

Has been designed to be relatively simple in use by:

zeroing in on those factors likelyto make a real

difference in any given case

providing for different levels and stages of analysis

3) Develops a systematic and accessible Organization Memory

in a Data Base

Captures and organizes data on critical factors

Keeps a live record of programs and projects (on-going,

in a "hold" condition and even previously rejected)

Keeps a live record of organizations and people likely

to be of value to the Industrial Energy ConservaLion

Program

Cr?
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Is programmed to be triggered when inf.)rmation is needed

and to trigger certain activities an the need arises.

4) Provides for a systematic monitoring process during, both,

Er() rantcl _gananion sta es_
. provides information for evaluation

provides cumulative information for future use

5) Provides upper levels of maaagemfataithasmcgolaajla
jpf iulormation on program aad project ERIMULIfigLAMESt:.

. control_and
-

6) Makes consideration of dissemination and of industrv'utili-

satiak a11_4. licit as .

The program/planning/project-selectiort.system is being designed to

permit and facilitate interactive analysis and planning at four

levels:

1) Mission areas -- analyzed in terus of types of industry and

types of energy sources

2) Prelrama.-,- analyzed and developed in,terms of ceherent

areas of opportunity for energy conservation.

3) TISMATLEESI_ilterface used to select projects in'

terms of'baiance and synergy across projects and in terms

of "fit" with program and mission area goals; used to

inform the program plan12.ng process

Prolfcts --, analyzed and developed both as singular activities

and in terms of synergy and balance with other projects

within a
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The,program planning/project selection system is being designed to .

f

permit and facilitate, within each.of the above levels of annlynis
J

and planning, manageable.and effective analysis of the broad range.

of critical factors. 'This isaccomplished (1) by focuaing,consideral :

tion on those specificrenvironmental and resource factors which appear

ro be the r.ost relevant and critical for INDUS, specifically:
;

(1) general irlformaUen; (2) technology; (3) production; (4) marketing;

(5) resources; (6) legal; and (7) admiuistra1i4e. At the projeCt

level, the level and acope of Analyses are ..ifferentiated in terms

o'f the size, complexity and importance of the program/project and

in,terms of whether the analysis in perfOrmed during initia).or

later stages of planning. An ir4ttal series qf illustrative "analysis

questions" have been developed fbr each of the above sets of factors

An the mission areas/program and the project analyses. At the

project level, these "analysis questione have been developed at

three levels of specificity and depth.

An initial set of general procedures bas been designed and are pro-

;tided in L..LS report. They have been designed to provide:

1) A sitole flow of needed activitie8

2) Clear and non-ambiguous aLthority points for decMon

3) Integration with eMsting proceeires and forms

4) Balance of acrvities to avoid overload in the syltem

5) Visible resW.te at stavt of activiLivs

6) Clear results in terms ot program ,and pro)ect planning

and implementation.

The general procedures. hasicailv involve.

an armiygt is brought to ask him:Lim!i wh at. are those kritical ta4 .1tol!,

or'stages in the environment and in the RU aad the delivry

which re?resent major potentral barrier. , oppor-

tunttic or alternatives which should.bc tacn into a4co,:nt In

m:CF.in!.; ,, !!'1, j .44 :

:
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with? What resources, time etc. will be required? Does the analyst

have sufficient information to make the type of quality decision

needed to proceed, etc.? At all times the system attempts to capture

and structure the relevant information developed during analysis or

coming in at any time from any source into a data base that will

aid in future decision making - hence gradually upgrading, building

and reCording an organizational memory,Ithat can be used by either

the same.or other (including later new) personnel in the Division.

Included in this data base is an on-going record of programa and

projects entering the system,,being reviewed and/or implemented,

in a hold condition (and why) or rejected (and why), personnel and

organations with whom the Division. does/has_ (or should) work, etc.

INDUS currently has many of the elements of the type of program

and project planning system described above -- e.g.: the scoring

model, the MOPPS, the technological and economic analyses. However,

there are numerous critical factors which are not adequately con-
.

sidered currently. Further, the current INDUS process focuses more

strongly around individual projects than around project synergy and

balance, project "portfolios", program analysis and development. It

is our contention that INDUS must operate on a well planned and com-
.

prehensive program management system. The ad hoc support of indi-

vidual projects, no mat...Ar how good each is on its own merits, fails

to provide the kind of sustained, balanced and synergistic effort

that is needed for the overall Division industry program to have

the impact needed and possible. We 1-ave taken some first steps in

providing a rationale and framework within which programs may kle

defined and constructed so as to meet Divisional goals and be responsive

to the overall contextual conditions in which such programs will be

implemented.

The full report provides a more detailed discussion of the above

considerations and includes the first, initial drafts of forms, flow



dharts and "analysis questions." These are the result of Phase One

of our project for INDUS. They are based both on (1) our knowledge

and emperieace with R&D and innovation systems and processes and

(2) our current Understanding of INDUS. These forms, flow charts

and "analysis questions" must be understood as being tentative and

illustrative. They must now be more specifically.tailored to the

nature and needs of INDUS through a process of interaction, with INDUS

personnel. This is the focus of our Stage Two efforts -- along

with a comprehensive analysis of a mission or program area to more

concretely demonstrate the power and usefulness of the type of

approadh we are sUggesting:

tl
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

This report is the first stage in the development of an operational

form of a comprehensive program and project planning system being

developed by the Northwestern University Center for the Interdis-

ciplinary Study of Science.and Technology (CISST) for the Division

of Industrial. Eneisy Conservation (INDUS) of the Energy Research

and Development Administration (ERDA). In this introduction, we

will overview (1) the purposes and outcomes of the contextual

program and project planning system; (2) the major components of

the system4 (3) the need'for such a system; and (4) the flow of

the text of the report.

In this first stage of designing a coMprehensive program and project

planning system,our purpose has been to develop the design to a

point where it is rich enough to permit discussion and analysis

between CISST and INDUS personnel. While the design, developed thus

far has taken into consideration the nature and mission of INDUS,

it now becomes necessary (in Stage Two) to have ongoing refinement At,

to meet the specific needs and requirements of INDUS. In particular,

we may note thai the forms and "question lists" presented in this

report must be considered to be illustrative first drafts which cannot

be finalized without the fairly extensive, CISST/INDUS interactions of

stage two.

1. Purposes and Outcomes

The primary purpose of the program and project planning system being

suggested for INDUS is to enable INDU to make specific p4ogram
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and project level decisions which are grounded in i comprehensive

knowledge of the broad range....of.factors which cah impact (1) program/

project selection, implementation, monitoring and evaluation; and (2)
4 .

dissemination and utilization of INDUS energy conservation proguipbt
(4, =

project outcomes in the industrial and agricultural sectors. In

other words, the system is designed to focus program/project planning

.on both the knowledge production R/D&I issues and the"downstream"

knowledgeutilizationissues of dissemination and utilization. Thus,

in addition to economic and technological factors, the suggested system

provides for analysis of the potentially critical features of the over-

all context of industrial energy conservation such as:

1) potentially critical factors in the environment (Political,

legal, social).;

2) potentially critical factors in the R&D and delivery/utilization

systems (i.e., factori which affect need identification, research,

development, production, demonstretion, dissemination, acquisitiohp-

implementation/utiliFation, service, maintenance); and

3) Potentially critical system factors such as the personnel and

institutional bases, information flows, etc.

Through an analysis of this broad range of critical contextual

features, an identification can be made of major potential barriers,

opportunitites, "gaps", linkages, alternatives. Further, it is to be

emphasized that such a comprehensive analysis permits (indeed requires)

consideration of downstream issues of dissemination and utilization of

R&D outcomes it the point where industrial energy conservation R&D pro-

gram and project decisions are made by INDUS. Finally, consideration.is

given both to near term and long term implications of kand factors affect-

ing) programs and projects. Thus, the program and project planning sys4

tem is more comprehensive than either the current.Scoring Model used by
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INDUS or an "intuitive" approach.

Ai the same time, the Atem has been designed' to,be relatively simple

.to use -- takirg into consideration the normal organizational constraints

of limited time and resources. Thus, the initial analysis is a broad,

nrough cnt" aaalysis designed not to provide "complete" information but

rather to identify those factors which appear to be critical. Thus,

time and resources can then be focused on in-depth analyses of a

smaller set of selected issues. Further, at the project level, the

depth and intensiveness of analysis has been tailored to the magnitude

of the project -- i.e., a 050,000 project would receive a much more

extensive analysis that would a $25,000 project. Forms for written

'analysis are simplified -- with the analyst sellcting relevant issues

for analysis from an "accompanying" list of "possible" questions/isanes.

is.also important to note that the system distinguishes between

mission areas, programs and projects. Thus, projects are not considered

in isolation but in terms of "portfolios" (i.e., programs) to allow

for synergy across projects, orchestration of R&D with utilization of

,R&D outcomes, and balance in terms of scale, time horizon, risk and

type of project. By relating prograns to INDUS's mission areas,

the proposed system similarly provides for synergy, orchestration and

.balance at the program level -- and, very importantly, provides a

rationale for program selection.

An important aspect of a comprehensive program and project planning

system is the development of a syscematic and accessible organizational

pemory_ in a comprehensive data baRe. ,, This memory "unction organizes

and stores information about critical contextual factors obtained,

through various contextual analyses performed during program and;

project planning. It organizes and stores information about organi-

zations and people who might at some point be of value to indlistrial

2r,
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energy conservaten programs and projects. It includes a record of

all programs.and projects -- including those which have been rejected

or placed on hold.

TWo aspects of the program and project planning system are

important from a management perspective. First, it provides a manage-

ment at all levels with appropriate control and "milestone" checkpoints.

Second, a systematic monitoring process provides,(1) an ongoing flow

of information for decision making at these checkpoints; and (2)

information with which to expand and/or update the orgaizational

memory,

Finally, we may note thai the proposed system provides for ongoing

review of programs and projects so that they can be modified as

conditions warrant.
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Major.Components and General Flow of Procedu,:es

The comprehensive program mid projecz planning s mu be ddacribed

as follows in terms of its major components:

At the Program Level .

Definition and Input

Planning and Analysis

Implementation

Data.Base

Monitoring and Control

A Program/Prolect Interface

At the Project Level

Input

Planning and Analysis

Implementation

Data Base

Monitoring and Control

These system components are shown in Figure 1.

The CISST contextual analysis framework includes nineteen contextual

features which provide a comprehensive base for analysis and planning.

In the system being proposed for INDUS, these have been distilled

into seven important contextual areas which appear to have the greatest

impact upon the nivision:

1) General Information

2) Technology
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Divisional Goal

Record, Etc.

fProgram

Definition

Input
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Any Source
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Input
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Program

Planning and
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Planning.and
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Project

Implementation

Menitoring and Control System'
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3) Production

4) 'Marketing

5) Resources

.6)* Legal

7) Administratil.re

a

A number of prdgraM and project level questions are being developed

in each of these seven contextual areas. A preliminary set of questions

are included in this report. These will be further refiened in light

of discussions with INDUS. .Several comments should be made about these

questions.

1) The question lists presented in this and our final report are :

Alstilled.from muCh more comprehensive lists of questions whiCh

represent a broad review of the literature (Radnor, Spivak,

Young and Hofler 1977). At the same time, our question lists

will belriented specifically tawards the nature and needs of

INDUS insofar as we are able to do so.

2) .The *planning system is designed so that additional questions

result from mission area add program level contextual analysis.

3) The "formal" question lists which are to be used in the program

and project planning system will be a synthesis

of the above -- thereby representing a proper balance between

conceptual and context-specific perspectir...3.

4) Ihe analyst uses the question lists as a guide -- selecting for

analysis those which are most critical for a specific program

or project.

5) At the project level, the questions are designed in three

levels cof intensity and specificity, to be used according to

the complexity at magnitude of a project. Thus, only the morP

general questions would be applied to a'small scale project;

whereas all three levels of questions would be applied to very

large-scale .projects.

2:)
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The general flow of procedures in the system (illustrated in flow charts

and forms) has been designed to provide:

1) Simple flow of needed activities

2) clear and non-ambiguous authority points, for decision

3) integration with existing procedures and furms

4) balance of activities to avoid overload in the system

.5) visible resUlts.at start of aCtivities

6) clear results in terts of program and project planning

and implementation.

Besically, the general flow of procedures involves a series of steps

in which an analyst is led to ask: What are the critical contextual

factors (as described earlier) which represent the major oppnrtunities,

b( axriers, gaps and alternatives which.should be taken into account in

making program and projett decisions, allocating re.iources, etc. The

procedures. lead the analyst into an examination of how could/should

these factors be dealt with; what resources and time will be required;

who must be involved, and how; what information is needed to make

a decision at any decision point -- and whether or not the information

is available (or can .be obtained, and at what cost); etc. Further

(as has already been noted), the system attempts at all times to.capture

and structure the relevant information developed during analysis (or

coming in at any time from .any source) into a data base that will

aid in future decision making -- hence gradually,building and upgrading

n 'Organizational.memory that can be used by personnel throughout

the Division (including personnel hired later) .

A set of forms are included to illustrate ways in which such forms

might be developed. 'While the final report will further "fine tune"

these forms in light of discussions with INDUS, it is not our intent

to provide a "finished copy" of forms and questions. Rather, we

recognize and affirm that such forms can be best developed (and will

tend to have more acceptance when developed) by an organization's own

staff.

-v
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The Need for a Comprehensive Pro ram and Pro ect'Plannin S stem

There are three basic considerations which point to a need for INDUS

to have such a program and project planning system. First,

there, is a need for INDUS to be comprehensive in its planning processes.

Specifically:

1) Obviously, as a Division within ERDA, 'INDUS has a primary

concern with R&D for industrial energy conservation. At the

same time, the,mission of INDUS focuses on obtaining

utilization of industrial energy conpervation R&D oUtcomes.

Thus, it is imperative that "downstream" issues of demon-

stration, diffusion/dissemination, user acquisition, user

implementation/utilization and evaluation of utilization be

an integral part of INDUS'S planning process for R&D programs

and projects.

2) INDUS's program and project p'-aing processes must be able

to take into account the diffe '.:ial needs and requirements

of different prpes of programs and projects -- i.e., whether

the program/project involves need identification, research,

development, production, demaastration, diffusion/dissemination

or some combination of these. Similarly, INDUS needs to be

ab1a to decermine what mix and balance across.types of programs/

projects is needed (and/or required because of interdependencies

among programs or projects) within each of its mission areas.

3) Program and project planning must take into consideration

a broad range of contextual factors which may critically

impact the success or failure of a program or a project.

Thus, consideration must be given to the legal, social, political,

economic and technological environments. Consideration must

also be given to R&D and user system factors as the personnel

and institutional bases, information flows, funding, levels
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of maturation or development, etc.. Program and project

planning processes must be capable of identifying, within

the broad range of potentially relevant contextual factors,

those specific factors which'are particularly critical for

a specific program or project.

Second, INDUS's program and planning processes must take into con-

sideration the implications of the fact that INDUS is the lead

agency for industrial energy conservation R&D. By "lead agency" we

simply mean that INDUS has been given responsibility, through Congress-

ional mandate and the organi7ational structure of ERDA, to provide

leadership in this field; that it has.the capability and responsibility

-of "viewing the large picture"; that it is a major but not the only

funding agency involved in this field. Thus, program and project

planning within INDUS must give consideration to such issues as system

building; orchestration of the efforts of many organizations involved

in industrial energy conservation R&D and utilization,of R&D outcomes;

appropriate and feasible roles of and relationships between the federal

and private sectors.

Third, INDUS must be able to differentiate between and differentially

plan for programa and proiects. Simply stated, it is not enough Merely

to evaluate the merits of each single project by itself, apart from

other projects (though suCh an evaluation will be performed as part

of the project planning process). Rather, consideration must also

be given to such issues as: developing synergy across projects;

avoiding unnecessary redundancy and duplication (we recognize that

redundancy is not always "bad"); timing and/or interdependency issues

across projects (e.g., does project A need to be completed before

Leginning project B; e.g., if two projects are competing for scarce

resources, which should be funded -- or perhaps, which should be funded

first?); etc. These are issues which must be handled at a program

level as input to the project selection process.

In summary, then, INDUS must have a program and project planning

tef'



syStem which is capable of considering the complexitTand richness

of INDUS.'s mission, context and programs/projects; yet which is "simple

enough" to be manageable; and which allows INDUS to "zero in" on that

which is critiCal.

We may note here that while INDUS does indeed have many of the

"building blocks" of such a contextual program and project planning

system, it does not have such a system in a unified, comprehensive

sense. /a particular, we would note that the current emphasis on

economic and technological considerations, while valid and critical,

do not provide for the comprehensiveness or flexibility needed by

INDUS.

We also emphasize here the proposed contextual program and project

planning system is specifically designed to build upon and make use

of INDUS 's current processes. Thus, for example, INDW's economic

and technical analysis and its scoring model would be used at appro-

priate points within the proposed system,

A. R D&I: Research Develo ment and Innovation

We have noted above the need to consider R&D and the dissemination/

utilization of R&D outcomes -- i.e., to consider R&D as part of a

total process of innovation. To call attention to and focus the

perspective of analysis and planning on this total process of inno-

vation, we use the term "Research, Development and Innovation" --

"Rjor. Additionally, this "total innovation process" perspective

takes into consideration functions of knoWledge production (e.g.:

research, development, production), knowledge utilization (e.g.:

acquisition, implementation/utilization) and linkage (e.g.: need

identification, disseminatio,.). This perspective also considers

the environmental context for R/D&I (e.g.: legal, social, economic,

technological environments) and critical aspects of R/D&I systems and

sectors (e.g.: institutional and personnel bases, information flows,

funding, administratiNie processes).

In our earlier report to INDUS (Radnor, Young, Bajkowski and Hofler,

May, 1977), we discussed the curren+ TNDUS pro gram and project planning

processes at more length. We have hided a brief excerpt from that

report in the Appendix of this repot,.

u
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5. Overview of the Text

The development of the program/project analysis framework

has undergone significant refinement since our presentation tO

Rahm and Evans of ERDA on August 18, 1977. These refinements are

evident in the presentation of the material contained herein. During

our discussions, the central issue of "what is a program" arose. In

dealing with this issue CISST has developed a conceptual and method-

ological package which will enable the Division of Industrial Energy

Conservation to define programs in terms of the Division's major mission

areas, rather than in reaction to ad hoc inputs.

Section Two deala with the question of "What is a program". In this

section, mission areas are defined and the means of analyzing these

mission areas and developing program scenarios are discussed. It

should be noted that since our conceptual development of the program

definition stage is relatively recent, further refinement of method-

ology lb required for full operationalization.

Section Three discusses the Program/Project Interface in terms of an

action oriented, symbiotic relationship in which potential projects,

project selection criteria and project evaluation criteria are, in

part, defined by program analysis. Project analysis, in turn, provides

information inputs to redirect or otherwise modify profram plans.

Section Four is the skeleton of a project evaluation, project selection

framework. Further refinement of this framework is necessary, but

can only be accomplished through interaction with INDUS project

managers.

In the Appendices, we have developed three working papers on the

"Hold System", "Data Base", and monitoring in response to specific

requests by Mr. Rahm. Further working papers will be developed in

response to questions eminating from this report and subsequent

proyect activities.
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II. THE PROGRAM LEVEL

In any organization, there is a need to have some conceptual schema

or framework which can be used to prOvide an overall coherence among

a myriad of separate organizational activities; to provide a baais

for planning, operational management, resource allocation, control,

monitoring, evaluation; to provide a basis for relationships among

organizational units and between the organization and its edvironment.

1,1e are suggesting that these needs can be met by approaching program

planning in terms of (1) INDUS's mission areas and (2) development of

coherent programs based on analysis of mission areas.

The ultimate objective of INDUS is "to reduce the energy consumed

per unit production and material flow path throughout the industrial/

agricultural sector." This general statement of objectives, and its

operationalization in terms of "energy savings goals", implies two

major foci for the Division:

(1) energy consumed by type of energy source;

(2) energy consumed by type of industry.

Using these two mission foci, the matrix in Figure 2 identifies 13

basic INDUS mission areas ("other" mission areas can, of course, be

added if deemed advisable):

By Type ol Energy Source

(1) Gas Conservation

(2) Oil Conservation

As stated in INDUS's September 15, 1976 Program Approval Document,
pg. 1. For simplicity we have omitted what are essentially state-
ments of the means by which these objectives will be attained.
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Figure 2

INDUS Mission Areas

Type of

Industry

Type of Energy

Gas Coal Oil Other

Petroleum Refining

Chemicals
.

Steel

Aluminum .

Food Processing

Production Agriculture ,

Cement

Paper

Textiles

Glass

Others

_ _ .



(3) Coal Usage (conservation and substitution)

By Type of Industry

(4) Petroleum Refining Industry.Energy Conservation

(5) Chemicals Industry Energy Conservation

(6) Steel Industry Energy Conservation

(7) Aluminum Industry Energy Conservation

'8) Food Processing Industry Energy Conservation

(9) Production Agriculture Industry Energy Conservation

(10) Cement Industry Energy Conservation

(11) Paper Industry Energy Conservation

(12) Textiles Industry Energy Conservation

(13) Glass Industry Energy Conservation

Thus, the first stage in program planning would be to perform

contextual analyses of these thirteen mission areas. The purposes

of these analyses are essentially two: (1) to provide an overall

"background" for program (and project) planning.; and (2) to provide

a basis for identifying potential programs and program "paramete- ;"

(e.g.: the mix and balance of types of programs needed in a mission

area). We may note here that there is not a decision point at the

end of this first stage. While a new mission area may indeed be

added at some point in time, these mission areas are here essentially

accepted as "givens".

At stage twol the contextual analyses of mission areas are reviewed

to make a preliminary identification of potential programs.

30 7



Other Program Inputs

Unsolicited Proposals

Congressional Legisla-

tion and Requests for

Information'

Figure 3

GENERAL FLOW AND DECISION ACTIVITIES

Mission Areas

NI'

-Comprehensive

Contextual Analysis

Develop,Matrix

of Mission Areas

and Identify

Possible Programs

Preliminary and

Informational

Contextual Analysis

Reject '
(to Data Base)

V

Bbld

(To Data Bas

Comprehensive

Contextual

Analysis

Rej ect 4:(

(to Data Base)

Energy' .

Conservatior

Data

Base

Hold

(To Data

Action Plans

Implementation Plan

Monitoring and Strategic Plan

ResourcescPlan

ACTION



The third stage involves a preliminary informational and contextual

analysis of the potential programs identified in stage two. The first

,major decision point in the program planning process comes at the end

of the third stage. A decision is made to reject, hold/recycle or

approve a potential program for mote comprehensive contextual analysis.

In this way, programs whiCh appear to have little potential (or potential

only at a later time) are, in effect, "weeded out". Thus, the resources

of DOIEC can'be more effectively allocated to those programs which

still appear to have significance.

Howevet, before a final decision is made about a program, a more

comprehensive,_ in-depth contextual analysis is needed. This function

is'performed in.the fourth stage of the program planning process. This

.stage, then, is designed to provide the depth of information needed

for-final-approval(ar rejection or hold/recycle) of. INDUS.programs.

The fifth stage, then, involvesthe development of action plans --

specifically: an implementation plan, a strategic plan, a monitoring

plan, and a resources plan.

The Implementation Plan provides for the allocation of budgetary resources;

determines the sign!!icant activities and milestones; provides for linkages

with other ERDA divisions; specifies the necessary administrative support

activities; and assigns responsibilities.

-The Strategic Plan provides for consideration of strategies and tactics

to approach producers and users; overcome legal, political, economic and

environmental constraints/barriers; overcome resistance to utilization

of the energy saving product/process; and aid in establishing a more effec-

tive interface between producers and users.

-



The Monitoring Plan deiermines criteria for monitoring and evaluation,

establishes monitoring measures, and provides for the utilization of the

results of the monitoring and evaluation. . In addition this plan formulates

milestones and deadlines; provictes for ohange in the monitoring/evaluation

process; establishes the content and struciure of the planned reports; and

allocates responsibilities..

The Resources Plan identifies and analyzes the sources and alternative

sources of funds, personnel aneinstitutions needed for the program; and

provides for some 4egree.of orchestration among the three.

We may note here that the flow of contextual analysis (and types of

questions asked) is bimilar for both mission areas and programs. In

both cases, the contextual analyses would be attempting to determine

(1) the major R/D&I features involired in the sector addressed by

a program (e.g.: products and processes involved; economic

and market implicattans; personnel and institutional bases);

(2) those factor:. in a program which critically affect energy

conservation R/D&I;

(3) which factors can be impacted by INDUS:

(4) estimated energy savings from INDUS intervention;

(5) resources required to obtain these savings;

(6) information requirements and the availability of information

for fvrther analysis.



There are several advantages in structuring INDUS's basic programs

this way. The mission areas and programs (taken as a whole) fully

encompass INDUS's basic objectives -- thereby permitting coherent

and comprehensive analysis, planning and management to be directly

related to the INDU0s mission. This format permits identification

of opportunities, barriers, "gaps" and alternatives both (1) within

separate but internally coherent "sets" of INDUS activities and (2)

across the entirety of INDUS's activities. A basic contextual analysis

may be developed for each program, thereby providing a base of itifor-

mation upon which to select, plan, manage, monitor and evaluate

projects.. Comparative analyses scrods programb may

be developed to determine program interdependencies, the relative

"importance" of each program (in terms of contributing to energy

conservation goals, of near and long term benefits, and of cost/effec-

tiveness criteria) and "balanrs" across programs. This format allows

the Division to be both proactive and reactive. Finally, the above

.considerations provide a basis:: for constructive responses.to the

inevitable political demands that are made on federal agencies.

Note: The forms for the P rogram level are included as a set after

the discussion of the program planning system. The lists of questions

associated with these forms is also included at the end of the

text discussion. This format will be used for each section of

this report.

3
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STAGE ONE: COMPREHENSIVE CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF MISSION AREAS

A. Purpose: to describe the R/D&I sector addressed by the mission

areas in sufficient detail to identify potential projects, potential

energy saving3, resources required to achieve savings; and to develop

criteria and measures for monitoring and evaluation of mission areas.

B. Activities

1) Comprehensive and detailed analysis of the R/D&I sector

addressed by the misaion areas in terms of the following

features:

al Endrgr technologies

b) Economic and market implications

c) Producers and users.

d) Legal and environmental concerns

e) Resources needed for energy conservation

f) TyPes and time frame of R/D&I

g) Historicil base

h) Institutional base

i) Relation to ERDA programs

2) Identify the critical factors in the contextual analysis

3) Identify those critical fflactors that can be affected by

DOIEC for energy conse...vation

4) Estimated potential energy saving

5) Estimated resources required to affect energy savings

6) Identify potential facilitating and inhibiting factors

affecting energy savings

7) Develop criteriaand measures for monitoring and evaluating

mission areas in.terms of the overall objectives of DOIEC.

.

,
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C. Flow of Activities

Contextual Analysis

Selected

Contextual Features

Critical Factors

Factors Relevant

,to DOIEC

Figure 4

Energy Savings

Resources Required

To Data Base ,<

Opportunities and

Barriers

Develop Criteria

and Measures

for Monitoring

and Evaluation

Ny-

To Action Plan

To Hold
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0.

D. Action.Required

To send mission analysis to data base

E. Inatruments

1. Form No. 3 -,"Comprehensive Contextual Analysis"

;

0

414

,t



STAGE TWO: DEVELOP MATRIX OF MISSION AREAS AND IDENTIFY POTENTIAL

PROGRAMS

A. Purpose: to identify potential programs from analysis of the

intersections of the energy R/D&I analyses and industry R/D&I

.analyses.

B. Activities

1) Analyze critical factors within each mission area to

determine areas of commonality, conflict or independence

2) Analyze critical factors across mission areas to determine

arias of commonality, conflict or independence

3) Identify possible programs combining

areas of commoaality among and within mission areas

4) Identify possible programs dealing

. with independent factors'



C. Flow of Activities
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Figure 5

Energy/Industry

Matrix

Independent

Factors
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Possible

Programs

To Program

AnalySis
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t.

Possible

Progrims
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Analysis
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D. Action Required

To initiate program analysis and to send information data base

E. Instruments

To be developed in discussion with INDUS officials.

3 7

H:1*.
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STAGE THREE: PRELIMINARY INFORMATION AND CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

A. Purpose,: to determine the relative importance of the program

so that a decision can be made as to the level of analysis required

in developing action plans.

B. Activities

1. Analysis te. the R/D&I sector addressed by the program in terus

of the following features:

a) Energy technologies

bk Economic and market implications

c) Producers and users

40 Legal and environmental concerns

e) Resources needed for energy conservation

f) Types and time frame of R/D&I

g) Historical base

h) Institutional base

i) Relation to ERDA programs

2. Identify the critical factors in the contextual analysis

3. Identify those critical factors that can be affected by

INDUS for energy Conservation.

4. Estimate the energy savings from INDUS intervention.

5. Estimate the resourceS required to affect these savings.

NOTE: since contextual analyses have been carried out, much of the

data for carrying out these i..ctivities will be available from Data

Base. The analyses contained herein will typically require reordering

available data. Requirements for new data, if any, will be structured

in such a way (i.e., according to contextual features) to facilitate

both program and mission area analyses.
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6. Determine further information needed for contextual factors,

its sources and availability.

7. Prepare a search plan for information ueeded.

8. Prepare a summary of information known about program

and information needed.



C. Flow of Activities

To

Data

Base
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Figure 6

Selected
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1Critical Factors
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to DOIEC
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D. Action Required'

To decide at end of preliminary analysis:

1) To continue contextual analysis

2) To reject program

3) To put the program in hold

E. Instruments

1. Form No. 1 - "Assignment of Responsibilities for Program Analyse"

2. Form No. 2 - "Preliminary Informaiion and Contextual Analysis"

114
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STAGE FOUR: COMPREHENSIVE CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

A. 'Purpose: to describe the R/D&I sector in sufficient detail to

delect programs; to further define projects in terms of potential

energy savings, resources required to achievi savings; and to

develop criteria and measures for monitoring and evaluation of programs.

B. Activities

1) Comprehensive and detailed analysis oi the R/D&I sector

.addressed by the program in terms of the criticaDfactors

identified in Stage One.

2) Revise estimated potential energy saving and detail by possible

projects.

0

3) Revise estimated resources required to affect energy savings

and detail by possible projects.

4) Identify potential facilitating and inhibiting factors

affecting energy savings.

5) Develop criteria and measures for monitoring and evaluating

possible projects within the program

6) Prepare program/project analysis portfolio.



C. Flow of Activities

I Critical

Factors:

Factor A

Factor B

Factor C

FaCtor D

Factor E

etc.

Energy Savings

.by Project

1.
Resources Required

by Project

To Data Base.<

--]

Facilitators and

Barriers

Develop Criteria

and Measures

for Monitoring

and Evaluation

Reject A To Hold

To Action Plan
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D. Action ReOuired

To decide at end of comprehensive 'analysis:

1) to transfer to hold system

2) to reject

3) to proceed to planning

E. Instrument

Form No. 3 - "Comprehensive Contextual Analysis"

1

3.1 e

a
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STAGE FIVE: *ACTION PLANS

t.

' -33-

Ogio

A. Purpose: to.develop coordinative implementation, strategic

monitoring and resources plans.

1) Develop impl entation plan:

r

(
A -

a) allocate budgetary resources to and among programs

considering the areas of intersection of energy and

iudustrial programs

b) determine significant sub-program activities and milestones

c) define required administrative support activities and

assign reiponsibility

d) establish linkages with other ERDA divisions with regard

to program/sub-program activities

e) prepare overall implementation plan

2) Develop Strategic Plan:

a) determine strategies and tactics to approach producers

and users of program's processes and outcomes

b) determine strategies and tactics to overcome legal,

political, economic and environmental constraints/barriers



c) determine strategies and tactics to create or/and ,,rovide

incentives inter-institutional lineages in institutions

participating/benefitting from program

d) determine strategies and tactics to overcome resistance

to the utilization of energy savings Rrocesses and devices

developed in the progrEim

e) determine strategies and tactics to reduce gaps in

produiers/users interface

f) prepare a comprehensive strategic plan in accordance with

ERDA/Division potential and capabilities.

3) Develop Monitoring Plan

a) determine monitoring and evaluation criteria for program

and advise program participants of them.

determine and establish monitoring measures for program

activities

,c) establieh provisions and procedures for changes in

evaluation/monitoring process

d) establish milestones and deadlines for monitoring actions

e) elaborate outcomes and results of program

f) determine the types, formats and scope of the planned

monitoring reports

g) allocate responsibilities in division for monitoring

tasks
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1

h) establish criteria and procedures for the utilization of

monitoring/evaluation results in division/ERDA and other

participants in program

'1) prepare a detailed monitoring/evaluation plan

4) Develop an elaborated Financial, Human and Institutional

Resources plan:

a) analyze sources of funds, personnel and institutions

needed for program
p.

b) consider alternative sources and to create arrangements

for their contacts and participation in program

c) identify need for improvement and training of personnel,

level of interest of personnel and institutions in

program activities

d) establish dates, criteria and procedures for funding,

personnel epgagement and institutional participation in

program,.including possible changes

e) identify and analyze other resources needeelor program'

f) orchestrate and integrate the Financial, Human and

Institutional plans

V.
t..

II
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Figure 8
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1.0 2) STRATEGIC PLAN
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T* Imple-
mentation
Plan 4

4) RESOURCES PLAN

FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Funding Required,
Time Span for
Funding.

IAlternative Sources,
Arrangements for
Allocation of
Funds from Sources.

Sources of
Funding, Their
Availability,
Their Constraints

Fron
monitoring
Plan ----1/"

i
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HUMAN RESOURCES
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Training and
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I

Elaborated
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ACTION

Figure 11
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D. ACtion Required

Obtain approval of Implementation, Strategic, Monitoring, and

Resource Plans

E. Instruments

Form No. 4 - "Implementation Plan"

Form No. 5 - "Strategic and Monitoring Plan

Form No. 6 - "Resources Plan"



Form No. 2

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION AND CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

Instructions

1. The purpose of Form No. 2 is to prepare a preliminary information

and contextual analysis of programs in the process of consideration.

2. The form contains 4 sections:

Section A- Summative Description of Program

Section B- ?reliminary Contextual Analysis

Section C- Information Analysis

Section D- Evaluation and Decision

3. Section A: is a summative description of the major identifiers

and critical factors of the program.

4. Section B: is an analysis of major contextual features.

Answer items in this section by consulting the data base, sample
questions attached, and other sources readily available. Addi-
tional information, if needed, should be identified in Section C
of this form.

5. Section C: is an analysis of information needed for Sections
A and B of this form, as well as for a more comprehensive con-
textual analysis of form no. 3.

6. Section D: is a review of the contextual factors. Use your
experience, data sources, and/or intuition and feelings to
prepare a list of what you consider the critical factors to

be considered in the analysis of the program under consideration.



Form No. 1

ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIeS FOR PROGRAM ANALYSIS

Program No. to be transferred to "Preliminary Information and

Contextual Analysis" under the responsibility of:

a) Chief Analyst:
name

b) Analysts: 1)

name

2)

name
11.0

3)

name position

position

position

position

Approximate datP for report on "Preliminary Information and Contextual Analysis":

nail* date signature

page 1 of 1 pages Distribution:

Allor
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Form No. 2

A. SUMATIVE DESCRIPTION OF PROaRAM

Name of Program:

Program Submitted/suggested by:

Magnitude of Potential Energy Savings:

Estimated Time Frame of Program:

Estimated Resources Required:

Program Number Assigned:

List Critical Factors:

Outline of Search Plan:
s



Form No. 2

B. PRELIMINARY CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

1. Technology :

ee"

2. Production

g 4;0

1.1 (.;

.416



" . .

a

0

3. Marketing.

Resources:



Form.No. 2

5. Legal/Political:

6. AAministrative:



Form No. 2 .

7. Opportunities and Constraints:

411.

INFORMATION-ANALYSIS

1. Information Needed:
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Form No. 2

2. Sources/Availability:

.3. Information Gathering Strategy:

emmannall.-

etiGh

wwwwilm

D. EVALUATION AND DECISION

I. Recommendation of Analyst:

2. Reasons for Recommendation:

3. Decision and Comments:

310

0.



Form No. 3

COMPREHENSIVE CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

Mission Area/Program Name:

Title:

Brief Description:

Program Mhnager:

Level of Analysis:

I. General Information

34 I
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Na.) I;
,

't.

Form No.II. Technology

411,

III. Production

3



A

v.1- .

Form No. 3

iy. Marketing__

y,ItegaliticALEnvironmental

v=-1',410=WP'

44.



Form No. 3

Resource Needs

'VII. Administration

cri
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VIII. Criteria and Requtrements

1. Which factors analyzed thus far are critical to your analysis?

In which factors would you encounter most problems?

2. 'What other factors might be significant?

3. Is your analysis completa- If not, what further steps are

needed? Do you possess the information needed for these

additional steps?

IX. Recommendation and Decision

j.`

1. Recommendation of Analyst

2. Reasons for Recommendation

3. Decision

3
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Form No. 4

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

1. Program Portfolio Information

ritft of area:

Individual Responsible:

2: Identification of Budgetary Resources:

3. Activities Milestones and Sco e o :

1) Types of R/D&I:

3) Demonstration:

14

) Commercialization:



)-A.1 4Y-
10/11

Form No. 4

5) Technology andAqpwledge Transfer:

6) Identify Outputs of Pro .ams:

4. Administration/Su I ort Services:

5. Identification of Industrial Linkages:

6. Identification of Key Personnel ii...

7. Identify Linkages Necessary with Other Divisions:



Form No. 4

8. ImplementatiOn Plan

NOTE: The Implementation Plan must be developed based on.:

an analysis of thc identified budgetary resources; the

activities, milestones and identifiable outputs'of the

program; the ancillary services required; the inter-

and intra-organizational linkages which appear to be

essential; and the strategies required to establish

the necessary rapport with the key personnel in the

Division. Specifically, it would.include:

. the identification of INDUS interventions, a schedule

of resources to be allocated for specific inter-

ventions and the INDUS personnel involved (e.g.:

meetinga that will be attended and topics to be

presented; industries and other government agencies

to be contacted; etc.)

the estimated "nix" of solicited and unsolicited

proposals anticipated

. the allocation of resources to projects by tech-

nology area, by R/D&I function and by expected out-

puts over time.



STRATEGIC PLAN

1. Program Portfolio Information

Title of area:

Individual Responsible:

2. Adentify Strategies to Approach Producers/Makers:

3. Identify Strategies to Approach Users/Consumers:

4. Identif Strate ies to Overcome Political and Le al Constraints:

5. Identify Strategies for Setting Inter-Institutional Linkages:



Form No. 5
3. Identify Sttategies to'ProduCe Design Manuals and Develop

Sukeptt Services:

7. Identify Strategies for Dealing with Gaps in the Producer/User

Interface:

aol

S. Strate ic Plan:
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MONITORING PLAN

Form No. 6

1. Program PortfoliJ Information

Title of area:

Individual Responsible:

2. Monitori and Evaluation Criteria:

3. Mratiorina 4easures for Program/Pro)ect:

*woo

3a. Levels of Cr a and Measures: Pro ram/Pro ect:'

4. Milestones and Deadlines far Monitoring Actions:

3;)



Form No. 6

5. Out uts and Planned Results of Pro ram/Pro ect:

6. e Forp_a_ m and Sco e of

7. Responsibilities for Monitorin /Evaluation Tasks:

...m.11111

8. Criteria, Procedures and Plans for Utilization of Results:



,
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Form.No. 6
,

Detailed Monitoring/Evaluation Plan: .

NOTE: The Detailed Monitoring/Evaluation Plan Must be

devploped based on: an analysis of the determined

criteria, procedures and methods of measurement;

identified milestones and deadlines; desired out-'
4

comes; assignment of responsibilities; and the

identification of strategies necessary for successful

utilization of the monitoring results. The form of

the monitoring/evaluation plan would thus be a schedule

bf outcomes to be monitored (i.e., immediate, inter-

mediate and ultimate outcomes of program activities --

projects). The schedule would specifically list

+.--.

corresponding criteria, methods of.assessment, personnel

involved and feedback/control procedures.

3 :)



QUESTIONS FOR PROGRAM LEVEL

e questions which follow are illustrative of the Maids of questions

that would be relevant for contextual analysis at the program level.

Questions such as these are intended to provide guidance fur the

analyst -- so that the analyst selects those which are most relevant.

Thus, the "question lists" form an "attachment" to the forms rather .

than being included on the forms themselves.

This set of questions is preliminary. They must be further refined

through discussions with nmus personnel. Additionally, further

questions will be developed by INDUS from mission area and program

ccntextual analysis. The final form of the question lists would

be a synthesis of the questions in our final report and questions

from contextual analysis, thereby reflecting both a broad conceptual

perspective and a p^rspective specific to INDUS.and the context

of INDUS programs.



/. GENERAL INFORMATION

What is the main product

What is the magnitude of

-63-

Wprocess(es) of this program?

energy savings?

What is the technology and technology base?

What are the target industries in program area? Where are they located?

. ,

What is the total energy consumed by various aspects of program,

(industry, process, region)? What type of energy is consumed? What

are the trerids in energy utilization patterns?

What is the energy cost as a portion of product/process cost?

What impact would program have on conservation?

Can conservation atlevel suggested by process be attained b)Oothei. means? .

What is the major chaicteristic of program (research, development,

engineering, disseminc.tion, demonstration?)

What is the distribution of these R/D&I stages in program? (in

percentages)

What are the main constraints you foresee in each of these stages?

HOW would you overcome them?

What is the estimated time frame of each stage of the R/D&I

activities or stages?

What is the total funding level (public and private) required for

each stage?



.

'

A

What are the main economic implications?

What is the estimated federal cost of the program?

What .are the major potential benefits and'constraints?

II. TECHNOLOGY

What is the existing state of the art of this technology?

Are there breakthroughs required in any of the stages or activities

of the program (research2 development, production, tooling)? What

are the time frames?

What is the previous experience and state,of the art of this

technologY?

What are the 'main technical isr.les- that are involved in this

specific technology?

How feasible is program as suggested?

Who is/has been working in this technology area?

Will any technology transfer from other programs, fields

or areas be,required?

PRODUCTION

Who is producing this product or process .(or could produce)?

Where are producers located?

What is the geographical distribution of major producers?

Does it generate any problem?

-77t

.4(
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Are there major problems in production capabilities in program?

Are producers known to you to be in condition to meet production

level as suggested or required by program?

What type of equipment is needed to produce the product/pricess?

Have producers undergone major restructuring or change of

equipment lately?

.

c

t-

z

Is program time frame in agreement with long or medium range planning
,

of producers known to you?

Are raw materials available?

IV. MARKETING

What is the marketplace for program's outputs? Who are the consumers?

14hat is the state of the marketplace? Is it saturated?

What is the time fiame for introduction/dissemination of results

to private/public sector?

Will the product/process generated by program help other products/

prozesses in use?

What are the competitive factors? Market structure, products/processes?

\

What demand building activitieb are required?

Is there a marketing distribution network that colVA assist in inte-

gration/dissemination of products/processes developed by program?

3,,
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What is the product/process cycle? Does it represent any

problems?

What is the pricing structure?

What is the ROI of program outputs? Is it competitive with other

investments?

V. LEGAL-POLITICAL-ENVIRONMENTAL

What are the regulatory opportunities/problems?

Do you foresee problems with OSHA, FTC, EPA, others?

Do you foredee problems with regulations and laws at the sta;:e

and local levels?

Do you foresee problems with patents?

In what stages of program do you foresee the above problems:

How do you think they could be overcome?

To what extent would program generate political-social support?

At what level? Do you foresee political-social pressure against

program?

Are there pending cot- _ rulings that could affect the type and/or

cost and/or implementation of technology developed by program?

VI. RESOURCE NEEDS

What is time frame for funding of different stages of program?

What are the sources of funding and their availability? Are there

any alternative sources?



What might be the combination of funding sources (including ERDA/ZNDUS)?

What is the magnitude and type og special personnel required? For

what?

What type of skills and level of sophistication are required?

What are the sources of such personnel?

Axe there needs for training programa? What is the estimated cost

of personnel and their training? Where can they be trained? Are

the needed skilled people likely to be interested in this program?

What are the institutional resources needed? What is their availability?

What is the level of interest of institutions in this program? Do

institutions have capability to participate in program?

What is the need for inter-institutional linkages for those insti-

tutions participating in this program? Do you foresee any major

problems with them? Specifically:

a. Do you foresee gaps in linkages between producers and consumers?

How can these gaps be resolved? What types of activities are

. needed? At what cost?

b. What inter-institutional linkages are absolutely necessary

for program success? (e.g., Inter-governmental-DOT, OSHA, etc.)

c. What kind of support can you generate in institutions to be

involved in program to obtain desired linkages?

d. What contacts, exchanges and linkages are needed in Division/

ERDA for project success? How would you generate such activities?
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VII. ADNINISTRATION

What Divisional/ERDA goals would this program help meet? To what

extent?

Is this program in conflict with any Division/ERDA goals?

How can'the conflict be resolved?

Does program conflict with Divisional policies?

How can this conflict be resolved?

Will the program create any internal or external political

controversy?

What might be the problems or difficulties in securing support

for generation of new policies? 1

Do you foresee a need for new ERDA/Division policies for program?

Axe strategic considerations of program in conflict with ERDA/

Division strategies.and mode of operation? How can that conflict

be resolved?

Is Division/ERDA capable of implementing strategieb hmggested for

program? What are the alternatives? What is their cost?

Are people with the needed skills available?

What type of timetable would te appropriate for this program?

How do program requirements in time and effort meet Division

schedules and work plan?



How would you fit program's stages, over-time, in Division work plan?

Do you foresee any problems? How would you overcome them?'

What.steps or actions are needed in Division/E9A for administration

of.program? By whom?

Who should be in charge of thio program?

t.



Program

Analysis
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Figure 12
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III. THE PROGRAM/PROJECT INTERFACE

Program analysis is a more oeless continuous activity of strategy

development that provides significant inputs to project analysfs. The

outcomes of program analysis, namely implementation, strategic, moni-

toring and resources plans must, however, be translated into specific

near term actions (tactics) that the program/project manager can take

to achieve program and division objectives. Specifically, we are Bug-
,

gesting that for each program a "scenario" be developed to facilitate

project solicitation and selection.

A scenario is a logical and plarsible set of eveats (e.g.: the develop-

ment of a technology, the establishment of an institutio , the adoptiaa'

of a technology, etc.) indicated by the program analysis as necessary

to the achievement of program objectives. Thuse avents can be both

serial and simultaneous, with the critical determinants of program

performance and project sol±citation/selection being the:

. probabilit, that spkcifid events will occur;

tiring of these erents; and

correlations.among event," (e.g.: event B is dependent on A,

events C and D are mutually dependent).

A sim,lified rxample of a scenario is shown below:

Time

3 ('J.,



Events A, B, C, D and E could be technological events (i.e., the develop-
,

ment of specific products or processes) -- with F being the establishment

. of a marketing/dissemination function in support of event E (the end

product of technOlogical development) and with G being a factor of

uncertainty (e.g.: a pending law which could, if passed, restrict the

use of the end product, E).

Clearly there may be alternative logical and plausible scenarios F-,7

each program. There are forecasting techniques (e.g.: utilizing Delphi,

gaming or computer simulation) which can be utilized to develop these

scenarios and to choose the "best" scenario. It is likely that, except

for the largest and most complex programs, scenarios can quite often

(perhaps usually) be developed without..resorting to the U3R of sophis-

ticated, costly and time consuming techniques or of outside "experts".

At a minimum, scenarios could be developed independently by two or three

members of a particular program group, utilizing the information deveioped

in the mdssion and program analyses. These scenarios could then be

compared by a "neutral" party or differences resolved through discussions

among those involved in developing the scenar.o. .If differences

cannot be resolved and a single "best" scenario developed, the project

solicitation and selection tactic would, at the initial stages, be one

of testing scenarios (i.e., funding projects whose outcomes would

suggest which scenario is most plausible).

Given a "best" scenario, specific, short term actions (tactical plan)

required to support program objectives (i.e., to facilitate desired

events) mus,. te chosen. These actions, based on the scenario (or

scenarios), should be consistent with the program plans (i.e., imple-

mentation, monitoringstrategic and resources plans). Included in the

tactical plan are the following:

. the types of projects to be solicited (e.g., via RFP's)



project selection criteria for unsolicited proposals

the timing of prelect solicitation, award, and completion

amailably. resources required for specific needed projects with

the ramaining resources allocated for unsolicited projects

implementation and monitoring activities required in support of

solicited projects

summary of the premises (contextual data) upon which the scenario

was based (e.g.: identification of parametric factors; issues

to be addressed; .opportunities, barriers and "gaps"; factors

which can be impacted by INDUS).

In developing the tactical plan, priority should be given to events which

are branch points) that is, events which effect multiple, downstream

(later) events and are, therefore, significant determinants of program

success. Event A is a branch point in the example given earlier since

it directly influences events B, C, and D. Priority should be given

to the development of branch point projects in developing the tactical

plan. In our example this is quite easily done since A is the initial

event. Care must be taken, however, in dealing with branch points which

are dependent on more than one preceeding event and occur rather late

in the program plan. The risks involved with such a branch point may

- be sufficiently large that an alternative scenario should be considered.

Relying on events such as the synthesis of diverse research results,

which are in themselves relatively kisky events, is not a very plausible

or logical tactic.

The flow of activities, actions required and instruments involved in

developing program scenarios and the tactical plan are discussed in the

following.
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A. Purpose: to identify the specific chain of events required to accomplish

program objectives.

B. Activities

1) Identify specific events (products, proceSses, procedures,

institutions, relationships, etc.) :rmplied by the critical

factors identified in the comprehensive contextual analysis.

2) Determine the interrelationship of events (precedence diagram). .

3) Determining the timing of events in terms of the precedence

diagram and program objectives.

4) Summarize the critical events, timing and interdependencies.

5) Choose best among alternative scenarios (if more than one

available -- i.e., plausible -- and/or if possible).



A

C. Flow of Activities.

Critical Factors

Program Objectives

1

Events

Figure 13

Interrelationships

Among Events

To Data Base

Timing of

Events

Summary of

Alternatives

Best

Alternative

To Tactical Plan
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D. Action Required

76

To choose most plausible alternative scenario. Alternative scenarios
are transferred to data base for.future consideratiou.

E. Instrument

Form No. 7 "Program Scenario"



ERDA/INDUS

Form No. 7

Program Scenarios

Program Name:

Program Manager:

Name of Analyst:

Title:

I. Events and Their Sequence

Events

A

2. Initial Precedence Diagram (Draw)

EX:

Predeeded by Subsequent

Event(s) - to Event(s) -

3 h 9
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,..-.44411,*. ,

,.

Form No; 7

1,

3. Timing of Events: When must event occur to achieve program objectives

within time alloted

Event

A

Completion Date

Completion Date Feasible (in terms

Require of:Precedence Diagram

taww

Note: If completion date required to

to achieve program objeetives

is less than the feasible.cCm-

pletion date then obviously some

adjustment of program objectives:

is required.

4. Final Precedence Diagram (include timing of events):

EX:

1

1977 1978 1978 1980 , 1981

5. Summary of Critical Events (r!..rich Points, etc.):
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STAGE SEVEN: TACTICAL PLANS

A. Purpose: to develop near term.actions based on program scenarios

and program action plans.

---
------ B. Activities:

"-

1) Determine the nature of specific projects required to accomplish

each !went, with emphasis on branch poiints (i.e., project

portfolio).

2) Estimate resources required ) carry out Identified projects.

3) Detprmine total sources reqvired, compare against resources

plan and make reek.ssary modifiLletions either in resources plan

or final precedence.diagram.

6) Estimate dates for issuing UT's, project awards and completioh

(with necessary slack based on experience).

5) Compare tactical plan to strategic plan.

6) Identify unique project implementation and monitoring

requirements.

:r:.
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Figure 14

C. Flow of, Activities

Program Scenarios

Project

Portfolio I

\

1

Project

Resource

Requirements

\
Program

Resource Plan

Resource

Requirements
11.1.0.0%

Final

Precedence

Diagram

Implementation Plan

Strateg1,1 Plan

Monitoring Plan

1

Timing of

Projects

Tacticrl

Plan

/ To Data Bar;e

--- To Data Base

To Pro ect Analysis
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D. Attion Required

Obtain approval of tactical plan.

E. Instruments

Form No. 9 - "Tactical Plan"



Program
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Form No. 8

TACTICAL PLAN

Program Manager

A. Portfolio Reciuirements

1) Based on the Program Analysis and Program Scenario what are

the specific requirements for an integral pc&tfolio of prcdects?

(e.g.: balance, research vs. development, engineering, demon-

stration, etc.)..

011

2) Considering the program area and the critical events established

in the program scenarii, which of:the Division'. urrent set of

'rrojects should be included in the portfolio?

Prciect Description General Parameters Current Status

Who Funded

What RFP issue4

How Much Etc.

Etc.
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Form No. 8

3) What additional projects from the scenario are needed for the

program? What are the estimated resources required'per prOject?

Prolect Description General Parameters

4) Project Requirements

Consider requirements for iLdividual projects (e.g., sizc, time

hnrizon, feasibility, etc.) as an outcome of the critical conteximal

analysis and the program scenario.

5) How do existing projects merit, individually, these requirements?

Comilder: - projects funded

- projects uader review

7 RFPs for projects



Form No. 8

6) Which of the requirements for iprojects wuld you consider for

additional projects to be added to the portfolio?

7) What tactics are needed to add projects to the portfolio?

(e.g.: RFPs, conferences, etc.) -- consider precedence

diagram .Ln planning tactics.

8) What specific plans will you recommend? What is the ttming of

these plans/strategies? Who do you need to contact?

9) What barriers do you expect io encounter? HQW would you overcome

them?

10) What particular factors with respect to these projects do you

intend to evaluate/monitor? How do you intend to evaluate them?

Indicate for each.

yvolect MonitorlAg_ Plan



Form Nj. 8

E. Resources
.

11) What financial resources ar needed for the p..ojects in the

portfolio? What sources for these funds would you consider?

Indicate for each.

Project Funding Sources

12) What human resources are needed?.. Are special arrangements

warranted (e.g., training):

yrsiect Personnel Needs Sources

13) What are the institutional resources needed? Can you obtain

them?

Prolect Irstitutions



Form No. 8

14) What are the main barriers in procuring and obtaining these

resources? How do you plan to overcome them? (Do for each

project)

COMMENTS:

Prepared by Date Signatu

1

Revised by Date Signature
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IV. THE PROJECT LEVEL

At the project level, the need is for a planning model which is

comprehensive in the tense that it (1) encompasses all stages of a

project (i.e., from analysis and selection through planning,

implementation and evaluatio4; (2) takes into consideration the

broad range of critical contextual factors discussed earlier; and

(3) determines and builds upon the "fit" of a single project with

other projects pl a program. The planning model must also, in its

operational form, be manageable within the normal organizational

constraints of time and resources. Finally, project planning is a

dynamic process which must be responsive and adaptive. Wvmay here

note that one critical shOrtcoming of INDUS's current scoring model

is its implied static finality which does not adequately take into

account the broad context of industrial energy conservation R&D

and the dynamic nature of change within this context.

To meet these needs, the contextual project planning system being

developed for INDUS has been designed in five basic stages. For each

stage, illustrative
*
*forms are being designed which provide a compre

hensive perspective and guide yet (1) allow analysts and planners to

identify and focus on those contextual factors whirh are critical;

(2) allow written analyses and plans to be concise; and (3) thereby

provide information in a form needed and useable by decision makers and

administrators. Decision points are built into the system.for a t .uject

to be approved (perhaps in modified form), rejected or placed on "hold"

at each stage of the life of a project. Sinalarly, at all stages,

project information is "fed" into the organizational data base.

The project planning flow is illustrated in Figure 13 Obviously

the pkocess starts with a project idea. It is important to note here

that the project idea may originate externally from the Division in

the form of unsolicited proposals or internally within the Division as

*
The MOPPS modRl dr-,es interject dynamic considerations but at the program
level aLd with tlie limitations indicated in Appendix E.
**
As noted in the introduction, the final version of these formS would

be developee by INDUS.
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and
Recycle
System
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PROJECT SELECTION FLOW

PROJECT
IDEA

4-----Hold

INITIAL SCREENING

Reject

Hold

PROJECT EVALUATION

ApprOval Reject

Ho ld

PROJECT SELECTION

Approval Reject

ACTION PLANS

LvZ Hold Approval Reject

INPLEMENTAT ION
MONITORING
EVALUAT ION

Figureri
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a result of mission area and program level analyses or as spinoff

from other projects, (e.g.. through monitoring an4 evaluation of
projects in process; from initial analyses of unsOlicited projects;
as a consequence of successful completion of projects; as a

requirement for the successful completion of particular projects).

The first stage is an initial screening analysis. At this stage,
projects are differentiated by type of energy saving, by type of
project (i.e., research, demonstration, etc.),, by level of effort
required, and by return on investment. At this stage, project

applications are checked for relevance to INDUS goals; for the
completeness of the proposal (e.g.: is further information needed
before the proposal can be properly evaluated?); for possible dupli-
cation with other projects; for possible alternatives; 'for type, level
and availability of required resources. An identification is made as
to what program the project "fits" into, the nature and extent of the
fit -- and, perhaps, that the project represents a new energy
conservation opportunity area for which a program could/should be
developed within the Division. Based on the above analysis, the
project may be rejected, placed in hold/recycle, or approved and sent
on for more comprehensive evaluation. By having a decision point after
an initial screening, some projects will not require extensive analysis.
This is in contrast to the more static analysis process currently

utilized by INDUS For those projects which are "approved", the initial

screening analysis also specifies the level and extensiveness of evalu-

ation in stage two.

The second stage is project evaluation. At this stage, the project

is evaluattd in more depth according to the type (i.e., research,

demonstration, etc.) and magnitude of the project. For this evaluation

a series of questions are being developed which will provide thi analyst

with the bcoad perspective needed for comprehensive analysis and

evaluation. Again, we note that the questions ate provided in list
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form, that the analyst selects the questions which are most pertinent,

and that the analyst records his evaluations on a separate and

siMplified analysis report foll. The questions are being developed

into three "levels". The "A" level questions are general and would

be applied to all projects. For projects of small size and low

complexity would utilize only these "A" level questions. The "B"

level questions are more specific and would be applied to projects
,

in the mid-range of size and complexity. For the most eXpensive and

complex projects, a set of "C" level questions are being developed

which lead to the kind of in-depth and comprehenaive analyses which

should inform decisions whibh would commit large portions of the

Division's resources. We must note here that these questions have

not been finalized in thia preliminary report. Finalization of these

questions will require further close interactions with INDUS personnel

in order that they may be "tailored" to the specific needs of INDUS.

It is during this project evaluation phase that the program/project

interface becomes ?specially important. Project evaluation must take

into consideration the opporturatles, barriers, gaps and linkages which

have been identified in program level analyses,and are inherent in the

program scenario. Conversely, the project evaluation must become a part of the

overall planning process for the program of which it is a part -- leading

to re-evaluation and (potentially) modification of the program and of

other projects in the program.

Again, thcre is a decision point at the end of the evaluation stage.

The project may be rejected, placed in hold/recycle or approved

(perhaps in modified form). Approval here does not mean selecLion;

rather it means that the project has met the criteria for being a

potentially useful project.
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The third stage, then, is prolect selection. Here, funding decisions

(i.e., choices) must be made from among a group of projects that have

! ben approved (in the evaluation stage) as being "worthy" of funding.

While it is, of course, possible that all such projects would be

selected for funding, there are a number of reasons that could lead,

at this stage, to the rejection (or placing in hold/recycle).of -

projects which (when examined individually) have been evaluated as

"good!' projects. For example: there may not be adequate funding

availab1 for all of the projects. Several proposals submitted in a

response tto an RFP may have received more or less equal evatuation

ratings - but a choice between them has to be made. Evaluatio,

approval may have been contingent upon modifications in a project

proposal which are not acceptable to the proposer. A project might,

in effect, be "squeezed out" because it overlaps with several other

proposed projects. . Thus, the stage three project selection adds

three critical dimensions to the stage two project evaluation.

Proposed projects are prioritized in e/ation to each other. Resource

allocation decisions must be made. For some projects, renegotiation

must be undertaken with the project proproser.

Again, there is a Oecision point to approve, hold/recycle or teject

a project.

Once selection approvA has been given, action EiT22 muF;t I .'cveloped

for a project. This is done in stage four. Specifically, action plans

must be developed for implementation, monitoring and evalwition.
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Thalmilemlamtlatuan provides for the allocation of

financial, personnel and support resources; specifies the

teaks necessary to the acOomplishment of the project;

identifies of milestone indicators for monitoring and

evaluation; provides foi linkage within the institution,
.

acrosu other project/program Eases, and to/from ERDA.

The monitoring plan establishes the criteria for

monitoring and eveluatiqn of the project. Building,9n

the established milesto4 indicators, realistic deadliaes

and reaponsiblities for the monitoring actions are

determined.

Based on both the implementation and monitoring plans,

the evaluation_Ele providet for critical analysis of

the success or failure of the p o.ect (summative evaluation)

and for project modification an or termination decisions

:during the life of a project (formative evaluation).

While all three plans feed irto the data base,.this is especially

important in relation to the evalut:ion plan. On the one hand,

evaluation of the project benefits from comparative evaluation with

other similar projects. On the other hand, the evaluation findinw
about the project serve to inform program planning and the ev,iluation

plans of other similar projects developed at a later time.

We must note here that in this preliminary presentation o!

project planning systm, there ai btill a number of critl.cal uet
which have yet tc, be addressed and which require further 615cus9ion

with nious. We have already notti that the questi.10 litqs rwit be

further developed and "tailored" r%1 the spvilfic need, t=

-

st.

X

.t
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Other issues would include (for example): under what conditions would it be

advisable to require (i.e., as a condition for funding) that several

organizationsvcooperate in a joint project (as opposed to INDUS

funding several individual projects which these organi. ttions have

submitted separately)? Under what conditions should the evaluation

plan be developed before (i.e.) become part of) a pilect is funded?



Form No. 9

51. Project Title:

.

1. Program Number:

2. Project Manager:

111111111,111MMENN

INITIAL SCREENING FORM

2. Principal Investigators and Organizations:

. ° Project Description:

Estimated Cost:

Type of Project:

5. Project Duration:

I

Type of Energy Saving:

a. Amount oE Energy SaVed:

Degree of Correspondence to Program Area:

I.

Alternatives (Do they exist? How does this project compare with them?)
NOTE: If there are viable alternatives-initiate a project analysis as appropriate.
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00(11

:1. Resources Critical.to the Implementation of this Project

Initial Evaluation- (reasons, impressions, etc.)

joitial Screening Decision
la. Probess to next step

ib. Reject

,Reason for Rejection: Not technically possible
Not financially possible
Could not be produced
Could not be marketed
Not legally possible
Other (explain below)

Hold

Reason for Hold:

When to recycle:

Not sufficient ,information
Waiting for an event

Please describe event below:

To whom to recycle:

At what step in the INDUS process to recycle:

0

lio Other governmental departments or agencies which should be alerted to this project:

go
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PROJECT EVALUATION

INSTRUCTIONS .

The attached Project Evaluation forms are accompanied by a set of
general questions. These questions are meant to encompass factors which
may or may not be critical to the particular project at hand.

A series of question's will be drawn from the total set based upon .
the type and size of the project. Many of these questions will be
anslpred with data already stored in the data base. The unanswered
questions will be presented for your consideration. Yolbshould note
all questions on the form which you feel to be either a critical
opportunity or a critical barrier. .

It is important to note that there is a signflicant amount of
individual latitude built into these forms. This will give you the
ability to tailor your evaluation of each project around the most
important facets of the project.

I

9.

a
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No 10 :

OJECT EVALUATION FORM

Projec Information

Project Title:

Proje.t Number:

'Off
Type of Prolect: 1.

Evaluation:

Date:'

Principal Investigator:

Proposing Organization:
0

-2. Level of Analysis Required: A B C (Circle One)

3. Analyses:

a. General Information:

a

o

b. Technology:
4f

3
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A -7

4V.4,

-a

7.

1

11101110

c. Production:

. Form *No. 10 .

'

d. Marketing:

Jr

f. Legal:
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4. Program/Project Interface:

=,,:',e44.--,AZ,W.Sf --trr4.11TV:V7,..-vompal,d1,
,

Lard,

Form4To. 10

Administration:
I.

sl

,

a. Critical Program Issues:

%a

b. Relation of Project to Critical Program Issues:

0



Preliminary Contextual questions - Introduction

The questions which follow represent our ideas regarding th. -J

41

of questions which will be required.to be asked at the project...Level.

We have.distilled the original nineteen features of the CISST

contextual analysis framework
*
into the seven categoriPs listed

below which appear to be most relevant for INDUS:

General Information

Technology

.- Production 0

Marketing

Resources

Legal'

Administrative

t..

In addition, we have assigned a letter to each question (A, B or C)

which relates to its level of specificity. In our analysis, each "A"

question represents a question at a very general level. Each "B"

quertion represents a more specific question. Each '0" 14estion

represents a level of specificity which normally would be needed

only for the largest and most complex projects.

The type and projected cost of each project, will determine wkich

level of analysis (i.e, "A", "B" or "C") which will be completed.

For example, a $25,000 demonstration project would use only the

"A" level of questions. A project in the magnitude of $500,000

would need to be subjected to a "C" level of analysis ("A" and "B"

level questions).

The nineteen contextual features of the CISST contextual analysis frame-

work are discussed.in detail in Radnor, Spivak, Young and Hofler (1977).

d41'). ,/ o

4
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, General Information

A Level Questions

A.1 Information sources: Where did you get your information?

How reliable is your information?

How easy.will it be to get additional,information as needed?

A. Atyw closely does this project fit the Program Area criteria

for projects?

Which Industr4s?

'IrWhich Technologies?

Energy Savings?

Economic.Factors?

R/D&I Considerations?
of

Size?

Funding? Timing?

Etc.

23.

6

A.3 Are there feasible alternative ways to those proposed in this

project of achieving the same or similar energy conservation

impacts? What are they? How do they compare with this project?
A

B Level Question

B.1 What has been our experience with this type of project in,terms

of success or failure? What are your observations based on?

B.2 What is the estimated ROI?

3 f'
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A

C Level Ouestions
.;

"

C.1 How confident are you of your nuMbers'

C.2 How have you made your estimate?

C.3 Rave you considered all relevant costs?

Reseaech?

Development?

Tooling?

Production? .

A

Scrap?

Marketing?

Service?

Adjustment/

Etc.?
4.

11. Technology

A Level Questions

A.1 How does this innovation relate to the current stitd'of practice

regarding this project?

A.2 Is it-a new product, process or concept?

A.3 Is it in the early or mature stages of development?

. to

-r)

4
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A.4' Is new tethnology following?

A.5 Will, this project provide significant technology transfer to

another program or project?

B Level Questions
A.

B.1 ,Are 'any major breakthroughs or problems anticipated/required in

research2 in development? in production? in tooling?

8.2 Any special quali5y Control issues?

B.3 Is the process familiar or unique to the industries involved?

B.4 To what extent will the technology require unusual maintenance?

Is dependibility an issue?
`.1

B.5 Does it require an in-depth technical support? If so what kind?

8.6 Are there better ways to make it?

B.7 Is this process one of several Alternatives? What might theSe be?

8.8 What are some other applications?

B.9 What is the time frame for introduction of R/D&I results to the

private sector for commercial application? ( 3 yrs., ) 3 to

< 7, > 7 to < 15, ) 15)
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C Level questions

C.1 How lonk might it take to achieve any necessary breakthroughs

in research? in development? in production? in tooling?

C.2 Are'any special testing requirements necessary?

C.3 How feasible is this project as proposed? as modifiable?

'C.4 Can the necessary specifications be shown?

C.5 Where the technical issues involved are highly sophisticated, is

there a high likelihood that the results will be reproducible

and therefore transferable to a produc.Ition orientation?

III. Production

A Level questions

A.1 What kind of facilities are needed to produce the product/process?

Scale? Capital Intensity?

A.2. Are any special skills required? Are they available?

B Level Questions

B.1 Are end-use properties defined and proved?

B.2 Has it been produced outside the laboratory?

B.3 Does it fit existing production lines? Are there special

process requirements?
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B.4 Are equipment suppliers and services available?

C Level Questions

C.1 Are equipment rates, volume, capacity and efficiencies crucialt

Will the production rate be able to meet the projected needs?

,?
C.2 What are the yields from process stages? Material balance?

C.3 Is the projected defect rate likely to be a problem?

C.4 Is the process reliable and reproducible?

C.5 Where is.special tooling required? Does the capability exist

internally?

Will or can production be affected by automation or robotizing?

C.6 Are maintenance problems anticipateL" or can we even guess?

G.7 Are there building requirements?

Is site selection critical?

C.8 Are there waste or fume problems? (i.e., are elaborate measures

required to provide adequate safety)?

IV. Marketing

A Level Questions

A.1 What is the chance of commercial success of this product?

A.2 To what extent do users perceive the need for this project? Is

there a need which is not currently being satisfied? Can the

need be stimulated?



A.3 What is the product/ptocess life cycle?

A.4 Can the product be easily copied or imitated?

B Level Questions

B.1 Need identification: What is the need for this project?

B.2 What are the competing products/processes?

B.3 Will it open up a new market(s)? Which? At what rate?

B.4 To whom will ihe product be sold?

B.5 Will it allow for significant cost savings? Is a sufficiently

'high ROI possible?

B.6 Is4he industry responsible for manufacturing the technology

highly 'competitive, with innovation an important factor in

determining market shares?

B.7 Once the technology is introduced, will competing manufacturers

be able to produce similar products resulting in market competition

and competitive pricing?

B.8 What is the pricing structure? Are there major price fluctuations?

What would be the effect of the energy saving technology on

selling price?

B.9 Will the first cost be a major deterrent to user acceptance?

B.10 What is the useful life of the product?



B.11 To what extent does a marketing network currently exist which

could easily integrate this technology into existing product

lires?

V.

C Level Questions

C.1 What is the projected market/size for this new product or process?

C.2 Is there a current market area for this type of technology? If

so, what is the current sales/share?

C.3 What will be the effect on current product/processes?

C.4 How will this innovation affect competitors?

C.5 Ara there any special characteristics of the customers? (The

public? OEM's? Jobbers? etc.?)

C.6 Whe,t type of demand building activities will be required? Will

any special efforts be necessary for advertising?

C.7 Will there be processing advantages to the user which could

represent considerable saving and/or hazard reduction?

C.8 Is it single-line or mixed model (does it come in varied sizes,

shapes, etc.)?

C.9 What are the export possibilities?

C.10 What type of maintenance is required? Are special facilities

required to provide this maintenance?

C.11 What type of field support services are required? How often?

How are they obtained by the user?

3 fi



C.12 What type of special training is required for field/plant

personnel? How long will this training mission take?

C.13 Will special financial arrangements be required to provide

for necessary service? for launching the product? Etc?

V. Resources

A Level Questions

A.1 What are the capital requirements? Will they be available?

From where?

A.2 What are the personnel needs and availability in relation to R/D&I,

production, marketing, etc.?

A.3 What i the availability of materials for this product or process?

A.4 Are individuals assigned to the project from the proposing

organization sufficiently qualified and capable of addressing

the technical problems which can be anticipated?

B Level Questions

B.1 How available are industry funds for this project? Where will

the funds come from?

B.2 Are there any obviously expensive steps or equipment chat

require special attention?

B.3 Are any new kinds of personnel needed? At what levels?

How many people will have to be trained? to be hired from

outside?
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B.4 Do you forsee any shortages forecast in the raw materials?

C Level Questions

C.1 Will new (types of) facilities, equipment, tools etc. be needed?

What will such machinery cost?

C.2 Who will develop the new facilities should they prove essential?

VI. Legal

A.1 Are there any legal/regulatory problems/opportunities expected/

available?

A.2 Can existing or anticipated environmental regulations be

satisfied without jeopardizing the usefulness of the technology

or adversely affecting the relative economics of the system?

B Level Questions

B.1 What about patents?

B.2 What about OHSA?

B.3 What &lbw. FTC?

B.4 What about local governments?

B.5 What about EPA?

B.6 Are there any product liability problems expected? How will

they be dealt with?



C Level Questions

C.1 Are government approvals fequired, and can/have they been

obined?

C.2 Does the product or process have srfficiently unique properties

to provide patent protection?

C.3 Will negotiations have to be made to acquire patents or necessary

licenses?

VII. Administration

A Level Questions

A.1 Will the project create any internal or external political

controversy?

A.2 What is the projected overall time table?.

A.3 To what extent does the industry have a background in the

project area (field)? Does the project fit into overall

industry goals?

A.4 Is the organization proposing to develop the technology highly

qualified in this area? Has it performed other work under

governmental contracts that has exhibited high quality?

A.5 Is the plan for testing feasible?

B Level Questicns

B.1 What is the industry's reputation in the project area or field?

B.2 How soon can/will production begin?



B.3 How soon can/will the product be marketed?

B.4 What will be the cash flow, break even and profits patterns?

C Level.Questions

C.1 Any problems expected with unions? What type of problems?

Acceptance of the change? Changed working conditions? Other?

Is .an adequate mechanism available to handle these problems?

C.2 What will be the time.required during initial production

before sfable production levels can be achieved?



ILLUSTRATIVE DISCUSSION OF SELECTED QUESTIONS
l

The discussion on the following pages is provided to illustrate the

nature and rationale of the differences between "A", "B" and "C"

level questions. The questions used are project level questions and,

as illustrations, constitute only a representative sample of the

total Set.of questions.



GENERAL INFORMATION

A.1 Information sources: Where did you get your information? How

reliable is your information?

How easily will it be to get additional information as needed?

There may be a variety of information sources available
concerning a particular project all providing relevant infor-
mation but from different perspectives. This particular
group of A Level questions are provided to insure considera-
tion by the analyst of these points for all proposed projects.

The information,needs to be evaluated by whether it came
from a strong/weak, neutral/biassed, etc. organization or
individual organized information storehouses (e.g., libraries;
information clearinghouses; etc.); from current literature; ,

or from other governmental sources. The reliability and
availability of needed information is also a function of the
source. of the information And also need a subjective evaluation

to be made at this point.

It is important to make this determination. The information
typically used in an analysis is a mixed bag of well docu-
mented timely facts, conflicting opinions, out-of-date
informaticin, biased and self-serving opinions, has many critical

gaps and so on. To some extent this is inevitable. We do

not here attempt to achieve information purity and complete-
ness but rather to cause the analyst to evaluate his infor-

mation. WhiCh is more, which less reliable, which is timely,
changing and if needed, where and hor could additional inlor-
mation be obtained (e.g., from consultants, library studies,
research projects etc.) and at what cost,.time needed, etc.?

B.1 What has been our experience with this type of project in terms

of su.cess or failure?

This "B" level - more specific question - gives the analyst
an historical perspective based on his (and other)
observations and experience-41th previous projects of a
similar nature. Both the objective data available from the
proposal itself and the data base and the subjective evalu-
ations privy to the analyzer must be considered if the Division
is to avoid repeating bad eririences due to lack of awareness
of prior problems. At the very least this might help to build
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in certain cautions and contingency plans designed to cope
with problems (or possibly opportunities) that can be signalled
from prior experience. The adequacy and functironing of the
data baie will be a critical element in this regard.

C.2 How have you made your estimate?

This is a very specific "C" level question which is asked of
, only the most complex and expensive projeats. The analyzer is

required to take a hard look at the methodology which went
into the predicted Return on Investment for this project and
make a decision as to its adequacy, and to initiate further
data collection and analysis where this seems to be lacking
and where its absence could cause a significant impact,

TECHNOLOGY

A.1 How does this innovation relate to the current state of

practice regarding this project?

A general question for n11 project proposals relating to
existing technology or state of the art. The underlying
question here results in an evaluation as to the adequacy of
the existing technology as it is required for the success
or fbilure of the project P3 proposed. At the same time, it
forces the analyst to pay specific attention to the state of
the so as to avoid fundamental errors of perspective. that

:.uuld come from ar inadequate consideration of this dimension.
In effect, the analyst is accepting the responsibility of
directly (or through those with whom he works - e.g., consultants)
keeping in touch with the state of the arts relevant to his
program and project areas.

B.1 Are any major breakthroughs or problems anticipated/required

in research? in development? in production? in tooling?

A more specific question which requires consideration of the
proposed pr,ject against technological developments which may
still be in embryonic stages i.e., which have not yet entered
the stage of feasible marketability or utilization. In addition,

consideration must be given to possible major technological
problems which could result from such things as unexpected
competition from another area for a limited technology.



C.1 How long might it take to achieve any necessary breakthroughs

in research? in development? in production? in tooling?

A very specific question, relating to the previous question,
which demands that a critical look be taken at the time
required for a technological breakthrough compared to that
time required in similar development by like organizations.
It is a frequent shortcoming of technology based planning
that insufficient consideration is given to the extensive
time requirements and sequencing of critical technological
,steps and phases.

PRODUCTIOli

A.1 What kind of facilities are needed to produce the product/

process? Scale? Capital Intensity?

A general question which solicits such information as: the
type of process to be used and also the requirement for the
organizations and personnel to operate the equipment or process
and the level of skill and scale commensurate. The need here
is to alert the analyst to the need to give early consideration
to the type of production capacity that will be needed if the
project is implemented. Is it reasonable to expect that it
will become available when and where it is needed, within the
necessary cost and scale parameters, etc.? Could early attention
to these quiestions ehorten any likely long lead times involved
in creating any needed capacity?

B.3 Does it fit existing production lines? Are there special

process requirements?

A more specific question affording consideration of the pro's
and con's of initiating production of the product/process
within the existing production framework which is being utilized
and the amount of adjustment which may be required and/or
recognized. And, if the fit is lacking - what are the time, cost
and feasib-lity implications?

C.1 Are equiinent rates, volume, capacity and efficiencies crucial?

Will the production rate be able to meet the projected needs?

A very specific question which brings to light what could be
the critical balance between 3uccess or failure based on the
interface between projected demand and available supply rate.



MARKETING

A.2 To what extent do users perceive the need for this project?

Is there a need which is not currently being satisfied? Can

the need be stimulated?

)0a.

A general question which will bring consideration to the
important differbnce between demand pulled and supply pushed
marketing strategies and the ease with which a visible market
can be created.

B.2 What *are the competing products/processes?

A, more specific question which allows the analyst to judge
whether the proposing organization has done its homework
thoroughly and is completely aware of the marketplace in
which the product/process is to be offered. Thus, one can
visualize a scenario in which a manufacturer proposes to
manufacture and promote an energy saving device as a component
on a product that is competitively weak in ccmpárison with
others available on the market (by quality and/or price for
exaMple) and hence less likely to be capable of successfully
launching the venture on their own.

C.4 How will this innovation affect competitors?

A very specific question - for the most complex and exper-
ienced projects - requires broad considerations of the expected
reaction from competitors and the positive or negative results
from this reaction.

RESOURCES

A.3 What is the availability of materials for this product or

process?

A general question asking for a "rough" accounting as to
where the necessary resources will come from and possible
Leittlenecks which could appear.

4 ,c,
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B.1 How available are industry funds fur this project? Where

will the funds come from?

A more specific question dealing with the w4lingness of
the industry to invest in various aspects of/this particular ,
project area as compared to likely Federal obgligations, and
by implication, the degree of faith of the industry in this
area, the capability of the particular industry to invest,
bear the risk, etc., and'the extent of suppprt and incentives
that may be required from INDUS.

C.1 W111 new (types of) facilities, equipment, tools, etc. be

needed? What will such machinery cost?

A very specific question asking for active awareness on the
part of the proposer as to the-total cost involved in the
project and the sources from which such marketing can be
obtained.

LEGAL

A.1 Are there any legal/regulatory problems/opportunities expected/

available?

A general question to insure that on the one hand the analyst

knows that an awareness does exist on the part.of the project
proposer in regards to possible legal/regulatory issues and
what steps have been considered (if possible at all) to effect
a change where necessary. The question also attempts to alert
the analyst to possible regulatory actions that might be taken
by the Department of Energy to achieve some or all of the
implied project objectives.

B.6 Are there any product liability problems expected? How will

they be dealt with?

A more specific question to show that the proposer has con-
sidered this area and is prepared to make responses as appropriate.

C.2 Does the product or process have sufficiently unique properties

to provide patent protection?
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A very specific question which recognizes the possibility of ,

patent protection on the particular innovation prodL2t/process
and the consideration which must be given to such patent
'action as a factor that mardetermine whetter the project
will be successful or Unsuccessful. Thus, the inability to
provide for patent rights may act is a strong ne.gative

incentive with respect to the willingness of firms;,to Liecome

,involved in the project effort.)

ADMINISTRATION

A.3 To what extent does the industry have a background in the-

project area (field)? Does the project fit into Overall

industry goals?

A general question requiring awareness of the cogent aspects
of the industry and it's goals for the future and hence "its"

recertiveness to a -rticular product/process.

B.2 How sOon"can/will production begin?

A more specific question requiring creation of overall

administrative and operational plans, flows, evaluation '

mechanisms, etc. and the orchestration'of the whole to
achieve production of the product/process. The time lag on

such an issue is often much longer thad assumed on a super-

ficial analyses and could well have profound consequences
for the prospect6 of the project.

C.2 What Will be the time required during initial production

before stable production levels can be achieved?

A very specific.question requiring foreclisting as to the

process, machinery, personnel, etc: which will be avalJable

and utilized. It can again be much later than the date for
initial production - which is often inappropriately used

as the key achievement milestone.
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APPENDICES

A. Purpose and Description of the Hold System

B. Energy Conservation Data Base
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D. Excerpts from CISST

E. The karket Oriented

Report to INDUS May, 1977

Program Planning Study
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APPENDIX A

PURPOSE & DESCRIPTION OF HOLD SYSTEM

A. Purpose

1. The Hold System is an administrative device created to

"freeze" a program in any one of the stages (or blocks)

of the screening and analysis process, for consideration

at a later date.

2. The Hold System does not serve as a rejection mechanism,

but rather as a."clearinghouse" for programs in the process

of analysis, when at any stage of the analysis a need arises

for a delay in the continuation of the analysis.

B. Description

1. Entering the Hold System

1.1 A program in analysis enters the Hold System due to two main

reasons:

(a) Bureaucratic - Administrative

(b) Technical

1.2 Bureaucratic - Administrative Reasons

(1) Timing Liadequate for decision/proceeding analysis

due to Political constraints; lack of personnel to continue

analysis; decision maker not available.

(2) Policy and strategy related reasons, e.g., the program being

analysed is somewhat outside the division's strategies and

policies, but has substancial value to be considered at a

later date.

1.3 Technical Reasons

The technical reasons for holding a program may vary. Some of

such reasons are: information unavailable or being searched;

timing inappropriate because of economic criteria, and the like.

0



2. Review and Release from the Hold System

2.1 Setting date for review

Once a program enters the Hold System, it is assigned a Review

Date. This data would be a function of the reason that forced

the program to enter the Hold System. If, for exmaple, a pro-

. gram enters the system because the decision maker was not avail-

able, the review date would match the decision maker's schedule.

2.2 Automatic Review

Every program in the Hold System will be subjected to an auto-

matic review, e.g., once every six months.

2.3 Release

Release from the Hold System means the return of the program to

the stage of analysis from which it was directed to the Hold

System.
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APPENDIX B

Energy Conservation Data Base

A. Description

B. Design

This appendix provides a preliminary overview of the Energy Conservation

Data Base. This does not constitute a design of the data base, as

this will be dependent upon further discussions with INDUS. It does

illustrate the kinds of features and design issues relevant to the

data base.

4 I
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Fisure 15
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A: DESCRIPTION OF THE INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSERVATION DATA BASE

1. Maintenance of Data'Syetem on Industrial Energy Conservation

1.1 to maintain and operate a comprehensive Data System on all aspects

of industrial energy conservation

1.2 to serve the Division of Industrial Energy Conservation (and

other divisions in .ERDA) in all aspects of data related to industrial

energy conservation

1.3 to assist the INDUS in all stages of the analysis and selection

of programs/subprograms/projects in industrial energy conservation

1.4 to assist the INDUS in all administrative stages of selection,

analysis, evaluation and management of energy conservation

programs.

Collection and Storage of Data on Energy Conservation

2.1 to collect Data related to industrial energy conservation

2.1.1 to continually collect relevant Data on energy areas

and on high energy consumption industries

2.1.2 to continually collect relevant data gathered by other

data-base systems (e.g., the proposed interlI,Ational

brewing industry energy data base )

2.2 to store industrial energy conservation data for usage by the Division of

Industrial Energy Conservation, other divisions of ERDA, and

other government and private institutions.

ERDA/IYDUS - Industrial International Data Base, 7th meeting, MILAN,

November, 1976, Doc. TID-27426, p. 7.



2.3 to be the main data system.of industrial energy conservation

in the country.

Collection and Storage of Managerial Data

3.1 to collect and store relevant data from all stages of admini-

strative and managerial activities in the Division of Industrial

Energy Conservation

3.2 to collect and store relevant managerial data on activities of

other divisions of ERDA and government agencies.

4. Retrieval, Outputs and Reports

0
4.1 to provide the potential users of the data-base with reports

on technical and managerial data

4.2 to allow potential users to retrieve relevant data in the form

of special requests.

5. What Should the Data-Base Do?

5.1 Be a depository of data on industrial energy conservation

5.2 produce reports and other data outputs for users

5.3 assist Division ofticers in all technical and managerial activities

and decision making

6. Who are the Potential Users?

6.1 officers and management of the Division of Industrial Energy

Conservation and of ERDA

6.2 Government Agencies and Congress



6.3 industrial organizations

6.4 other entities interested in energy conservation

B. DESIGNING THE DATA BASE

1. A number of critical issues will have to be explored carefully

in designing the data base. Among.these would at least be

the following

(1) Functional Issues

(a) Data Management Issues

How will the.data be checked for error; inconsistencies/

contradictions between data collected from different

sources or at different times; etc.

Where will data be stored? Will different data be

stored in different locations? Will specific data

items be stored in more than one place? What kinds

of storage modes will be used (e.g.: hard.copy vs

microfiche)?

How will the data be organized?

(b) Data Use Issues

How will a data synthesis function be performed?

By whom? Under what circumstances? When will data

synthesis vs. detailed data be used?

What modes of access are appropriate? Who should

have access to what data?

4 ", ,
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How will data be routed and transmitted? What

mechanisms will "trigger" transmission of data?

le

(c). Collection Issues ) a
. 6

What data should be collccted for storage? When/how

often? Who will collect.data, apd under what circum-

ctances?

(2) Design Dimensions

A

(a) Centralization/Decentralization

Some considerations imply the need for centralization

in the data base -- e.g.: synthesizing data that

is in "rough" form; sorting of data from different

sources, data collected for different purposes;

relating different data items to INDUS'S overall

mission; ensuring that data is not "lost"; the

need for data in one program that has been collected

in other programs.

At the same time, other considerations imply a more

decentralized approach to the data base -- e.g.,

the need for analysts, planners, managers to have

"on hand" data specifically relevant to their program

or project; some aspects of the data collection

process.

(b) Specialization of Data

To some extent, the data base must be organized

(structured) around the levels of analysis (mission

areas, programs projects), critical contextual

&b
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factors, types of programs and projects, etc. At

the same time, each of these "categories" and."sub-
, .

categories" are inerdependent. The design issue

' here, then, i 'howaextensively the data base will

11.

be organized round discrete, relatively self-contained

categories. 0 ganizing the data base extensively
,.

around sudh -categories would make the data more

easily retrievable and more specifically relevant,

but would also make the data base more complex.

(c) Level within the Division

At what level within the Division will monitoring

activities be located? Which activities?

(3) Other Issues

To what extent will the data base make use of technology

as compared to managerial mechanisms (e.g.: on-desk

terminals vs. meetings where data is shared and discussed)?

2. In this report we address the more general issues of the data

base design, by suggesting a framework which would allow for

further detailing and analysis (see Figure 15)

3. As an integral component of the program/project analysis and

evaluation - suggested in this report - the iata base would be

designed to closely follow the rationale and flow of activities

described in this report.

4. Criteria for Outputs Generated by the Data -Base

Of the main design issues of the data-base, the most critical

issue which wpuld have a profound impact on the basic design is



the reports/outputs generated by the data baA4 These outputs
ri

should adhere to the following criteria/characteristics:

4.1 outputi should provide existing data items desired by users

4.2 tutputs should have a format of data presentatiOn which is

clear,.readable, and in accordance with the technical-

administrative processes they assist

4.3 outputs should be accessible and furnished within a reasonable

period of time.

5. Type of Outputs Generated by the Data Base

The data base would generate 5 major types of outputs:

5.1 Periodical reports for internal use: These reports would

be generated to provide management of the'division with

information regarding the status of programs and subprograms/

projects. Two levels of such reports are recommended.

5.1.1 the state of each mission area/program/project in

the Division, i.e., which pro?rams/projecis are being

analyzed or evaluated; which are being implemented,

at what stage are they, etc.

5.1.2 A summary report of the status of the data base; i.e.,

existing data areas/categories recently added, etc.

5.2 Periodical reports for external use: these reports woulcy

be generated for external entities, e.g., Congress, and

would encompass such information as activities of the

Division in energy conselvation by area, industry, etc.

tailored to the needs and request of the external entity.,,
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5.3 Special reports for internal use: These reports would be

generated to provide dtvisional users with infqrmation

related to a program or pioject, and which is a response

to a request for a detailed report rather than for specific

data items.

5.4 S ecial re orts for external use: these reports would be

generated as responde to special requests by external

entities for 'a detalied report on divisional activities

in for example, a certain geographical area, indnstry,

- program and the like.

5.5 Sporadic outputs: these would be special requests for well

defined data items, submitted by both internal and external

entities.

Or anization oethe Data-Base

6.1 Data Areas

The data-base would be organized in two main data areas:

1) technical data, and 2) managerial adminiscrative.

TheLtechnical data would include items on energy consumption

and conservation, materials, processes, and the like.

The managerial-administrative data would include items on

manager-al processes in the division, such as program analysis

and evaluation stages, programs/projects on hold, analysis

and evaluation criteria, and data on contextual factors.

6.2 Categories of Data Organizations

A data base is usually organized in such a manner that allows

for each data field to be identified by only one value or

4
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definitional term. The data base suggesced here would be

organize in a way that provides several intersections

of its key elements, for example, programs and projects.

Figure 16provides an example of three such intersections,

by features of contextual analysis and.by level of analysis

and industry tnergy area. These intersections would

generate the following items:

. 6.2.1 What do we know about, for example, energy consumption

in the steel industry, or environmental constraints

in specific programs?

6.2.2 What do we know about, for erlmple, energy consumption

across industries or energy ...Teas; environmental

constraints across programs/projects; etc.?

6.2.3 What do we know about, for example, the steel industry

across critical contextual factors (e.g., technology,

energy consumption, etc.)?

6.2.4 What should we know that our data base does not yet

include (based on Figure 2)?

6.2.5 What do we know about, for example, comprehensive

analysis of contextual factors, across programs,

projects, etc.

6.2.6 What do we know about, for example, the status of

project X, across process stages.

Conclusioa

The data base described in this section is a critical component

in the program analysis and review process. The above description

";:!



is of a general nature and addressed some of the more critical

design issues. Further elaboration of the data-base would

depend on other organizational factors and shoald be designed

in cooperation with the Division's personnel.

4
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APPENDIX C

A monitoring subsystem is an important component of the Division's

program development and project selection system. In general,

monitoring can be understood as the systematic and ongoing collection

of information which proiridei a description or overview of conditions,

states or activities in a program and its environment. A monitoring

subsystem further provides information about the Division itself and

its relation to the environment.

The need of the Division to maintain and integrate internal decision

making with its environment can only be satisfied by a monitontmg

subsystem. Mbnitoring provides information about critical events

or factors which may directly or indirectly affect the Division,

programa or projects. This information becomes very useful for

operatirlial or policy decision making within the Division. Monitoring

is a deliberate, aggresive and ongoing process and the information

provided by it is critical for the maintenance of the Division's

operation.

Monitoring essentially involves the use of "indicators" which

reflect some state or condition of the area being monotired.

fhus, monitoring involves collection of data about these indicators

rather than a more comprehensive and detailed analysis of the area

being monitored. In effect, monitoring is analogous to reading

"dials" and "guages" which indicate the state of, for example, a

piece of equipment or a chemical manufacturing process.

In addition to supplying information about specific program activities,

monitoring serves sevezal general purposes. These are purposes which

go beyond providing a description of the ctates, activities or

conditions of the program and its environment.

A major purpose of monitoring is the "triggering" of specific opera-

tional activities. By examining information collected in the Monitoring

pro-.ess decision makers can identify significant patterns or trends

which allow them to initiate activities of the Division. These



activities may be pre-specific with some criteria that indicates

that they are to be initiated under a given set of conditions. It

may also be the case that a decision maker initiates new, ad hoc

activities based on the patterns perceived in the information. This

will allow the Division to make changes in prograns or projects

when needed.

Monitoring also provides an important input into the establishment

and operation of an organizational memory or data base. By storing

information collected in the monitoring process, and making it

possible for members of the Division to access this information,

the Division can maintain a detailed historical record of states,

activities and the environmental conditions of the past.

This information is of critical importance to the Division. Historical

information is an important input to problem solving in that it

provides a basis for determining what actions have been successful

in the past under a given set of conditions. Memory further provides

a basis for forecasting by making available information on historical

trends.

Perhaps most important, the organizational memory or data base allows

members of the Division to develop processes which have, over time,

influenced the current state of the Division. Such processes are

critical in understanding how the Division operates, in determining

why it operates in that way and in determining how to improve or

change the Livision.

Closely related to memory is the process of organizational learning.

Organizational learning is the process by which members of the

Division develop an awareness or understanding of the Division and

its environment, including previous activities of the Division

which have or have not lead to desired results under a given set
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of conditions. Organizational learning thus limits the "reinvention

of the wheel", and by providing an understanding of the nature of

the Division's activities, helps decision makers choose those

activi,ties or policies which are most likely to lead to success.

A critical factor in organizational learning is that individuals

within the system must have access to a broad range of information

(both current monitored ififormation and information from memory)

which theY did not collect and which may well extend beyond their
own d?main.

It is not the purpose of monitoring to provide all information that

is needed in making specific decisions. Raiher, the overview

description that emerges provides a background fo making specific

decisions. Nor is information collected through monitoring always

used at the time it is collected. Further, it is not, generall-,

the case that the collection and use of information are roles held

by the same individual or organization. These considerations

require not only:that information be collected but also that it be

stored and made available in some form useful to decision makers

at the INDUS.

AO-
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APPENDIX D

The following is an excerpt from our earlier report to INDUS(Radnor,

Young, Bajkowskii Hofler, Hay 1977): It indicates some weaknesses

of the current INDUSprogram planning process primarily with respect

to commerciolization of R&D outcomes.

1. Currently there is no formal systen to identify, analyze and

evaluate the non-technical and non-economic factors critieal to--

successful diffusion and commercialization of energy conservation

projects in the various subprogram areas.

2. The current system does not have an established system to,integrate

effectively energy conservation need identification, research,

'development and demonstration with successful diffusion and com-

mernialization of R/D&I outcomes.

3. There is currently no systematic way to identify, analyze _tad

evaluate options-regarding governmental roles relevant zo diffusion

and commercialization of R/D&I outcomes.

4. Lacking a clear definition of Government roles in the field of

energy conservation research, it follows that there are no clear

guide-lines to the repertoire of policies, strategies and actions

which can be employed to implement industrial energy conservation

programs.

5. In addition to the foregoing points the process of program analysis

can be improved in the following respects:

a) Identifying more operational criteria for program development;

Having greater sensitivity to an integrated contextual

analysis designed to identify critical factors which impede

(or facilitate) program implementation;

c) Developing specialized analysis,which organizes the collection

4 :f



Developing specialized analysis which organizes the collection

and synthesis of program level informatiort inputs prior to

project level activity;

d) Increasing and upgrading in-house program analyses. Currently

this must be done on an ad hoc sideline basis or contracted

out;

e) Placing more emphasis during analysis on designing a balanced

portfolio with respect to long and short term results, pro-

ducers and users; and the various phases of the R/D&I process;

f) Identifying and strengthening system building capabilities

required in each program area. So far, the current concept

of a subprogram (as a loose assemblage of similar projects

only incidentally related) is designed with little emphasis

on developing system capabilities;

g) Incorporating "downstream" planning inputs from the R/D&I

system. These need to be explicitly incorporated in early

phases of program analysis in order to insure linkage of the

R/D&I phase of the program area and to initiate these down-

stream activities in accordance with the lead time required

to achieve results;

h) Giving greater attention to the development of project level

criteria for identifying, evaluating and selecting projects

in a given program area;

i) Giving more attention to the comparative analysis of program

areas in terms of achieving commercialization and other common

program objectives in order to provide a more systematic

.rational means of allocating funds in the planning phase.



APPENDIX K

THE MARKET ORIENTED PROGRAM PLANNING STUDY (AOPPS)

The recently undertaken MOPPS exercise is a considerable effort to pre-

dict the supply of energy by various technologies in several market

segments. This section briefly describes the model developed by the

1.dustrial working group. In addition, some comments are made on

certaii assumptions and attributes of the exercise, as well as its

relation to the proposed CISST analysis, selection and planning of

programs and projects. .

Basically an econometric model, MOPPS analysed the impact of a vrriety

of technologies (conventional as well as advanced) in terms of predicted

energy demanded'by the degree of market shares and penetration in

selected years over the next half a century. The basis for differ-

entiating market shares and penetration is the distribution of tech-

nology prices, which include, among others, capital cost, operating

and maintenance cOsts and tax credits. It is also assumed that all

the technologies in a determined market are in T.ompetition (including

conservation technologies). Starting out with the projected demard

for energy in a given year, conservation is the first to be considered,

and savings are computed. Next, conventional technologies are considered

as suppliers of the remainder of energy demand with new technologies

assumed to supply demand requ...red in excess of the capability of

conventional technologies.

One important outcome of MOPPS is a listing of energy technologies,

in their respective marki.t., classified in absolute terms, by the

degree to which they will be capal.,le of entering the market and

supplying the projected inLramental energy demand. Such a listing

provides an idea of those vechnollogies which are "more likely to

succeed" is their respective markets. Consequently, a listiof this

nature indicates priority technologies for ERDA's funding plans.



As an experimental endeavor, MOPPS sheds light on a complex phen-

omenon, namely, the assessment of competing technologies in the

future market scene. The complexity of the effort is illustrated by

the fact that any one single area of concern in the MOPPS rationale,

such as technology transfer and utilization, is in itself a consider-

able challenge for both researchers and analysts. With this back-

ground, the extent and degree of detail of the information provided

by MOPPS should serve as preliminary guidelines for planning and

budgetary purposes; as one component in making decisions concerning

the support of competing technologies.

The major advantages of.the MOPPS as an instrument in technology

differentiation are:

(1) MOPPS considers a variety of technologies simultaneously

as competitors in market segments and offers an estimate

of market penetration and technology utilization

(2) MOPPS considers energy savings relative to other tech-

nologies and markets

(3) mopps provides a "first cut" approach to technologies

differentiation

(4) MOPPS considers the derived priority of technologies

in terms of cost or economic parameters, thus providing

a single, though complex, criterion for selection of

competing technologieb, and finally,

(5) MOPPS attempts to analyse, quantitatively, the predicted

contribution of different technologies to the forecasted

demandlor energy in future years.

Because of the desire to produce quantitative analyses and outcomes,

and due also to some constraints of the econometric model, MOPPS

excluded or ...nder emphasized several important dimensions. Some of

these are:

4 r)f.
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(1) Regulatory laws and limitations,,were not considered in

a manner that would account for their substantial impact

on technological utilization and market penetkation.

They are implicit in the model but have no critical in-

fluence in the main variables. (In its rationale of

technologilapplications, Energy and Environmenta

Analysis Inc. considered air pollution regulations as

a factor which determinel "maximum fraction" for a given

technology in its respective market).

(2) In addition, political factors other than regulations were

explicitly considered. These and other-such factors are

usually regarded by economists as "externalities", but in

the case of nation-wide analysis of technologies and their

relation to industrial and mark4 absorption, such factors

are of primary importance.

(3) An S shaped curve was adopted for each industry in esti-

mating market penetration, assuming a very similar be-

havior across industry. Many studies of technology util-

iation and deffusion have pointed out to different be-

havior patterns by industry sector and technology.
1

(4) Finally, MOPPS assumed little or no improvements in technologi==

General improvements wete not differentiated, although

some technologies are in an embryonic stage (e.g., solrr

energy).. In terms of planning and forecasting, this is a

prennial problem of the "chicken and the egg". If no im-

provements are considered, the given technology would

appear low on a priority list, would not be adequately

funded, and hence its likelihood to improve would be

greatly reduced. In addition, although we recognize the

difficulty in forecasting technological development,

several existing techniques, such as Delphi, provide an

indication of such future trends.

Our conclusions from the above analysis of the MOPP'S model is that it

is a valuable planning tool, but not a complete planning tool. MOPPS

1"
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complements the CISST analysis approach in that it links economic and

technical analyses and supplies a preliminary overview or scenario of

technologies and energy-demand/supply. The CISST analysis considers

a much greateryariety of critical factors and results in the compre-

hensive exploration of the major variables of concern to ERDA in

planning and selecting funding targets.

v.

4 -)
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APPENDIX F

THE INDUS RESOURCE.ALLOCATION SCORING MODEL

As we have noted in the text of this report, the current approach of

INDUS focuses.more heavily on projects than on programs - - and within

this focus, the current emphasis is more on project selection

. issues than on "downstream" Implementation/utilization issues. This

report has noted the need for a broader focus - - one which does

include a program-specific focus, which differentiates between programs

and projects and which integrates the program and project planning

processes of INDUS.

It is in this context that the current INDUS Resource Allocation

Scoring Model (RASM) must be evaluated.

The RASM is, in essence, a method for assigning values to projects

in order to allow a relative ranking of projects. Without attempting

here a comprehensive and detai.ed analysis of the RASM, we may make

the following observations.

1) The current RASM is not adequate, in and of itself, as a method

for validly ranking projects because it:

a) focuses on only a few of the broad range of contextual

variables which need to be considered in evaluating

a project;

b) does not allow adequate consideration of the enormous

variations among projects in terms of (for example):

the variable natures and requirements of different types

of projects (e.g.: research, development, demonstration);

different INDUS purposes and goals for which projects

might be relevant (and whether one project might be relevant

for several purposes whereas another would be relevant for

only a single purpose); 4 ,
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'c) is not specifically designed-to incorporate consideration of

"downstream" implementation/utilization issues.

2) The current RASM dcies not Properly treat the differing con-

. siderations at the program level vis-a-vis the project,

level.

3) The current RASM in and of itself does not consider the potential

for synergy and/or the need for coordination/orchestration

across projects.

4) The current RASM does not have the capability to evaluate the
1

appropriateness of a solution hich the project represents.
, .

This does not mean,' however, that the RASM isinvalid per se. Rather,

it is to suggest that while 7'..t can be of value, its value is as part of

a more comprehensive approach to project (and program) selection and

planning process. Indeed, as we stated in our earlier report to INDUS

(Radnor, Young, Bajkowski and Hofler, May, 1977); "Ultimately a

scoring system which assigns point ratings to the various evaluation

criteria (or some systematic evaluation scheme) will need tor be developed

in order to rate a large number of ECOA's
#

in terms of several criteria.'

We may note here that the program/project planning process suggested in

the text of this report actually makes the use of scoring models such

as the RASM more meaningful as a part of a more total planning process.

Specifically, we have noted above that the RASM cannot be validly used to

We do not here evaluate the validity of the current RASM as a "scoring"

methodology per se -- i.e., whether it is "better".or "worse" than
any other possible scoring model which would focus on the same set

of (limited) variables.

ECOA: Energy Conservation Opportunity Area
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1

compare (i.e., to rank) projects which are of different types. However,

scoring models such as the RASM can be val.dly used to compare (i.e., to

rank) projeCts which are essentially similar. The program/project

planning process suatsted in the text of this report provides a mechanism

for "sorting" projects into "similar types" - - thus allowing for the

valid use of scoring models such as the RASM.

One final comment is in order. While "scoring" models can be of value,

care must be taken to recognize (1). that Any scoring "formula" is an

"artifact" and mtist be treated Ss such; but (2) that' "scoring" models

ofted tend to be given a status of "truth" and "finality" beyond the

actual capabilities of such models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The central role of science aad technology ia the development of the

lesser develcped countries (LDCs) has been recognized for some time.

However, although technological change in the Third World .has often

resulted in increased productive growth, it has more often than not.

created economic, social and political problems that have seriously

impeded the development process. As a result, the net gain to the

LDCs in terms of alleviating some of the more distressing symptoms

of underdevelopment has been questionable. As a recent Asian

Development Bank report notes, the problem of rural poverty and

unemployment in fl Ihird World has now reached such a level as to

make 1:evolutionary violence a near-inevitability if some of the

pressing problems of underdevelopment are not dealt with immediately.

Apart from the serious threat that such a situation presents to the

international economic order, it also emphasizes the urgent need for

a clear and realistic policy on the part of the developed countries

towards the LDCs in view of the significant roles that such policies

play in the political and economic behavior of Third World natior,..,..

Though it is true that the leading role in development ought to be

played by the LDCs themselves, it is equally true that ruch of the

resources and knowhow that are uecessary for progressive development

are housed in.the advanced nations and that the responsible handling

f :.11ebe factors is important to successful growth and stability in

,e Third World.

The development problem has been approached from a variety of per-

spentives and disciplines, each with its own weaknesses and limita-

tions. In recent years the concept of Appropriate Technology has

been receiving increased attention by those who are concerned with

technology utilization in developing countries. The Appropriate

Technology concept does take us a step in the right eirection of

recognizing the importance of the specific context relevant to

*This summary statement of issues has been prepared without specific
citations. However, for the benefit of the reader a brief re-
presentative set of references on this topii is attached.
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development and the role of technology. However, w.e must recognize

that the Appropriate Technology concept is itself a specific and

particular type of approach which has significant limitations. In

other words, Appropriate Techn ,ogy must be understood as one

particular instrument with which the probslems of poverty, unemployment

and unequal income distribution can be addressed, and hence it must

be considered in terms of its relation to an overall strategy of

development. Thus there has been an imperative need for the

development of a comprehensive contextual analytical framework to

avoid the mistakes that have occurred in past efforts to relate

technology R&D, transfer and utilization to the development needs

of developing countries -- mistakes which have resulted in accusations

of economic exploitation and domination of the LDCs. Many of these

mistakes have resulted from inadequate analyses both of the situation

in the LDCs and of the role that DCs and international organiza-

tions can play in the process of development. This in turn has

been due to a lack of a comprehensive analytical framework that

simultaneously is true to the existing reality and permits the

generation of policy-relevant information in this context.

This paper is a discussion of the dominant trends in development

research, their relative strengths and weaknesses, and a preliminary

examinaAon of how these divergent trends can be integrated by the

use of a contextual analytical framework.

II. DOMINANT TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH: DEPENDENCY THEORY AND

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

The relative failure of science and technology to catalyze development

in the LDCs may in part be attributed to the adoption of policy

measures (both by LDCs and the developed countries) which were

informed by theoretically inadequate models of economic growth and

development based on the extrapolation of the western industrial

nation experience. The fact .1:hat technological development and

-
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innovation played a significant and determining role in the industrial-

ization of the western industrial nations leads, implicitly, to the

conclusion that the economic underdevelopment of the LDCs is related

to the underdevelopAent of their scientific and technological

capabilities.

To a large extent this conclusion is supported by empirical eVidence;

but it is Also true that the underutilization of existing capabilities,

as well as problems and consequences associated with the introduction

of western technologies, are further contributors to the current state

of underdevelopment. In other words, the problem is not one which can

be solved by merely adding "more technology" but also involves a

consideration of the social, political and cultural structures and

dynamics that accompany technological activities, as well as of the

ways in which technologies may adversely impact development goals and

priorities. Thus, the two central questions that must be raised are:

(a) What are the reasons for the currently existing techno-

economic structures of the developing countries and how

are they positively or negatively affecting the attainment

of developmental goals?

(b) How can technology be consciously and effectively used

as an instrument for socioeconomic developnent, given

the existing resource structures and priorities?

The first of these two questions focuses on the causes and explanations

of the currently existing states of underdevelopment, while the second

emphasizes prescriptive strategies for development. The two questions

are essentially complementary since in order to address the second,

it is necessary to make a realistic appraisal of the nature and causes

of the current states that specify the initial conditions on which

future-oriented strategies must be based.

It is noteworthy however, that much of the current discussion in the

development literature seems implicitly to treat these questions as
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being independent, of each other. In fact, each of what may be

considered the two dominant streams of current thought - Dependency

Theory on the une hand, and Appropriate Technology on the other --

empaasizes one tif these questions tore than the other. However,

since each school contributes valuable perspectives which aid in

understanding each issue separately, a brief examination of their

key positions is in order.

1, Dependency Theory

Dependency Theory and its offshoots evolved in response to the need

to determine the causal processes that explain the current state of

underdevelopment in the Third World, an issue which was largely left

unexplained by conventional economic theory. The main argument

that Dependency theory makes is that the present condition of the

I.DCs must be reexamined in the context of the development of an

international economic system, and the changing nature of the political,

economic and technological relationships between the developed countries

and the developing countries. Such an analrsis suggests that the

early forms of politico-economic dependence which prevailed under

colonialism have given way to structures of financial and techno-

logical dependence that hinder the autonomous development of the

Third World. Thus, many of the problems of technology transfer

and technological change in LDCs are seen as problems in political

economy, rather than simply as technical or managerial problems.

There are two major thrusts that characterize the work on techno-

logical dependence. The first deals with -_he manner in which the

importation and transfer of foreign technology has been accompanied

by a monopolistic control by the supplier over the technology and

its use, and by the heavy royalty payments and profit repatriation

that accompanies such ventures. The secord thrust deals with the

inappropriateness. and unsuitability of these technologies and products

to the particular needs and priorities of the LDCs. Several reasons

have been suggested for this second phenomenon: the relative capital

intensity of technological innovations in the west; the market

4
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imperfections that result from a small elite consumption pattern

dominating the market demand in LDCs; the political interests and

sucial constraints that accompany choices about technology; etc.

Dependency Theory, suggests a number of interesting, indeed critical,

propositions about the nate:e of the relationship between technology

and development, which neo-classical economic theory is unable to

identify. Its major contributions are t4at it highlights the need to

view the problem of underdevelmment in terms of the historical

evolution of a techno-economic system, ahd that it makes explicit

the political and ideological underpinnings of the developmental

'process. However, it lacks empirical substantiation and leaves

unanswered many key questions. For example, even if one accepts the

technological eapendence argument as empirically true, it is never-

theless a reality that the bulk of the technological resources of

the L'orld is concentrated in the advanced nations, and if the LDCs

are to achieve development through technological means, they must

necessarily turn to these nations to satisfy some of their needs

for technology and knowhow. In fact, thia situation is the classical

dilemma that has characterized relrltions between the LDCs and the DCs

and'n one that needs to be resolved in a realistic manner before

any substantial prOgress can be made itt this area. The problem

presented both to the LDCs and the DCs is one of converting what

has seemingly been a zero sum game, with the Multinational Corporations

(MNCs) and other foreign investors benefiting at the expense of the

LDCs, into a situation where both parties can emerge advantageously

from the interaction.

It should Le n.ted that the ready explanations that Dependence Theory

offers for many currently seriyus problems in the LDCs (e.g., MNC

control of several industries, dependence on foreign inputs,

skewed consumption and distribution patterns) have resulted in its

having made a significant impact on the policies of some LDCs

towards foreim investment, technology transfer and international

aid.



Appropriate 'Technology

Turning to Appropriate Technology, the central argumem: made is that

different technologies are suitable to different envitonmentw, and

that western technologies, to the extent that they have been .

developed under conditions quite different from those in the LDCs

(e.g., relative capital abundance, relative labor.scarcitjli etc.),

are unsuitable to the peculiar factor endowments and sociocultural

attributes of the LDCs. Thus, the need in LDCs is for the design

and implementation of more "appropriate" technologies that address

the urgent needs for employment creation, capital savir,g, optimal

resource utilization, and demand for essential goods.

Appropriate Technology has evoked considerable interest in both DCs

and LDCs, uh well as international agencies and corporations. 'One

of its aldjor o n_ributions has been to indicate that it is possible

to have alternate techniques of production to those already in exist-

ence, and that the social dimension of technology needs to be given

a significant position in the selection of technioues. However,

the interest in Appropriato Technology has also led to the awareness

that the problem is not one of merely developing a ew set of hard-

ware which is more appropriate to the LDCg, but ehat there are a

host of other features that need to be considered before the concept

of Appropriate Technology becomes practically feasible. For example.

problems relating to implementation and evaluat ,a, social and

political barriers, availability of skills, incentive schemes, and

administrative techniques are all related to the practical application

of Appropriate Technology. Further, it is not always true that

alternative techniques are available or can be developed, and this

has important implications for the way in which the LDCs view

the technology available in the DCs, and how they deal with the

problem of developing their own indigenous R&D capabilities. Finally,

there existS little in the way of empirical information about the

range of alternative techniques available, the availability of

resources and the relevance of existing R&D f.tructure. in LDCs to

such activities.



Thus, though Appropriate Technology has emerged as a constructive

approach to development, it is still inadequate in many respects and

there is a need for further clarification and elaboration of the

concept, and for empirical research that deals with some of the

underlying issues.

With these issues in mind, in the next section a brief discussion of

the various contextudl factors that need to be considered with regard

to Appropriate.Technology is presented. Not only are the relevant

arguments from Dependency Theory recognized but also policy related

issues such as implementdtion and selection processes. This dis-

cussion is brief and primarily meant to indicate how a contextual

analysis enriches and elaborates the concept of Appropriate Technology.

III. CONTEXTUAL ISSUES IN APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

As we noted earlier, technology does have a central role in the issue

of development, and varying kinds and degrees of emphasis have been

given to the technological aspect of development. However, in recent

years, there has been a gradual and increased broadening of the

perspectives from which the role of technology is viewed. Thus,

.:here is increased interest in specifying the varied roles that

technology and technological change may have in relation to varying

aspects of the development issue; identifying the consequences ehat

technology may have on various aspects of a society; and determining

how to avoid nezative consequences.

Fundamental to the concept of Appropriate Technology (as it is used

today) is the increasing awareness that it is not merely the level of

technological sophistication but also the suitability (i.e.,

appropriateness") of the technology which plays an important role

in development. To illustrate, *the "high technologies" developed in

the DCs (in response to conditions of relative labor scarcity/capital

abundance) may not be suitable in the LDCs (which are typically

characterized by the opposite conditions of labor abundance/capital

4 4



scarcity). Thus, whereas earlier models of development and economic

grawth had largely rested on the assumption that more and/or more

sophisticated technology would lead to more growth (regardless of

the contextual differences between countries), it is now recognized

that technologies developed in one cOuntry (having a particular set

of contextual conditions) are not necessarily suited for another

country (which has a different set of contextual conditions).

The immediate thrust of the response to thissituation has been

towards the development of technologies that are specifically

designed for the factor endowments and environmental conditions of

the developing countries. The specific emphases have been on

teahnologies which are low cost, labor intensive, simple to operate,

energy saving, essential goods oriented, small scale, indigenously

developed, and which address the immediate and pressing developmental

needs of the developing countries.

We can see, then, that underlying the concept of Appropriate

Technology (whether explicitly or implicitly) is some degree of

awareness that technology development, transfer and/or utilization

are affected by the complexity and uniqueness of the contexts of

the LDCs. This awareness of importance of context takes us a step

in the right direction. However, there remain a number of serious

limitations to the Appropriate Technology concept. Mainly, these

limitations are the result of two factors:

1. The Appropriate Technology concept is itself an approach

to development. It therefore hes a particularistic (and

thus limited) perspective about development.

2. Much of the analytical work on Appropriate Technology lacks

adequate inquiry into the practical aspects of Appropriate

Technology,

Thus, much of the analytical work in this area focuses on technical
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dimensions (in the sense ot identifying and developing alternative

techniques of production) and on economic dimensions (in the sense of

market aspects of alternative techniques). As a consequence, many

key problem areas are left unexplored. In partithis is due to the

fact that the focal emphases of Appropriate Technology (which were

identified more or less in reaction to the characteristics of modern,

sophistic,'.-4 technology) have themselves begun to constra . analysis
in this area. For example, Appropriate Technology is generally

associated with low/intermediate technology -- and thus-tends to

leave unanswered questions about the appropriate role of high

technology in the LDC context.

Furthermore, it has bten observed that the very same contextual factors

that played such an important role in the inittal "diagnosis" (of the
inappropriateness of the high technologies used in the past) seems

to be largely ignored and omitted in "prescriptive" responses. Thus,

we have mainly technical and economic policy recommendations being

made about Appropriate Technology which fail to recognize that social,

cultural and political factors are an important (indeed essential)

ingredient of the very notion of "appropriate" technology.

In addition, failure to look at the practical problems and obstacles

that an Appropriate Technology program may encounter has resulted in

little work being done with regard to: the constraints and obstacles

that will be faced by an Appropriate Technology program; the dynamics

of the Appropriate Technology innovation process; diffusion and

marketing of Appropriate Technology; infra-structural necds for ...

viable Appropriate Technology program; go system requirements for

Appropriate Technology; skill and training requirements for an

Appropriate Technology program; implementation and evaluation aspects;

organizaLional managerial and policy implications; relevance of

existing knowledge in other disciplines such as management of R&D,

systems analysis, innovation research, and public policy; manpower and

skills requirements for Appropriate Technology; the political dimensions

of Appropriate Technology; etc.
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Furthermore, usage of the.Appropriate Technology concept will.tend to

be constrained by the general problems noted earlier; e.g:: the

constraints and limit -ions to whidh the major agencies and parties

engaged in such research are subject; the conflicting ideologies

and preferences of these parties which, works against the development

of theoretically substantial knowledge; etc.

finally, the emphases of Appropriate Technology (labor intensive,

essential goods oriented, small scale, etc.) thus far leave unanswered

sudh critical contextual questions as: "Under what conditions are

these emphases appropriate?" For example, does an "appropriate"

technology always have to be labor intensive? Under what contextual

conditions might quality be more important than labor intensity?

Under what contextual conditions might high level technology create

more jobs in the long run than intermediate technology?` What are the

problems/deficiencies in the commonly used criteria of economic

performance (e.g.: Internal Rate of Return, Net Present Value) and

how may these be embedded into a broader set of analytical tools

with which to guide decision making in the context of development?

For another example, we should not accept uncritically an "essential

goods" orientation. Would it really be wise to 'build a whole economy

around "essential gJods" such as food, clothing, housing? If not,

what "mix" of "essential" and "non-essential" goods would be relevant?

And what is or is not an "essential" good?

Thus, while the recently emerging concept of Appropriate Technology

is indeed a step in the right direction (of considering development

and the role of technology in light of total contextual conditions),

it muat also be recognized that Appropriate Technology in itselfsis 0

specific type uf approach to development, that it is only one of many

possible approaches, and that it does have its limitations. In

order to understand the relevance of the Appropriate Technology

approach per se (which we have deliberately indicated to be a

specific approach by the use of capitalizations), it will be

necessary to focus on the idea of "appropriateness"
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(which we deliberately do not capitalize) in terms of the broader

context. In a word, we.must have a comprehensive contextual per-

spective from which to,analyze the problem of development, the role

of technology in development and the relevance of specific approaches

(such as the.Appropriate Technology concept).

It is valid indeed, necessary -- to ask what is "appropriate" tr

deveiopmant$ provided only that we have a broad perspective (i.e.,

a total contextual perspectivaY about what development involves.

:In this way$ we will no longer be focusing solely on *specific type
of (or approach to) technology, or even solely on technology per se.

Rather, our focus .will include such questions as: What are the

conditionsthat make au particular type of technology (low,

41termadiate or high) "appropriate" to a specific type of industry

at a partictilar point in time for a particular country or society

and in terms.of what purposes and objectives, as determined by whom?

Ilhat are the critical factors in a specific context (e.g.:

level/stability of funding; nature of the institutional/personnel

bases; roles of and linkages between var'ous types of institutions)

whichwould either facilitate or,hinder development? What are the

policy and action strategy options which are both "appropriate"

and available -- and what would be their impact on development, on

technology development/transfer/utilization, on a particular country

or society?

From this brosader understanding of "appropriateness", the nature and

role of the Appropriate Technology approach can he given a proper

perspecti,ve -- as can the overall role of'technology and various other

approaches to issues of development.

Based on these discussions, and our overall understanding of the role

of technology in developing countries, the next section is a brief

discussion of some important selected issues that arise in this

context. An examination of these issues is important from both ,olicy

And research perspectives, and this discr!ssion is preEented mainly co

4:) r-
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indicate and elaborate the wide variety of issues and factors that

need to be considered in an overall analysis of technology in

developing countries, and suggest ways in which a contextual analytir,a1

approach is useful in these contexts.

IV. SELECTED ISSUES IN TECHNOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT

1. The Choice of Techniques

Central to the transfer, adaptation and development of technology,

and more generally to the relationship between technology and develop-

ment, is the issue of how part.c.tlar techniques are chosen and

implemented, and how this decision making is constrained by social,

technical, political,and economic factors. In this sense, the problem

of the choice of techniques is at the core of the concept of

appropriate technology. Stated differently, the development of

appropriate technologies essentially involves the development and use

of appropriate criteria for the choice of techniques. Although ehis

has been recognized in much of the work on appropriate technology,

it is also true that the very same social and environmental considera-

tions that went into the diagnostic portion of the work, were left

out of the prescriptive part. Thus, by and large, the criteria for

appropriate choice of techniques still remain techno-economic in

content, and leave unresolved and unaddressed issues regarding the

social and environmental context of such choices that were the major

forces to generate concern over appropriate technology in the first

place.

Furthermore, the existence of "Inappropriate" technologies has not

been looked at from the perspective of the existence and operation

of decision-making structures that are constrained in such a way as

to lead to the selection of "inappropriate" techniques. Lack of

access to information, uncertainty in decision making, influence of

vested interests, status and prestige 9q9ociated with crxtain

technologies and projects, biased tax and excise structu:es, and a

host of other factors can lead to supposedly "irrational" decision



making with deterministic inevitabil... These aspects of the choice

of techniques in developing countries have several implications for

the structures and decision making strategies of organizations in both

LDCs and DCs.

Unfortunately, organization theory, which has the potential of making

significant contributions to development, has mainly addressed the

interests and priorities of large, sophisticated organizations which

work under very specific prlfit-maximization principles. In develop-

ing countries, there is a need for a framework which takes into account

not only the profitability and efficiency factors, but also social,

political and environmental costs and benefits in the decisioh making

process. Partly, this continuing tendency to focus solely on the

technical and economic aspects of choice of techniques has been a

result of a lack of,information about the other divensions, and an

inbuilt bias in much research towards quantifiable measures.. Partly,

also, the reason has been that decision situations and criteria afe

highly depehdent on the particular country, sector and objectives

being pursued, thus making general statements about criteria for the

choice of techniques difficult.

Neverthelest3, it ought to be mentioned that recently a few studies

have dealt with the choice of techniques in LDCs from a broader

perspective Which includes consideration of the historical, social

and environmental determinants of technical choice. What is

required, however, is a systematic compilation of these findings and

the developmenk of a paradig tor research in this area that is

simultaneously true to existing theoretical foci and addresses the

priorities that the empirical evidence hignlights. Furthermore, such

research requires a breakdown of disciplinary barriers and emphasizes

the need for indepth qualitative studies.

2, Research) Developmenl and Innovation in LDCs

One of the major characteristics of underdevelopment is a weak,

4,,
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inadequately structured or orchestrated indigenous Research and

Development (R&D) system. Hence, a necessary complement to any

policy which seeks to encourage utilization and development of

appropriate technologies in LDCs is a plan to strengthen this local

R&D structure and system orchestration.

As is often the case, a great deal has been written about the role

that R&D does er should play in the process of development, but little

has been done about it, and little is known about the real and concrete

characteristics of R&D systems in LDCs.

Nevertheless, two things are clear. First, in order to give meaninj

to any strategy involving development through appropriate technology

.measures, the generation of a strong, need-oriented, socially-beneficial

R&D capability seems to be essential. Second, the current conceptuali-

zation of an R&D system needs to be extended backwards and forwards

(vertically integrated) so as to include the entire process from

inttial financial, human, material and knowledge inRuts to final

utilization and consumption. In other words, there is a need to view

the R&D system in terms of the overall economic process of production,

distribution and consumption and tO recognize the central role that

innovation plays in this process.

Thrtigh such a conceptualization, it will be possible to examine the

roles played by what appear Fo be a diversity of unrelated facto,:s,

(such as extension structures, institutional and cultural barriers,

market imperfections, coupetitive policies and educational system

nriorities), in determining the degree to which the R&D system is

r,I.vant to developmental goals. A strategy for the strengthening of

the R&D system that does not view the system in this broad sense

can woll lead to the marginalization of the system from the economy

and make R&D a consumption iuem, rather than an investment item.

In many LDCs, the R&D systems are heavily oriented towards high

technology, advanced science and the status systems of the international
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scientific community. This, in combination with structural inade-

quacies ix terms ot coordination, dissemination, need identification,

implementation and evaluation, leads to a situation where there is

little relation between t4 kinds of R&D being done and the develop--

mental priorities at hand.

The two research priorities that emerge here are (a) the identification

of the various dimensior3 of the total R&D process (we refer to it

as the Research, Development and Innovation (R/D&I) process to indi-

cate the more comprehensive usage of the concept); and (b) an analysis

of what combinations of these dimensions would constitute an effective

R/D&I system in the LDCs.

The general paucity of concrete information and cnherent theory about

R/D&I systems in LDCs suggests an exploratory study that addresses

fhese questious. Further, since the concept of appropriate technology

is of particular importance currently, it would make sense to conduct

a study that addresses this question: What are the R/D&I system

characteristics and interactions that lend themselves to the success-

ful development and implementation of appropriate technologies?

3. Agrarian Innovation

Most 1,DCs are characterized by a large backward agricultural sector.

The major emphasis given to rapid industrialization in early develop-

ment efforts led to a relative neglect of the agricultural sector, and

it is only recently that Cle importance of the role that agriculture

plays in a healthy developrent process has been recognized. As a

result, the recent plans and policies of many LDCs indicate a vigorous

and renewed interest in the improvement of the rural economy.

Intensive efforts are being made to develop adequate structures for

the production and distribution of agricultural inputs, the develop-

ment and implementation of more efficient agricultural techniques,

and the setting up of agro-based industrie3 to further enhance

growth in the rural sector.
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However, there are several areas where gaps or inadequacies in the

current understanding of the process of development have led to serious

problems in the implementation and' success of suck efforts. For

example, little ts known about the interactions and linkages between

rural and urban sectory often resulting in a dichotomous treatment

of the situati n which only aggravates the existing inequalities

between them. Also little is knowm about the role that tribal

influences play in the rural economy and the extent to which growth

strategies can help or hurt them. There is much to be done in

identifying and evaluating the shadow costs associated .rith agri-

cultural innovations, as well as analyzing their environmental

cultural impacts. Further, there are several unexploited resources

in the rural sectur in the form of artisan and traditional skills

and sciences, and the extent to which a development policy can make

use of these resources for overall economic growth still remains

rather unclear. Finally, little is known about how agricultural

R&D systems can be designed and implemented so as to make them

address the needs of farmers and rural workers. For example, the

agriculture extension system in India is highly inefficient in the

sense that user needs are rarely reflected in the types of R&D work

being done in agricultural institutes, and the dissemination of

innovations is hampered considerably by bureaucratic barriers anU

structural def'ziencies.

As far as agricultural innovations are concerned perhaps the most

famous recent innovation is the inttoduction of high yielding

varieties (HYV) of wheat, ..hich led to the GrePn Revolution. Though

this led to substantial edses in agricultutal productivity in

\ many ateas, several stud'..eidone since have drawn attention to tAe

adverse consequences that to, Green Revolution has had on incomo

distribution, land o,.Lership and cropping patterns. Such findirgs

raise a number of important issued about the way in which rural

development programs involvir.g advanced agricultural techniques

shoul be set about.
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Regpnalism in Developing Countries

The concept of regionalism focuses on the severe regional disparities

and skewed development patterns that exist in many LDCs. This has

both spatial and social dimensions the former relating to the

concentration of the benefits of development among the major urban

centers at the expense of semi-urban or rural areas, while the

social dimension relates to the concentration of such benefits among

a few socio-economic groups, for example, owners of industry and

agriculture, at the expense of the urban and rural unemployed, landless

labor and tr.lbals.

At a theoretical level, regionalism as an analytic category occupies

a significant position in current research in Dependency Theory. The

concepts of unequal development and internal colonialism have strong

implications for the understanding of regional and social disimrities

.in the LDCs. The contribution of technological decisions towards

creating and maintaining these diaparities is an issue which stands

at the interface of the Dependency Theory and Appropriate Technology

dpproaches. Thus, study of this issue is important both in the

interests of theoretical clarification as well as for the policy

implications that may be.drawn.

Several explanations of the mechanisms by which unequal benefits

accrue to different regions or groups have bee- offered. One

explanation is earlier sttategies of development based on the

"dualism" thesis which suggested that LUCs were characterized by

two sectors, each independent of the other, one of which was advanced,

progressive and industrial, and the other rural, backward and stagnant.

The urban sectors were treated as "growth poles" where investment was

concentrated, with expectations of a 'trickle-down' effect into the

rural areas. The 'dualism' thesis has generally been discarded as

having insufficiently recognized the true nature of the Interconnections

and interdependencies between urban and rural sectors.
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Regional economic specialization has been offered as another explan-

ation. Since regions differ in the availability of resources,

specialiZation may be optimal from an oyerall economic point of view.

However, this-creates the same unequal dependencies between regions

in terns of the flow of material goods as characterize relations

between "metropole" nations and their "satellite,.". Moreover, the,

location of much investment in the LDCs, particularly those that are

not site-specific in terms of aCcess to resources, is influenced by

political and historic considerations. The colonial past of the LDCs

has tesulted in the concentration of infta-structural facilities around

ports and coastal areas to the neglect of the hinterland. Investment

decisions that take advantage of these tacilities rc?produce and

aggravate this pattern. Development projects utilizing international

aid are accompanied by tie-in clauses and priorities of the donor

agency which manifest themselves in locational and technical re-

strictions which contribute to regional inerittality.

A host of other market, financial and ta.,. structures and social

factors such as price dittqrentials, differences in credit availa-

bility,,rural-urban raigr&t-rfm and s'-alls flows, interact with

technologicta decisions co reinforce these disparities. Tne educa-

tional aystem is of p-.!ticular importance in this context. By

cver-empbasizing urbar elit_-oriented educ-Ition, educational insti-

tutions prepare ,.--,-aduates for positions in MNCs or large national

businesses. The result is the further specialized education of an

already privileged el.,te and widening the gap between socio-economic

groups. The strpng urban bias, both with regard to access to

educational facilities, and the nature of the skills imparted ensure

that the gains from investment in education accrue to urban areas.

The lack of applicability of acquired skills in the rural areas

results in the migration of the few rural educated into the cities.

Technologies that specify high levels of skills operate, through

employment effects, to increase the concentration of economic power

within a few socio-economic groups, and to marginalize others such
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as tribals and rural artisans whose traditional economic activities

are replaced. Reciprocally this leads to the concentration of

market demand for sophisticated goods which in turn requires soph-

isticated technologies.

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the concept of

regionalism and unequal development. One of its key characterlstics

is that it establishes an analytical category whereby many of the

arguments t,..7 both Dependency Theory and.Appropriate Technulogy can .

be evaluated and/or synthesized. Aley cr...tical issue in this regard

deals with the manner in which economic, organizational and socio-

cultural features of technology-relate r'. decisions contribute. .to

the mechanisms by which social and regional disparities are produced

and maintained.

5. Organizational Processes and Decision Making Structures

Organizational and decision processes determine the management end

mode of operation of a production system and relate to the way in

which inputs, operr.ttng procedures anl production processes are

organized. This organization influences the relationships among

workers, and bc,tween individuals and processes. The transfer of

techniques from DCs to LDCs generally involves the transplantation

of an entire technological system and set of practic designed

inherently on the basis of Western organization and LI-ision making

structures. The fnct that organizational adaptation to local

patterns may be nece!isary is often overlooked, primarily because

technology is seen as a value-free and apolitical means to an end

in the eyes of Western trained designers and engineers. Even in the

LDCs, design technologies are based on implicit and therefore

unquestioned assumptions about decision making structures and

attitudes towards work and workers that are rooted in Western

cultural models.

Another aspect that is ignored is the possibility of desigqing

alternative organizational systems based on the same set of

4
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technological hardware, Given a set of machines and processes,

organizational structures are assumed to be determinate.

The strvcfure of decision-making in the West still is primarily

hierarchical, and depends on regular and relatively accurate feed-

back from each level. It assumes both the existence of levels of

authority ia decision-making and the tvailability of Information

from lower levels. Such a structure is information-rich, focused,

and responsive. Therefore, once policy is determined and a suitable

technology developed, implementation is relatively straightforward.

In the LDCs, on the other hand, different structures can be identi-

fied based on two primary forms of decision making: the consensual,

involving maximal feedback and minimal authority, and the hierarchical,

based on minimal feedback and maximal authority.

Consensual decision-making is typical of plural societies, in which

no one subculture clearly dominates the rest. Decisions made are

those that all parties involved can live with and may be suboptimal

from the point of view of any individual or group but optimal for

the whole system. In such cases, technological system desIgn involves

the choice of processes which interact efficiently or with a minimum

of inefficiency, given the constraints.

Societies with authoritarian political structures typically have

hierarchical decision making. The choice of technological policy

and products presents no difficulty, but problems are encountered

in implementation and operation. Quality control problems, for

example, result from a lack of information feedback, which occurs due

to the tendency of individuals to compete with others at the same

level for the good opinions of those at a higher level rather than

to implement the program. Problems tend to be suppressed since

admission of difficulty represents political ammunition for competi-

tors. In such societies suitable technology implies that personnel

be organized Into a structure with built-in information generation
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and retrieval systems, and authoritative performance evaluaLion

measures. Since innovation is generally discouraged, external

sources must be relied on for development.

In reality, most cultures are pluralistic, i.e., no one subculture

is clearly dominant, and both consensual and hierarcbical decision

processes are present. Decision making within subcultures tends to

consensual, while decisions affecting the society as a whole are

made by the dominant group. These may be optimal for them but

detrimental to the whole society, and may be resiste" by the sub-

ordinate groups to whom they are handed down hierarchically. Even

if the decisions meet with the approval of the subordinate groups;

no compatible decision structures may be available within the latter for

implementation. In this case, individuals from the dominant culture

may manage programs and typical hierarchical decision making results.

The issues that this discussion raises are:

(a) What are the organizational features of a given technological

system that are based on cultural norms and pblitical

structures different from those of the society in which the

system is to be located?

(b) To what extent do these features affect the implementation

and utilization of technology in the host country?

(c) How can these features be adapted to take into account

indigenous socio-cultural structures.

6, Methodoloical Issues

Apart from the theoretical diversity that characterizes development,

there are the practical probleuo associated with research in developing

countries. A realistic coasideration of these issues in any research

program on development is vital to its successful implementation and

to the accuracy of its findings.

4 6
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Agcess to information is a major problem. Private companies are

reluctant to divulge information that is- competition-sensitive, as

are many of the data required for a comprehensive study of choice

of techniques. Small scale units, on the other hand, rarely keep

adequate records and accounts of their transactions and production
figures, preferring tovork in a traditional and intuitive manner.
As a result, the researcher is compelled to either rely solely on
the subjective estimates of individuals, or to personally develop

and use whatever measures he can.

Many LDCs having had a colonial past, have fairly well developed

statistical information systems, but quite often data that are relevant
to one particular study are scattered across the country in various

small:offices. Also, access to such information is sometimes difficult
because of the inefficient operation of the distribution channels

of the government information system, or because of bureaucratIc

obstacles. Furthermore, it is not very easy to find out what kind of

data the,government collects, and in what form. Quite often, the

government may have collected substantial amounts of information

about a certain sector or factor in the economy, but there may be

no awareness of the existence of such data. Knowledge of where

information exists, how it can be obtained, and what kinds of infor-,

mation are available, can often make the difference between success

and failure of a research project.

Two other problems deal with language aid travel. English, which is
the medium of much research in this area, is only spoken in the

"developed" regions of the LDCs. The need for qualitative informa-

tion based on interviews with people in the interior and backward

regions makes familiarity with local customs and langauge and accep-

tance by the local people essential. By and large, the researcher

in the f!_eld is restricted to areas where he is accepted and where
he can speak the language. As a result, the people he interacts
with generally provide him with only one side of the story, hence
biasing the research,
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For example, many evaluation studies of deyelopment programs have

been limited to conclusions based on interviews and questtonnaires

admdnistered to the implementing agency officials and associated

persons, and as a result have been unable to gain a realistic grasp

of the point of view of the subjects or intended beneficiaries of

these programs. To a large extent, this tendency has been the result

of looking at the LDC as a homogeneous entity where all the members

are equally concerned with and involved in development. This is quite

fallacious. Different groups have different interests in development,

and as a result, they have differen:c perspectives on the process of

development. Consequently, they respond differently to the various

issues that emerge. Good research requires an objective appraisal

of all perspecttves on these tssues.

Further, unlike research in developed countries where travel and

communication systems are well developed and reliable, field research

in an LDC can often be an uacomfortable and hazardous experience.

A familiarity with field conditious and a willingness to spend

adequate periods of time in faraway regions are important factors in

the success of a research project. On the other hand, good research

also requires sufficient access to an institution in the area where

library and data analysis facilities are available. Also, a fami-

liarity with a wide range of interdisciplinary analytical tools and

an adequate theoretical training are necessary prerequisities for

such work. This blend of theoretical and practical requirements,

plus a base from where to operate, is not rc.;,dily forthcoming, and the

development of such capabilities is indeed one of the requirements

of LDCs.

With regard to this issue, the general tendency in the past has been

that researchers from advanced countries who have the necessary theo-

retical training have dominated research and development. On the

one hand, this was the only option available, given the relative

scarcity of adequately trained LDC researchers. On the other hand,

however, the relative lack of familiarity of wt:item researchers
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with practical field conditiens has refl.ected itself in the qual4ty

of research. produced, with.a distinct lack og certain perspectives on

the problemT, .ng quite evident.

Since it is no longer true that there exists a scarcity of trained

LDC researchers, it is appropriate that any research program in devel-

oping countries include such individuals in order to enhance the

quality of the research and reduce the one,-sidedness of the findings.

One of the key components of CISST's proposed program is to make use

of such researchers, both in the initial design stages as well as

in field work and data collection, in cooperation with researdhers

from the United States, so as to draw the maximum benefit from the

strengths of both.

Another factor that plays an important role in the. success of a

research study is fhe selection of the field site (or sites). The

site needs to be such that, besides being accessible and manageable,

it Permits a close examination of key issues such as those discussed

earlier. Though theoretically any site is important as far as pro-

viding such opportunities is concerned, there are some where'important

issues are closer to the surface and therefore more readily researchable.

Fiaally, there is the methodological issue regarding frameworks for

data collection. Historically, researchers have generally taken one

of two approaches. The :irst involves a specific, rigorously defined

study which defines a number of variables and measures and gathers

data by the use of formal questionnaires and interview schedules.

Quite often, the variables included in the study have been selected

by researchers who are unfamiliar with the context. Furthermore,

though technically desirable for the structure it offers, such an

approach constrains the collection of data of the kind that fall

outside the immediate set of variables that ar,, of concern in the study.

Since more often than not, very valuable information exists in this

form, the study produces only a partLal perspective on the situation,

and one which is oftentimes biased.

4 i;
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On the other hand, there are the Open, unstructured studies,that do

not use any predetermined format and set out to discover the variables

and patterns of interactions tL.At exist. Though these studies

generally provide a richer set of data and a more bOmprehensive

perspective on the-situation, they often suffer in that the very

nature of their unstructuredness does not permit the interpretation

of their findings'in a broader, generalizable .59nse.

There is a need for a framework for research and dad generation

that is flexible and which permits the ccntext speCific findings of

individual studies to be related to each other, and to.other findings

in the area of development -.. if such studies are to provide concrete

policy inputs.

, The CISST analytical framework mentioned earlier permits this need

to be addressed,' and allows for the synthesis of diveTgent and un-

related issues into a systematic formulation at'both theoretical

and methodological levels.

1,0 M...
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V. CONCLUSION: THE NEED FOR AN INTEGRATING ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

The previous discussion of the network of contextual factors that

influence the crltical issues of technology and develcpment

above point to the need for a framework for research and data generation

that is flexible 'end which permits the context specific findings of

individual studies to be related to each other, and to other findings

in the area of development -- if such studies are to provide concrete

policy inputs.

TheCISST analytical framework merltion.d earlier permits this ne A

to be addressed, and al cgs for the synthesis of divergent and un-

related issues into a sysematic formulation at both theoretical

add methodological levels. At the theoretical level, it provides

a systematic framework, grounded 4.n existing knowledgk and experience

with regard to research, development and innovation systems, for

the gener'l analytical dimensions that are of significance in this

regard. At the methodological level, it provides a powerful device

for Lae identification and categorization of data in a manner which

permits the flexibilit/ that is necessary for such studies. At the

same time it offers the structure which is necessary for the findings

of the study to be integilted w.th -ther findings.

Based on the methodologi al Issues raised in this section, specific

:implications can be drawn Ifor the conduct of research in developing

countries. Of forNnost importance is the fact that the conditions

under which the research is to take place, and the contextual con-

straints and situ tions, are different from those experienced in

advanced coun-,:ries. Hence, not only is there a need foY a contextual

analysis in terms of the snbstan ive rontent of development research,

-11
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but also in terms of the practical aspects of carrying out such re-

Search. The implication, therefote, is that the conduct of a

research program on technolbgy and development needs to adopt a

certain structure which is hble to hddress the methodological

imperatives that emerge from this discussion.

In this paper, a brief Illustrative discussion has been presented

on how such a comprehensive contextual,analytical framework could

contribute to the richness and clarity pf issues that emerge in the

area of technology and development. Based on such an appmach, a

tentative research agenda has been'suggested in the form of topics

for research which emerge particularly, critical with regard to

our understanding of the processes involved. These issues have been

discussed briefly to indicate how an examination of them is re-

levant in terms of currently dominant trends in development research.

The agenda proposed is not meant to be exhaustive, but illustrative of

issues. An examination has also been made of the methodological

factors that need to be considered. These discussions demonstrate

the value of an overall, co-utextual approach which transcends dis-

ciplinary boundaries.
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Policy analysis is fraught with dilemmas: to be all-encompassing or

.to be focused and specific; to aatisfice with partial analyses.or to

*seek "optimal" solutions; to be informea by theory or to be guided by

the experience and wisdom of practitioners; to be inductive or deductive;

tO provide many options or a single alternative for the decision maker;

and so on.

We have not provided.any easy solution to these dilemmas. We have

however attempted to show the feasibility of dealing with very complex

policy questions that occur in the most uncertain of environments, that

of research, development and innov, )n. We have done this utilizing the

analytical framework which we develovd for,this purpose and which we have

presented More fully in'Radnor, Spivak, and Hofler (1977). In doing so,

we have demonstrated the feasibility of dealing with the above dilemmas

in a variety of Oays, befitting the problems at ;lane

In Agency/Field Relations we showed the value of taking a simply stated

issue ("What proportion of our budget should be field vs. agency directed?")

and making it much more meaningful by, on the one hand broadening the

issue to agency/fied relations and taking an overall R/D&I systems per-

spective; while on the other hand partitioning the question into its more

specific and differing ramifications for each nf the R/D&Ilfunctions

(research, development, etc.). Further, we couid make this approach both

feasible yet comprehensl-, by having available to us the generic descrip-

tions Qf issues that r d then be viewed from the educational R,D&I

context.

At this point we can take a step beyond the analysis presented. That

analysts was for educational R/D&I; it should not be difficult for the

interested policy analyst working in another sector (health, agri-

culture .etc.) to now undertake an analogous study of this same issue.

4 7
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This brings us to the hoped for consequences in.presenting the various ,

) studies. Agency/field relations in eduCational R/D&I may be of interest

to some as a topic in its own right, and we are pleased to be able to mak

our thinking on this topic available.. But, more important in our view,

is a la-ger insight. In the first instance, this could involve extension,

of the analysis to other sectors aad situations, as implied above. Aa \
such, we would hope that our analysis could provide a useful mode:. and

further, possibly the start of comparative analysis of such a question

across sectors. Yet still more important, it is one example of how such.

a difficult R/D&I issue can be usefully analysed -- utilizing the

perspectiv2e-have developed.

is to reinforce and further illustrate this theme that we have pro-

vided a variety of such policy analysis of differing issues in three

sectors (education, energy conservation, and technology and development).

The several policy issue:, discussed in educational R/D&I (Chapters One

tnrough Five) enable us.to see the capability of our approach to deal with

a variety of questions in the same sector. The other three analyses

(Chapters Six through Eight) begin to show its broader applicability to

other sectors.

In the fr.ilysis of regionalism in educational R/D&I we showed how an 4

R/D&I issue could (and should) be properly framed in its political/legal

environment as a necessary background for appreciating the interplay of

structural and functional.requirements. This interplay between the en-

vironmental and institutional (or inter-institutional) levels is charac-

. teris-ic of our mode of analysis and is precisely what is needed (and

often neglected) in policy analyses. Much the same is involved in con-

sidering the requirements for technoloey and for R&D systems (the issue

of "appropriateness") in the developrent of third world nati,ns.
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The anergy conservation and "the educational R/D&I program plannaing and

project selection analysis deal with very operational.questions. In the

former, we were able to translate our perspective into operational pro-

cedures that could benefit from the richness of our taxonomic framework,

while still leaving the analyst the freedom to use his or her own ex-

patience to tailor the process to personal needs. In the latter, while

we ware only able to take the first step in the analysis. Still, we were

again able to demonstrate the importance of recognizing the political

dimensions of both the environment and the process itself. The analysis

of requirements for fundamental research in education illustrates the

need to recognize the need for and-to be able to carry out,a study of

a single RID&I.function from a systemwide.perspective..

Perhaps more than anything the studies can help banish the policy

analyst's fear of becoming involved in the rich texture.of vn-iables

necessary for realism: but, until now, too complex and too diffuse to

permit in-depth insight; banish the fEar of transfering of knowledge

from one context to another. Understanding the components of context

we can hope to deal with some of the dilemmas stated at the outset of

this postscript. We trust that the presentation of these analyses can

lie a step in that direction.
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